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NOTICE OF MEETING

Notice is hereby given of an 

Extraordinary Meeting of the

Performance, Policy and Partnerships Committee

to be held in the Council Chamber, First Floor

Civic Administration Building,

101 Esk Street, Invercargill

On Tuesday 11 May 2021 at 9.00 am with the 

continuation of this meeting on Wednesday 12 May 

2021 at 9.00 am

Cr D J Ludlow (Chair)
Cr R R Amundsen (Deputy Chair)
Sir T R Shadbolt, KNZM JP 
Cr R L Abbott
Cr A J Arnold
Cr W S Clark
Cr A H Crackett
Cr P W Kett
Cr G D Lewis
Cr M Lush
Cr I R Pottinger
Cr N D Skelt
Cr L F Soper

CLARE HADLEY
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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LONG -TERM PLAN HEARINGS
11 May 2021 09:00 AM

Agenda Topic Page

1. Hearings for the 2021 – 2031 Long-Term Plan 23

1.1 Appendix 1 - Summary of Submissions 31

1.2 Appendix 2 - Social Media Report 71

1.3 Appendix 3 - Timetable for Hearings 78

2. Submissions to be Heard 80

2.1 Hearing Slot 1 - Submission 406 - Joseph Mclean 80

2.2 Hearing Slot 2 - Submission 531 - Gordon Crombie - Waihopai Association Football 83

2.3 Hearing Slot 3 - Submission 387 - Mark Young 86

2.4 Hearing Slot 4 - Submission 424 - Chris Knight - Athletics Southland 90

2.5 Hearing Slot 5 - Submission 493 - Dr Marcin Lipski 91

2.6 Hearing Slot 6 - Submission 461 - Gaire Thompson 92

2.7 Hearing Slot 7 - Submission 421 - Brian MacPherson 94

2.8 Hearing Slot 8 - Submission 407 - Hugh McGaveston 96

2.9 Hearing Slot 9 - Submission 278 - Jinnette Pickford 98

2.10 Hearing Slot 10 - Submission 389 - Linzi Turner 101

2.11 Hearing Slot 11 - Submission 575 - Leanne Liggett - Public Health Centre 105

2.12 Hearing Slot 12 - Submission 426 - Yvonne Mcclelland 109

2.13 Hearing Slot 13 - Submission 71 - Anna Clarke 110

2.14 Hearing Slot 14 - Submission 233 - Richard Kyte 113

2.15 Hearing Slot 15 - Submission 462 - Geoff Folster 115

2.16 Hearing Slot 16 - Submission 28 - Sian Topi 116

2.17 Hearing Slot 17 - Submission 499 - Noel Peterson 117
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2.18 Hearing Slot 18 - Submission 51 - Vanessa Leask 118

2.19 Hearing Slot 19 - Submission 443 - Carolyn Vi 119

2.20 Hearing Slot 20 - Submission 498 - Michelle Rogers-Hoff 120

2.21 Hearing Slot 21 - Submission 342 & 425 121

2.21.1 Submission 342 - Ian Sutherland 121

2.21.2 Submission 425 - Bluff Community Pool Trust 124

2.22 Hearing Slot 22 - Submission 423 - Omaui Community 138

2.23 Hearing Slot 23 - Submission 132 - Christine Henderson 148

2.24 Hearing Slot 24 - Submission 437 - Gloria Henderson - Bluff Community Board 150

2.25 Hearing Slot 25 - Submission 524 - Jeannie Dyer - Arts Murihiku 152

2.26 Hearing Slot 26 - Submission 228 - Mike Peters 153

2.27 Hearing Slot 27 - Submission 472 - Forest and Bird, Jenny Campbell1 155

2.28 Hearing Slot 28 - Submission 508 - Kim Reilly - Southland Federated Farmers 161

2.29 Hearing Slot 29 - Submission 3 - June Trotter 167

2.30 Hearing Slot 30 - Submission 152 - Henry James Tudor 169

2.31 Hearings Slot 31 - Submission 433 - Anke Hapgood 171

2.32 Hearings Slot 32 - Submission 44 - Janette Bradshaw 174

2.33 Hearings Slot 33 - Submission 441 - Bridgit Forsyth - Cancer Society 176

2.34 Hearings Slot 34 - Submission 128 - Jared Cappie 182

2.35 Hearings Slot 35 - Submission 86 - Brendon McDermott Sport Southland 185

2.36 Hearings Slot 36 - Submission 450 - David Kennedy - Southern Farmers Market 188

2.37 Hearings Slot 37 - Submission 136 - Dave Kennedy - IPAG 190

2.38 Hearings Slot 38 - Submission 146 - Selwyn Steedman 192

2.39 Hearings Slot 39 - Submission 142 - Valerie Dearman 194

2.40 Hearings Slot 40 - Submission 428 - Social Credit New Zealand 196

2.41 Hearings Slot 41 - Submission 471 - Janette Malcom Invercargill Community 
Connection

199
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2.42 Hearings Slot 42 - Submission 36 - Roger Landsborough Hodgkinson 243

2.43 Hearings Slot 43 - Submission 1 - Marion Miller 245

2.44 Hearings Slot 44 - Submission 494 - Marcus Roy 247

2.45 Hearings Slot 45 - Submission 513 - St Pauls 275

2.46 Hearings Slot 46 - Submission 449 - Craig Macalister - Anderson House Trust 276

2.47 Hearings Slot 47 - Submission 584 - Swain Peter David 288

2.48 Hearings Slot 48 - Submission 160 - Adrian Butson 294

2.49 Hearings Slot 49 - Submission 510 - Stella O' Connor - Murihiku Kai Collective 296

2.50 Hearings Slot 50 - Submission 490 - Louise O'Callaghan 308

2.51 Hearings Slot 52 - Submission 58 - Steve Mitchell 313

2.52 Hearings Slot 53 - Submission 59 - Wayne Harpur 315

2.53 Hearings Slot 54 - Submission 130 - Vicky Henry 317

2.54 Hearings Slot 55 - Submission 561 - Holly Stade 319

2.55 Hearings Slot 56 - Submission 91 - Craig Templer 327

2.56 Hearings Slot 57 - Submission 88 - Peter Downing 329

2.57 Hearings Slot 58 - Submission 448 - Courtney Ellison - South Alive 331

2.58 Hearings Slot 59 - Submission 436 - Basil Walker 335

3. Submissions not to be Heard 336

3.1 Submission 2 - Unnamed 336

3.2 Submission 4 - Unnamed 337

3.3 Submission 5 - Patricia Dennis 338

3.4 Submission 6 - Jackie Knight 340

3.5 Submission 7 - Judy Peters 342

3.6 Submission 8 - Barry Benjamin Keen 344

3.7 Submission 9 - Kathleen Eleanor Obers 346

3.8 Submission 11 - Kathleen Dale Gaines 348

3.9 Submission 12 - Colin Anderson 350
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3.10 Submission 13 - Kameel Medcalf 352

3.11 Submission 14 - Alexander Reko Hesselin 353

3.12 Submission 15 - Lyn Henry 355

3.13 Submission 16 - Dave Griffiths 357

3.14 Submission 17 - Charles Hay 359

3.15 Submission 18 - Barbara Gillian Clark 361

3.16 Submission 19 - Sarah Wilson 363

3.17 Submission 20 - Angie Hopkinson 365

3.18 Submission 21 - Nina Mae Head 367

3.19 Submission 22 - Ian Wilsto Wildey 369

3.20 Submission 23 - Linda Loose 371

3.21 Submission 24 - Anne McCracken 373

3.22 Submission 25 - Margaret Bailee 375

3.23 Submission 26 - Mervyn Desmond Gillick 377

3.24 Submission 27 - William Bruce Clearwater 378

3.25 Submission 29 - Bruce & Denise Halligan 380

3.26 Submission 30 - Geena Bragg 382

3.27 Submission 31 - Nola Hardy 384

3.28 Submission 32 - Elizabeth Harrison 386

3.29 Submission 33 - Unnamed 388

3.30 Submission 34 - Martyn Grace 390

3.31 Submission 35 - Steve Watt 392

3.32 Submission 37 - Unnamed 394

3.33 Submission 38 - Jayne Scarlet 396

3.34 Submission 39 - Lincoln Harrison 398

3.35 Submission 40 - Unnamed 400

3.36 Submission 41 - Unnamed 402
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3.37 Submission 42 - Earle D L Foster 404

3.38 Submission 43 - Glenda O'Rorke 406

3.39 Submission 45 - John Z Robinson 408

3.40 Submission 46 - Andrew Rowland 410

3.41 Submission 47 - Robert W Evans 412

3.42 Submission 48 - Guenther Willisch 414

3.43 Submission 49 - Lynette Watkins 416

3.44 Submission 50 - Douglas Black 418

3.45 Submission 51- Vanessa Leask 420

3.46 Submission 52 - Katrina Robertson 421

3.47 Submission 53 - Michelle Stevenson 423

3.48 Submission 54 - Colin Robertson 425

3.49 Submission 55 - Shane Blomfield 427

3.50 Submission 56 - Joseph Nicholls 428

3.51 Submission 57 - Paul Esplin 429

3.52 Submission 60 - Shane Harpur 431

3.53 Submission 61 - Unnamed 433

3.54 Submission 62 - Sheila Larsen 435

3.55 Submission 63 - Chris Jones 437

3.56 Submission 64 - Corey Fulton 438

3.57 Submission 65 - John Patterson 439

3.58 Submission 66 - Clayotn Gray 441

3.59 Submission 67 - Karli Seager 443

3.60 Submission 68 - Jenny O`Donnell 444

3.61 Submission 69 - CM and AS Dore 446

3.62 Submission 70 - Craig Phillip  Melligan 448

3.63 Submission 72 - Jason Larson 449
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3.64 Submission 73 - David Swann 450

3.65 Submission 74 -Tony Larson 452

3.66 Submission 75 - Marilyn O'Grady 454

3.67 Submission 76 -Ricky Bennett 456

3.68 Submission 77 - Richard Erwood 458

3.69 Submission 78 - Connor Erwood 460

3.70 Submission 79 - l Mckenzie 462

3.71 Submission 80 - Noeline McLean 464

3.72 Submission 81 - Philip McDonald 466

3.73 Submission 82 - Tui Larson 468

3.74 Submission 83 - Jason Domigan 470

3.75 Submission 84 - Rosemary Ann McKenzie 472

3.76 Submission 85 - Russell James McNeill 474

3.77 Submission 87 - Donna Harrison 476

3.78 Submission 89 - Alison Patrick 478

3.79 Submission 90 - Noel Matthews 480

3.80 Submission 92 - Margaret Clyma 482

3.81 Submission 93 - Margaret Young 484

3.82 Submission 94 - Selwyn Abey 486

3.83 Submission 95 - Judith Healy 488

3.84 Submission 96 - A Blomfield 496

3.85 Submission 97 - Barry Simmonds 498

3.86 Submission 98 - Amandea Robyn Quinn 501

3.87 Submission 99 - Carl Johnstone 503

3.88 Submission 100 - Shona Patricia Thomson 505

3.89 Submission 101 - Hayden Scott-Chambers 507

3.90 Submission 102 - Susan Swinbourne 509
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3.91 Submission 103 - Unnamed 511

3.92 Submission 104 - Dianne Logan 512

3.93 Submission 105 - Keith Henry Finlayson 514

3.94 Submission 106 - Alison Linley Mitchell 516

3.95 Submission 107 - Neill Philip Rumble and Dorothy Ann Wilson-Rumble 518

3.96 Submission 108 - L Spriggs 520

3.97 Submission 109 - Katherine Walsh 522

3.98 Submission 110 - Catherine (Kate) Dore 524

3.99 Submission 111 - Unnamed 526

3.100 Submission 112 - Donald Campbell 528

3.101 Submission 113 - Claire Martin 530

3.102 Submission 114 - Peter Kelly and Mary Kelly 532

3.103 Submission 115 - Robert John McKay 534

3.104 Submission 116 - Julianne Watson 536

3.105 Submission 117 - D. Whelan 538

3.106 Submission 118 - James Roland Watson 540

3.107 Submission 119 - Colleen Kelly 542

3.108 Submission 120 - William (Bill) Francis Doherty 544

3.109 Submission 121 - Yvonne Mary Watt 546

3.110 Submission 122 - Wendy Creurer 548

3.111 Submission 123 - Roderick Brett Jordan 550

3.112 Submission 124 - Alwyn Heather Kelly 552

3.113 Submission 125 - Grant Meyer 554

3.114 Submission 126 - Bernette lucy Hogan 556

3.115 Submission 127 - Neil Donald McPherson 558

3.116 SuSubmission 129 - David Sarich 560

3.117 Submission 131 - Unnamed 562
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3.118 Submission 133 - Emma Owen 564

3.119 Submission 134 - Mike Grantham 566

3.120 Submission 135 - B G McNamara 568

3.121 Submission 139 - John Pringle 570

3.122 Submission 140 - Donald Hay 572

3.123 Submission 141 - Chris Montgomery 574

3.124 Submission 143 - Unnamed 576

3.125 Submission 145 - Keith Brown 578

3.126 Submission 148 - Unnamed 580

3.127 Submission 149 - Ella Zhang 582

3.128 Submission 150 - Unnamed 584

3.129 Submission 151 - M Witheford 586

3.130 Submission 153 - Matt Couldrey 588

3.131 Submission 155 - Jill Duff 590

3.132 Submission 156 - Michael Hunter 592

3.133 Submission 157 - Unnamed 594

3.134 Submission 158 - Bill Obers 596

3.135 Submission 159 - Balint Koller 598

3.136 Submission 161 - Julie Manson 600

3.137 Submission 162 - Unnamed 602

3.138 Submission 163 - Unnamed 604

3.139 Submission 164 - Unnamed 606

3.140 Submission 165 - Glenda Donaghy 608

3.141 Submission 166 - Rochelle Murphy 610

3.142 Submission 167 - Norma Milne 612

3.143 Submission 168 - Cassie Watt 614

3.144 Submission 169 - Bronwyn Cordell 616
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3.145 Submission 170 - Darren May 618

3.146 Submission 171 - Tony Rabbitt 620

3.147 Submission 172 - Jane Cameron 622

3.148 Submission 173 - Alison Broad 624

3.149 Submission 174 - Dorothy Ashby 626

3.150 Submission 175 - Kate Minehan 628

3.151 Submission 176 - N Austin 630

3.152 Submission 177 - Unnamed 632

3.153 Submission 178 - Maria Alcock 634

3.154 Submission 179 - Unnamed 636

3.155 Submission 180 - Anne Mcfarlane 638

3.156 Submission 181 - Deb Ellis 640

3.157 Submission 182 - S Marrah 642

3.158 Submission 183 - Kevin 644

3.159 Submission 184 - Russ 646

3.160 Submission 185 - Sandy Cooper 648

3.161 Submission 186 - Unnamed 650

3.162 Submission 187 - Unnamed 651

3.163 Submission 188 - Unnamed 652

3.164 Submission 189 - Jennifer Officer 653

3.165 Submission 190 - Allie 655

3.166 Submission 191 - B Elder 657

3.167 Submission 192 - Sue Whitley 659

3.168 Submission 193 - Aaron Officer 661

3.169 Submission 194 - Unnamed 663

3.170 Submission 195 - Lorna Jones 665

3.171 Submission 196 - Unnamed 667
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3.172 Submission 197 - Carrolyn Baker 669

3.173 Submission 198 - Sandra King 671

3.174 Submission 199 - Jess 673

3.175 Submission 200 - Alex Derbie 675

3.176 Submission 201 - Unnamed 677

3.177 Submission 202 - Unnamed 679

3.178 Submission 203 - Stephen O'Connor 681

3.179 Submission 204 - Patricia Coats 683

3.180 Submission 205 - Norman 685

3.181 Submission 206 - Unnamed 687

3.182 Submission 207 - Unnamed 689

3.183 Submission 208 - Unnamed 691

3.184 Submission 209 - G Larson 693

3.185 Submission 210 - Andrew Digby 695

3.186 Submission 211 - Sarah 697

3.187 Submission 212 - Unnamed 698

3.188 Submission 213 - Unnamed 700

3.189 Submission 214 - Nathan Stenton 702

3.190 Submission 215 - Unnamed 704

3.191 Submission 216 - Simon Gentle 706

3.192 Submission 217 - Unnamed 708

3.193 Submission 218 - Josh 710

3.194 Submission 219 - Unnamed 712

3.195 Submission 220 - Unnamed 714

3.196 Submission 221 - Unnamed 716

3.197 Submission 222 - Colin Davis 718

3.198 Submission 223 - Unnamed 720
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3.199 Submission 224 - Unnamed 722

3.200 Submission 225 - Unnamed 723

3.201 Submission 226 - Unnamed 724

3.202 Submission 227 - Unnamed 726

3.203 Submission 228 - Mike Peters 728

3.204 Submission 229 - Judy 730

3.205 Submission 230 - Unnamed 732

3.206 Submission 231 - Kathy Shirley 734

3.207 Submission 232 - Karen Carter 736

3.208 Submission 234 - Johnathan Thomas 738

3.209 Submission 235 - Lauris Richardson 740

3.210 Submission 236 - Allan Low 742

3.211 Submission 237 - Unnamed 743

3.212 Submission 238 - Unnamed 745

3.213 Submission 239 - Unnamed 747

3.214 Submission 240 - Unnamed 749

3.215 Submission 241 - Linda Neave 751

3.216 Submission 242 - Ash 753

3.217 Submission 243 - Unnamed 755

3.218 Submission 244 - Unnamed 758

3.219 Submission 245 - Unnamed 760

3.220 Submission 246 - Ann Marie Andrell 762

3.221 Submission 247 - Mac 764

3.222 Submission 248 - Unnamed 766

3.223 Submission 249 - Sharon Livingstone 768

3.224 Submission 250 - Unnamed 770

3.225 Submission 251 - Simon Ward 772
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3.226 Submission 252 - Unnamed 774

3.227 Submission 253 - Unnamed 776

3.228 Submission 254 - James 779

3.229 Submission 255 - Marc 781

3.230 Submission 256 - Unnamed 784

3.231 Submission 257 - Unnamed 787

3.232 Submission 258 - Unnamed 790

3.233 Submission 259 - Unnamed 793

3.234 Submission 260 - Ryan Marshall 796

3.235 Submission 261 - Steve Wills 799

3.236 Submission 262 - Sarah McKenzie 802

3.237 Submission 263 - Unnamed 805

3.238 Submission 264 - Ronald Gilson 808

3.239 Submission 265 - Josh Dennison 811

3.240 Submission 266 - Unnamed 814

3.241 Submission 267 - Unnamed 817

3.242 Submission 268 - Maria Davers 820

3.243 Submission 269 - Wade Devine 823

3.244 Submission 270 - G Berg 825

3.245 Submission 271 - Geoff Dembo 828

3.246 Submission 272 - Unnamed 831

3.247 Submission 273 - Regan Summerfield 834

3.248 Submission 274 - Unnamed 837

3.249 Submission 275 - Unnamed 840

3.250 Submission 276 - Bretton Taylor 843

3.251 Submission 277 - Ben Parkes 846

3.252 Submission 279 - J Howie 849
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3.253 Submission 280 - Unnamed 852

3.254 Submission 281 - Unnamed 855

3.255 Submission 282 - Unnamed 858

3.256 Submission 283 - Unnamed 860

3.257 Submission 284 - Barry O'Callaghan 862

3.258 Submission 285 - Malcom McKee 865

3.259 Submission 286 - Unnamed 868

3.260 Submission 287 - Dayna Cunningham 871

3.261 Submission 288 - Gaye Turner 874

3.262 Submission 289 - Milton Smith 877

3.263 Submission 290 - M J McGee 880

3.264 Submission 291 - Jenn Thom 883

3.265 Submission 292 - Paul Robinson 886

3.266 Submission 293 - Unnamed 889

3.267 Submission 294 - Unnamed 892

3.268 Submission 295 - Unnamed 895

3.269 Submission 296 - Wendy McLachlan 898

3.270 Submission 297 - Jodie 901

3.271 Submission 298 - Jack 904

3.272 Submission 299 - Melissa 906

3.273 Submission 300 - Tracey 908

3.274 Submission 301 - Unnamed 911

3.275 Submission 302 - Kate Hays 914

3.276 Submission 303  - Unnamed 917

3.277 Submission 304 - Unnamed 920

3.278 Submission 305 - Greg Weake 923

3.279 Submission 306 - Unnamed 926
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3.280 Submission 307 - Kristin Kiko 929

3.281 Submission 308 - Unnamed 932

3.282 Submission 309 - Unnamed 935

3.283 Submission 310 - Joshua Harding 938

3.284 Submission 311 - Unnamed 941

3.285 Submission 312 - Graeme Pont 944

3.286 Submission 313 - Unnamed 947

3.287 Submission 314 - Jamie Bulling 949

3.288 Submission 315 - Bryan Webb 951

3.289 Submission 316 - Unnamed 954

3.290 Submission 317 - Unnamed 957

3.291 Submission 318 - Unnamed 960

3.292 Submission 319 - Brent Thawley 963

3.293 Submission 320 - Unnamed 966

3.294 Submission 321 - Frank Dean 969

3.295 Submission 322 - Steven Pearce 972

3.296 Submission 323 - Isabel Blyth 975

3.297 Submission 324 - Deon 978

3.298 Submission 325 - Unnamed 981

3.299 Submission 326 - Unnamed 984

3.300 Submission 327 - Luke Herbert 986

3.301 Submission 328 - Unnamed 988

3.302 Submission 329 - David Williamson 991

3.303 Submission 330 - Paul Cotter 994

3.304 Submission 331 - Judy Turner 998

3.305 Submission 332 - Maureen Archer 1001

3.306 Submission 333 - Unnamed 1004
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3.307 Submission 334 - Lisa McCracken 1007

3.308 Submission 335 - Jhon 1010

3.309 Submission 336 - Unnamed 1013

3.310 Submission 337 - Unnamed 1016

3.311 Submission 338 - Unnamed 1019

3.312 Submission 339  - Unnamed 1022

3.313 Submission 340 - Glenda Duthie 1025

3.314 Submission 341 - Stuart Chappell 1027

3.315 Submission 343 - Jo Osborn 1031

3.316 Submission 344 - Elvira Masters 1034

3.317 Submission 345 - Sarah Thorne 1037

3.318 Submission 346 - Matthew Denton 1040

3.319 Submission 347 - Kathryn MacLachlan 1043

3.320 Submission 348 - Unnamed 1046

3.321 Submission 349 - Nick Round - Turner 1049

3.322 Submission 350 - Simon Stopford 1052

3.323 Submission 351 - Shanin 1055

3.324 Submission 352 - Maurice Rodway 1058

3.325 Submission 353 - David 1061

3.326 Submission 354 - Inge Bayne 1064

3.327 Submission 355 - Robbie Kelly 1067

3.328 Submission 356 - Unnamed 1069

3.329 Submission 357 - Dan Bell 1072

3.330 Submission 358 - Unnamed 1075

3.331 Submission 359 - Tarryn Mcleod 1078

3.332 Submission 360 - Unnamed 1081

3.333 Submission 361 - Unnamed 1084
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3.334 Submission 362 - Leila Devery 1087

3.335 Submission 364 - Unnamed 1090

3.336 Submission 365 - Jesse 1093

3.337 Submission 366 - Unnamed 1096

3.338 Submission 367 - Janette Espiritu 1099

3.339 Submission 368 - Warren Jones 1102

3.340 Submission 369 - Unnamed 1104

3.341 Submission 370  - Unnamed 1107

3.342 Submission 371 - Katherine Harvey 1110

3.343 Submission 372 - Quinton Holland - King 1113

3.344 Submission 373 - Unnamed 1116

3.345 Submission 374 - Thomas Edwards 1119

3.346 Submission 375 - Bonnie Mager 1122

3.347 Submission 376 - Jaimie Masters 1125

3.348 Submission 377 - Ruth Rutland 1128

3.349 Submission 378 - Russell Osborne 1131

3.350 Submission 379 - Unnamed 1134

3.351 Submission 380 - Craig Stoneman 1137

3.352 Submission 381 - John McEwan 1140

3.353 Submission 382 - Shane 1143

3.354 Submission 383 - Raylene Ballantyne 1146

3.355 Submission 384 - Unnamed 1149

3.356 Submission 385 - Unnamed 1152

3.357 Submission 386 - Royden Muirhead 1155

3.358 Submission 388 - Unnamed 1158

3.359 Submission 390 - Gail Honeywill 1161

3.360 Submission 391 - Renee Jackman 1164
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3.361 Submission 392 - Kirsten Diack 1167

3.362 Submission 393 - Roger Baillie 1170

3.363 Submission 394 - Unnamed 1172

3.364 Submission 395 - Dot 1173

3.365 Submission 396 - Raymond Alderson 1176

3.366 Submission 397 - Mary 1179

3.367 Submission 398 - Sandra Lock 1182

3.368 Submission 399 - Eileen Adam 1185

3.369 Submission 400 - Brad Hamilton 1188

3.370 Submission 401 - Unnamed 1191

3.371 Submission 402 - Unnamed 1194

3.372 Submission 403 - Unnamed 1197

3.373 Submission 404 - Blair Howden 1200

3.374 Submission 405 - Albie Ford 1203

3.375 Submission 409 - Martin Mcatear 1206

3.376 Submission 410 - Unnamed 1209

3.377 Submission 411 - Jeffrey Chiu 1212

3.378 Submission 412 - Hamish McMurdo 1215

3.379 Submission 413 - JoAnna May 1218

3.380 Submission 414 - Unnamed 1221

3.381 Submission 415 - Tyler Torrey 1224

3.382 Submission 416 - Sherrianna Woods 1227

3.383 Submission 417 - Allan Parker 1230

3.384 Submission 418 - Courtney 1233

3.385 Submission 419 - Murihiku Marae 1236

3.386 Submission 420 - Mary Byrne - Fluoride Free New Zealand 1239

3.387 Submission 422 -Fran Davies - Heritage New Zealand 1242
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3.388 Submission 427 - Judy Hayward 1247

3.389 Submission 429 - Unnamed 1249

3.390 Submission 430 - Phil Hartley - Athletics Invercargill Club 1253

3.391 Submission 431  - Amanda Corrigan 1254

3.392 Submission 432 - Anita Cooper 1255

3.393 Submission 434 - Arnel Bulanagui 1256

3.394 Submission 435 - Jane Muir 1257

3.395 Submission 438 - Brett Collinson 1258

3.396 Submission 439 - Brent Thawley - Sport New Zealand 1259

3.397 Submission 440 - Brett Hoyle 1264

3.398 Submission 442 - Britt Barris 1265

3.399 Submission 444 - Carolyn Weston 1266

3.400 Submission 445 - Chris Cole - Learning Differences Aotearoa Trust 1269

3.401 Submission 446 - Jake Bradshaw 1275

3.402 Submission 447  - Connaugh Mckibbin 1276

3.403 Submission 451 - David Brookland 1277

3.404 Submission 452 - Debbie Flutey 1278

3.405 Submission 453 - Demelza Tarrant 1279

3.406 Submission 454 - Desmond Moore-Carter 1280

3.407 Submission 455 - Dewald Villoen 1281

3.408 Submission 456 - Donald Heslip 1282

3.409 Submission 457 - Douglas Barlow 1283

3.410 Submission 458 - William Rogers - Hoff 1284

3.411 Submission 459 - Ewen Rodway 1285

3.412 Submission 460 - Rick Zwaan - Forest and Bird 1286

3.413 Submission 463 - Scott and Joc O'Donnell 1291

3.414 Submission 464 - Healthy Families 1301
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3.415 Submission 465 - Ian Calder 1304

3.416 Submission 466 - Kylie Fowler 1305

3.417 Submission 467  - Ivan MacIntosh 1306

3.418 Submission 468 - CTS, Jackie Flutey 1307

3.419 Submission 469 - Jago Byatt 1309

3.420 Submission 470 - Stu Fraser 1310

3.421 Submission 473 - Jerinte Knol 1311

3.422 Submission 474 - Joanne Thompson 1312

3.423 Submission 475 - John Jones 1313

3.424 Submission 476 - Judy Hayward 1314

3.425 Submission 477 - Katie Eaton 1316

3.426 Submission 478 - Katrina McDonald 1317

3.427 Submission 479 - Kelly Fewster 1318

3.428 Submission 480 - Kevin Kerr 1319

3.429 Submission 482 - Kirsten Hoyle 1320

3.430 Submission 483 - Kristina Moore 1321

3.431 Submission 484 - Kylie Lawson 1322

3.432 Submission 485 - Lara Stevens 1323

3.433 Submission 486 - Lawrence Kees 1324

3.434 Submission 487 - Leon Hartnett - Ratepayers Association 1325

3.435 Submission 488 - Lindsay Beer 1328

3.436 Submission 489 - Louise Fowler 1329

3.437 Submission 491 - Louise Powell 1331

3.438 Submission 492 - Maia Gillan 1332

3.439 Submission 495 - Margaret Dawson 1333

3.440 Submission 496 - Maria Sutherland 1334

3.441 Submission 497 - Mary Kapene 1335
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3.442 Submission 500 - Paul and Gaylyn 1336

3.443 Submission 501 - Peter Ballantyne 1337

3.444 Submission 502 - Rachael Buckingham 1338

3.445 Submission 503 - Rodney Tribe 1341

3.446 Submission 504 - Rosi Coyle 1346

3.447 Submission 505 - Water Safety New Zealand 1347

3.448 Submission 506 - Sheree Marrah 1358

3.449 Submission 507 - Chamber of Commerce 1359

3.450 Submission 509 - Brendon McDermott - Sport Southland 1365
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TO: PERFORMANCE, POLICY AND PARTNERSHIPS 
COMMITTEE

FROM: RHIANNON SUTER, MANAGER – STRATEGY AND 
POLICY

AUTHORISED BY: MICHAEL DAY, GM – FINANCE AND ASSURANCE

MEETING DATE: 11 MAY 2021

HEARINGS FOR THE 2021 – 2031 LONG-TERM PLAN

SUMMARY

This report provides the submissions to the 2021 – 2031 Long-term Plan for consideration, 
along with the schedule for hearings.  

RECOMMENDATIONS

That the Performance, Policy and Partnerships Committee

1. Receive the report “Hearings for the 2021 – 2031 Long-term Plan”.

2. Receive and consider the submissions to the 2021 – 2031 Long-term Plan 
(fA259249)

3.  Agree to receive and consider late submissions received after the closing of 
submissions: 

Ryan Harvey
Timothy Fletcher
Nathan Surendran
Kevin Wall

4. Note the summary of submissions (A3405290)

5.    Note the social media report (A3401518)

6.      Note the timetable for hearings (A3405264).

IMPLICATIONS

1. Has this been provided for in the Long Term Plan/Annual Plan?

This is part of the Long-term Plan process

2. Is a budget amendment required?

N/A

3. Is this matter significant in terms of Council’s Policy on Significance?
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Yes

4. Implications in terms of other Council Strategic Documents or Council Policy?

This is part of the Long-term Plan process

5. Have the views of affected or interested persons been obtained and is any further 
public consultation required?

This report includes the submissions received as a result of consultation on the 
Long-term Plan. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Financial implications of submissions will be considered as part of the report on deliberation 
on the Long-term Plan. 

CONSULTATION 

Consultation took place between 30 March and 3 May 2021. 

Each property in Invercargill received a leaflet alerting them to the Long-term Plan 
consultation. Every non-resident ratepayer also received a letter alerting them to the 
consultation and proposed rating changes. The consultation was advertised on newspaper, 
radio and social media. A version of the submission form was printed in the Southland 
Express which was a successful innovation. 

Consultation documents were available at the Civic Administration Building, Bluff Service 
Centre, the Library, Splash Palace and at a range of locations around the city, including all 
supermarkets, Kmart and the Warehouse. Consultation documents were delivered to the 
larger rest homes and Youth Council worked to encourage applications from young people. 
Each staff member received a copy with a request to pass it on to a friend or family member
who may be interested in making a submission.

An email was sent to all stakeholders and individuals who have requested to be kept up to 
date with Council consultation. 

The consultation document along with all supplementary materials were made available on 
the website www.icc.govt.nz/roadmaptorenewal

The following consultation events were held around the city:
- Kennington
- Otatara 
- Bluff 
- Stadium Southland – Southern Steel game
- Murihiku Marae
- Countdown Supermarket
- Business After 5 event held with the Chamber of Commerce 
- South City The Pod

These were a mix of round table, drop in and stand events. In addition Council held its first 
Facebook Live event with Councillors Skelt and Soper. 

Meetings were also held with the Ratepayers Association and CCS Disability Action. 
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Submissions could be made online, via drop off or post, or via email. The majority of 
submissions were received via the online survey.  The next most used method was email, 
followed by hard copy submissions.

A report of social media engagement activity is attached. 

SUBMISSIONS

541 submissions were received and 67 wish to be heard. When reading the agenda, note 
that there are some non-consecutive numbers – this is as a result of duplicates being 
removed and does not mean there are missing submissions.

The Summary of Submissions document contains all the submissions in a table.  When 
referring to submitters choice of options for main projects a traffic light system has been used 
to enable analysis at a glance:

- Green – Preferred option
- Orange – Another option
- Red – Do nothing
- Grey – No opinion

Below is a brief summary of the submissions. Full analysis of submissions will be provided in 
the Deliberations report for the Performance, Policy and Partnerships Committee meeting on 
18 May 2021.  

City centre masterplan and urban play

56% of 380 submissions on this topic were in favour of Council’s preferred option: 
$20.8million investment in the streetscape and $4.9 million investment in urban play. 

24% believed Council should invest only in the streetscape – A total $18.6 million investment 
in a $20.8 million project. 

20% believed Council should do nothing. 

Urban play

On balance the majority of people are in favour of an urban play option.  Many are focused 
on opportunities for children, some for all people and others simply want to make the city 
centre an attractive place to visit for both locals and visitors. 

People provided a range of ideas for what urban play could look like – More mentioned 
dispersed options than a destination playground like Margaret Mahy.  Many were concerned 
about the weather and felt that something undercover was needed.  Some mentioned 
integrating arts activities into the urban play.  A minority felt Council ought to have clearer 
plans before asking for feedback. 

Of those opposed to urban play, many felt it was not needed, that there were enough play 
places elsewhere, weather made the idea impractical or that there were other priorities. The 
most frequent negative response that the cost could not be justified.

Streetscape

Most recognise the importance of investing in the streetscape although some are concerned 
about the cost. 
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Submitters are divided on the issue as to whether streets are for cars or people.  Many 
people want easier walking and cycling; others strongly want ease of use for cars 
maintained.  Some people raised accessibility for older, disabled people and for young 
families – Again people are divided on whether accessibility is helped through prioritizing 
cars or people.  

There is stronger consensus that Tay Street should be kept for cars and that there is room to 
make Esk St more pedestrian friendly. 

Many mentioned the importance of a meeting space and green areas.  This was also an 
issue raised repeatedly through the Extra Money for City Block? consultation. 

A small number were concerned that housing was missing from the plans for the city centre, 
which they believe is a crucial aspect of vibrancy.  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

72% of the 380 submissions on the Museum were in favour of Council’s preferred option to 
invest $42.6 million of a total $56.8 million to make the building safe and reopen the 
museum. 

20% preferred that Council invest an extra $700,000 a year into He waka tuia and explore 
other permanent solutions for the museum. 

Only 8% believed Council should do nothing on this issue.  

The clear message on the Museum is “Get it done.”  Many raised the impact on children of 
the museum being closed.  Others are concerned that there is nowhere to take visitors.  A 
smaller number are concerned the solution is not fully scoped and it is better to wait and get 
it right.

The second area of consensus is that people want the museum to remain in the park.  They 
see many benefits to its current location including convenience to the park for families and 
visitors, parking and keeping continuity with Southland’s heritage. 

There is less consensus as to whether the solution for the building is right. Some are 
concerned about the cost of the proposed solution, but a similar proportion believe that 
investment should be made in a new building.

Others believe the building is less important than the contents and have a range of 
suggestions from innovation to keeping the tuatara and the seal.  
Some support a solution in the city centre but they are outnumbered by those who are 
passionately opposed to a city centre solution.  Some are underwhelmed by He waka tuia 
and either believe it is not necessary or not well executed. However, a small number believe 
it should be continued alongside the museum, perhaps with a focus on art. 
A small but passionate minority believe all the expense is completely unjustified and the 
museum should be reopened immediately as it is. 

Rugby Park

55% of the 381 people who submitted on Rugby Park were in favour of Council’s two stage 
approach to Rugby Park, investing $4.9 million to make the building safe and seeking 
external funding to complete work to make the building into a more flexible venue. 

26% believed Council should only work to make the building safe.
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19% believe Council should do nothing. 

Views on Rugby Park are strong and divided. 

A flexible approach is preferred to a maintenance only approach, however this needs to be 
considered against the more complex qualitative feedback. 

The most passionate views are fairly evenly balanced between the rugby supporters whose 
priority is heritage and getting back full use of the ground for rugby, and those who strongly 
believe Council should not own Rugby Park and rugby should be user pays. These 
submitters do not understand why Council is paying to support a particular sport.

Of those whose main focus appears to be rugby, maintenance is marginally felt to be more 
important than creating a flexible venue. 

Of those who want a flexible venue some are passionate about the opportunities it presents 
for other sports and events like concerts, but more are focused on either increasing revenue 
to reduce costs on ratepayers, or on making the best of the investment since they believe it 
has to be made. 

Some are concerned that the plans for a flexible venue are not fully scoped and question the 
location.  Some believe there are significant issues such as parking which need to be 
addressed.  Others suggest investment should be made at Surrey Park instead.  Some are 
mentioning a venue at Oreti Beach. 

Some want the project done sooner but more believe there are other more important 
priorities.

Roadmap to Renewal

Council asked for feedback on its Roadmap to Renewal which laid out the plan for strategic 
community projects. 

It is important to note that in this analysis of the qualitative data, percentages are estimates
and should be taken as such. 

Approximately a third of feedback is positive or strongly positive about the plan – this is the 
most common feedback by a considerable margin.  These submitters are pleased to see that 
Council has a clearly communicated plan, which they believe will be good for Invercargill now 
and for the next generation.  These submitters believe the plan has broadly the right projects 
in the right order, although some raise one or more projects they have different views on.

The next most common feedback (approximately 10%) is concern about cost. Others are 
concerned about whether the plan is too ambitious or whether Council has the capacity to 
deliver. Some are concerned that Council should not be spending so much on projects which 
are not core infrastructure or that the level of debt funding being taken on is not acceptable.  
Some believe that Invercargill has an aging population and investing in projects more 
suitable for a younger population is misguided. 

The most commonly mentioned project on the roadmap is Anderson House.  The Water 
Tower is also frequently mentioned. People want these projects addressed as a priority.

Opinion is divided on ACI and the additional pool – with roughly equal numbers believing 
they should be removed or should be brought forward. 
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There is controversy about Surrey Park Grandstand.  There is concern from many that there 
has not been sufficient consultation with effected groups and Council needs to revisit this. 

Some who are passionate about the museum or the CBD, believe that other things should be 
left until these projects are completed. Those who are passionate about Rugby Park believe 
it should be done earlier.

For a considerable number maintenance of the buildings Council already has is the priority 
and new projects should not be considered until existing assets are dealt with.  In 
comparison, a much smaller number are concerned the projects included are too 
conservative and not innovative enough. 

A small but significant number have raised climate change and want to see this issue 
considered in project planning.

Other plans and activities
Council asked for feedback on its other plans and activities which form the Infrastructure 
Strategy.  

It is important to note that in this analysis of the qualitative data, percentages are estimates
and should be taken as such. 

The most common feedback is positive (approximately 25%).  These submitters are pleased 
to see investment in core infrastructure which they believe is in the right places and at an 
appropriate level.  Some raise the importance of a steady investment in maintaining assets. 

This compares to approximately 1 in 10 who are concerned about cost. This is often 
discussed in relation to the issue of affordability, although some question whether Council 
knows what is needed.

The most commonly mentioned area of infrastructure is three waters.  The importance of 
prioritizing an alternative water supply was most mentioned, followed by concerns about 
three water reform and the need for improved water quality.

Roading was frequently mentioned.  Some have specific concerns about quality issues, 
others are concerned about the frequency of roadworks. 

Climate change is mentioned by a significant minority.  Support for walking and cycling is the 
most mentioned related issue, with other mitigation measures mentioned by a few. 

Recycling and waste was an area people had suggestions for innovation. 

Some Bluff residents are concerned they are not receiving the same level of service as 
Invercargill. 

Some Otatara, Kennington and residents in other rural areas have raised concerns about 
service provision, mostly in relation to the proposed rating changes.  

Plans for finance and rates

Council asked for feedback on its plans for finance and rates which form the core of its 
Infrastructure Strategy. 
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It is important to note that in this analysis of the qualitative data, percentages are estimates
and should be taken as such. 

Approximately a third of submissions are positive about the plans for finance and rates.  
Some of those who are positive believe the increases are fair to pay for the plan; some are 
pleased to see overdue investment being made and others are pleased to see consistent 
steady rates increases. 

Approximately a third are negative believing rates are too high.  The most commonly raised 
issue is affordability, particularly for people on fixed incomes. Others believe Council is not 
responsible or is trying to do too much.  Some objected to the level of debt being proposed 
and others believed more needed to be done to seek alternative sources of revenue. The 
post-Covid environment was mentioned by some.

Many recognized that it would not be possible to set rates at a level everyone would be 
happy with. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Council asked for feedback on its proposed changes to the rating system.

It is important to note that in this analysis of the qualitative data, percentages are estimates
and should be taken as such. 

Approximately 40% of people were positive about the proposed rating changes.  The most 
commonly given reason was equity – they agreed with Council that the proposed changes 
would result in a fairer system.  The most commonly supported area was the affordability 
proposals, which would change the balance to be paid between higher and lower value 
properties.  Many also believed spreading out the cost of services previously paid for by 
targeted rates would also be fairer.

Approximately a third were negative. Most negative responses were to the proposals to 
change targeted rates with people not happy to pay for services they perceived they do not 
have the benefit of. Opposition was most strong from Kennington and farming properties.  
Some opposition from Otatara tended to suggest they would expect street lights and 
pavements to be added as a result of the changes and would be unhappy if this did not 
happen. It should be noted however that others felt this would spoil the rural environment.

The next most common concern from those who are negative about the proposals is from 
those who believe that it is not equitable to reduce the burden on lower value properties as 
everyone receives the same services from Council.  Some suggested there should be a poll 
tax.   

A significant minority mentioned that property values were not within their control and were 
not a good indicator of income in many cases.

There remains a significant amount of confusion about the rating proposals due to the 
complexity of the issue.  A significant minority said they did not understand.  

Other issues

Submissions have also been received on a range of other issues.  The summaries below are 
examples and are not a complete list.  

∑ Submissions on policy matters, including those from advocacy organisations –
these included issues such as fluoride in water, smoke-free provision, active 
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recreation, support for sports, support for biodiversity, water quality, water safety and 
accessibility for people with disabilities.

∑ Requests for logistical or partnership support from Council – A range of 
requests have been received for support on engagement, assistance with exploring 
options in relation to the city centre masterplan and for engagement on projects with 
Central Government.  . 

∑ Requests for additional Council funding for specific infrastructure or projects
including sealing of roads, additional toilets and pavement repairs and parks 
improvements. 

∑ Requests for funding for external organisations for a range of projects including 
paid roles and buildings.

Further advice on these matters will be provided at the time of deliberations. 

CONCLUSION

Submissions to the 2021 – 2031 Long-term Plan are appended here for consideration. 
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No Name Address Hear
City 

Centre
SMAG

Rugby 
Park

Summary of Projects Summary of Other Issues

1 Marion Miller Wants Council to continue with 2018 LTP plans. Concerned 
about Anderson House 

2 Unnamed Overall supportive of Council plans and projects. SMAG current 
location good. 

3 June Trotter Yes Strongly disagrees with city centre plan. Money spent 
elsewhere. SMAG priority. 

4 Unnamed Build a new museum on the same site, keeping the pyramid 
shape. 

5 Patricia Dennis No Anderson House priority. Build a new museum on the current 
site. Supports plans for Rugby Park.

Supportive of other plans.

6 Jackie Knight Invercargill No Very supportive of Council and its plans. Share out the cost of services. 

7 Judy Peters Invercargill No SMAG priority. Oreti river is an unreliable source of water.

8 Barry Benjamin 
Keen

Invercargill Supportive of Council plans. Anderson House needs to be 
reopened. Other projects such as additional pool and Arts and 
Creativity can wait until Anderson House open. 

Stormwater and Sewerage are priority over 
Climate Change. Supportive of rates changes. 

9 Kathleen Obers Invercargill Supportive of Council plans. Anderson House needs to be 
reopened. 

Plans for rates seem fairer. 

11 Kathleen Gaines Invercargill Unsupportive of Council. Concerned about Councillors ability to 
perform and make decision. 

Disagree with rate increases. 

12 Colin Anderson Invercargill No Concerned about cost of SMAG preferred option. 

13 Kameel Medcalf Invercargill Largely does not want any projects. Implement things to keep 
youth off the streets. 

Concerned about low income people decreasing 
value of houses. 

14 Alexander Reko 
Hesselin

Invercargill Supportive of Council plans as they currently are however more 
planning is needed. 

15 Lyn Henry Invercargill Prefer a new build for SMAG. Rugby Park is not a priority so 
minimum spend here. 

Climate Change high priority. 

16 Dave Griffiths Invercargill Pedestrian traffic in city centre. Rebuild rugby park but keep 
memorial gates. Rebuild SMAG on existing site. 
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City 

Centre
SMAG

Rugby 
Park

Summary of Projects Summary of Other Issues

17 Charles Hay Invercargill No Concerned about cost of SMAG preferred option. 

18 Barbara Gillian Clark Invercargill Supports SMAG preffered option. Rugby Park - perhaps user 
pays or hire it out. Anderson House is a priority.

Concerned i-site has gone. Happy to pay 
necessary rates. 

19 Sarah Wilson Invercargill No Consider other locations in the city for SMAG. Overall supportive of the plan. 

20 Angie Hopkinson Bluff No Urban Play is priority. Bluff Pool is priority. JG Ward reserve in 
Bluff is overdue. 

Supports reducing targeted rates. Supports 
borrowing to spread the load. 

21 Nina Head Invercargill No Supportive of the plans. 

22 Ian Wildey Invercargill Supportive of the plans. Keen to see the untidy areas of the 
town tidied up. 

23 Linda Patricia Loose Invercargill No Supports multi use facility for Rugby Park. Otepuni Stream 
better choice for urban play. Upgrade playgrounds. Use 
Anderson House for artwork not SMAG. 

More consideration for pedestrians who use 
walking frames, prams, e-scooters. Rating 
system is fair. No additional pool needed. 

24 Anne McCracken Invercargill Supportive of council's plans. Keen to see them get started.

25 Margaret Bailee Invercargill No City Centre priority. Rugby Park should be sold. He Waka Tuia 
is not good, get SMAG openn. 

Water Tower and Anderson House are iconic. 
Finance and rates plans are reasonable. 

26 Mervyn Desmond 
Gillick

Invercargill Stage two of Rugby Park plan should be deferred until effect of 
Tiwai is known i.e. unemployment, house values. 

27 William Bruce 
Clearwater

Invercargill Concerned about council spending and whether theseprojects 
will be utilised to a degree that will make the money worth 
while. 

Businesses should pay more rates. Water 
meters should be considered. 

28 Sian Topi Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

29 Bruce and Denise 
Halligan

Overall supportive of the plans. More equity between north and south 
Invercargill in terms of roading, footpaths, 
reserve maintenance. 

30 Geena Bragg Invercargill No Urban Play is priority. Keep the seal at SMAG. Supports multi-
use facility at Rugby Park.
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City 

Centre
SMAG

Rugby 
Park

Summary of Projects Summary of Other Issues

31 Nola Mary Hardy Invercargill No Overall supportive of the plans. Anderson House is a priority. 

32 Elizabeth Margaret 
Harrison

Invercargill Rugby Park grounds should be used for low cost housing. Note happy with increase in rates. Should be  
discount for single person. 

33 Unnamed Invercagill No Complete current projects before starting new projects. 

34 Martyn Grace Invercagill Increase cycle ways and pedestrian friendly areas. Concerned 
about cost of SMAG preferred option. Fix rugby park to be able 
to use it. 

Climate Change is a priority. Less debt is better. 
Roading: Mary St / Tay Street intersection 
needs improved pedestrian crossing point.   

35 Steve Watt Invercargill Concerned about council spending. Rugby Park is the only 
project we can afford. 

36 Roger Landsborough 
Hodgkinson

Invercargill Yes Support master plan. 

37 Unnamed Invercagill No Older people need to be able to park right outside shop fronts. Concerned about rates expenditure and cost. 

38 Jayne Scarlet Invercargill No Generally supportive of the plans Do not agree for paying for services not 
received i.e. drainage, lighting. 

39 Lincoln Harrison Invercargill No City centre masterplan priority. Concerned about rates for farmers.

40 Unnamed Concerned about delays for SMAG and city centre. Concerned about affordability for rates. 

41 Unnamed

42 Earle Foster Invercargill Current location for SMAG good. Concerned about recycling. 

43 Glenda O'rorke Invercargill Overall genreally supportive of the plans. Agreeable to the plans for finance and rates. 

44 Janette Bradshaw Invercargill Yes Projects are unnecessary Concerned about affordability for rates. 

45 John Z Robinson Dunedin Supports a new facility for SMAG

46 Andrew Rowland Invercargill No Supports preferred option for Rugby Park. 

47 Robert W Evans Invercargill Concerned about elderly access to shops if front of store 
parking removed. Make SMAG museum only, not art gallery. 

Concerned about affordability for rates. 
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Centre
SMAG

Rugby 
Park

Summary of Projects Summary of Other Issues

48 Guenther Willisch Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Water should be paid for separately. 

49 Lynetter Watkins Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Delay a concern. Concerned about cost of all 
the projects. 

Basic infrastructure priority. Concerned about 
affordability for rates. 

50 Douglas Black Invercargill No SMAG is top priority. Generally unsupportive of Roadmap. Agree with redistribution of rates.

51 Vanessa Leask Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

52 Katrina Robertson Invercargill No Rebuild SMAG on current location. Stormwater and sewerage need upgradingg to 
be more environmentally friendly. 

53 Michelle Stevenson Invercargill No Overall supportive. More planning to go into SMAG first. Support simplifying rates. 

54 Colin Robertson Invercargill No Queens park is better suited to play than city centre. SMAG to 
be rebuilt in same location. 

Supports Council plans for rates. 

55 Shane Blomfield Invercargill No Council should consult with Waihopai 
Association Football club before making plans 
for Surrey Park Grandstand. 

56 Joseph Nichols Invercargill No Council should consult with Waihopai 
Association Football club before making plans 
for Surrey Park Grandstand. 

57 Paul Esplin Invercargill No Rugby Park is the priority. 

58 Steve Mitchell Rugby 
Southland

Invercargill Yes Rugby Park is priority. However, users should be consulted 
first. 

59 Wayne Harpur Invercargill Yes Rugby Park priority. Concerned about cost of SMAG. Concerned about projects being regional as 
opposed to local. 

60 Shane Harpur Invercargill Council should consult with all affected parties 
before making plans for Surrey Park 
Grandstand

61 Unnamed Rugby Park is priority. 

62 Sheila Larsen Invercargill No Rugby Park is the area for "urban play". Overall happy with 
Roadmap. 

Rates appear to be fairer. 

63 Chris Jones Invercargill No Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 
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64 Corey Fulton Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

65 John Patterson Tuatapere No SMAG is priority. Invercargill needs a facelift. Support fairer rate system. 

66 Clayton Gray Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

67 Karli Seager Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

68 Jenny O'Donnell Invercargill No

69 CM and AS Dore Invercargill No SMAG priority. He Waka Tuia is a waste of money. Restore 
landmarks a priority.

Keep increases at a reasonable level. 

70 Craig Phillip Melligan Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

71 Anna Clarke Invercargill Yes Money best spent on infrastructure. Reducing CO2 emissions 
priority. 

Supports plans for rates and finances.

72 Jason Larsen Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

73 David Swann Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

74 Tony Larson Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

75 Marilyn O'Grady Invercargill No Concerned about council expenditure. Projects look ambitious. Rates seem evenly balanced. 

76 Ricky Bennett Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

77 Richard Erwood Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 
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78 Connor Erwood Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

79 I McKenzie Invercargill No SMAG is the priority. Supports council's preferred option for 
Rugby Park. 

80 Noeline McLean Invercargill No Overall suportive of council plans. 

81 Philip McDonald Invercargill No Rugby Park to be multi use facility. 
82 Tui Larson Invercargill Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 

club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

83 Jason Domigan Invercargill No Local Governtment to seek assistance from 
Central Governemnt to manage increase in 
infrastructure. 

84 Rosemary Ann 
McKenzie

Invercargill No SMAG priority. Current location good. Small hydroslide for smaller children. 

85 Russell James 
McNeill

Invercargill No Plans seem reasonable. Fixed charges should be the same for 
everyone. 

86 Sport Southland 
Brendon McDermott

Invercargill Yes Supports investment in play and emphasis on multi use facility 
for Rugny Park. Delay Surrey Park grandstand. Supports 
additional pool. 

Supports activity and wellbeing. Seek for 
council to formally adopt Southland Regional 
Spaces and Places strategy. Supports Mountain 
Bike Club. 

87 Donna Harrison Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Concerned about rate affordability. 

88 Peter Downing 
Southland Cricket 
Association

Invercargill Yes Requests increased funding for capital works 
and increased maintenance from ICC on the 
cricket grounds at Queens Park. 

89 Alison Patrick Bluff No City Centre to be covered. Art does not belong in museum. 
More public toilets needed in bluff. 

Concerned about "poor areas" missing out. 

90 Noel Matthews Invercargill No Overall supportive of council plans. 

91 Craig Templer Kennington Yes Referendum needed to see if city wants urban play. Concerned about Kennington rates - being 
charged for services it does not receive. 

92 Margaret Clyma Invercargill No Overall wants council to stick to its "core business". 
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93 Margaret Young Invercargill No SMAG is priority. He Waka Tuia is not good. A new build might 
be better than trying to refurbish old building. 

94 Selwyn Abey Invercargill No Overall, start with smaller fixes first. Tidy up Bluff. Projects are 
ambitious and expensive. 

Disagree with rates changes. 

95 Judith Healy Invercargill No Would like a permanent ranger reinstated in at Oreti Beach Concerned about affordability of rates. 

96 A Blomfield No SMAG is priority. Current location good. Concerned about Council's ability to deliver. 

97 Barry Simmonds Rugby Park is the priortiy. 

98 Amanda Robyn 
Quinn

Invercargill No Concerned about demolition of Waihopai AFC 
club rooms at Surrey Park. Consult with soccer 
club before decisions made. 

99 Carl Johnstone Invercargill No Supportive of Council's plans. Agrees with Council. 

100 Shona Patricia 
Thomson

Invercargill No Supportive of Council's plans. Agrees with Council. 

101 Hayden Scott-
Chambers

Invercargill No Supportive of Council's plans.

102 Susan Swinbourne Invercargill No Supportive of Council's plans. Agrees with Council. 

103 Unnamed No SMAG priority. Current location good. 

104 Dianne Logan Invercargill No Covered areas needed in the Urban Play. Supportive of finance and rates proposals. 

105 Keith Henry 
Finlayson

Invercargill No Generally supportive. Concerned about costs. SMAG and 
Rugby Park priority. 

Bluff boat ramp and Anderson House also key 
projects. Concerned about debt levels. Rates 
seem fair except for farmers paying more. 

106 Alison Linley Mitchell Invercargill No Move SMAG to the CBD. Rates look fair. 

107 Neill Philip Rumble 
and Dorothy Ann 
Wilson-Rumble

Invercargill Delay SMAG until city block completed. Rugby Park preferred 
option will attract large events to city. 

Three waters is important. Agree with rates 
proposal. 
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108 L Spriggs Invercargill No SMAG priority. Rugby Park to be multi use facility. City centre 
lesser priority. Anderson House needs to be looked after.

Concerned about affordabiloity of rates for 
seniors. 

109 Katherine Walsh Auckland No Supports multi use space for Rugby Park. Additional pool 
should be ahead of Arts and Creativity. 

110 Catherine Dore Invercargill No SMAG priority. Concerned about rates for Otatara when they 
do not receive lighting, footpaths etc. 

111 Unnamed Need to consider Invercargill weather. SMAG priority. Concerned about rates affordability. 

112 Donald Campbell Invercargill No Concerned about cost of SMAG. Urban Play not a priority as 
no one lives in the CBD. Supports multi use space of rugby 
Park. Water Tower and additional pool should be removed 
from the plan. 

No mention of how housing needs will be met. 

113 Claire Martin Invercargill No Supportive of all council plans Supportive. No objections.

114 Peter Kelly and Mary 
Kelly

Invercargill No SMAG priority. Current location good. He Waka Tuia is a waste 
of money. 

115 Robert John Mckay Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Council's priority should be to repair the 
roads and footpaths. 

Concerned about the rates. 

116 Julianne Watson Invercargill No Anderson Park is priority as it has been closed the longest. 
SMAG second priority. 

Supportive of finance and rates plans. 

117 D. Whelan Invercargill No Rating higher based on capital value is unfair. 
Prefers current method of rating. 

118 James Roland 
Watson

Invercargill Overall supportive of council plans. Agrees with Council. 

119 Colleen Kelly SMAG and Rugby Park are the priority. Would like all roads tar sealed. Agree with 
proposed rate changes. 

120 William Francis 
Doherty

Invercargill No Supportive of Council's plans as long as Council can keep 
these plans. 
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121 Yvonne Mary Watt Invercargill No SMAG and Rugby Park are the priority. Concerned about Council's spending. Council 
need to be mindful of spending in difficult and 
uncertain times. 

122 Wendy Creurer Invercargill No Supportive of Council's plans. Rates seem unfair for rural communities paying 
for services they do not receive. 

123 Roderick Brett 
Jordan

Invercargill No Supports a new build for SMAG. Rugny Park has outlived its 
usefulness. 

Agreeable to finance and rates changes. 

124 Alwyn Heather Kelly Invercargill No SMAG is the priority. Reopen Anderson House. Alternative water supply needed. 

125 Grant Meyer Invercargill Supports SMAG in the city centre. Concerned about rates affordability. 

126 Bernette Lucy Hogan Invercargill No Concerned the plans are over ambitions. Agree with rates re-distribution. 

127 Neil Donald 
McPherson

Invercargill No Concerned about cost of SMAG preferred option. 

128 Jared Cappie Sport 
Southland

Invercargill Yes Supports activity and health and well being. 

129 David Sarich Te Kopuru No Supports 100% NBS, new build,  for SMAG.

130 Vicky Henry Invercargill Yes Overall supportive of council plans. Concerned about lack of policies or action plans 
on Climate Change. 

131 Unnamed Rugby Park is the priortiy. Move it up the list. 

132 Christine Henderson Lumsden Yes Concerned about the plan for the city centre in its current state. 
More work needs to go into this. SMAG current location is 
good. 

Infrastructure should be funded by the 
Government. 

133 Emma Owen Wallacetown No

134 Mike Grantham Invercargill No Oppose the increase in rates for Kennington. 

135 B G McNamara Invercargill No Concerned about the variable differentials for 
farmers. Farmers rates are too high. 

136 David Kennedy Invercargill Yes Combination of both options for SMAG. Arts and Creativiity to 
be moved up earlier. 

Support making the rates fairer. 
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139 John Pringle Gladstone No Supports the plans that make invercargill a vibrant city. 
Concerned about delay for SMAG.

140 Donald Hay Invercargill No Commence plans for Rugby Park sooner. 

141 Chris Montgomery Invercargill No Supportive of council plans. Concerned about rates affordability. More 
external funding needed. Having a higher value 
property does not mean you can afford higher 
rates because you only receive benefit of higher 
value property if you sell. 

142 Valerie Dearman 
CCS Disability 
Action

Invercargill Yes Supportive of council plans. Transparency around finance and rates needed. 

143 Unnamed Concerned about the cost to refurbish SMAG. Supports a new 
build instead. 

Concerned about cost of rates for rural 
properties who do not receive all the services. 

145 Keith Brown Invercargill No Rugby Park priority.

146 Selwyn Steedman Invercargill Yes Water Tower is a priority. Concerned about rates affordaniltiy and 
increase debt. 

148 Unnamed

149 Ella Zhang Invercargill No City Centre is priority to change percertion of Southland Region 
and attract people here. 

Overall supportive of council plans. 

150 Unnamed Rugby Park is the priority. 

151 M Witheford Invercargill No Support SMAG in current location. Current projects such as 
Anderson House and Water Tower are priority over new 
projects such as additional pool.

Concerned about rates affordability each year 
when not everyone receives a pay rise each 
year. 

152 Henry James Tudor Invercargill Yes Concerned about Council's ability to deliver all of the projects 
within this time frame. 

Increase cost of parking to reduce car use. 
Concerned about affordability with rates. 
Concerned about rating on Otatara properties 
that cannot subdivide or generate income yet 
are rated higher for larger sections. 153 Matt Couldrey Invercargill No Like to see pedestrian only spaces. Climate Change is a priority. 

155 Jill Duff Invercargill Support SMAG. Current location is good. Support city centre to 
encourage people to visit not just shop. 
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156 Michael Hunter Invercargill No Rugby Park is the priority

157 Unnamed No Corner of Don and Jed St needs looked at

158 Bill Obers Invercargill No SMAG priority and should be all accessible. Consider weather 
for City Centre.

Infrastructure is a priority. Rates increase must 
be fair and equitable for all.

159 Balint Koller Invercargill No City Centre and SMAG are priorities positive responses to plans and proposals with 
interest in seeing more detail in plans for 
rubbish and recycling 

160 Adrian Butson Invercargill Yes Rugby Park is the priority - southland rugby referees 
association member perspective

161 Julie Manson Invercargill No rugby park as multi use or build new and parking is a problem, 
could consider museum Anderson Park 

Bluff Swimming Pool critical asset for 
community

162 Unnamed

163 Unnamed SMAG is a priority

164 Unnamed

165 Glenda Donaghy Invercargill No SMAG a priority, more feasible to use Stadium Southland or 
velodrome

Concerned about rates affordability (especially 
for struggling businesses), think road 
maintenance should be included in rates, also 
museums, library, splash palace. Concerned 
Council losing control of water tower. 
Concerned why Council is against geological 
report on land museum sits on. 

166 Rochelle Murphy Invercargill No City centre (play as Margaret Mahy type play) and SMAG are 
priorities 

167 Norma Milne Invercargill No City centre - need inside activities, SMAG and Rugby Park are 
priorities

168 Cassie Watt Invercargill No Rugby Park is a priority, with key notes around addressing 
structural issues and maintenance. Future development of 
infrastructure needs to be considered. 

169 Bronwyn Cordell Invercargill No
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170 Darren May Invercargill No SMAG and CBD are priorities and make pedestrian only areas 
in CBD. Rugby Park and Stadium Southland should be in 
commercial hands.

CBD renewal is first priority in order to capitalise 
fully on the new retail precinct. Support rate 
changes. Consider public transport links to 
Otatara and stop calling it rural.

171 Tony Rabbit Invercargill No Rugby Park is a priority

172 Jane Cameron Invercargill No Water supply is more of a priority, concerned 
whether rates are fair and reasonable.

173 Alison Broad Invercargill SMAG development is a priority Concerned with climate change and need to 
ensure rates are adequate to meet costs of 
running the City.

174 Dorothy Ashby Invercargill No Should construct Art Gallery beside museum in Queens Park

175 Kate Minehan Invercargill No Doesn't agree with cost of street furniture, find new location of 
museum and doesn’t agree with rugby park investment 
proposals

Anderson House should be commercial venture, 
Bluff pool critical asset. Concerned with rates 
affecting farms (e.g. roads) when they are not 
maintained by Council. 

176 N Austin Invercargill No City centre and SMAG are a priority More services required in Otatara to 
compensate rate changes

177 Unnamed Play area should be somewhere else and museum should be 
bigger with more history

support town revamp and thinking pool and 
rugby park could wait another 10 years and only 
fix essential problems with them.

178 Maria Alcock Invercargill No No play needed and change location of rugby park 

179 Unnamed

180 Anne Mcfarlane Invercargill No weather a factor with play in city and should use Otepuni 
Gardens as an attraction. SMAG a priority.

comments around planning of infrastructure 
development and thinks Council building should 
be pushed out by 10 years. All services must be 
available for equal rates.
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181 Deb Ellis Invercargill No car-less streets, more green spaces and social spaces in city, 
SMAG a priority, rugby park should be multi purpose.  

Invest in Anderson Park. Try new things like 
sustainability and recycling centre. Concerned 
with rate increase and peoples affordability.  

182 S Marrah Invercargill No consider weather in design of city, support margaret mahy type 
play and covered parking. Reconsider long term future of 
mseum once city centre complete. Consider demolition and 
rebuild. Rugby Park should be managed commercially and 
multi-use. 

unfair lifestyle and rural properties paying larger 
share of footpaths and lights. Suggests wheelie 
bin boundary be extended. Infraastructure and 
capital projects should be funded via loans.

183 Kevin Bluff No SMAG is priority. Multi use space is good. A fairer rating system is required. 

184 Russ Invercargill No

185 Sandy Cooper Invercargill No Need Margaret Mahy type play area, keep Wachner Place, 
don’t close Tay St lanes, protect umbrella sculpture. Should 
have a new purpose built museum and art gallery. Rugby Park 
should be multi-use and come after museum. 

Supports rating system

186 Unnamed SMAG a priority

187 Unnamed

188 Unnamed reconsider for long term future of museum later

189 Jennifer Officer Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Current location is good. Do not want to see a 
reduction in parking in city centre.

Arts and Creativity to be moved up the 
roadmap.

190 Allie Invercargill No build new collection and museum facility

191 B Elder Invercargill No SMAG is priority. 

192 Sue Whitley Invercargill No
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193 Aaron Officer Invercargill No Include more parking in Rugby Park Arts and Creativity should be brought forward 
and given priority over Rugby Park. Suggests 
innovative ideas e.g. waste plastic for road 
surfaces, tender infrastructure work and work 
with SDE on recycling and reuse. 

194 Unnamed demolish pyramid and reabsorb land back into surrounding 
park.

Infrastructure and roading should be maintained 
and ratepayers should see money bein spent in 
sensible ways, not endless consultations. 

195 Lorna Jones Otatara No

196 Unnamed Make rugby park building multi functional suggest properties have water tanks to take 
pressure off water system and Anderson House 
and City re-vamp are best things being done. 
Rate proposals seem fair.

197 Carrolyn Baker Invercargill No Buy farmers building for museum so it is central. 

198 Sandra King Invercargill No support consideration of climate change and 
community wellbeing. 

199 Jess Invercargill SMAG is a priority

200 Alex Derbie Queenstown No Suggests Rugby Park be used as multi sport and all weather 
pitch 

201 Unnamed Supports Wendy McLachlan's submission regarding 
playrounds. Strengthen and re-open museum. Give Rugby 
Park back to Rugby Union and if don’t want can subdivide for 
housing. Rugby can go to Les George Oval.

Don’t increase rates, fix surrey park stand at 
min cost, Anderson Park high priority, water 
tower fine as is, put pool in Donvovan Park, Gov 
3 waters programme is a must, sell council 
buildings and land. 

202 Unnamed

203 Stephen O'Connor Invercargill No More time be taken on SMAG to ensure best long term solution 
is adopted and addressing structural issues and maintenance 
should be prioritised at Rugby Park.

Could put Rugby Park forward before museum 
as that will take time to ensure solution is future 
proof. Rates seem sensible.

204 Patricia Coats Invercargill No SMAG a priority
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205 Norman Invercargill No SMAG a priority Does not support rate increase, specifically 
noting limited services for Otatara

206 Unnamed

207 Unnamed Overall supportive of all council plans. 

208 Unnamed

209 G Larson Invercargill

210 Andrew Digby Invercargill No Supportive of Council plans. Wastewater/stormwater priority. Support 
increased rates. 

211 Sarah Invercargill No

212 Unnamed Invercargill No

213 Unnamed

214 Nathan Stenton Invercargill No

215 Unnamed Supportive of council's plans. 

216 Simon Gentle Melbourne No

217 Unnamed

218 Josh Otautau No

219 Unnamed

220 Unnamed

221 Unnamed Concerned about rates increase. 

222 Colin Davis Invercargill No Rugby Park priority. 

223 Unnamed

224 Unnamed

225 Unnamed

226 Unnamed
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227 Unnamed

228 Mike Peters Invecargill Yes Concerned about rate increases for those on a 
pension. 

229 Judy Bluff No

230 Unnamed Concerned about lack of parking in CBD. 

231 Kathy Shirley Invercargill No Supportive of council plans. Concerned about rates affordaibility for eldery. 
Aging infrastructure a priority. 

232 Karen Carter Invercargill No Esk St pedestrians only. He Waka Tuia not good. Concerned about rates for Otatara. Seem 
unfair. 

233 Richard Kyte New 
River Estuary Forum

Winton Yes Concerned about decline in New River Estuary 
with leaching of rubbish dump. 

234 Johnathon Thomas Invercargill No Council should not own Rugby Park. Surrey Park should be 
funded by the sports that use it. 

Rates increase out of step with inflation. 

235 Lauris Richardson Waikiwi No

236 Allan Low Christchurch No Rugby Park priority. Move it up the list. 

237 Unnamed Roading priority. Concerned about rates 
affordability. 

238 Unnamed

239 Unnamed

240 Unnamed

241 Linda Neave Invercargill SMAG priority. Current location good. 

242 Ash Winton No Fix rugby park. Concerned about rates increase.

243 Unnamed SMAG priority. 

244 Unnamed Rugby Park priority - move it up the list. 

245 Unnamed Water Tower and Anderson House priority. 
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246 Ann Marie Andrell Richmond No SMAG is priority. Current location is good. Do not invest more 
in He Waka Tuia. Multi use facility for Rugby Park. 

247 Mac Stodart Invercargill No Rugby Park priority - move it up the list. Overall supportive. 

248 Unnamed

249 Sharon Livingstone Invercargill No Arts and culture piriority. SMAG current location good. 
Anderson Park and Water Tower are important. Want to see 
matauranga Maori incorporated. 

Supportive of Council plans and rates. 

250 Unnamed Less cars in city centre. Current location for SMAG is good. 
Rugby Park should be done sooner. 

Rates should go up more. 

251 Simon Ward Invercargill Rugby Park Priority. 
252 Unnamed

253 Unnamed Rugby Park Priority. 

254 James Christchurch No Rugby Park is priority

255 Marc McKenzie Invercargill No Esk St pedestrians only. Make Wachner Pl a hub. 

256 Unnamed SMAG priortity. 

257 Unnamed SMAG priortity. 

258 Unnamed

259 Unnamed Rugby Park is priority. 

260 Ryan Marshall Invercargill No Rugby Park is priority.

261 Steve Wills Invercargill No SMAG priority. Give Rugby Park to NZ Rugby. USA sponsers 
can pay for it. 

Supports Council's other plans. Does not think 
Council listens to submitters. 

262 Sarah McKenzie Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Children growing up without a museum. 

263 Unnamed Make Rugby Park great again. 
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264 Ronald Gilson Invercargill No SMAG priority but cost is too high. City centre waste of money, 
and Rugby Park not used enough to justify cost. 

Overall thinks the plans are a waste of money. 
Against changes to the rates. 

265 Josh Dennison Invercargill No Rugby Park is priority. Use it for cricket as well  so that you 
don’t have to travel to Queenstown/Dunedin.

Wants streetlights, footpaths etc in Otatara for 
increased rates. 

266 Unnamed

267 Unnamed City centre is priority because it is the heart of the city. Invest in 
sport for the future. 

268 Maria Davers Wyndham No Rugby Park is priorty and should be done sooner. Accepting of proposed changes to the rates. 

269 Wade Devine Invercargill No Negative views on Council's plans. Plans are too expensive 
over the next 10 years.

infrastructure is priority. Against plans for rates. 

270 G Berg Invercargill No SMAG priority. Crucial to get it open. Current location good. Cultural venues over sport venues. 

271 Geoff Dembo Invercargill No Concerned about council spending and rates 
affordability. 

272 Unnamed SMAG priority. Current location good. Rugby Park integral to 
the city. 

Overall supportive of roadmap and timeframes. 

273 Regan Summerfield 318 Winton 
Lorneville Hwy

Yes SMAG priority. Supports plans for Rugby Park 

274 Unnamed Rugby Park Priority. A worthy investment.

275 Unnamed Rugby Park should be repaired as soon as possible. Generally OK with the roadmap.

276 Bretton Taylor 2 Dunganoon 
Street

No

277 Ben Parkes Korimako Ave No Making Rugby Park multi use is priority.

278 Jinnette Pickford 54 Pitcher Ave Yes Wants ICC to provide a living wage

279 Jill Howie 155 Mary Street No Concerned abou weather for Urban Play. SMAG is priority. 
Rugby Park should be user pays. 

Concerned about elderly being able to afford 
rates increase. 
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280 Unnamed

281 Unnamed

282 Unnamed Surrey Park grandstand is a wase of money. Supports all other 
plans. 

Supports rates increase if it is used to better the 
city. 

283 Unnamed Rugby Park priority. Overall supports the plans. However, not happy 
about the rates increase. 

284 Barry O'Callaghan 369 Ythan St No SMAG is priority. Rugby Park is a waste of money, sell it. 

285 Malcom McKee 323 Freshford 
Plans Station 
Road

No Rugby Park is the priority. It needs to be maintained. 

286 Unnamed SMAG priority, current location good. Multi use Rugby Park. Keep rates low. 

287 Dayna Cunningham 222 Boggyburn 
Road

No Rugby Park priority

288 Gaye Turner 23 Craig Street No Include a big chess board in Urban Play. Loves He Waka Tuia. Overall very supportive. Supports vibrant city 
plans. 

289 Milton Smith 30 View Street No Concerned about ground conditions at SMAG. Rugby Park 
Priority. 

290 M J McGee 110 Carnarvon 
Court

No Keep SMAG same location. Other projects waste of money. Rates increase 
to high. 

291 Jenn Thom Louisa Street No Urban Play disability friendly. Suggestions for the additional 
pool.

More to be done for residents in Bluff. 

292 Paul Robinson 84 Beresford 
Street, Dunedin

No SMAG priority. Rugby Park to be multi use. City centre could 
be affected by online shopping. Bluff pool continued to be 
funded. Additional pool not needed.

Concerned about water issues and under 
resourcing here.

293 Unnamed

294 Unnamed SMAG is priority. Money spent on city centre not needed. 
Rugby Park should be multi use.

Concerned about Council spending.
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295 Unnamed

296 Wendy McLachlan 20 Swinton 
Street Gladstone

No Cost of City Centre is too high. Invest in natural spaces. He 
Waka Tuia is a waste of money. Sell Rugby Park

Concerned about rates increase.

297 Jodie Otatara No Rugby park is top priorty. Keen for multi use. Make SMAG 
safe. 

Prioristise existing issue. Happy to pay more in 
rates but some areas get more for their rates. 

298 Jack Avenal No Rugby Park is priortiy. Move it up the list. Move SMAG into 
Farmers building when it becomes vacant.

Rugby Park should be prioritised over water 
tower and Anderson House because Rugby 
Park is currently being used. 

299 Melissa 24 oteramika 
road

No Rates are high. Doesn’t understand changes

300 Tracey Windsor No Rugby Park needs to be pushed up the list. Happy with rates increase, and changes seem a 
lot fairer. Assests need priorising

301 Unnamed Fixing Rugby Park is priority over spending money on new 
projects. Perhaps SMAG in CBD.

Overall happy with the plan

302 Kate Hays 9 Banks Street No SMAG is priority. He Waka Tuia is uninspring. Build housing in 
CBD

303 Unnamed

304 Unnamed

305 Greg Weake 18 Wellesley Ave No SMAG is priority. Keen for flexible use of Rugby Park. Water 
Tower lesser priority than additional pool

Comment about parking. Agree with Council's 
plans for rates.

306 Unnamed
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307 Kristin 7 Salford No City Centre is priority. Additional pool is also a priority

308 Unnamed Urban Play needs to be weather protected.

309 Unnamed

310 Joshua Harding Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Gateway to Bluff/Stewart Island would be 
good. 

Overall happy with Council's plans for the future 
and the rates.

311 Unnamed SMAG is priority. He Waka Tuia is waste of money. Make 
Rugby Park safe but refurbish only after SMAG is complete

312 Graeme Pont Invercargill Rugby Park is priority.

313 Unnamed SMAG is priority. Rugby Park can wait until it is used more. No 
need for additional pool. 

Pipes need to be replaced. Rates increase need 
to consider lower income earners.

314 Jamie Bulling Invercargill No Not supportive of Council's plans. Do not 
support increase in general rate.

315 Bryan Webb Invercargill

316 Unnamed Overall supportive. No objections.
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317 Unnamed He Waka Tuia isnt great. Supportive of Council's plans.

318 Unnamed No SMAG is priority. Urban Play is a good idea. Like the idea of 
Arts and Creativity.

Proposed changes to way we rate seem 
sensible. Happy to pay more rates for more 
liveable city.

319 Brent Thawley Sport 
NZ

Invercargill Supports Urban Play to raise activity levels in children, 
Maori/Pacific/Ethnic communities and low income 
communities. Further investment in sport needed.

Sport NZ supports play, active recreation and 
sports facility proposals that align with the 
Southland Regional Spaces and Places 
Strategy.

320 Unnamed SMAG is priority. Rugby Park needs to be functional to attract 
other uses. 

321 Frank Dean Invercargill No Shift water services to regional bodies. 
Supports changes to rates. Concerned Council 
does not have strategies for carbon neutrality.

322 Steven Pearce Manapouri

323 ISABEL BLYTH Invercargill No SMAG is priority and current location is good. Rugby Park - use 
it or sell it. 

324 Deon No SMAG should be user pays. Too much spent already on CBD. Concerned about rates increase, unfair if not 
everyone receives same service. 

325 Unnamed
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326 Unnamed

327 Luke Herbert Invercargill No Not supportive of council's plans. Go back to the drawing 
board. 

Core infrastructure and protection from flooding 
priority. Increase in commercial rates could lead 
to small business closures. 

328 Unnamed . . 

329 David Williamson Invercargill SMAG is priority. Rugby Park needs fixing. Wait until CBD 
development is complete before spending money there. 

Overall supportive of Council's plans. Rates 
increase are not unreasonable. Debt increases 
are necessary to spread cost out. 

330 Paul COTTER Invercargill No Likes the look of City Centre Plan. Move Rugby Park to Sandy 
Point. 

Overall happy with proposed projec ts and 
policies. Those who only receive 
supperannuation as an income may find rate 
increase difficult. 

331 Judy Turner Invercargill No SMAG is priorty. 

332 MAUREEN 
ARCHER

Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Rugby Park needs to be used more to justify 
the price tag. 

333 Unnamed Maintain current playgrounds. Does not support other plans. 
Indoor Stadium like Canada.

Overall negative views of Council spending. 

334 Lisa McCracken Invercargill Yes ICC to continue funding operation of Bluff Pool

335 Jhon Invercargill No Urban Play waste of money. Rugby Park needs investing. Understands need for rates increase but how it 
is spread is unfair. 
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336 Unnamed More accommodation is needed in city centre. 

337 Unnamed Supportive of all the plans. Keep SMAG at current location. 

338 Unnamed Supportive of all the plans. Keep SMAG at current location. General supportive of council's plans. Queries 
Council spending in relation to 
farming/agriculture. 

339 Unnamed SMAG is prirotiy. City Centre is not weather friendly for Urban 
Play. 

Supportive of Council's plans.

340 Glenda Duthie Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Supportive of Anderson House and Water 
Tower projects.

Supportive of Council's plans. Rates increase 
difficult for pensioners but needs to be done. 

341 Stuart Chappell United Kingdom No Not a resident. Not a resident.

342 Ian Sutherland Bluff No City centre is priority. Supports spending on critical items such as 
water and rubbish. Concerned about rates 
affordability. 

343 Jo Osborn Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Strongly agaisnt rate increase.

344 Elvira Masters Invercargill No Rates increase disproportionally affects high 
value property owners. 

345 Sarah Thorne Invercargill No Highly supportive of all plans. Keep He Waka Tuia as well. 
Opportunity for Southland to be a "gateway" for tourism.

More money on water quality. Council taking on 
a lot of debt.
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346 Matthew Denton Invercargill No Rugby Park is priority Supports rate increase to enable Council to look 
after assets.

347 Kathryn McLachlan Invercargill No Rugby Park should not be a Council run facility. Bluff project is 
a priority.

Supports upgrade of stopbanks.

348 Unnamed SMAG and City Centre priority. Supportive of all the plans. Overall supportive. No objections.

349 Nick Round-Turner Invercargill No Supportive of all the plans. Overall supportive. No objections.

350 Simon Stopford Invercargill No City Centre priority. More trees. SMAG cost is too high. More 
park related projects needed like the Chinese Garden.

Concerned about rates increase. 

351 Shanin Invercargill No SMAG is the priority.- Anderson House to be opened and 
utilised as a venue. 

Supports rates increase to invest in city. 

352 Maurice Rodway Invercargill No Move SMAG to CBD. Council should focus on housing. More 
green space and cycling areas.

Concerned about net debt increase. Supportive 
of reduced share of rates for lower value 
houses

353 David Glengarry No SMAG is the priority. Agree Wachner Pl not suitable. Overall supportive of the projects but concerned 
about length of time they will take. 

354 Inge Bayne Invercargill No

355 Robbie Kelly Invercargill No He Waka Tuia is a waste of money. 
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356 Unnamed

357 Dan Bell Invercargill No Supoprts Margaret Mahy idea. He Waka Tuia is not family 
friendly. 

Supportive and believe Council's plans are 
socially responsible. 

358 Unnamed SMAG is the priority. 

359 Tarryn Mcleod Invercargill No Spend money on He Waka Tuia.

360 Unnamed SMAG is the priority. 

361 Unnamed Build a new museum on the site of exisitng pyramid. Supports 
multi-use Rugby Park. Supportive of Water Tower and 
Anderson house projects.

Development of an alternative pipeline for water 
needs to be a priority. Supportive of rates plan.

362 Leila Devery Invercargill No

364 Unnamed City Centre priority. Supports other option for SMAG. Misplaced focus on Bluff tourism masterplan. 
Concerned about tourism on Bluff Community. 
Supports plans for rates and debt. Concerned 
about cemetery charges. Runaka involvment in 
Council needed.365 Jesse Invercargill No Supportive of all the plans. Overall supportive. No objections.

366 Unnamed

367 Janette Espiritu Invercargill No
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368 Warren Jones Invercargill No Upgrade Surrey Park rather than Rugby Park. Does not agree with Otatara's rates increase. 

369 Unnamed No Build bike stands and places to put bikes

370 Unnamed Supports Margaret Mahy idea. 

371 Katherine Harvey

372 Quinton Holland-
King

Invercargill Yes Supports all plans. More street art. Supportive of Council's plans. No objections. 

373 Unnamed Weather is not good for Urban Play. Supports Rugby Park. 

374 Thomas Edwards Invercargill No  Shelter/covered areas for all the rain and wind

375 Bonnie Mager No Urban Play needs to be adult friendly as well. Supports other 
option for SMAG.

376 Jaimie Masters Invercargill No There are enough playgrounds. Concerned about disruption to streets with 
infrastructure upgrades. Concerned about 
amount planned to be borrowed and the rates 
increase. 

377 Ruth Rutland Invercargill No Not supportive of Council's plans as the cost to the rate payer 
is too high. 

Overall concerned about money and council 
spending. 

378 Russell Osborne Invercargill No Streetscapes need to be sheltered. Supports council's plans. 
Supports SMAG and keep He Waka Tuia as an art gallery. 

Overall supportive. No objections.
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379 Unnamed Supports Council's plans. Supports plans. Accomodation needed in CBD. 
Supports climate change plans. 

380 Craig Stoneman Invercargill No Not supportive of Council's plans as the cost to the rate payer 
is too high. 

Concerned about Council spending.

381 John Mcewan Invercargill No

382 Shane Invercargill No Concerned about Council spending. SMAG is priority. Against proposed rates increase. Concerned 
about council spending. Only spend money on 
core business. 

383 Raylene Ballantyne Invercargill SMAG is priorty. City Centre needs places for young people. Concerned about Council spending. Spend 
money on hosuing elderly and low income 
families. 

384 Unnamed  Skateboarding and basketball areas in city centre. SMAG is 
priortiy.

Generally agreeable to councils plans. 
Reluctantly accepts rates increase. 

385 Unnamed Not supportive of Rugby Park. Give it back to Rugby 
Southland. 

386 Royden Muirhead Invercargill No Weather is not suitable for Streetscape and Urban Play. Inner 
City Museum. Give Rugby Park back to Rugby Southland.

Against rates increase for rural properties that 
don’t receive benefit. 

387 Mark Young Invercargill Yes CBD is for people not cars. 
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388 Unnamed Concerned about low income housing. 

389 Linzi Turner Invercargill Yes Supportive of city centre. Make it friendly for people with 
disabilities. SMAG is priority.

Concerned about council spending and nothing 
to show for it. Against rates increase. 

390 Gail Honeywill Invercargill No Supportive of Council's plans. Overall supportive of council's plans. No 
objections. 

391 Renee Jackman Invercargill No SMAG is the priority. Maintenance projects should be ongoing to 
keep costs down. Spread projects over longer 
length of time.

392 Kirsten Diack Invercargill No SMAG is the priority. Concerned about council's priorities. SMAG 
priority. Rugby Park should be self sustaining 
and additional pool at splash palace not 
needed. Concerned about where council is 
investing money. 393 Roger Baillie Invercargill No Supportive of all the Council plans. 

394 Unnamed SMAG is the priority. 

395 Dot Invercargill No Additional pool at splash palace is a waste of money 

396 Raymond Alderson Invercargill City Centre is the priority. 

397 Mary Invercargill No SMAG and Anderson House are priority. Concerned about rates increase. 
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398 Sandra Lock Invercargill No Supportive of all the Council plans.Vibrant city centre priority. Agreeable to council's plans for finance and 
rates. 

399 EILEEN ADAM Invercargill No Supportive of all Council plans. City Centre needs to be 
attractive. 

Supportive generally. No objections

400 Brad Hamilton Invercargill No SMAG is the priority. No objections

401 Unnamed SMAG is the priority. Everything else can wait. Anderson 
House needs to be opened.

Concerned about council's spending and little to 
show for it. 

402 Unnamed SMAG is the priority. Build a new museum in its place. 

403 Unnamed Urban Play not needed with the new CBD being develped. 
SMAG is priority. 

404 Blair Howden Invercargill No Rebuild SMAG in Farmers building. Rugby Park only needs to 
be strengthened. 

Concerned about the proposed share of the 
rates. Prioritise bringing people to CBD. 

405 Albie Ford Invercargill No Build a new museum. Only strengthen Rugby Park. Additional 
pool not to be funded by rates. 

Concerned about stormwater network being the 
lowest in the country. Spend money on 
infrastructure. Rates increase should be spread 
evenly. 

406 Joseph Mclean Invercargill Yes Family friendly city centre is needed. Build a new museum. More money into stormwater so more land can 
be used for subdivision. Agreeable to plans for 
rates. User pays could be utilised more. 

407 Hugh McGaveston Invercargill Yes Supportive of the Council's plans but move SMAG to city 
centre. 

Overall supportive of council's plans. Agreeable 
to level of debt. 
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409 martin mcatear Invercargill No Concerned about Council's spending and burden on rate payer. Concerned about Council's debt. 

410 Unnamed

411 Jeffrey Chiu Invercargill No

412 Hamish McMurdo Invercargill No SMAG is priority. City Centre needs to be covered. Move 
Rugby Park to Surrey Park. 

Overall supportive. All properties should receive 
waste collection. 

413 JoAnna May Invercargill No SMAG is priority. Overall supportive of the plans. Rates need to 
be spread equally. 

414 Unnamed SMAG is priority. Rugby Park should be user pays. Concerned about share of the rates. Should be 
the same percentage increase for all. 

415 Tyler Torrey Invercargill No Supports diversity in Urban Play. Relocate SMAG to city 
centre. Arts and creativity could bring people tourism. Supports 
water tower. Rugby Park needs to host bigger events to justify 

416 Sherrianna Woods Invercargill No SMAG is priorty. Supports Rugby Park being multi use. Overall 
projects are a waste of money. 

Concerned about council spending. Rate 
increase kept under 5 percent. 

417 Allan Parker Invercargill No SMAG is priortiy. City Centre is not. Against proposed rates increase. Keep increase 
under 5 percent. Concerned about council 
spending. 418 Courtney Invercargill No SMAG is priorty. He Waka Tuia is not good. Supports Rugby 

Park being multi use. Fix what is broken before starting new 
projects.

Overall supportive. Agreeable to net debt and 
rate increase. Lower income properties should 
not get a discount on rates. 419 Murihiku Marae Invercargill No Concern about storage of taonga at the museum with the 

current state.

420 Mary Byrne Flouride 
Free New Zealand

Yes Stop Flouridation. 

421 Brian MacPherson Queenstown Supportive of all the projects Wants inner city housing developed to build a 
vibrant city (more people brings vibrancy)

422 Heritage New 
Zealand Fran Davies

No City centre, Bluff Masterplan and Arts and Creativity priority. Supports climate change and heritage 
incentives. 

423 Omaui Community Wants Omaui Road to be sealed.
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424 Chris Knight 
Athletics Southland

Concerned about demolition of Surrey Park. 
Need to consult with affected parties. 

425 Bluff Community 
Pool Trust

Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

426 Yvonne Mcclelland Yes Rebuild SMAG on existing site. Incorporate Arts centre in new 
SMAG. 

427 Judy Hayward Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff Masterplan Pirority. 
Funding to develop mountain bike tracks. 

Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

428 Social Credit New 
Zealand Chris 
Leitch, Heather 
Marion Smith 

Maori culture to be incorporated into financial 
policies to avoid tokenism. Funding and three 
waters reforms priority. 

429 Unnamed Concerned about Invercargill weather for City Centre. Plans 
seem overly ambitious. 

Concerned about rates increases to fund 
projects. 

430 Phil Hartley Athletics 
Invercargill Club

Concerned about demolition of Surrey Park 
Grandstand. 

431 Amanda Corrigan Bluff Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

432 Anita Cooper No Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

433 Anke Habgood Invercargill Yes SMAG is priority. Strengthen Rugby Park but instead of 
refurbishing it as well, use that money on SMAG. 

Council to create a safe cycling network for 
Invercargill and surrounding areas. Council to 
take leadership of Climate Change

434 Arnel Bulanagui No Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff Masterplan Pirority. 
Funding to develop mountain bike tracks. 

435 Jane Muir Athletics 
Southland

Wyndham Delay decision of Surrey Park grandstand 
demolition. 
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436 Basil Walker Queenstown Rugby Park is priority. Supports stengthening and wants a roof. 

437 Bluff Community 
Board

Bluff Public Motorhome Dump and Wash is needed 
as well as a third public toilet next to town hall. 

438 Brent Collinson Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

439 Brent Thawley Sport 
NZ

Sport, activites and Urban Play priority. 

440 Brett Hoyle Bluff No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

441 Bridgit Forsyth 
Cancer Society

Supportive of council plans. Include shade, smoke/vape free 
signs, water fountains, green spaces. 

442 Britt Barris Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

443 Carolyn Vi Bluff Yes Supports continued operating funds from ICC for Bluff Pool

444 Carolyn Weston SMAG priority. Supports a vibrant city. Agree with rate structure. Accessible 
information for rates rebate. 

445 Chris Cole Learning 
Differences Aotearoa 
Trust

Yes Include neurodiversity friendly facilities in the city centre and in 
SMAG.

446 Jake Bradshaw Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff Masterplan Pirority. 
Funding to develop mountain bike tracks. 
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447 Connaugh McKibbon Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff Masterplan Pirority. 
Funding to develop mountain bike tracks. 

448 Courtney Ellison 
South Alive

Yes Invest in South City infrastructure. Improve 
Russell Square and footpaths. Supportive of 
rates proposal. 

449 Craig Macalister 
Anderson House 
Trust

Yes Supports strengthening of Anderson House. Urgently needs 
maintenance work. Wants to see plans for future uses. 

Te Wharepuni O Anehana is infested with borer. 

450 Dave Kennedy 
Southern Farmers 
Market

Yes Southern Farmers Market wants a permanent 
base in the city centre as it will attract 
thousands of people to city centre. 

451 David Brookland Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

452 Debbie Flutey Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

453 Demelza Tarrant Bluff Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

454 Desmond Moore 
Carter

No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

455 Dewald Villoen Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

456 Donald Heslip Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

457 Douglas Barlow Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

458 William Rogers-Hoff Bluff No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

459 Ewen Rodway Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 
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460 Forest and Bird Rick 
Zwaann

Yes Protect and improve biodiversity. Climate 
Change priority. Support three waters 
investment. Increase compliance monitoring 
and enforcement. 

461 Gaire Thompson Invercargill Yes Disagree with City centre. SMAG, Rugby Park and Anderson 
House priority. 

Concerned about projected rates increase. Do 
not transfer too much of rating burden on 
commercial and rural sector.  

462 Geoff Folster Bluff 
School. 

Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

463 Scott and Jocelyn 
O'Donnell

Invercargill Yes

464 Healthy Families Health and wellbeing a priority. Resilient food system. Easy 
access to drinking water. Active transport. Quality play spaces. 
Smokefree spaces.

465 Ian Calder Bluff No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

466 Kylie Fowler Fix SMAG. Do not support urban play space. Support 
continued funding for Bluff Pool.

Increase fees for the dump. Supports targeted 
rates. 

467 Ivan MacIntosh Invercargill SMAG priority. Pedestrian crossings like that outside SGHS - 
staggered loitering area in centre plot with shelter to assist 
elderly crossing the street. 

468 Jackie Flutey 
Community Trust 
Southland

Supportive of council's plans. He Waka Tuia is important. 

469 Jago Byatt Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

470 Stu Fraser Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

471 Janette Malcom 
Community 
Connection 
Charitable Trust

Invercargill Community Connections would like support for a community 
hub in South City, noting the importance of services close to 
people on lower incomes who find it harder to get into the 
central city. 
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472 Jenny Campbell 
Forest and Bird

Yes Support Park and Reserves. Protect and improve biodiversity. Climate 
Change priority. Support three waters 
investment. Increase compliance monitoring 
and enforcement. Waste reduction. Heritage. 

473 Jerinte Knol Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff Masterplan Pirority. 
Funding to develop mountain bike tracks. 

474 Joanne Thomson

475 John Jones Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

476 Judy Hayward Supports continued operating funds from ICC for Bluff Pool Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

477 Katie Eaton Bluff No n Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

478 Katrina Mcdonald Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

479 Kelly Fewster Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

480 Kevin Kerr Bluff No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

482 Kirsten Hoyle No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

483 Kristina Moore Bluff Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

484 Kylie Lawson Bluff No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

485 Lara Jane Stevens Bluff No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

486 Lawrence Kees Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

487 Leon Hartnett Rate 
Payers Association

SMAG is the priority. 

488 Lindsay Beer Invercargill No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool
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489 Louise Fowler Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

490 Louise O'Callaghan

491 Louise Powell No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

492 Maia Gillan Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

493 Dr Marcin Lipski Yes Wants funding to create a sports and health and 
wellbeing project in Bluff called "Buff Bluff".

494 Marcus Roy Yes Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

495 Margaret Dawson SMAG priority, however, 100% NBS. 
496 Maria Sutherland Supports continued operating funds from ICC 

for Bluff Pool

497 Mary Kapene Bluff No Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

498 Michelle Jane 
Rogers-Hoff

Bluff Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

499 Noel Peterson Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

500 Paul and Gaylyn 
Potter

Bluff Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

501 Peter Ballantyne Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

502 Rachel Buckingham Breast feeding areas in the city centre needed

503 Rodney Tribe Invercargill No Concerned about costs for projects. Fees and charges for Animal Control. 
Concerned that Rugby Park is not expected to 
increase bookings, therefore cost of project not 
justified. 

504 Rosi Coyle Bluff Yes Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

505 Water Safety New 
Zealand

No Drowning prevention. Maori Water Safety 
strategy priority.Climate Change priority. 

506 Sharee Marrah Parking on grass at Turnbull Thompson Park is 
an issue. Council to consider turning it to 
parking. 
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507 Sheree Carey 
Southland Chamber 
of Commerce

508 Southland Federated 
Farmers

Do not change rating system. Restore UAGC to 
$360 per SUIP. Do not increase working dog 
fee. 

509 Sport Southland Formally adopt Southland Regional Spaces and 
Places Strategy. Active transport. 

510 Stella O'Connor 
Murihiku Kai 
Collective

Yes Supports Council's Roadmap. Invites Council to partner with Kai Collective - 
"Enabling Southlanders to have the capability to 
produce and access Good Food"

511 Stephen Aldrige Invercargill No Anderson House, Water Tower, Bluff Boat Ramp and Surrey 
Park priority. 

Roading, Water and Stormwater are priority. 
Complete crematorium in one year.  

512 Steve Hanrahan 
Tourism Industry 
Aotearoa

Tourism is priority. Environmental assets are critical to 
Tourism. Council's planned projects are good because they 
increase visitation. 

Concern over rate increases on businesses who 
contribute to economic wellbeing of the region. 

513 St Pauls Harrier and 
Athletic Club

Delay demolition of Surrey Park grandstand. 

514 Stu Fraser Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 

515 Sumaria Beaton Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

516 Tim Mackay Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 517 Tracie Cook Bluff Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

518 Victoria Pearsey Bluff No Supports continued operating funds from ICC for Bluff Pool

519 Wayne Leary Invercargill SMAG, Water Tower and and Anderson house priority. Water supply and treatement are crucial. 
Efficiency in how council worksBorrow money 
while interest rates are low. 

521 Henry Worth Senior Concerned about Council spending.

522 Jamie Lemalie Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

523 Chris Wilson No Parks and Open spaces priority. Bluff 
Masterplan Pirority. Funding to develop 
mountain bike tracks. 
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524 Arts Murihiku 
Jeannie Dyer

Thankful for the Council's support of the arts. 

527 Margaret Snoep Concerned about rates affordability for renters 
and pensioners. 

529 Michael William 
Bowen

Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

530 Beverly Robertson Invercargill New building in the park - as soon as possible It should have started earlier. 
531 Gordon Crombie 

Waihopai 
Association Football 
Club

Please delay decision on Surrey Park. 

533 Daphne Tawhara Reopen museum now - risk is worth it. Otatara Drainage. Keep rates low. 
536 Russell Mcneill Plan seems reasonable. Fixed charges should not change - everyone 

uses the same services

539 Colin Robertson Invercargill New building in the park - as soon as possible. Clear and 
concise roadmap. 

Modest rates increases and simpler system. 

540 Marilyn Ogrady Generally supportive overall. 

541 Misty Johnson Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

542 Margaret Thomson Rugby Park are prioritied.  Good plan. Rates are very complicated to understand. 
543 G and E Stevens Important to invest in core infrastructure Fair to spread the cost of services we all share.

544 Robert Evans Museum should be art only. Infratructure must be maintained but keep rates 
increases low

545 Isobel King Invercargill No Keep Museum in the Park
546 Sophia Parus Museum, Water Tower and Anderson House are priority

547 Pamela Michel City centre not as important as museum. Make rates fair. 
548 Margaret Dawson Plan not well thought out.  Maintenance only of rugby park

549 Sandra Gilroy Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

550 Patricia Kerr Supports continued operating funds from ICC 
for Bluff Pool

557 Judy Fotheringham Get on with it. Improvements to Thomsons and Seawards 
Bush

561 Holly Stade Yes Would like people to volunteer to help make the projects 
happen and a skatepark in the city centre
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No Name Address Hear
City 

Centre
SMAG

Rugby 
Park

Summary of Projects Summary of Other Issues

574 Margaret Brian City Centre, Anderson House and SMAG are priority. 

575 Leanne Liggett 
Public Health Centre

Prefers destination play. Notes the importance of water 
standards, road safety and supports action on climate change. 
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Roadmap to Renewal
Social Media Summary

Introduction

Facebook

This campaign had three goals;
• Explaining the Roadmap to Renewal and what the projects are.
• Describing how to submit on the LTP.
• Informing on all engagement events.

Calls to action;
• Visit our website.
• Make a submission.

The departure of our Interim Communications Manager and Social Media Strategists produced some
challenges in the planning process for the entire communications plan. We created a Social Media
plan quickly to fit the communications plan.

Facebook the highest media consumption for news about ICC (Report: Media Consumption in 
Invercargill)
• Six Roadmap to Renewal video posts and one Live Stream posted between 30 March and 5 May
• These posts had an total reach of 48k and an average engagement rate of 7.9%.
• The highest-reaching post was the Southland Museum and Art Gallery video with 14,890 reach.

This post had the most shares (15). Sharing posts indicates 
the SMAG post was shared with different audiences. The 
topic appealed to a broader range of people than our 
typical followers. 

Pages who shared this post included;
• What’s on Invers (3.3k)
• Bluff 2024 Urban Rejuvenation
• Noel J Peterson
• Chopper 87.7 FM Southland

121 people clicked the link in this post, giving it a click-
through rate of 0.78%, slightly lower than the Facebook 
average of 0.90% 
60.6% of the SMAG video views are shared posts, indicating 
that What’s on Invers shares should be maintained in 
future to reach large audiences.

A3401518
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Engagement

The focus on video helped drive this campaign, with 
more people engaging with video than with photo posts. 
The video posts were supported by a partnership with 
What’s on Invers.  The video engagement is proven to 
be effective in engagement and reach relating to the 
events posted at the same time. 
 
An attempt to boost event posts for reach was 
restricted due to Facebook’s Political post guidelines.  

It is suggested in future the Long Term Plan social media 
needs to focus on three separate campaigns:
1. Inform the community of the Long Term Plan. 
2. Engage the community in conversation.
3. Revisit paid advertising with targeted audiences.
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Facebook Events

Otatara Community Hall
with Deputy Mayor Clark & Cr Arnold

THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 2021 AT 6 PM

Southern Steel Game
with Cr Lewis & Cr Skelt

SUNDAY, APRIL 18, 2021 AT 5 PM

Countdown Supermarket 
with Cr Crackett, Cr Soper & Cr Arnold

WEDNESDAY, 21 APRIL 2021 FROM 10AM

The Pod
with Cr Amundsen and Cr Soper
TUESDAY, 27 APRIL 2021 FROM 11 AM

Kennington Kennel Club
with Cr Ludlow & Cr Soper

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14, 2021 AT 6 PM

Bluff Ambulance Hall
with Councillor Arnold, Lush & Ray Fife

SATURDAY, APRIL 17, 2021 AT 10 AM

Murihiku Marae
with Mayor Tim Shadbolt & Cr Ludlow

MONDAY, 19 APRIL 2021 FROM 1 PM

Facebook Live
with Cr Soper & Cr Skelt

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 2021 AT 6 PM

All events were shared by What’s on Invers.  It is suggested to avoid using Facebook events as they do 
not engage our audience.
 
Suggested: utilising ads on Facebook and Google – more research is needed to see if this is a viable 
option.  Using advertisements that can be supplemented with a direct link to the engagement events 
with a calendar on the ICC website.  
It is suggested to have a stand-alone website or sub-website to direct people to the primary 
information without the noise of all the other information on our website for large campaigns such as 
Long Term Plan. 
 
Paid content such as ads will need to be planned before the campaign with a predefined budget .
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Instagram

The ICC Instagram page was “renewed” for the purpose of trialling content for the pre LTP campaign to 
target a younger audience. For this project we focused on Instagram Stories.  The content was clips from 
Facebook videos to fit in the Instagram 10 second format due to time constraints.  These were balanced 
out with interactive sliders to get the audience’s input and chance to leave comments. These were 
balanced out with interactive sliders, offering the audience an opportunity to leave comments providing 
feedback.
In comparison to the pre-consultation data, a focus towards a lighter tone of content to match the 
younger audience is suggested in future. 

• Five Instagram stories were published - Highest reaching being play space and city centre.
• Average impressions were 127 
• Average retention rate was 92%
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The main target audience for Instagram is estimated to be the 18-24 years old, statistics 
show that our page captured people aged between 25 and 44.

Suggestions for future instagram content.
• Seperate Facebook and Instagram with the use of reels rather than stories.
• Support with Instagram targeted ads to capture the younger audience.
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Digital Screens

Slides used on digital screens at the following locations;
• On buses
• The ICC Civic Administration Building
• Invercargill Public Library
• Splash Palace
• Civic Theatre
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Hearing Date Hearing 
Time

Hearing 
Slot 

Submission 
Number 

Speaker City/Town Post 
Code

9:00 AM
9:10 AM

9:20 AM 001 406 Joseph Mclean Invercargill 9810

9:30 AM 002 531 Gordon Crombie / Waihopai Association Football Club Invercargill 9810

9:40 AM 003 387 Mark Young Invercargill 9810

9:50 AM 004 424 Chris Knight / Athletics Southland Invercargill 9810

10:00 AM 005 493 Marcin Lipski Bluff 9814

10:10 AM 006 461 Gaire Thompson Invercargill 9810

10:20 AM 007 421 Brian MacPherson / MacPherson Real Estate Queenstown 9300

10:30 AM BREAK
10:40 AM 008 407 Hugh McGaveston Invercargill 9872

10:50 AM 009 278 Jinnette Pickford / Bluff Living Wage Invercargill 9814
11:00 AM 010 389 Linzi Turner Invercargill 9810

11:10 AM 011 575 Janice Burton & Lynn Grace  / Public Health South Invercargill 9810

11:20 AM 012 426 Yvonne McClelland Invercargill 9810

11:30 AM 013 071 Anna Clarke Invercargill 9810

11:40 AM 014 233 Richard Kyte Invercargill 9810
11:50 AM
12:00 PM
12:10 PM
12:20 PM
12:30 PM BREAK
12:40 PM
12:50 PM
1:00 PM 015 462 Geoff Folster / Bluff School Bluff 9814
1:10 PM By Zoom 016 028 Sian Topi Bluff 9814
1:20 PM 017 499 Noel J Peterson Bluff 9814
1:30 PM 018 051 Vanessa Leask Bluff 9814
1:40 PM By phone 019 443 Carolyn Vi Bluff 9814
1:50 PM 020 498 Michelle Jane Rogers-Hoff & Jamie Lemalie Bluff 9814
2:00 PM 021 342 & 425 Ian Sutherland / Bluff Community Swimming Pool Trust Bluff 9814
2:10 PM 022 423 John Collins / Omaui Community Trust Omaui 9877

2:20 PM 023 132 Chris Henderson / Friends of SMAG Invercargill 9810

2:30 PM 024 437 Gloria Henderson / Bluff Community Board Bluff 9814

9:00 AM

9:10 AM 25 524 Angela Newell / Arts Murihiku Invercargill 9810

9:20 AM 26 228 Mike Peters Invercargill 9810

9:30 AM 27 472 Jenny Campbell Invercargill 9810

9:40 AM 28 508 Kim Reilly / Southland Federated Farmers Invercargill 9810

9:50 AM 29 003 June Trotter Invercargill 9810

10:00 AM 30 152 Henry James Tudor Invercargill 9810

10:10 AM 31 433 Anke Habgood Invercargill 9872

10:20 AM 32 44 Janette Bradshaw Invercargill 9810

10:30 AM BREAK
10:40 AM 33 441 Bridget Forsyth / Cancer Society Invercargill 9810

10:50 AM 34 128 Jared Capie / Healthy Families Invercargill 9810

11:00 AM 35 86 Brendon McDermott / Sport Southland Invercargill 9810

11:10 AM 36 450 Dave Kennedy / Southern Farmer's Market Invercargill 9810

11:20 AM 37 136 Dave Kennedy / Public Art Gallery Invercargill 9810

11:30 AM 38 146 Selwyn Steedman Invercargill 9810

11:40 AM 39 142 Valerie Dearman / CCS Disability Action Southland Invercargill 9810

Tuesday 11 May 
2021

Wednesday 12 
May 2021
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11:50 AM 40 428 Winsome-Aroha / Social Credit Invercargill 9810

12:00 PM
12:10 PM
12:20 PM
12:30 PM BREAK
12:40 PM
12:50 PM
1:00 PM
1:10 PM
1:20 PM

41 471 Janette Malcom / IC2 (Invercargill Community Connection 
Charitable Trust) Invercargill 9810

1:30 PM USB stick 42 036 Roger Landsborough Hodgkinson Invercargill 9811
1:40 PM 43 001 Marion Miller - Anderson House Trust Invercargill 9812
1:50 PM 44 494 Marcus Roy / Southland Mountain Bike Club Invercargill 9810
2:00 PM 45 513 Lilianne Tudor / St Paul's Harrier & Amateur Athletic Club Invercargill 9810
2:10 PM 46 449 Craig MacAllister - Anderson House Trust Invercargill 9810
2:20 PM 47 449 Peter David Swain Invercargill 9810
2:30 PM 48 160 Adrian Butson Invercargill 9810
2:40 PM 49 510 Stella O'Connor & Ella Lawson / Murihiku Kai Collective Invercargill 9810
2:50 PM 50 490 Louise O'Callghan Invercargill 9810
3:00 PM 51
3:10 PM 52 460 Rick Zwaan / Forest & Bird Dunedin 9059

3:20 PM 53 058 Steve Mitchell - Rugby Southland Invercargill 9810

3:30 PM BREAK
3:40 PM 54 059 Wayne Harpur Invercargill 9810
3:50 PM 55 130 Vicky Henry Invercargill 9812
4:00 PM 56 561 Holly Stade Invercargill 9812
4:10 PM 57
4:20 PM 58 091 Craig Templer Kennington 9871

4:30 PM 59 088 Peter Downing / Southland Cricket Association Invercargill 9810

4:40 PM 60 448 Courtney Ellison / South Alive Invercargill 9810

4:50 PM By zoom 61 436 Basil Walker Queenstown 9300

5:00 PM
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 406

Name Joseph Mclean

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Great agree with making Invercargill a Family friendly city

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: I agree we should have a museum but should focus on it being useful and functional for 
families rather than putting a lot of expense into the buildinng. Can we not bowl it and still build a 
nice looking practical building and put the money into more constructive uses.  

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Overall concept is great except more money needs to be put into infrastructure like 
stormwater so more land can be freed up for subdivsions to make houseing affordable for families 
and first home buyers sooner. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Absolutely great except need to pull it forwardOverall concept is great except more 
money needs to be put into infrastructure like stormwater so more land can be freed up for 
subdivsions to make houseing affordable for families and first home buyers sooner. 
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Looks good 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Agree getting commercial properties to pay more. Should keep it as much user pays as 
much as possible. I do agree that something should be funded by all. But things like swimming pool 
we dont use at all so dont think we should be funding so much of that in the rates. However the 
library we dont use, but for the good of society and keeping costs low for those to improve there 
education it should be spread around all. 
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0 
_J 

0 
L.J.. 

Make a submission on the big 
decisions for our future. 

Tuku tono mai hei kTnaki, hei koha mo to tatau anamata 

Tell us what you think of our big decisions or plans. 

Submissions are due by 5pm, 3 May 2021. 

Full name: G.-o�N c�0�€:>\t:.. 

Organisation: 

Address: 

Email: 

'I.N'-lt--R.C..A�G\Ll. C\ % \ 0

� I would like to speak on my submission 

�---

Meetings are planned for 11, 12, 13 May. If you would like to speak to councillors about your submission, 

please provide your phone number so we can contact you with the date and time: 

Phone: 

-�

A3403175
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 387

Name Mark Young

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Whilst having a play area in the CBD would be great, what is of more urgent need is a 
area suitable for large gatherings, stages, real outdoor activities which draw the people back into the 
CBD. Both this master plan and the 2011 plan stated Wachner Place does not work effectively, now 
here we have the idea opportunity to close Esk st off and make it a pedestrian part of the whole mall 
development bringing the retail shops on the north side of Esk St into the whole mall by allowing full 
pedestrian access to the whole street. This means events can be held in Esk St, market stalls, 
buskers, plus with increased seating over the whole st far more people will come to Esk St to have 
lunch and look at all the retail options Esk St has to provide. With over 500 extra car parks the 20 or 
30 in Esk St become irrelevant simply because within about 2 minutes walk from Esk St there will be 
2 car parking buildings, 2 council parks in Esk and Don Sts plus all the metered parking in the CBD.  
For too long the emphasis has been on what retailers want and especially when it comes to parking 
in Esk St. Cars do not buy products, people do and to include the north side of Esk St will increase 
their foot traffic dramatically.  Isthmus Group developed City Mall in Chch and I am sure they heard 
the same complaints from retailers that they must have parking outside their shops to survive yet 
they thrived without the cars and in the end the whole of the st to the Avon was converted to a 
pedestrian mall. Imagine is workers in the CBD decided an hour in Esk St for lunch was preferable to 
sitting in their lunch room. Free of cars this could become an ideal place to shop but also spend 
much more time in simply because someone had the strength to decide to close one street off to 
cars and make it truly pedestrian friendly.  For 2 long we have almost every 5 years heard the call 
about what to do with Esk St. For almost 5 decades now we have had report after report generated 
at massive cost and nothing really done. We have gone from putting a roof over to making it one 
way by closing off right turning traffic into Esk St from Dee St, and now it seems we want right 
turning traffic reinstated. The council probably spent a few hundred thousand dollars renewing the 
centre strip and placing the plinths and now the best you can come up with is demolish that and let 
cars back into turning right into Esk St. This is not future proofing, this is stepping back decades to 
what we used to do. For some reason, councils over the decades have been fixated on cars, parking 
and narrowing the widest streets in NZ. The day of the cars is almost gone. The price of fossil fuels 
will only increase as it becomes a harder to find commodity and most NZers based on the price 
today of electric cars will not find an easy replacement which will put our meagre public transport to 
the test. While most main cities are increasing their public transport, we have decrease ours to such 
an extent where only a tiny percent of the population uses it. So if in 25 years most of the cars are 
gone, all the parking buildings, and metered parking will become redundant. Now is the time when 
we are developing the whole block to make a stand. A stand for the people and not cars. people buy 
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products that keeps the retail sector alive not cars. Your job in this plan is not to look 10 years in the 
future but 30 or 40 and giving this part of Esk St back to the people will be a good future proofing   
that benefits not the few but the many.  Now there was also a report about cutting Tay St from 2 
lanes per side to 1 lane.  Why this obsession with narrowing our nice wide streets that are the envy 
of most cities. It is a narrow minded view that has been poorly thought out. At the moment in excess 
of 300 plus heavy trucks including milk tankers, logging trucks, fertiliser trucks and freight trucks 
rumble through our CBD with most turning left and Clyde St to proceed to Awarua and Bluff. If you 
are even contemplating narrowing Tay St, then a mandatory heavy traffic bypass needs to be in 
place first. Heavy vehicle bypass's have been on the council radar for years yet nothing has been 
done about it. Why. What other city allows these trucks in the CBD? The Cresent was converted 
from 2 lane to 1 and look at what this is like now. Anyone travelling from   Leven st quite often finds 
traffic backed back to around the Railway Hotel and to get to the Cnr of Tay and Dee St can be a 
nightmare simple because one lane services all directions whereas with 2 lanes we could drive ahead 
or turn right into Clyde St and in the left lane we could drive straight ahead or turn left into Dee St. 
The flow of traffic was predominantly very smooth where as with the change we have a decreased 
flow of traffic. If Tay St is converted to 1 lane, once again all traffic will be impeded with no benefit 
whats so ever for ensuring a good traffic flow. Lets be realistic, if ensuring traffic flow was the idea 
behind this change, then let the Cresent be your guide, its a big fail.  Keep our wide Sts, if you really 
are concerned with safety the reduce the speed in the CBD and not the flow.  I think I speak for 
many, who are sick and tired of the council spending hundreds of thousands of dollars over and over 
again and really doing nothing but generating income for those companies who do the report. Your
Master plan 2011 had exactly the same concern about Wachner Place and yet 10 years later, nothing 
has been done, its still a lonely wee place barely being used. Stop Generating reports and actually do 
something because I for one and sick of the decades of reports with little or no results.  The CBD is 
for the people not cars and if you make real changes to how the CBD functions and how it is used, 
the people will come, and I for one hope that in the next few years, Council will actually do what the 
people want and not just what the retailers and those with financial connections want. Maybe even 
now we have such an area someone may decide that Esk St is such a great place, perhaps a roof 
should go over it and fulfil the report from decades ago. We have the opportunity to make the whole 
CBD a place that is the envy of everywhere else in NZ.   That to me is future proofing Invercargill and 
the CBD for generations to come.  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:
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Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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P.O. Box 115,
Email: chairman@athleticssouthland.co.nz

Submission to the Invercargill City Council regarding Surrey Park Grandstand Proposal

Athletics Southland request that the Invercargill City Council delay the decision regarding the
demolition and rebuild of a Grandstand at Surrey Park, Invercargill, because of the lack of specific
detail creating uncertainty, leaving us unable to make an informed decision about the options given.

Athletics Southland is an Incorporated Society with a running track facility situated at Surrey Park.
We also have storage room under the current Grandstand

Athletics role is as an , and oversee the running of athletics in Southland on behalf of
the national Body −Athletics New Zealand.

We acknowledge that the demolition work and a rebuild needs undertaking as the current
Grandstand is unsafe.

We ask that the current funding allocation be ring fenced while this process is undertaken so it is
available for what ever development is decided is in the best interest of all parties.

As part of the group of Surrey Park users, Athletics Southland considers it necessary to have time to
investigate the options that meet our functional requirements for the present and the long term
ahead of us.

We also request the opportunity to speak to the council about our concerns and about other options
before a final decision is made.

Chris Knight

President

A3400170
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BUFF BLUFF

Varied intensity exercise  Higher quality & longer life
Premise of future-proofing Bluff residents

THE HEALTH & WELLBEING CENTRE
 

Shared social goals  Greater engagement & commitment

Multi-purpose & modern space 
@ heart of recreational precinct

Upfront equipment cost ~ $ 55000
1 year maintenance & utilities ~ $ 12000
1 year salary for PhD qualified manager & coach ~ $70000

Massive economical and social premise for large local companies
to support a health and wellbeing centre 
Long-term investment in prevention of mental, physical and
emotional issues of residents and local workers

Low-cost of ~ $50-65 monthly for first $50 members
~$85-100$ for all following members
Gather support from ACC/local companies to subsidize costs

 Following Maori wellbeing concepts like Te Whare Tapa Whā

         

SUPPORT
LOCAL!

Upfront cost (minimum)
Upfront equipment cost ~ $ 20000
1 year maintenance & utilities ~ $ 12000
1 year salary for PhD qualified manager & coach ~ $30000

5
3

14 years cutting-edge experience
PhD level of specialised education, research & training
The improvement of people's every day life at heart

4

Muscle strength & mass

1

Core factors for longevity,injury
prevention & rehabilitation

2 Space & 
Equipment

Support to
re-use the
existing space
from:

Re-used & Re-designed Squash Courts

3

Upfront cost (optimum)

Minimum Total =
$62000

Optimum Total =
$137000

Funding & Sustainability 

Professionalism

 

CREATED BY
Marcin Lipski, BSc, MSc, PhD

A3402274
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From: Gaire Thompson
To: Policy
Cc: Gaire Thompson
Subject: annual plan submission
Date: Monday, 3 May 2021 5:15:09 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

To Mayor and Councillors,
Having not been able to do this on your web site without success so trust that this will get to
you.
I wish to be heard, possibly by skype as have a presentation on Poriruas annual plan at 3.40 on
12 th May

City Streetscape
I believe that it is an Appalling waste of money to spend $20m on this doing what some out of
town expert has dreamed up based on large highly populated European cities, not a provincial
town in NZ which relie on cars to bring people into town a lot of whom are from surrounding
areas to shop and do business.
I am very concerned at the proposal to reduce parking in Don Street and remove or relocate the
umbrella which was donated ny numerous Southland families. If it aint broken don’t change it.
I now Es street will need some mae good to be done but it is so ridiculous to spend a lot on a
street and come along a few years later and re do it all which is the case here.

Debt and Income,
Council has done well over the years to keep its debt to the current level but it is concerning
thatit will double within the next 6 years and unfortunately the number of ratepayers wont
double so it means a lot more debt per ratepayer and a lot more interest that has to be paid and
at an increased rate.
Rates are projected to increase at around 50% over the next 10 years which will be evan greater
if compounded at 5% compounding per year.
Last years 2%increase with the resultant $1.7m increase in debt could have been more than
halved had the Council seen fit to tae our offer to purchase 66 Dee street instead of demolishing
it plus we would have been paying rates and actively seeking tenants to help that part of town.
I am also very concerned that there is nothing in the 10 year plan indicating the likely
detrimental effect on rates from the CBD block development which because of the company set
up is not subject to public scrutiny,

Museum,
This should have never been closed with all the subsequent costs instead obtained a second
opinion from a practicle engineer and strengthened to at least 34%at a reasonable cost. 

Andersons Park Homestead
This should be preserved and appropriate work undertaken to turn it into a suitable venue for
weddings and other functions,

Rugby Park
Should be maintained at reasonable cost and utelised for other events where possible to help off
set the costs.

Rates

A3402154
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A3402050
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 407

Name Hugh McGaveston

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I commend the council on a bold and progressive move to invest in the streetscape of the 
CBD to coincide with the redevelopment underway. I strongly believe priority should be given to a 
central playscape space. Invercargill does not have a natural space e.g. waterfront, river etc in ts CBD 
as many larger cities do and a quality green space in our CBD would be a game changer for both 
residents and visitors alike 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: I believe the money that will be wasted in making the old museum building earthquake 
proof and then only to a percentage of the code is a complete waste of council dollars. i understand 
there is a nostalgia about the current museum but if we invested that money in a downtown 
musuem / arts precinct we could have a world-class outcome in the heart of the CBD attracting and 
retaining residents and visitors. Queens Parks does not need the musuem to attract people to vist, it 
is outstanding by its self. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Go for it, the more quality venues the city has the better. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Excellent, bold, progressive and transformational - just what Invercargill needs. 
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Other plans and activities

Comment: Renewal of infrastructure as we cant leave it to future generations to catch up.  Excellent, 
bold, progressive and transformational - just what Invercargill needs. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Go for it, the levels of debt are still well below the cap's and the city needs as much 
investment as it can to create the snowball effect of transformation

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: No comment
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 278

Name Jinnette Pickford

Organisation

Location Bluff 

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No:  389 

Name Linzi Turner 

Organisation 

Location Grasmere 

Heard Yes 

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay) 

Comment: I just hope this is done properly at the beginning and unlike Splssh Palace, where it could 
have been done right the first time and at much less cost to ratepayers as  did not need a world 
tour when he could have just gone to Moana Pool in Dunedin so lets keep the costs down and make 
it right the first time instead of paying again for what we are now going through with updates that 
should have been in the initial design but in a better area for the community.    We have so many 
people that think they know how to design such spaces, i hope we have the right ones on board.  I 
have had a stroke and though quite fit i still cannot lift my leg or foot higher than 2mm so although 
ramps can be wheelchair safe/friendly they may have to be flatter for those that do not need a 
wheel char but trip on the slightest bump.  Doors in the mall to the toilets that slide or are power 
assisted so that we can open them easily. Margret Mahy has made a lovely park - so i hope we have 
the full benefit and not just something that will rust in less than a decade and need more money 
spent.  That we can have cycle lanes for our children and adults who are saving fuel.  Rechargeable 
carparks for e cars.  Lockers that can be hired to put belongings into like e bike battery while 
moseying around the CBD - they are heavy and but they are sort after and people want to steal 
them.  Water features that children can enjoy and a science centre in the mall and a small 
playground within the mall would be great, a bit like the Australian malls. Thank you. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location) 

Comment: Yes, stop getting more surveys and start actually doing something.  We know that 
building is Ok and the  - the building is fine for another
few years yet, but paying out Personal Grievances would be cheaper than the supposed millions 
spent on this investment. 

Rugby Park 

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound) 

A3402574
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Comment: Well this is another example of not doing the design the correct way at the initial stages 
and now we have a white elephant again!!The least cost for this the better and the Rugby Union can 
pay for it not southlanders - we are not all rugby fans, no increase for my rates anyway.  Complete 
waste of time and money.  Put the money into the museum. 

 

Roadmap to Renewal 

Comment: I think  
.   

it makes me embarrassed to be here, unfortunately my grandchildren are here. 
whom i take to  Queens park, as i did my own children and i think it is still the same old stuff from 35 
years ago.  We could do with some cover activities as well - we do live in Southland!!  Just before  
Lockdown 2020 the Elles road bluff road were sealed at great costs to ratepayers now they are being 
pulled apart for more road works and i bet next month they will all be torn up again because of pipes 
or lines that need to go through - please think about how you plan our city and who does the work 
because it is terrible waste of our money.  In fact, i am not paying another cent until i actually see 
something for it, so far we just have big holes everywhere.  Also ALL railway crossings should be 
concrete like the Bay road junction - this is better design for these train lines.  Also new footpaths in 
Grasmere - i am not paying rates for footpaths if they are not in my area and underground power 
lines, get rid of the antiquated old street power poles - that sort of thing is where money really 
needs to be sent as we are paying rates for that infrastructure.  Please think about how you project 
manage these builds. 

 

Other plans and activities 

Comment: I think we should wait until the to do any upgrades until the regional councils have 
decided who is going to pay, as we may save heaps of money to go towards the Museum project.I 
think  

 
it makes me embarrassed to be here, unfortunately my grandchildren are here. whom i take 

to  Queens park, as i did my own children and i think it is still the same old stuff from 35 years ago.  
We could do with some cover activities as well - we do live in Southland!!  Just before  Lockdown 
2020 the Elles road bluff road were sealed at great costs to ratepayers now they are being pulled 
apart for more road works and i bet next month they will all be torn up again because of pipes or 
lines that need to go through - please think about how you plan our city and who does the work 
because it is terrible waste of our money.  In fact, i am not paying another cent until i actually see 
something for it, so far we just have big holes everywhere.  Also ALL railway crossings should be 
concrete like the Bay road junction - this is better design for these train lines.  Also new footpaths in 
Grasmere - i am not paying rates for footpaths if they are not in my area and underground power 
lines, get rid of the antiquated old street power poles - that sort of thing is where money really 
needs to be sent as we are paying rates for that infrastructure.  Please think about how you project 
manage these builds. 
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Plans for finances and rates 

Comment: As we know there is plenty of money in the myriad of  ICC accounts to not need to ask us 
to pay more rates for the next three years.  Please do your homework, i can recommend a great 
accountant that will be only to happy to go over your accounts and work out your rates system  We 
have been overcharged for rates for far too long for trips overseas by counsellors that feel entitled.  
Why is it that people that invest in renovations to their house are penalised and charged more when 
there is no change to any of the services we pay rates for and yet those that leave their properties to 
rot  pay less - why?  we all use the same services only some of us actually care about their property.  
Rates should be poll taxed - i think that would be a fair option for council to consider. 

 

Proposals to change the way we rate 

Comment: I personally think it is terrible - again why should those people that care for their property 
pay more when there are probably more people living in the lower value houses than in the well 
cared for houses so those in the lower value housing would be using more of the services, water, 
sewage, rubbish collection.  Commercial/Industrial properties use different rubbish services and 
already the same amount of water they did last year so they should stay the same and it will also 
encourage others to buy into commercial business in Invercargill to give it the spark it needs.  I think 
we should be encourage new commercial property and business to thrive here not send them away.  
Which also brings me to your consent rates - what a joke, Invercargill are renowned for being the 
highest fees in South Island as well as the most obstinate unhelpful officers in the country - toxic, i 
think is the term used by our fellow country men that have tried to build here and have had the 
hugest fees that should only apply to housing of the largest order just for a wide span shed - not 
helpful to Invercargill at all.  As i have said before, when i last spoke to my submissions 25 years ago - 
get rid of the dead wood and lets bring in some energy to the city - i still think that is the way to go, 
too many old school boy networks that are dragging the city down.
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SUBMISSION ON THE ICC ROADMAP TO RENEWAL – 2021-31 LONG TERM PLAN CONSULTATION 
DOCUMENT 

To: Invercargill City Council 
Private Bag 90104 
Invercargill 9810 

Details of Submitter: The Southern District Health Board 
Address for Service: 

INVERCARGILL 9840 

Contact Person: 

Our Reference: 21Apri01 

Date: 30 April 2021 

Introduction 

Southern District Health Board (Southern DHB) presents this submission through its public health 
service, Public Health South. This Service is the principal source of expert advice within Southern DHB 
regarding matters concerning Public Health. Southern DHB has responsibility under the New Zealand 
Public Health and Disability Act 2000 to improve, promote and protect the health of people and 
communities. Additionally there is a responsibility to promote the reduction of adverse social and 
environmental effects on the health of people and communities. With 4,250 staff, we are located in the 
lower South Island (South of the Waitaki River) and deliver health services to a population of 335,900.   

Public health services are offered to populations rather than individuals and are considered a “public 
good”. They fall into two broad categories – health protection and health promotion. They aim to create 
or advocate for healthy social, physical and cultural environments.   

This submission is intended to provide general commentary to the Invercargill City Council (ICC) on the 
2021-31 Long Term Plan consultation document titled Our Roadmap to Renewal.   

General Comments 

We commend Council for its proactive and consultative approach for this plan and value the upstream 
conversations that we have already had with staff in the past six months (specifically around the City 
Centre Masterplan.  

Please find enclosed our detailed feedback on your plan in the table below. Items 1-8 are issues of 
interest to us that appear in order as per your plan. Additional priorities for Southern DHB are listed as 
A-C. Our feedback is guided by the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals1 which are being
increasingly embraced by New Zealanders as an internationally important tool for sustainable growth.2

1 http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/ (accessed 26 March 2018) 
2 http://www.colmarbrunton.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Colmar-Brunton-Better-Futures-Report-
FINAL.pdf?platform=hootsuite&utm_source=Policy+Signals&utm_campaign=285fb658a3-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_15&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_4adbea08a2-285fb658a3-205767437 

Public Health South 

Dunedin: Private Bag 1921, Dunedin 9054 
Ph: 03 476 9800   Fax: 03 476 9858 

Invercargill: PO Box 1601, Invercargill 9840 
Ph: 03 211 8500  Fax: 03 214 9070 

Queenstown: PO Box 2180, Frankton, Queenstown 9349 
Ph: 03 450 9156  Fax: 03 450 9169 

A3403173
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 ICC 2021-31 LTP Key issues Southern DHB Priorities Our Position Comment 

1 City Centre Masterplan and Urban 
Play Space 

 Support preferred 

option 

Play space: 

 A single destination play area is supported as this should be more cost-effective as well as being more safe and secure. 

 We recommend that it is designed to engage children (with a wide range of ages) and ideally some adult play equipment. 

 We recommend ensuring the built environment (e.g. play equipment and drinking fountains) is accessible, usable, and safe 
for all users. Accessibility can be addressed by using the PARCs tool (attached). 

 

Masterplan: 

 We are supportive of restoring a healthy connection with the environment; the Otepuni greenspace is worthy of further 
development.    

2 Southland Museum and Art Gallery  Support preferred 

option 

PHS recognises the social and cultural value of museums. Museums can contribute to community well-being by serving as loci 

for social connectedness, and by helping people gain meaning out of their history, culture, or natural environment. 

3 Rugby Park  No position Should this facility be retained we support it being a flexible facility which can be used by multiple community groups.  

4 Three waters reform 

 

Recommendation The Three Waters Reform Programme is acknowledged to be in its early stages operationally within Invercargill and Public 
Health will continue to support council and monitor any issues which are reported. Specific comments: 
 
Wastewater: 

 Kennington has been highlighted over previous years as requiring investment and we applaud the council for proceeding 
with this work. 

 Wastewater service requests relating to odour, faults and blockages continue to cause community concern. 

 Knowledge of residents needs to be increased on how on-site sewage operates and required maintenance to minimise 
system failure. 

 
Drinking water:  

 It is pleasing to report that the Invercargill Water Supply is protozoan compliant and also has a current Water Safety Plan.  

 We continue to support community water fluoridation as an important public health measure in the maintenance of oral 
health and prevention of tooth decay and commend the council for your continued support. 

 We support the ongoing investigation of an alternative water supply as well as the development of alternative pipelines 
from the Braxholme Treatment Plant. 

 
Stormwater:  
We support the ongoing investment in stormwater runoff controls to prevent flooding events and contribute to the water 
quality within the urban catchment. 

5 Roads and transport 

 

Recommendation Road safety is important and we support the following harm-minimisation techniques: reduce speed limits, safer and separated 
cycle lanes and improved pedestrian crossings such as “Barnes Dance”. A particular area of concern is the Kmart precinct due 
to parking violations, poor traffic flow and driver behaviour causing near misses and accidents.  

6 Climate change 

 

Commentary only The public health outcomes are well documented in the legislative reforms for Land and Water. While this is a regional council 
responsibility, we note that its implementation will enable positive wellbeing outcomes for the district’s population. 

7 Water 
 

Recommendation Beyond commentary found in the three waters section above, we support the investment of recreational water signage around 
New River Estuary. 

8 Stormwater and sewage 
 

 Refer to the three waters commentary above. 

A  Wellbeing Recommendation  Our wellbeing is influenced by where we live, learn and play and there are avoidable differences in health status seen within 
and between communities of which ICC decision making has the ability to influence many both directly and indirectly. Examples 
include housing, food security, drugs and gambling, accessibility to active and public transport, availability of alcohol and 
tobacco/vaping and mental health. We will continue to support the council with our actions (policy review, monitoring and 
recommendations) where possible before formal engagement occurs. Specific comments: 

 We would ask council to consider extending the boundaries and localities identified in the ICC Smokefree Policy 2020 to 
include Bluff and South Invercargill. We support the development of a Smokefree/Vapefree communication plan along with 
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additional signage to support the Government’s goal of a Smokefree Aoteraroa 2025. Visitors are often not aware of the 
policy as evidenced by the Burt Munro events.  

 We recommend banning advertising of fast food on buses and bus shelters, on council owned properties and grounds, and 
at council run events.  

 We recommend that the ICC Wellbeing Fund should be prioritised to focus on high needs areas rather than focusing on the 
CBD. 

 We recommend improved signage identifying the parameters of the liquor ban area. 

B  Safe in the South Recommendation  The Safe in the South initiative is a valuable multi-council and organisation initiative that uses an integrated approach to 
promote community safety. Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) has provided funding support which concludes in mid-
2021. We recommend that ICC considers increasing its share of funding to continue to support the coordinator position which 
is critical to the success of this project.  

C  Sustainable Development Goals Recommendation Common language between public health and ICC is important as we continue our relationship. The United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals are a way of ensuring a commitment to sustainability in its wider sense and have become increasingly 
popular at a local government level. 
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Summary 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Draft 2021-31 Long Term Plan Consultation 
document.  

We wish to be heard in regards to this submission.  
 
 

 
Dr Leanne Liggett  
Public Health Analyst 
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A3402177

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 71

Name Anna Clarke

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: In making the city centre more of a destination where people come, stay and play - I seek 
that reducing traffic flows, and in certain areas, completely excluding traffic is considered.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: I support option E1 from the options report. I believe that if money is to be spent on 
infrastructure, it should be spent in a way that minimizes future costs - operational and maintenance 
and provides a facility that is fit for purpose. If it is possible to achieve excellent efficiency and 
forecast maintenance outcomes with a refurbishment of the existing infrastructure - then this is the 
option I would support, as it also avoids the waste of time, effort, money and resources already 
encapsulated in the existing structure.    In any option that is adopted - I would seek that the 
environmental and carbon footprint impacts of any works are considered, and minimized as much as 
possible - in line with industry best practice, or even better going above and beyond to innovate and 
lead they way. For instance, that the design and works are undertaken in line with a 
building/construction/infrastructure sustainability environmental certification scheme such as green 
building council or ISCA.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: As above, I believe that if money is to be spent on infrastructure, it should be spent in a 
way that minimizes future costs - operational and maintenance - and provides a facility that is fit for 
purpose. If it is possible to achieve excellent efficiency and forecast maintenance outcomes with a 
refurbishment of the existing infrastructure - then this is the option I would support, as it also avoids 
the waste of time, effort, money and resources already encapsulated in the existing structure.    In 
any option that is adopted - I would seek that the environmental and carbon footprint impacts of 
any works are considered, and minimized as much as possible - in line with industry best practice, or 
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even better going above and beyond to innovate and lead they way. For instance, that the design 
and works are undertaken in line with a building/construction/infrastructure sustainability 
environmental certification scheme such as green building council or ISCA.    In particular, I would 
seek that if a large quantity of similar type waste is to be produced as a result of the refurbishment 
(such as the plastic seats), that an appropriate resource recovery/diversion from landfill option is 
secured and implemented.    As noted in the RUGBY PARK FUTURE DEVELOPMENT - COMMERCIAL 
OPTIONS AND OPPORTUNITY  REVIEW Report, I strongly request that an adequate management and 
governance system is secured prior to allocating funding, in order to ensure that the facility turns 
into a revenue generating asset through good management, rather than another liability with 
associated maintenance costs.  

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I would like to see more emphasis on projects that reduce emissions from the city - such 
as mode shift infrastructure and programs, waste diversion from landfill programs, and a strategic 
plan for harnessing energy generated through gas capture on waste systems.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Roads and transport:  Strongly support the investment to "support our community to 
reduce CO2 emissions, we are working to make it easier and safer for people to walk and cycle."    
Request that investment considers the wider city active transport network, not just a small segment 
of the city centre, if this has not already been considered in other planning documents.     Water:  
Strongly support the investigation and development of greater resilience in water supply.  Strongly 
recommend incentivising or mandating that individual buildings must have water capacity storage 
(water tanks) that will support their needs in the event of a natural disaster such as earthquake that 
damages centralized infrastructure, or drought/contamination affects the primary water source for 
the city.    Managing climate change:  Strongly support the consideration of climate change forecasts 
on future infrastructure planning - i.e. to account for sea level rise and intensified rainfall events. 
Infrastructure requires a large capital spend, and once constructed is hard to adapt and move - so 
adequate planning and future forecasting is essential. In particular, I would like to see that 
consideration and pre-planning is given to the fact that Invercargill airport may need to be relocated 
due to the risk of inundation posed by sea level rise in the current location.    Strongly support the 
initiative to collaborate with Environment Southland to develop a regional strategy regarding both 
climate change adaptation, but also a focus on mitigation and reducing emissions/transitioning to a 
low emission economy. This is not just due to the desire to play the part in reducing the impacts of 
climate change - but to ensure that the impending, likely mandated transition to a low emission 
future is well organised, thought out, and just, for the the Southland region.    Stormwater and 
Sewerage:  I strongly support the strategy mentioned in section 6.1.2 Environmental, Sewerage-
Asset-Management-Plan-2020-Draft-Version-2-A3092907:  Minimisation of wastage during 
construction.  Selection of energy efficient plants and energy audits of operating plant.  Use of 
biogas for plant energy needs where appropriate and economic.  Design for adaption and resilience 
to hazards and climate change.    With regard to "Reduction of greenhouse gases, e.g. by flaring 
surplus biogas. "  I seek that, rather than reduction of greenhouse emissions only through flaring and 
converting to carbon dioxide, that the gas captured is scrubbed and made available to displace fossil 
fuel energy sources at other local/public facilities such as the hospital etc. This could generate 
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income to offset costs, and by displacing the fossil fuels used at other facilities, would dramatically 
increase the positive impact of emissions reductions possible in the wastewater treatment facility.    
In addition, I request that the recommendations for improving the efficacy of wastewater treatment 
plants presented in BIOGAS PRODUCTION POTENTIAL FROM MUNICPAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
FACILITIES, Calibre 2018 are considered, adopted and implemented, if they are not already.    Plant 
and motor vehicles:  Suggest that ICC look to transition their fleet of vehicles and other activities to 
low emission options. Central government departments have been mandated to be carbon neutral 
by 2025, and local government should follow suit.    Civic Building Renewal:  Should consider renewal 
that maximized operating efficiency ongoing - i.e. excellent insulation, solar energy consideration, 
and low emission heating option such as biomass powered boilers.    Waste:  Request that a specific 
program is investigated and implemented to reduce waste to landfill - in particular organic waste. 
Investigate the potential to provide commercial composting facility, with gas capture, and the 
potential to generate a value added product at the end of processing to recoup costs - i.e. 
aquaculture protein production made of larvae that feed on the organic matter (may require 
consistent and large inputs - partner with local food processing industry), and quality organic 
matter/compost.I would like to see more emphasis on projects that reduce emissions from the city -
such as mode shift infrastructure and programs, waste diversion from landfill programs, and a 
strategic plan for harnessing energy generated through gas capture on waste systems.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Agree that increases in rates are necessary and should not be deferred. Infrastructure 
and construction costs only go up over time, so acting early is prudent. As are addressing 
maintenance issues in a timely manner. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Agree that the rating scheme changes seem to provide a much fairer and evenly 
distributed raise in rates across the city.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 233

Name Richard Kyte

Organisation New River Estuary Forum

Location Winton

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: NO

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: NO

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Submission   The New River Estuary Forum are pleased to see a range of positive projects 
being planned for Invercargill over the next 10 years.   But we are also concerned that no thought 
has been given to addressing the city’s contribution to the ongoing decline of the New River Estuary, 
and in particular the leaching of Invercargill’s old rubbish dump into the estuary at Pleasure Bay.    
Many older Invercargill residents have very fond memories of Pleasure Bay and its white pebbly 
beach.  However the decision to locate the city’s old rubbish dump beside the estuary and the 
ongoing discharge of contaminated storm water and treated sewerage into its waters has meant 
things have deteriorated markedly since then.   With funding recently secured to begin 
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strengthening the Stead Street Stop Bank, an excellent opportunity exists to consider whether 
similar engineering solutions might be possible to limit the flow of leachate entering the estuary at 
Pleasure Bay.   The estuary’s proximity to the airport and the Te Araroa Trail also makes this area an 
ideal gateway to Murihiku/Southland.   Despite the estuary’s current state, many Southlanders are 
still using the walkways around Pleasure Bay for walking, cycling and photography, and the potential 
exists for the city to invest in developing a waterfront we can all be proud of.   While a range of 
funding sources may be required to achieve such a vision, including this issue in the Council’s long 
term plan would demonstrate the Council’s commitment to working with the community to restore 
the estuary in the medium-longer term.   We would be happy to speak to our submission.    Richard 
Kyte on behalf of the New River Estuary Forum  

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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29th April 2021 

To Whom it may concern 

I am writing this letter on behalf of Bluff School supporting the continual use of 
the Bluff Swimming Pool to benefit our community in Bluff. 

I am the Principal of Bluff School and we are luck that we are able to use the Bluff 
Pool. At present we have 30 Swimming lessons a year at the pool. We also try to 
use the pool for other activities during the year. We would not be able to provide 
this opportunity for kids to swim if we did not have a facility in Bluff. 

A high percentage of our students use the Bluff Pool for Swimming Lessons 
outside of school. The Bluff Swimming Club has grown in strength to strength in 
the past few years. A number of the students now have been brought into 
Southland Squads and are competing at a National Level. These students are now 
more motivated at school and are proud of their achievements. The self-belief 
has also increased. 

Recreational activities are limited in Bluff and I fell that the community at 
present is really supportive of getting kids involved in activities. The Pool 
committee is very supportive of this as well the group from activate Bluff. The 
pool is one place that provides an opportunity for our Tamariki.  

Bluff is a small part of Southland but people here have strong hearts and are very 
supportive. The Pool is a great asset and we at Bluff School really support the 
continual use of Bluff into the future and I would like to thank the Invercargill 
Council for supporting the funding of this valuable asset to Bluff. 

Yours Faithfully 

Geoff Folster 
Principal Bluff School 

A3402159
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From:
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: "LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant"
Date: Monday, 3 May 2021 11:49:54 AM
Importance: High

Kia Ora Georgia,
 I support the endeavours of the Bluff community to ask for further funding from

ICC to cover the maintenance of the Bluff Swimming Pool.

ThiS pool is an essential service to the community, as a seaside port town many folk grow to be
sea farers and it’s of upmost importance young folk have a pool to learn the skills of swimming
before they enter the marine workforce.

Many sports minded and other folk also use this pool, ( I even have intention to do so myself)
which I understand is an irreplaceable community asset, needing to be maintained and not
abandoned by council.

My understanding is this pool was initially owned by council and passed to a trust to administer,
to stop the maintenance funding (which has been provided in the past) would have dire
consequences and could be seen as an abandonment of responsibility by many in the Bluff
Community.

I would like this to be seen as formal submission, and I would like to speak to this if possible
please.

I put this support forward as a private individual.

Nga mihi nui,
Noel Peterson

Bluff

.

A3402295
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 342

Name Ian Sutherland

Organisation

Location Bluff

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Probably to late but the CBD upgrade must have green spaces in sheltered and sunny 
locations.  Moving Tay Street to the south side is wrong.  Move it to the north side - providing 
opportunity for sunny green sheltered spaces on  the South side.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Decisions on the Museum and art gallery should be delayed until the success of the CBD 
is proven.  Hopefully it is successful but if it is not there may be opportunity to repurpose Spaces in 
“Invercargill central” for the Museum and Art gallery.  $50M budget could then be used to make a 
truly excellent museum where the money is spent on more than just a building but on the 
exhibits/interactive displays.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: The western stand should be demolished and not rebuilt.  No point in spending 
significant money on an empty building.  The argument that Southland won’t get the big games 
without covered seating is flawed.  We don’t get them anyway.  And if we do is $5M justified for say 
one event per year.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Hard to justify rugby park upgrade and second pool.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Water, wastewater, rubbish etc are critical items.  I support the spending on these items.  
Second water supply a must do.Hard to justify rugby park upgrade and second pool.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Spending needs to match income.  Rates cannot continue to increase at a rate that is 
greater than rising Company/personal income.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Fair spread of rating across users.  No social rating.  Can have other options for providing 
social support outside the rating system.
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Ten Year Plan Submission Summary
I The Bluff Community Pool Trust (the Trust) thanks the Invercargill City Council (ICC) for the

operational grants received since 2012. It has allowed the Bluff Swimming Pool (the Pool) to
continue operating and fulfil the recreational swimming needs of Bluff since the Pool was

I gifted to the Bluff community.

The Bluff Swimming Pool is vitally important to Bluff and must be retained to assist wi th the
ongoing well−being of the Bluff Community. The pool must remain operational to continue

I developing and encouraging physical activity and water sports, as well as supporting the
teaching of Invercargill and Bluff residents how to swim.

I The current annual ICC operating grant must continue if the Bluff Pool is to remain
operational.

I The Bluff Community Pool Trust request that;

the Invercargill City Council continue to fund the operating costs of the Bluff
Swimming Pool beyond 2022.

an annual operational grant from the Invercargill City Council be provided for a
min imum period of ten years, until 2032.

the operational grant be for an amount of $120,000 (plus GST) per annum (subject
to the successful completion o f the season and trial o f the n e w operating

I model) and be annually adjusted for the rate of inflation as calculated by Statistics
New Zealand (Consumers Price Index).

• the previously agreed grant of $180,000 (plus GST) per annum continue until the
of the current term of June 2022.

The Bluff Community Pool Trust wish to speak on this submission.

1
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2 Why fund the Bluff Pool?
Reason #1 − Learning to swim
Bluff is surrounded by the sea. Bluff children and adults alike, live, work and play, near, in
and around water. Swimming with confidence is an essential personal skill for all Bluff
residents to have.

The Bluff Pool allows the children of Bluff to learn to swim in a warm and safe environment.

It also allows them to develop their swimming skills to a high level. Bluff children perform
well in swimming competitions and carnivals including one youth who has broken the
South Island 2 0 0 m Breaststroke record time. There are currently six Bluff children in the
Southland swim team and Te Ara 0 Kiwa (Bluff Sea Scouts) are the current holders of the
National Intermediate 13 16 years) Swimming Trophy.

Reason School swimming
Bluff Primary School and St Teresa's Primary School use the Bluff Pool to complete their
swimming curriculum. The Pool is an essential asset for both schools. The schools walk
their students to the pool for their swimming. If the pool is not available, children will have
to be bussed to Splash Palace which will take more than one hour out of their learning time
every t ime they attend swimming classes.

Reason #3 − Physical activity and recreation for Bluff youth
The Pool provides a valuable resource for physical activity and recreation for the youth of
Bluff. Keeping Bluff youth active is important and a fully operation Pool allows this to
happen and at the same t ime having fun.

Bluff has a strong and well supported swim club. Many Bluff families understand the risks of
living and working near water and encourage their children to learn and develop their
swimming skills. The Bluff Swim Club and the Bluff Pool provides a secure learning
environment where children can develop and achieve the personal rewards that come with
physical fitness and friendly competition. The Bluff Pool is 25m long and is therefore
competit ion size which means that the serious Bluff swimmers are not disadvantaged when
it comes to training for competit ion events.

Reason #4 − Physical activity and companionship for Bluff seniors
The Bluff Pool provides a safe and warm environment for senior Bluff residents to swim and
exercise. The benefits of swimming and physical exercise in a pool environment for older
people is widely recognised. It improves heart health, is gentle on the joints, reduces the risk
of osteoporosis, increases flexibility, improves muscle strength and tone, and boosts mental
health.

The Bluff Pool is heated to a higher temperature than other pools to encourage seniors to
utilise the pool and gain the benefits of an active lifestyle.

There is a strong core of Bluff Seniors that utilise the morning sessions on a daily basis
and it is an important part o f their routine.

1
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Reason − Provides future options for Invercargill swimming pool assets
The cost to construct a new 25m competit ion size pool is significant. The current proposed

for renewal" includes the construction of an additional pool for Invercargill
in 2029 with a value of $8.2 million.

Retaining a high quality 25m pool in Bluff provides the Invercargill City Council wi th options
to optimise the use of pool assets and funds in the future. With smart management and
promotion of the Bluff Pool, the capacity of Splash Palace could be supplemented further.
This could allow the proposed construction of another Invercargill pool to be delayed,
reprioritised, or reimagined into another exciting water activity venue.

Reason − Clubs and use the pool
In addition to the local schools and swim club, the Bluff Pool is utilised by other Bluff clubs
such as the Te Ara 0 Kiwa Sea Scouts. Many Invercargill City residents work in Bluff and
utilise the Bluff Pool for a lunchtime swim for exercise.

The swimming leg o f the Try Whanau event is held at the Bluff Pool annually. This event is a
short tri−athlon style event organised by the Awarua Whanau Services to promote active and
healthy lifestyles.

Reason the future of the Bluff Pool is bright
The Bluff pool is well utilised and Bluff Community strongly support the retention of a pool
in Bluff.

The Bluff Community Pool Trust has recently reviewed the operating model for the Bluff
Pool. The purpose of the review was to promote and increase patronage o f the pool and to
also reduce the operating costs.

The Bluff Community and key stakeholders were consulted, and it has been decided to trial
a change to the operating model. The operating model will change from a fully staffed
pool, which requires two qualified lifeguards to be on duty at all times when the pool is
open, to a key access system and limited open sessions where only one staff member
present.

This will reduce operating costs but also provides an exciting opportunity to tailor the
operation of the pool to the changing needs of the Bluff Community. The open sessions will
be tailored specifically to youth, with and weekend sessions. The key access will
provide flexibility for groups, individual adults, and families to attend the pool at times that
fit into their busy lives where work and other activities restrict their ability to access the pool
at rigid, scheduled opening times.

It is considered that the ability to access the pool at flexible times with a key system will
increase patronage at the pool but also provide opportunities for groups that do not
currently use the The relaxed environment at the Bluff Pool can provide an alternative
facility to Splash Palace for Invercargill residents. Seniors can use the with confidence,
potential for private adult learn to swim classes, and clubs such as the swim
clubs, dive club etc may use the Bluff Pool at times that cannot be accommodated at
Splash Palace.
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Reason # 8 − Operating funds required to seek upgrade funding
The Bluff Community Pool Trust have plans to upgrade the Bluff Pool facility. The Bluff Pool
requires the heating and ventilation system to be replaced as well as seismic strengthening
and other necessary upgrades to the building and pool fabric. This will make the pool easy
to operate, energy efficient, and make it an inviting recreational facility as well as meeting
the necessary compliance and safety requirements of a modern swimming facility.

The major local and national funding organisations are keen to assist the Pool Trust however
they rightly want to see a sustainable future for the pool wi th respect to the funding of
operational costs. The Bluff Community Pool Trust annual operating costs for the pool must
be met from external sources. To date these operating costs have been met by the
Invercargill City Council and it is for this to continue.

The Trust needs assurance from the ICC that annual grants to cover the operational costs of
the pool will continue for a reasonable period of t ime so that the cost of the upgrade can be
justified.

Confirmation of an annual grant, from the ICC, to cover the operating costs o f the Bluff Pool
period of 10 years is required to provide the Bluff Community and funders with the

confidence to support the upgrade of the Bluff Pool.

6
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1

3 Current status and brief history

Figure 1 — Community Pool

Bluff is a small port town with a population of approximately 1800 people located 30km
south of Invercargill. Along with many smaller towns in New Zealand, Bluff experienced very
tough economic times in the 1980's which was exacerbated by the closure o f the local
Ocean Beach freezing works. The population o f Bluff was in the order of 4 0 0 0 people at the
t ime and had a bustling local commercial hub. The population is now in the order o f 1800
people.

In recent years Bluff has undergone a resurgence in community spirit and prosperity. The
year 2024 will herald 200 years since the formation of the port town of Bluff. The Bluff 2024
group has been formed with the aim of creating and building strong relationships between

citizens and its many groups and clubs. Bluff 2024 has also been extremely
successful in improving the appearance of Bluff wi th numerous small communi ty projects
which are building civic pride.

The Bluff Tepid Pool was opened on the 13th 1973 after four years o f intensive
fundraising. The Pool was operated by the Bluff Borough Council until 1989 when it passed
into Invercargill City Council (ICC) ownership following the local body amalgamation. In 2011
the ICC gifted the Pool to the Bluff Community wide communi ty consultation. The ICC
assisted with the formation of the Bluff Community Pool Trust and the assets of the Bluff
Swimming Pool were gifted to the BCPT. The ICC commit ted to fund the operational costs
of the pool with an annual grant of up to $180,000 (excluding GST) to the Trust to cover the
running costs o f the pool. In 2019 the annual grant from the ICC was amended to be a total
amount of $180,000 plus GST. The grant agreement is due for renewal in 2022.

After the pool was gifted to the community significant fundraising was undertaken and the
pool building roof replaced and insulated, the exterior repainted and the toilet and shower
facilities were upgraded.

The Bluff Community Pool Trust is made up of five elected members of the Bluff
Community. The Trust currently has three elected members and two seconded members.

The purpose of the Trust is to provide swimming pool facilities for the Bluff Community for
the promotion of including community aquatic sports and school aquatic sports. The
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pool also provides recreational facilities for all ages and abilities. The Trust wish to promote
healthy and active lifestyles within the community of Bluff.

The Bluff Swimming Pool is a indoor heated pool that provides a valuable resource
for aquatic activities in Bluff. The pool is currently open from the start of the September
school holidays to the end of the Easter school holidays annually.

The Bluff Swimming Pool is a valuable resource for the Bluff Community where the seaside
location makes learning a to swim a key part of all Bluff children's development. Learn to
swim programmes for Kindergarten age children are held at the Bluff Pool and both the
Bluff School and St Theresa's primary schools run swimming programmes. Their
programmes run for six weeks in Terms One and Four each year.

The Bluff Swim Club is a significant user of the Bluff Pool with training nights every Tuesday
and Thursday during the season. The Club has an annual swim carnival for all the Swim
Club members to participate in and compete. This year the Bluff Swim Club hosted a
Southland Swim Club Short Course Carnival which was widely supported.

The pool is also open for recreational swimming with the pool open for lane swimming,
general admission, and recreation at session times matched to demand throughout the day.

Awarua Whanau Services also host an annual event where the Bluff Pool is used
for the swim leg of the Bluff promoting exercise and participation.

The Bluff Community Pool provides an all−weather recreational facility for the Bluff
Community and visitors alike.

Bluff clubs provide a strong local resource for the promotion of recreation, social, and
physical activities for its citizens. The Bluff Pool is a key part of the Recreation Precinct
bounded by Barrow Street, Liffey Street, Slaney Street and Foyle Street which includes the
amenities of five key Bluff facilities; the Rugby Club, Squash Club, Bowling Club,
Netball Club, and Swimming Pool. See Figure Two. With the future o f the annual grant
secured it is hoped that the Pool Upgrade will be the first of many additional projects in the
future to improve the linkage between, and the upgrading of, the facilities for all the sports
clubs within the Recreation Precinct.

Bluff Bowling Club

Bluff
Swimming Bluff Netball

Courts

Bluff Rugby Club

Figure Recreation Precinct Facilities
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4 Bluff Pool Upgrade
Soon after the forming of the BCPT in 2012, funds were raised for a substantial upgrade of
the Bluff Pool. The Pool Building was painted inside and out, and a new roof was installed.
The toilet and shower areas of the both the male and female changing areas were also
upgraded in 2018 to meet modern standards. The exterior plantroom doors have been
recently replaced due to the generosity of the Bluff Community Trust.

Further upgrade works are required to replace the heating and ventilation system, paint the
pool area itself, carryout seismic strengthening and to replace corroded exterior fencing as
well upgrading many aspects of the interior building fabric.

A condition assessment for the Pool water heating and treatment plant, and ventilation, as
well as the building itself was commissioned by the Pool Trust in conjunction with Splash
Palace in December 2020. The Powell Fenwick and HDT Architecture titled

Assessment for Invercargill City Council and Bluff Pool Trust" dated 15 February
2021 recommends substantial upgrade work in the order of million. Further assessment,
design and financial investigation is required to define a scope of works and budget, for the
upgrade works. However, it is clear that substantial works are necessary and in particular the
heating and ventilation system requires an urgent upgrade to ensure the pool remains
functional.

The Trust has considered a staged approach to the necessary upgrade works however
consultation between the Trust and the Bluff Community has confirmed a preference for a
full upgrade to provide a best practice and fit for purpose swimming facility that is easy to
operate, energy efficient, and a pleasant space to attend.

The Pool Trust has had discussions with the ILT Foundation, Lotteries Commission, and the
Community Trust of Southland regarding funding for the Pool Upgrade. These major
funders are supportive of the upgrade proposal however they have all requested
confirmation of the continuation of the ICC operational grant beyond 2022. Understandably
the funders do not wish to commi t to assisting the further upgrading of the pool if the
continued operation of the pool is not assured by the continuation of the annual grant.
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5 Operating model review and trial
It has been strongly signalled to the Bluff Community Pool Trust by Council staff that the
current operating grant of $180,000 plus GST per annum for the Bluff Pool cannot be
sustained.

This has resulted in a review of the current operating model with the aim of reducing costs
but at the same time taking the opportunity to improve the promotion o f the pool and to
increase pool attendance.

The Bluff Community and key stakeholders have been consulted, and it has been decided
to trial a change in the operating model. A new operating model will be trialled for the
2021/22 season. The operating model will change from a fully staffed pool, which requires
two qualified lifeguards to be on duty at all times when the pool is open, to a key access
system and limited open sessions where only one staff member will be present.

This will reduce staff operating costs but also provides an exciting opportunity to tailor the
operation of the pool to the changing needs of the Bluff Community. The open sessions will
be tailored specifically to youth, with afterschool and weekend sessions. The key access will
provide flexibility for groups, individual adults, and families to attend the pool at times that
fit into their busy lives where work and other activities restrict their ability to access the pool
at rigid, scheduled opening times.

It is considered that the ability to access the pool at flexible times with a key system will
increase patronage at the pool but also provide opportunities for groups that do not
currently use the pool. The relaxed environment at the Bluff Pool can provide an alternative
facility to Splash Palace for Invercargill residents. Seniors can use the pool wi th confidence,
there is potential for private adult learn to swim classes, and clubs such as the
swim clubs, dive club etc may use the Bluff Pool at times that cannot be accommodated at
Splash Palace.

The Pool Trust currently employs Splash Palace to manage the operation of the Pool. It is
proposed that the Pool Trust takeover the running of the Pool and employ its own staff to
operate the pool. This will redirect the current Splash Palace management fee directly to
the employment of local Bluff Staff. It is envisioned that by providing local Bluff
management that there will be a shift in culture that creates a commit ted and passionate
staff environment that makes the Bluff Pool an attractive place to work and play.

The Pool Trust has worked with the team at Splash Palace to calculate the likely operating
costs for the new model and have confirmed that the likely costs will be between $120,000
and $130,000 per annum. The income from attendance fees is historically in the order of

There will be one−off costs with the change to the operating model such as the installation
o f a smart security system and the development of robust Health & Safety, and compliance,
policies and procedures. There will also be management tools required such as computers
and software, and training costs. It is proposed that these costs will be covered by
maintaining the current grant o f $180,000 (plus until the end of the current period
June 2022. Any surplus from the reduction in operating costs will be used to cover these
one−off costs.

The success of the trial will be reviewed at the end of the 2021/22 season and
communicated to the ICC for further consultation. Success will be measured both
financially and by receiving feedback from the users and key stakeholders.

10
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New operating model proposed opening times and staff costs

Public Open sessions times and staff costs 2021/22

Staff Costs − Manager plus plus other student staff − only 1 staff member at open sessions

Term time
Session time Sat Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Total
Doors unlocked daily
5am − 8:15pm
10:30 − 11:30am
(10:15 − 11:45) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 7.5
4:00 − 6:00pm (3:45 −
6:15) 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 12.5
1:00 − 4:00pm (12:45 −
4:15) 3.5 3.5 7

daily 27 hrs
School Holidays
Sat Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Total

Doors unlocked daily

− 7:15pm
10:30 − 11:30am
(10:15 − 11:45) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 7.5
1:00 − 4:00pm (12:45 −
4:15) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 24.5

daily 32 hrs

Avg Rate/hr Staff Costs
10 weeks of School Holidays 320 Hrs $22 $7,040.00

20 weeks of term time 540 Hrs $22 $11,880.00

Total Casual/fixed term staff $18,920.00

Manager Salary $30,000.00
Total staff
costs $48,920.00

I
11
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5.2 Operating model budget

Bluff Pool
Key Access and Staffed Open Sessions − Mixed operating model
2021/22

Budget (excluding GST) − 12 months July 1 2021 to 31 June 2022

Income
ICC Grant 120,000.00 To be confirmed by ICC
Membership − key access 5,000.00 50 @ $100
Casual 3,000.00
School swimming 1,000.00
Swim club 1,000.00
Total Income 130,000.00 Total income 2020/21 $10,000

Liabilities
Utilities
Electricity 45,000.00
Water 750.00
Consumables
Cleaning 3,000.00
Water treatment 5,000.00
General 1,500.00
Rates
ICC 5,000.00 TBC
Environment Southland 1,500.00 TBC
Compliance

− fire 1,000.00
BFP 500.00

− HVAC 300.00
BWOF 150.00
Key costs 1,500.00 TBC − but costs can be recovered in membership fee
Staff Costs

Manager staff costs 48,920.00
Manager and plus other student only 1
staff member at open sessions

Annual Leave 4,000.00
ACC Levies 1,000.00
Uniforms 250.00
Training 2,000.00
Total liabilities 121,370.00

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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I
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6 Members of the Bluff Community Pool Trust

Ian Sutherland — Chair (Co−opted) − Contact telephone number 0275 393 370

Angela Cooper —Treasurer (Elected)

Rebecca — Secretary (Co−opted)

Sandra Johnson (Elected)

Craig Morris (Elected)

I
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A3402283

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 132

Name Christine Henderson

Organisation

Location Lumsden

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: I ticked Do nothing as I am not satisfied that the implications of the Master Plan have 
been properly worked through . Simple strategies such as a coherent traffic plan, taking in the 
variable nature of our weather, an ageing population and the spread out nature of retail require a 
more careful approach.  Walking and cycling are to be encouraged but the reality is there will always 
be need for private transport particularly for those from outside the city. Sharing footpaths between 
pedestrians and cyclists works, as do attractive and safe heritage buildings, hanging baskets, places 
for play, interesting shops, cultural attractions, and thoughtful plantings of trees and flowers. The 
key to good urban design is coherence and sense of place. The ideal place for an central playground 
and gathering place would have been where the new carpark is being constructed. A lost
opportunity.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: Both options have some merit. The Pyramid should remain on it's present site either as a 
refurbished or new building. There is an obvious need to display some collections at other sites and 
the Heritage buildings presently owned by the Council should be up-graded to 67% of the building 
code,and adapted to display appropriate collections. Te WakaTuia is a shining example of what can 
be achieved with the adaptive re-use of an existing building. Until a decision regarding the Pyramid is 
made the new building attached to the Library could house precious artifacts requiring specialised 
climate control. Please do not delay work on the future of the Pyramid as public support must not be 
squandered.  The cost should reflect a measured approach to spending. Get the basics right and add 
the 'bells and whistles' over time if and when they are needed.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:
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Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Post Covid 19 business as usual has to change given the prevailing conditions, not least 
the reduced circumstances of many ratepayers. Spending on the streetscapes, and Playspace need 
not be so expensive if creativity and lateral thinking are employed. The Water Tower is an iconic 
landmark.I note that the cupola was gifted to the Tower, as a gesture of good will by a local 
industrial giant. Perhaps that same entity could assist with funding to ensure the Water Tower's 
future as a parting gift. Anderson House is another splendid building deserving a positive future, and 
I support it's upgrade.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Infrastructure financing should be funded by the government as it used to be, with local 
planning key to it's success.  Rain water harvesting by installing water tanks on all buildings in 
Invercargill  should provide an alternative water supply as needed. This would be instead of mining 
the aquifer adjacent to the Invercargill Estuary, which could trigger salt water intrusion into the 
aquifer, as well as it being impacted by sea level rise. Storm water then becomes more of an asset 
than a problem.  Given that the main highway forms the key streets of Invercargill they should be 
fully funded by NZTA using funds from the Road User Charges levied on diesel-powered vehicles. Any 
monies from this source are not subsidies and should be characterised as 'User pays'.  Clearer 
markings and improved surfaces need urgent attention .  That Climate Change is now recognised as 
an urgent issue is positive, and working with Environment Southland makes sense , especially when 
working on upper catchment protection, wetlands restoration, riparian planting, and careful 
planning to avoid any future settlements on flood plains, to reduce the impacts of flooding on the 
city and surrounding areas. Restoring and enhancing areas of existing native vegetation, as well as 
new plantings within the CBD will ensure more biodiversity as well as beginning to mitigate the city's 
carbon footprint.  Rubbish and recycling needs to be characterised as opportunities for reuse, 
recycling, urban mining, composting, and base materials for other uses.  The people of Southland 
need to be properly consulted on the future of the dump at King's Bend as 'Out of sight, out of Mind' 
is no longer an option.  Post Covid 19 business as usual has to change given the prevailing conditions, 
not least the reduced circumstances of many ratepayers. Spending on the streetscapes, and 
Playspace need not be so expensive if creativity and lateral thinking are employed. The Water Tower 
is an iconic landmark.I note that the cupola was gifted to the Tower, as a gesture of good will by a 
local industrial giant. Perhaps that same entity could assist with funding to ensure the Water Tower's 
future as a parting gift. Anderson House is another splendid building deserving a positive future, and 
I support it's upgrade.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: A sober reassessment should be considered given the financial state of individuals, 
communities, and businesses post Covid 19.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Bluff Community Board 

Submission related to the long term plan. 

Good day to you all, Councillors and Mayor. 

We are making a submission relating to items needed in Bluff. 

Sometimes it seems to us, that because of our geography in relation to lnvercargill, we can be 

overlooked for things needed in our Community. 

The Bluff lookout is possibly, without argument, the most visited tourist site in lnvercargill if not 

Southland. 

We are making a submission for two items that we feel are long overdue in relation to Bluff's (therefore 

lnvercargill's) continuing growth and prosperity. 

1. We believe a public Motorhome Dump and wash station is required, possibly with toilets, similar

too Glengarry's in lnvercargill.

Every motorhome that visits Southland, visits Bluff.

How better to make these visitors feel welcome, than offering them useful facilities.

There was recent work done by an ICC workgroup regarding making lnvercargill Motorhome

friendly, yet Bluff as the number 1 visitor attraction was overlooked.

NB: There is as you may be aware 1 dump station already in Bluff, but it is situated in the 

Bluff Camping ground. 

It is unable to accommodate the larger Motorhomes of which there seem to be more 

and more of. There is also a well-known view that Dump Stations in Camping Grounds 

are only for paying stayers at the facilities. (Even tough as in Bluffs case it is available to 

the public if you fit). This facility is also not on the main road, therefore not easily 

noticed. 

Possible site suggestions could be near the Bluff sign at the entrance to town or on the left on 

the green belt near the entrance to Bluff. 

We are certainly happy to work with you to find a suitable site. 

2. We also feel that a 3rd public toilet is required near or by the Park next to the Town Hall, across

the road from the playground.

At one time there used to be a toilet there and it was moved by the Council to where the Service

Centre is now.

This park is used by all the children in Bluff regularly. In the past, they have been able to use the

toilet facilities at the Lighthouse Cafe.

Now they have to urinate in the bushes which is not very hygienic.

A3398055
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SUPPORT | CONNECT | GROW | ADVOCATE 
kiaora@artsmurihiku.co.nz | www.artsmurihiku.co.nz 

3 May 2021 

To Whom It May Concern 

Arts Murihiku is a volunteer Trust established in 2016 funded by a Creative New 
Zealand Arts Pilot with the aim of strengthening and growing Arts participation in the 
Murihiku Southland region. 

While we are aware of the cost to Councils of installing, operating, and maintaining the 
infrastructure needed for our communities, we believe it is important that the social 
and cultural wellbeing’s are recognised along with economic and environmental 
planning for strong communities and a Better Southland.  

Arts Murihiku would like to congratulate the Invercargill City Council on its Roadmap 
to Renewal. We are pleased to see a focus on our city’s arts and cultural facilities in the 
next 10 years including the inclusion of arts and cultural elements in the development 
of the streetscape master plan and plans to redevelop the Southland Museum and Art 
Gallery 2021-2026. We also note and support the inclusion of Arts and Creativity 
Invercargill 2027-2030. 

We also appreciate the support ICC has given the development of He Waka Tuia as well 
as additional financial support for its ongoing running costs to ensure the city has a 
space for the community to appreciate and enjoy the arts (and heritage) while the 
redevelopments are undertaken. We have noted the increased activity at He Waka 
Tuia over the few months including both regular changes to exhibitions and extra 
activity such as talks and workshops etc. Please congratulate the teams from the 
Invercargill Public Art Gallery and the Southland Museum and Art Gallery for their 
work in this space. 

Arts Murihiku developed a Regional Arts Strategy (attached) that identified our 
strengths as well as actions required to build a cohesive, thriving creative future. We 
would like to encourage the ICC to make use of the Strategy as it develops its arts plans 
into the future. And we would like to offer to help on any way we can as an organisation 
- for advice, for connection with our networks and support for wider engagement with
the sector.

Finally Arts Murihiku would like to acknowledge the Community Wellbeing Fund and 
its focus on arts, cultural and heritage and for its support of events and activities in the 
sector. It is great to have the council support for this type of activity. 

Yours sincerely, 

Paul Duffy  
Chairman  
Arts Murihiku 

A3403174
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 228

Name Mike Peters

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rate increases need to be capped by the rate of pension increase

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: Have no issue with changing where it falls.
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Submission on Invercargill City Council’s Long Term Plan 2021-2031 

Submitted online 

service@icc.govt.nz 

From:  
Jenny Campbell 

3 May 2021 

He iti, He pounamu 
It may be small but it is very precious 

Ko Oreti taku awa 
Ko Takitimu taku maunga,  
Ko Takitimu taku waka 
Ko Ngaitahu taku iwi 
Ko Te Rau Aroha taku marae 
No Mossburn taku kainga 
Ko Jenny Campbell ahau 

Submission on Invercargill City Council’s 
Long Term Plan 2021-2031 

To Whom it May Concern. 

Introduction 

I do wish to be heard in support of this submission. 

As a member of Southland Forest & Bird Executive committee ( F&B)  for over 40 years  I have a 
strong interest and involvement across the Southland area. I live in Mossburn but own a 

A3402192
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property for my family member in the City and have worked there as a tutor and mental health 
worker for over 30 years.  
 
I belong to other environmental along with social justice groups and do volunteer work in the 
City such as organising the Enviro room at Kidzone and co-convene the annual Spring Eco Fest. I 
convened the Invercargill Environment Centre, Te Whenua Awhi, for 17 years.  
 
I am especially committed to making the city more environmentally sustainable, user friendly for 
cyclists and walkers, having more native biodiversity, being food resilient, having healthy warm 
homes, stopping use of coal for thermal heat in both homes and businesses and protecting our 
built heritage buildings, along with waste reduction and methane gas production.  
 
Taking our Government’s Climate Emergency Declaration very seriously and acting much more 
urgently to reduce carbon emissions must be the top focus for this LTP for Invercargill city.  
 
F&B’s strategic vision for the district, which ties into our national Forest & Bird strategic 
objectives is: 

 
Climate Centred: Invercargill City is resilient to the impacts of climate change. Any 
activities or developments in the region must actively mitigate their contribution to 
climate change. People understand the threat and urgency of climate change and are 
supported in climate change practices. 

Economy that Supports Nature: the City's local economy and nature are interconnected. 
Unhealthy nature, equals an unhealthy economy. 

Vibrant Landscapes: the district’s terrestrial native flora and fauna are protected and 
enhanced in urban and rural areas. Invercargill’s landscapes are free from pests. 
Development can occur without clearing and destroying landscapes and their respective 
ecosystems. 

Energised Water, Rivers and Wetlands:  Invercargill’s rivers, streams, and lakes are 
clean, healthy and teeming with life, especially native species. Wetlands are protected 
and enhanced. 

 
Invercargill Under the Climate Emergency Declaration City Council has a priority  role to: -  
*sustainably manage the natural and physical resources in the district to meet the reasonably 
foreseeable needs of future generations;  
*safeguard the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems; 
* and avoid, remedy, or mitigate any adverse effects of activities on the environment.  

 
It is essential that ICC takes this responsibility seriously and looks at all its policies and proposed 
plans through a Climate Change lens, meaning they need to be protectors of the natural 
ecosystems under their jurisdiction.  Young people as future generations are looking to all of us 
as adults to take Climate Change seriously and not just look to our own wants and needs, often 
based on the economy as a priority. Young people expect the LTP  to focus on  their interests  
and their livelihoods which are at stake, to lead the way to  maintain the life-supporting capacity 
of our ecosystems and to drastically reduce the damage of our current practices on the 
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environment. ICC must act consistently with these moral and ethical values and understandings 
when formulating this plan.  

 

F&B recognises that before people arrived in Aotearoa New Zealand, 80% of the land was 
covered in dense forest. Now only 24% remains. Similarly for wetlands, with over 90% degraded 
or lost; vertebrate species, with 79% threatened with or at risk of extinction; and freshwater fish, 
with 76% threatened with or at risk of extinction. Aotearoa is  losing our native ecosystems that 
protect and sustain people and every other living organism which we are inherently connected 
to for our very survival on this planet. 

 

F&B recognises that when nature thrives, our communities thrive. Healthy native forests, 
wetlands, and rivers sequester carbon, provide habitat for native species, filter freshwater, and 
provide protection from floods and droughts. When people connect with nature, they have a 
greater sense of well-being, are happier and healthier, especially in the field of mental health, 
and have more resilience for coping with increasing challenges as Climate Change affects their 
lives. 

Our native ecosystems has been pushed to breaking point by human activity, climate change, 
introduced pests, pollution, and deforestation. Nature has the ability to re-bound and ICC needs 
to include actions which ensures nature does get the chance to do that very quickly.  

I note ICC has made priorities of reducing its environmental footprint and addressing climate 
change. I commend them for that stand.  It has been given a strong mandate to focus on those 
commitments in this LTP round. 

 
Specific submission points  

Protecting and improving biodiversity  

Rivers, lakes, landscapes, coastlines, and unique ecosystems  all contribute to Invercargill’s well-
being and potential. It is essential that there is a focus on mapping and protecting Significant 
Natural Areas (SNAs) and adequate funding resources need to be included in the LTP in order for 
these to be carried out. This is not an itemised topic and needs to be identified as such because 
of its significant value. There are increasing requirements to do this under current and 
forthcoming regional policies and plans along with the upcoming National Policy Statement on 
Indigenous Biodiversity. Surveys and expert advice needs to be adequately resourced in order 
for these to be done to a high standard.  
In addition to mapping SNAs, plan changes to recognise and protect SNAs on public and private 
land need to adequately resourced and should be identified clearly in the LTP.   
Funding of pest and weed control needs to be clearly stated in the LTP. This funding will 
continue to ensure successful efforts on public and private land alongside community groups, 
regional council and central government initiatives.   

Much more funding needs to be dedicated to biodiversity projects  to support proactive 
protection and restoration projects and a capital investment in a land acquisition fund should be 
created and resourced to enable the council to purchase and set aside important areas in 
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reserves with indigenous biodiversity.  
 

As well as  financial support, the Council can also assist in promoting planting and pest control 
activities to help encourage other landholders to join in, to protect indigenous biodiversity.  
Further investment in proactive engagement with landholders to help identify and protect 
biodiversity values is essential along with  improved investment in monitoring compliance and 
enforcement. This is critical to ensure biodiversity is protected and prosecutions send the right 
signal to those considering unlawful vegetation clearance or pollution.  
Biodiversity strategies need to be allowed for in the LTP. 

Acting on the climate emergency 

We are living in a time which has been identified by the Government as  a Climate Emergency . 
However there is little to suggest that this is being acted on in the LTP with the urgency which is 
needed now!  

 ‘Managing Climate Change’ has been identified as a key activity and planning new infrastructure 
with climate effects in mind is a small start to acknowledging the impacts it will have in the City 
area. More resources need to be included in LTP in order to  act with urgency.  

More emphasis is needed in the roading budget to provide for safe active transport options, 
promote public transport use, and increase the availability of EV charging stations. I support 
investment in active and public transport and would encourage further work to promote intra 
and intercity and town public transport to reduce emissions. A strategy and adequate funding is 
required to provide more safe cycle lanes along with footpaths for general use eg getting to 
work, children going to school, as well as recreation, is essential to reduce vehicle carbon 
emissions.  
Council needs to lead by example and outline its plans in LTP for reducing its own carbon 
emissions, such as replacing council cars with EVs in line with the Carbon Neutral Government 
Programme. 
To help reduce emissions I support subsidies or low interest loans for solar hot water and PV 
panels, and clean heating solutions too. Subsidies also need to be available for people to move 
off fossil fuels for heating in both homes and businesses, in particular coal. Not only is this a 
major contributor to climate change carbon emissions, but it also causes severe air pollution 
affecting the health of our Invercargill people and increasing hospital emissions, particularly in 
winter.  Subsidies need to be provided to move Invercargill’s Kew Hospital off coal as well. 
By just planting trees we will not be able to meet our carbon emissions as we have committed to 
through the COP Paris agreement which we have signed up to. Any re- afforestation in all areas 
under ICC LTP needs to be indigenous species as carbon sinks. All Parks and Reserves should 
have an emphasis on planting natives as well as food / fruit and nut trees.   

Encouraging people to grow their own vegetables and fruit alongside community gardens is 
another way of increasing local food production, cutting down emissions from food miles, and 
increasing local food resilience. Support for the local farmers’ market is another priority for 
Council alongside food production locally.   
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Support Three Waters investment 

 I support the proposed investment to improve three waters infrastructure as this will contribute 
towards maintaining and enhancing freshwater quality and supports the preferred option for 
drinking water. Along with the proposed upgrades, I encourage ICC to focus on: 

Improving source water protection and regenerating catchments with native plants to 
improve resiliency and reduce treatment costs 

Improving storm-water treatment with a focus on swales and constructed wetlands to 
reduce runoff into waterways in addition to the projects identified in the plan 

Ongoing education to reduce water use and wastage  

Improved efficiency and fixing leaks to reduce abstraction rates to help meet 
requirements of Te Mana O Te Wai in the NPS-FM.  

Subsidies or low interest loans for rainwater tanks 

Educating public on not putting pollutants eg water from car washing, straws & plastic,  
down storm water drains. 

Council needs to support current efforts by a voluntary group being made to improve 
the state of the water quality of the Invercargill Estuary  

Increasing compliance monitoring and enforcement  

District plans and bylaws need to be made more effective by being properly enforced. Adequate 
funding for compliance monitoring and enforcement functions must be included in the LTP, as it 
is critical work.  

Council needs to take this role seriously as required under the RMA and other Legislation so 
vegetation clearance, dumping on public land, and pollution do not continue.   

ICC needs to change the rules around vehicles on beaches, especially Oreti beach. Toheroa 
recovery is being very badly affected by vehicles and bad behaviour by some drivers not being 
responsible, as well as ruining sand hill stabilising vegetation. Until adequate restrictions are in 
place, more signage, monitoring and enforcement should be undertaken by ICC alongside DOC 
to ensure everyone is keeping an appropriate distance from wildlife and not disturbing habitats 
and breeding grounds eg of endangered gull populations.  

Built Heritage 

Invercargill and Bluff have some outstanding buildings which remind us of our proud past and bring 
character to our environs.  

Adequate funding needs to be set aside in the LTP to ensure strengthening where necessary, so that 
this distinctive feature of Invercargill is protected and enhanced.  

Waste reduction 
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Whilst carbon dioxide (CO2) is the biggest driver of long term climate change, methane is far more 
potent in the shorter term, warming the atmosphere more than 85 times as much as the same amount 
of carbon dioxide does over a 20-year period.  

For this reason every effort must be made to reduce methane production. This must be done at the 
ICC sewage treatment plant with resources in the LTP plan to encourage this.  

As well LTP resources  to deal with Waste from the city needs to  include not only reduction and re- 
use of resources but also a green waste collection system and food waste recycling in to composting 
system so this material does not go to the landfill and produce methane which is so dangerous.   

Support for Parks and Reserves and places which keep our city inhabitants healthy  

I support the initiatives as listed on Te Uaki Ara flyer and especially making the City Centre 
a family friendly space with shade trees, community seating  and play areas for children and 
teenagers.  

Bluff needs special attention as it raises its profile across Aotearoa.  

 

Nau te rourou, naku te rourou, ka ora te iwi, 

From my food basket and your food basket there is sufficient for everyone.  

 

He waka eke noa. We are all in this waka together. 

Rangimarie 

Jenny Campbell 

QSM for the Environment 
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SUBMISSION 
___________________________________________________________________ 

To: Long Term Plan Consultation 
Invercargill City Council 
Private Bag 90104 
INVERCARGILL 9810 

Submission on: Long Term Plan Consultation Document 2021-2031 

Date: 03 May 2021 

Contacts: Geoffrey Young 
Southland Federated Farmers Provincial President 

Kim Reilly 
South Island Regional Policy Manager 
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SUBMISSION TO INVERCARGILL CITY COUNCIL 
 LONG TERM PLAN CONSULATION DOCUMENT 2021-2031 

 
 
General Overview 

 

Southland Federated Farmers (Federated Farmers) welcome the opportunity to submit on the Long 

Term Plan proposals put forward by Invercargill City Council. We appreciate the current and future 

challenges facing the City but have concerns about some of the proposals contained in “ Our Roadmap 

to Renewal “ which are summarised below.  

 

Recommendations  

1. That the Council does not change its current rating system 

2. That the Council continues to use Targeted Rates to charge for services with a defined 

benefit 

3. That Council restores the UAGC to $360 per SUIP and maximises the amount of UAGC 

charged in each year of the LTP 

4. That the Council continue to use the Capital value rating system in preference to land value 

5. That the Council consider the impact on ratepayers of a $1m increase in employee costs, 

and looks to create efficiency savings to fund any staff growth. 

6. That Council does not increase rates higher than LGCI. 

7. That the Council revisit its capital works programme to ensure ratepayers are only charged 

for services which will be delivered in that rating period. 

8. That the Council maintain the Dog Registration fee for working dogs at $35 and the 

maximum number of dogs charged remains at 5. 

 

 

“Proposed Changes To The Way We Rate “ 

 

Federated Farmers is concerned about the proposed changes to the rating system through the 

revenue and financing policy. The proposed changes would reduce the number of targeted rates into 

one general rate pot, change the differentials and attempt to even out the costs of services across the 

district.  

 

We do not support this proposed change.  
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Federated Farmers supports the use of clear and transparent mechanisms to charge those that use 

and benefit from services. Targeted Rates bring transparency to all parties and are preferred to larger 

general rates. Loading more and more services onto general rating will dilute the relationship between 

rating and benefit even further. 

 

Federated Farmers supports the use of rating differentials which reflect communities or areas that do 

not benefit to the same extent as others from councils core services. The proposed rural differential 

although it appears to have reduced, with the proposed movement of targeted rates into general 

rating there will not be an actual reduction in costs.  This is confusing as the changes to which services 

are included in general rates makes year on year comparisons difficult at an aggregated level.  

 

The impact of these proposed rating changes on property owners highlights an important 

disadvantage with the proposed changes for the farming community. While we support the principle 

of capital value we note that all other property values have increased in their capital value , yet farmers 

are bearing the largest rating increases, this suggests that farmers are paying an increase in rates to 

compensate for the rising values of urban properties and the desire by council to try and have 

predictable levels of rates increases. 

 
 

 

Recommendations 

That the Council does not change its current rating system 

That the Council continues to use Targeted Rates to charge for services with a defined benefit 
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Uniform Annual General Charge  

 

Use of the Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC) is essential to flattening the rate distribution 

between high value properties and other property types. As a fixed portion of rates, we believe this 

to be the fairest and most equitable way of spreading the public good component of services which 

benefit the entire city.  

 

Federated Farmers is concerned that the proposed reduction to UAGC from $360 to $180 raises 

further inequity between farming ratepayers and other property owners.  

Recommendation 

That Council restores the UAGC to $360 per SUIP and maximises the amount of UAGC charged in 

each year of the LTP 

 

General Rates 

  

As detailed above we are submitting against the proposed rates increases for farmers and the 

reduction in the rural differential. Given the city is facing a number of economic challenges the 

imposition of higher rates on farmers and commercial buildings sends a very clear and negative signal 

around the councils prioritise towards those currently generating goods and services for the city and 

beyond.  

 

Federated Farmers are concerned that the consultation document considers a maximum cap of 7.5% 

rates increases in each year. Council should remember that the compounding impact of that will be 

to double rates by the end of the long term plan period.  

 

The proposed rates increases are funding an additional $1m in employee costs. There are no details 

in the consultation document on this increase but note that many organisations and farms are having 

to live within a constrained environment and we would not expect increases in staff numbers unless 

the reason for this was clearly articulated in the consultation document. Any increases in staff salaries 

and wages should be funded through organisational savings in the first instance.  

 

Recommendation  

That the Council continue to use the Capital value rating system in preference to land value 

That the Council consider the impact on ratepayers of a $1m increase in employee costs, and looks 

to create efficiency savings to fund any staff growth. 

That Council does not increase rates higher than LGCI. 
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Capital Projects 

The Financial Strategy notes the ongoing under delivery of capital projects. This is a significant issue 

for ratepayers across the City as firstly they are rated on the basis that capital projects will be 

completed on-time and on budget and secondly where capital projects are delayed they inevitably 

suffer from cost escalation and inflation. 

 

Federated Farmers draw attention the emphasis of matter attached to the capital program in their 

audit opinion and that this reflects some of the new challenges being faced, in addition to the current 

challenges of delivering capital projects.   

Recommendation 

That the Council revisit its capital works programme to ensure ratepayers are only charged for 

services which will be delivered in that rating period. 

 

 

Dog Registration Fees 

 

Federated Farmers supports the proposal to not increase Dog registration fees, and supports the 

current working dog fee being at $35 and the cap on the maximum number of dogs charged remaining 

at 5.  

Recommendation 

That the Council maintain the Dog Registration fee for working dogs at $35 and the maximum 

number of dogs charged remains at 5. 

 

 

About Southland Federated Farmers 

 

 Southland Federated Farmers is a voluntary, member-based organisation that represents farming and 

other rural businesses. It is one of 24 provinces that comprise Federated Farmers of New Zealand, 

which has a long and proud history of representing the needs and interests of New Zealand farmers. 

 

 The Federation aims to add value to its members’ farming businesses. Our key strategic outcomes 

include the need for New Zealand to provide an economic and social environment within which: 

 

• Our members may operate their business in a fair and flexible commercial environment; 
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• Our members' families and their staff have access to services essential to the needs of 

the rural community; and 

 

• Our members adopt responsible management and environmental practices. 

 
 
ENDS 
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A3402069

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 3

Name June Trotter

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: I strongly disagree with the recommendations of the ICC inner city master plan to turn 
Don Street back into a two way street and reduce Tay Street to one lane traffic in both directions.  
Our climate will prevent people using Tay Street as a place to congregate outside. Don Street is 
considerably more sheltered from our frequent gales.  It is ironical that Don Street which at present 
the most people friendly street in the CBD has been recommended for such dramatic change.  It has 
two art galleries, He Waka Tuia, SIT Downtown campus, The Invercargill Club historical building and 
the Auction House cafe. Making the street two way will damage its present cultural and social 
ambience and limit future opportunities for enhancing this people-friendly space.  Hence i am 
against the Huge, unnecessary expenditure going toward those street changes.  Leave the streets as 
they are, and put the money saved into continuing the support of He Waka Tuia in the city and 
making the re-opening of our Southland Museum and Art Gallery a priorty.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities
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Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 152

Name Henry James Tudor

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: I am not saying do nothing. you dont offer many options. We seem to have a habit of 
doing things and not maintaining them. Esk street renewal is a disgrace. Is this funding in adition to 
the money already alocated to street works assciated with the mall development or are you moving 
out to a wider comunity. Is the mall developer paying a development levy like big busineses 
(smelter) had to pay years ago?  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Why didn't we get on with it. It will cost more now.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Why did we get involved, Car parking and traffic congestion at major events.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: You are trying to fit to much into to shorter time frame. your consultation is flawed 
particularly in the Surrey Park part of the plan.

Other plans and activities

Comment: I have no issues with water drainage and roading.  I think we will arrive at a park and ride 
options in the future. Should we be looking at the purchase of land to the north and east for this in 
the future. Should there be a substantial increase in parking fees to cover this now and reduce car 
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use. You are trying to fit to much into to shorter time frame. your consultation is flawed particularly 
in the Surrey Park part of the plan.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: We need to take care. A population that can no longer afford to live in Invercargill? We 
struggle through life pay off our mortgage and are left with modest savings to retire and live on the 
property we love. only to find a council with a wish list suited to a younger generation with an aging 
population having to pay for it  

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: You need to be very carful. Otatara  properties in some of the residential area are locked 
into a 4000 sp meter land size. These may be covered in bush or significant native trees so cannot 
generate an income but cannot be subdivided yet are rated on values. So based on size pay more. 
Otatara rates for properties pay in total similar rates to town but if you start playing with derentials 
and targeted rates you may be hitting some people very hard.
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From:
To: Policy
Subject: ICC LTP Consultation 2021 - Submission
Date: Monday, 3 May 2021 2:14:39 PM

Dear Invercargill City Council,

Submission on the Invercargill City Council Longterm Plan 2021-2031, due 5pm 3
May 2021.

I have the following comments to make on the Longterm Plan consultation:

Issue 2 - Southland Museum and Art Gallery - Council needs to progress this far more
urgently than planned.

The pyramid was somewhere we always visited regularly with our young children as well
as visitors.  When we last had overseas visitors stay with us, just before covid-19, it felt
embarrassing that a city such as ours did not have a museum and art gallery that we could
show them.  But actually our main concern is moreso for our children, who are currently
missing out on growing up with the museum/art gallery experience.  If the pyramid does
not open again until 2026, that is essentially 8 years of Invercargill being without this
significant asset.  This is far too long!  My eldest child was 7 years old when the museum
closed and under the current proposal she is likely to be 15 or 16 years old before it opens
again?  We used to visit the pyramid most school holidays, as well as whenever there was
a significant new exhibition opening.  Now we need to travel to Riverton or Dunedin to
have this kind of experience, which we occasionally do but of course, no where near as
frequently and also not everyone is able to do this at all.  The current children of
Invercargill are missing out because it is taking far too long for Invercargill City Council
to invest in this significant asset and reopen it for our people.  This project needs to be
progressed with far more urgency, it is not a new issue and it is more than time to just get
on with it.

(N.B. the transitional hub, yes it is a nice gesture but really it doesn't and can't compare to
what the pyramid used to provide and should still be providing for our people)

Issue 2 - Rugby Park - Council needs to fund stage one only.

Rugby Park is an important asset for Invercargill and the wider region.  It is important that
this asset is maintained.  However, instead of spending additional money on Rugby Park
right now, the Southland Museum and Art Gallery should be funded to enable that project
to progress more quickly.  The stage 2 upgrade of Rugby Park can wait until the pyramid is
fixed.

Other issues - Council needs to create a safe cycling network for Invercargill and
surrounding areas.

Council needs to be investing to create a safe cycling network all around the city of
Invercargill.  Firstly by firstly the Waihopai floodbank track all the way to Mill Road
North to connect the city with the Myross Bush area without the need to walk/cycle on any
of the busy roads (there is only a matter of crossing one more paddock to connect the
two).  Secondly to create a safe cycle network within the Myross Bush area - as there are
numerous cyclists that like to cycle out of the city, but these are not the safest roads for
cycling - cars speed, there are blind corners etc.  A cycletrack along Bainfield Road could
connect back up with the Waihopai floodbank track.  A cycletrack along Mill Road North
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could connect the Myross Bush school into the network.  A cycletrack along McIvor Road
would then connect back with the Anderson Park and Donovan Park tracks.  It is important
to create these options so that children are able to safely cycle with their parents without
fear of being bowled by passing traffic.

Thirdly, this kind of network should not be limited to the Myross Bush area but all nearby
communities should be able to safely cycle to and from town, to schools in town, to visit
friends in town etc. Invercargill has beautiful flat/ gently rolling country that is perfect for
cycling, but it is important to ensure is is safe to empower more people to get out there and
enable our children to grow up with alternative transport options. Otatara is quite well
catered for in this regard, but the focus needs to be on investing in connecting up tracks on
the south and eastern sides of Invercargill.  There are numerous bits of cycle track
throughout the city and it is just a matter of connecting these up to create a network, for
example - the Otepuni track could be further extended along the Otepuni Creek towards
Mill Road South; the Kingswell track could crossover to Boxall Street and lead out to
Rockdale Road.  Consideration also needs to be given to the location of schools and
ensuring these are able to connect safely with the cycling network.

Other issues - Council needs to take leadership of climate change.

Managing climate change barely had a mention in the LTP except for the potential impact
on Council infrastructure?  But what is Council going to do about contributing to reducing
its impact on the climate?  Council needs to be visionary and provide leadership thereby
ensuring our communities are able to do their bit to reduce their impact and minimise
climate change.

Submitter details:

Full name - Anke Habgood

I would like to speak to my submission.

Phone number - 

Yes I live in the Invercargill District.

I heard about this consultation process by reading last week's Southland Express.

Yes I would like to stay up to date with Council consultations and engagements - my email
address is 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the Inverargill City Council Longterm plan
2021-2031.

Kind regards,

Anke Habgood.

Invercargill
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 44

Name Janette Bradshaw

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: not necessary

Other plans and activities

Comment: Some activities for youth to keep off streetsnot necessary

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: An increase of some of the rates if the projects go ahead most people in Southland on 
medium wage just above can't afford the rate increase already 

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Invercargill City Council Road Map to Renewal 
Long Term Plan 2021-2031

To: Road Map to Renewal Submission 
Policy@icc.govt.nz 
Invercargill City Council 
Private Bag 90104 
Invercargill 9840 

Details of Submitter Bridget Forsyth 
Health Promotion Co-ordinator Southland 
Email: bridget.forsyth@cansoc.org.nz  
Phone: 03 211 8835 

Address for Service Cancer Society of NZ, Otago Southland Division Inc. 
149 Spey Street 
PO Box 955 
Invercargill, 9840 

Background 

The Cancer Society of New Zealand, Otago & Southland Division is a non-profit organisation, which 

aims to improve community wellbeing by reducing the incidence and impact of cancer for those living 

in the Southern Region. The Cancer Society has three key work streams including; the provision of 

supportive care for people and their families who are impacted by cancer, funding of cancer related 

research, and health promotion activities.  

Cancer is a major cause of disability and death in New Zealand. Although cancer is unlikely to be 

eradicated, current evidence indicates around 50% of cancers are preventable. Tobacco, alcohol, sun 

exposure, and obesity are the primary causes of preventable cancers1. Therefore, the Cancer Society 

would like to see a future where: 

• Outdoor areas provide adequate shade from the sun (natural or built).

• Public outdoor spaces are Smokefree and Vapefree with clear signage.

• Water is easily accessible.

• Healthy food is easily accessible, especially for vulnerable or minority population groups.

There is a global acceptance that health and social wellbeing are determined by many factors outside 

the health system2. Local government has a major influence over people’s health, and a key role is 

to promote the social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of communities in the 

present and for the future (Local Government Act 2002, section 10).  COVID-19 has further highlighted 

the importance of primary prevention methods taking place in the community to enhance community 

health and wellbeing, especially for those who are already disadvantaged, and reduce the burden on 

the healthy system. 

A3402077
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Key Recommendations 
1. Issue 1. City Centre Masterplan & Urban Play Space. Preferred option and must include shade, 

Smokefree-Vapefree signs, restriction of marketing harmful commodities, and water fountains 

incorporated into the design.   

2. Issue 2. Southland Museum and Art Gallery. Preferred option and include Smokefree-Vapefree signs, 

restriction of marketing harmful commodities, and water fountains incorporated into the design. 

3. Issue 3. Rugby Park. Either option provided it includes Smokefree-Vapefree signs. Work towards 

restricting the advertising of harmful commodities. 

4. Increasing shade in picnic areas and playgrounds throughout the city by planting trees.  

5. Installing Smokefree-Vapefree signs at all playgrounds. 

6. Invest in green spaces, walking and cycling, and install water fountains/bottle refill stations. 

7. Restrict advertisements of harmful commodities (these include tobacco, alcohol, and the marketing 

of sugar-sweetened beverages and unhealthy food to children) on and in council owned properties.  

 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit on your Road Map to Renewal long term plan 2021-2031. We 
congratulate you for including this part under your key activities. To support our community to reduce CO2 
emissions, we are working to make it easier and safer for people to walk and cycle.  
 
The Cancer Society is supportive of the restoration and improvement of green spaces and recreation facilities, 
including walkways and cycleways. Diet and weight related cancers are now the second leading cause of 
cancer death (after tobacco)3. Places designed to enhance physical activity and active transport have huge 
benefits not only for health, but for the economy as well4. Furthermore, access to green spaces and facilities 
makes living close together not only sustainable but pleasant and healthy. We also recommend including play 
equipment as it encourages physical activity. We encourage incorporating other Healthy Urban Design 
principles into the council plans for playgrounds, parks, and reserves. The Heart Foundation of Australia has 
some useful guidance available here:  https://www.healthyactivebydesign.com.au/.  The Cancer Society also 
encourage you to incorporate edible landscapes e.g. fruit trees near play spaces. 

Issue 1. City Centre Masterplan & Urban Play Space.  
The Cancer Society supports your preferred option however this must include shade, Smokefree-Vapefree 
signs, restriction of marketing harmful commodities, and water fountains incorporated into the design. See 
each section below for in depth information about these aspects.  

Issue 2. Southland Museum and Art Gallery.  
The Cancer Society supports your preferred option again including Smokefree-Vapefree signs, restriction of 
marketing harmful commodities, and water fountains incorporated into the design. See further details below.  

Issue 3. Rugby Park.  
The Cancer Society support the $4.9m investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound provided clear 
Smokefree-Vapefree signs are included in this investment. We encourage you to work towards minimising the 
marketing harmful commodities in this vicinity. 
 
We cannot comment on the option to make Rugby Park more flexible for different uses into the future without 
further detail. However, we recommend this, should it go ahead, also include clear Smokefree-Vapefree 
signage, the provision of water fountains or taps, and the minimisation of marketing harmful commodities, 
such as alcohol and sugar sweetened beverages. We also recommend developing a long-term plan about 
ongoing maintenance.  
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Shade 
The Cancer Society recommends increasing the shade in playgrounds and picnic areas (natural or built). 
Please refer to our Undercover Shade Guidelines available online5 to design appropriate shade or contact 
our local team. 
 
Skin cancer is currently NZ’s most commonly diagnosed cancer, despite being 90% preventable6, the Southern 
Region has the highest incidence of melanoma in New Zealand. Damage from UV radiation builds up across 
our lifespan. Preventing episodes of sunburn and overexposure to the sun’s UV radiation in childhood and 
adolescence is crucial to reducing the incidence of skin cancer in later life7. Using shade is one of the key 
recommendations to reduce our chances of developing skin cancer8.  
 
Compared with other Territorial Local Authorities Invercargill City ranks in the bottom quintile (54th) with 

the worst shade provision in playgrounds9. Our surrounding neighbours are both doing better with Gore and 

Southland both rank in the second quartile, however, unfortunately, even our top quartile ranks considerably 
lower than Australian ones despite us having similar skin cancer rates to Australia.   

 
Examples of natural and built forms of shade from Gage R, Barr M, Stanley J et al. Sun protection and shade availability in New 
Zealand's outdoor recreation spaces. N. Z. Med. J. 2018; 131: 30-7. 

Teenagers are more likely to get sunburnt than other age groups, and more sunburns increases the risk of 
skin cancer. Evidence from Australia indicates that teenagers will use shade if it is available.  
 
The general public expect their council’s to provide shade in public places 78% of NZ adults ‘strongly agreed’ 
or ‘somewhat agreed’ that their council should use money from rates to provide shade in public places 10.  
 
The Cancer Society recommends the council invest in providing trees or built shade near play spaces. Planting 
trees has the added benefit of enhancing a green space and benefitting the environment (reducing CO2 and 
erosion). Trees are a lower cost way to provide shade and offer a long-term solution. However, not all shade 
reduces UV effectively; it is important to design shade so that it both reduces UV and transmits heat. If shade 
is too cold, people will not use it. For example, you need to plant two or three deciduous trees close together, 
so their canopies are touching before they provide good shade.  
We recommend when planting plans are undertaken shade for protecting people from excessive sun be 
incorporated into the process.  
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Smokefree Vapefree signs 
Smokefree and Vapefree signs should be visible and in good condition in parks, 
playgrounds and sportsgrounds. Tobacco is still the leading cause of cancer 
death in New Zealand. We recommend including clear Smokefree Vapefree signs at all playgrounds. 
 
Tobacco is still the leading cause of cancer death in New Zealand. Smoking kills more people than road 
crashes, suicide, alcohol, other drugs, murder and drowning combined11.  The Cancer Society congratulate 
you for reviewing your Smokefree Policy in 2020 and combining the 2017 Smokefree Areas and 2010 Smokefree 
Parks and Reserves policies into one policy and including the new location of Splash Place and that carpark. 
This makes for a clear succinct policy easier to understand by public and staff alike. We also commend you 
for making this policy Vapefree as well. Vape products are now included in the Smokefree Environments and 
Regulated Products (Vaping) Amendment Act as of November 2020. This demonstrates clear leadership and 
recognition that vaping is not safe for people who do not smoke and not something we want children and 
young people to see as a normal behaviour.  
 
The Cancer Society recommends an investment in Smokefree-Vapefree signs at all playgrounds, especially 
newly developed areas. There is no ‘safe level’ of second-hand smoke exposure outdoors. There is potential 
for harm to health over five metres from people smoking. Significant tobacco smoke effects can occur from 
more than ten metres away from a group of people smoking, and at least nine metres from a burning cigarette 
in light winds12,13. There is strong public support for Smokefree playgrounds, in 2019 280 Southlanders were 
surveyed about the Smokefree legislation they would like the central government to enact. We found 97% 
wanted playgrounds to be Smokefree. National legislation would be most useful and we encourage the council 
to submit on the Smokefree Aotearoa 2025 Action Plan.  
 
You can read the public consultation document and provide feedback using the online tool or download the 
feedback form and email it to smokefree2025@health.govt.nz. However, in the meantime local councils can 
support their communities wishes and wellbeing by displaying clear Smokefree-Vapefree signage.  

The percentage of people who smoke in Invercargill is higher than both Southland and New Zealand14.  

2018 Smoking behaviour for people in Invercargill City, Southland District, & New Zealand 

Category Invercargill City Southland District New Zealand 

People who Regularly smoke 17.9% 15.3% 13.2% 

Moreover, some demographics have found it harder to stop smoking than others. The disparities of smoking 

rates across ethnicities and deprivation areas show that more support is needed to reach the SFA2025 goal 

of having a smoking prevalence across all populations of less than 5%. 

2018 - Percentage of People who Regularly smoke by Ethnicity in Invercargill City 

 All 
People 

European Māori 
Pacific 
peoples 

Asian 

Middle 
Eastern/ 

Latin 
American/ 

African 

Other 
ethnicity 

People who Regularly smoke 17.9% 17.1% 30.2% 29.9% 9.2% 6% 16% 

Council can do more to support people trying to stop smoking and make young people less likely to start 

smoking. Having clear Smokefree-Vapefree signs in all playgrounds, picnic areas, the new developments 

including the City Centre Masterplan & Urban Play Space, Southland Museum and Art Gallery, and Rugby 

Park will be one way to do this.  
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Water Fountains/Drink Bottle Re-Fill Stations 
The Cancer Society recommends that the council install more water bottle 
refill stations and fountains, particularly near playgrounds and restrict the 
advertising of sugar-sweetened beverages in and on all council owned and funded property.  
 
Supply of drinking water is both a civic and public health issue. Obesity is now the second leading cause of 
cancer death after tobacco. It is well established that excess sugar is a major contributor to weight gain, 
obesity, diabetes, and tooth decay. New Zealand research found there are limited working water fountains 

in playgrounds15. Sugary drinks are cheap, easily accessible, one of the most widely advertised products, and 

are children’s biggest source of sugar intake16.   
 
Provision of water fountains helps to address the obesogenic environment by providing citizens with a cost-
free alternative to the consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages, and they can also reduce the 
environmental and economic impact of packaged drink containers17. Some cities have used water fountains 
specifically as a waste reduction intervention18. Providing water fountains in locations such as playgrounds 
can increase accessibility and consumption of water10. Water is the preferred beverage for all New Zealanders 
as recommended by the Eating and Activity Guidelines19. Further to this the council can ensure there is no 
advertising of sugar-sweetened drinks (on bus stops etc.) within 500m of play spaces to protect children and 
young people20. 
 
Fountains and water bottle refill stations provide environmental benefits by reducing the amount of single 
use plastic. Other ways councils have made water accessible include;  

• Working in partnership with Refill NZ to promote refilling water bottles in their district, 

• Investing in semi-permanent water stations to promote and offer water at key community events. 
Community use and water flow can be easily monitored to assess benefits.  

Alcohol 
The Cancer Society recommends restricting advertising of harmful commodities including alcohol on all 
council owned and funded areas.  
 
Alcohol is not an ordinary commodity. It is a toxin and a class 1 carcinogen, along with tobacco and asbestos21. 

It increases the risk of at least seven cancers including breast cancer and bowel cancer22,23,24. The top 5 
cancers in NZ are: prostate, breast, colorectal, lung, and melanoma. New Zealand leads the world in bowel 
cancer and in the Southern Region we have the highest incidence and death rates of bowel cancer. Breast 

cancer was the leading cause of alcohol-attributable death among NZ women, with significant (and avoidable) 
ethnic and socio-economic disparities in cancer survival. Higher alcohol consumption increases risk of cancer, 
but there is no safe level of consumption for cancer risk.  Cancers account for 30% of all alcohol-attributable 
premature deaths in Aotearoa New Zealand25. 
 
The Cancer Society found in 2020 that the Southern Region has the highest consumption of alcohol products 
nationwide26.  This is not a new problem, in 2013 the Southern District Health Board found we had highest 
prevalence of hazardous drinking among all DHB regions and a statistically higher prevalence than the national 
average (25.1% versus 17.0%)27,28,29.  The council can play a crucial role to reducing alcohol related harm by 
restricting the marketing of this harmful commodity on and in any council funded and owned buildings and 
land. The World Health Organisation recommends restrictions to the marketing of alcohol (including 
advertising and sponsorship) as one of the three most effective strategies to reduce alcohol harm30. Research 
shows a casual relationship between alcohol marketing and youth drinking31 and it is also associated with 
young people starting to drink earlier and drinking larger amounts of alcohol32,33. Children and adults drinking 
more alcohol is also associated with alcohol sponsorship of sports34. The University of Otago Kids’Cam 
research found children aged 11-13 years were exposed to alcohol marketing on average of 4.5 times a day35. 
Note this did not include product packaging, when that was included, they saw a further 8 per day36. The 
main sources of exposure were sports sponsorship, shop front advertising, and alcohol branded merchandise. 
Marketing alcohol is also harmful to adults as it makes is harder for them to give up and drink less. There is 
strong public support to restrict alcohol advertising and sponsorship particularly to protect children37. Council 
can protect people’s health and property damage by not allowing alcohol advertising on council owned and 
funded property.  
 
By making these changes we can have a future with cancer in our community.  
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https://www.sunsmart.org.nz/skin-cancer
https://www.hpa.org.nz/sites/default/files/2013SESFactSheet%20-%20local%20council%20shade%20%28v5%29.pdf
https://www.hpa.org.nz/sites/default/files/2013SESFactSheet%20-%20local%20council%20shade%20%28v5%29.pdf
https://www.health.govt.nz/your-health/healthy-living/addictions/smoking
https://tcdata.org.nz/Census%20data/Census_14.html
https://www.nzma.org.nz/journal/read-the-journal/all-issues/2010-2019/2018/vol-131-no-1469-2-february-2018/7486
https://www.healthyactivebydesign.com.au/design-features/healthy-food/evidence/#provisionofwater
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/waste-and-recycling/single-use-plastic-bottles/drinking-fountains-london
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/waste-and-recycling/single-use-plastic-bottles/drinking-fountains-london
https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/eating-and-activity-guidelines
http://anaotearoa.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/ANA-Evidence-Snapshot-FINAL.pdf
http://anaotearoa.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/ANA-Evidence-Snapshot-FINAL.pdf
http://www.southerndhb.govt.nz/files/2013071693920-1373924360-0.pdf
http://www.healthyfamiliesinvercargill.org.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=6a71221d-cb06-4ef6-9db9-5cecf5a0336a
https://icc.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Safe-in-the-South-Full-document-SML-A1566400.pdf
https://www.who.int/nmh/publications/ncd_report2010/en/
https://www.hpa.org.nz/
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 128

Name Jared Cappie

Organisation Sport Southland

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Sport Southland’s Healthy Families Invercargill “Our Road Map to Renewal” Long Term 
Plan 2021-2031 Consultation     Sport Southland’s Healthy Families Invercargill team would like to 
thank the Invercargill City Council for its continued partnership as we work towards a vision for a 
healthy, happy, safe, and connected community.     This partnership has supported community 
initiatives and projects including:      The Creation of the “Invers Play Trail” in the CBD- An 
opportunity to prototype an intergenerational play trail based on community insights over the last 
four years e.g., Create play spaces that are family friendly, sheltered, interactive, intergenerational, 
and fun in the CBD.     Teviot Street Reserve Redevelopment-Working alongside the local community 
to reimagine the space, so that it is being used for wellbeing, physical activity, and play.     Te Waka o 
Waihopai (Innovating Streets CBD)- Working alongside the community to reimagine our public 
spaces to create better connections in our city.        CBD Master Plan Working Group- Contributing to 
the codesign of the Master Plan Document-Setting out a framework to create a city with heart.       
Clifton and Glengarry Playground review and redevelopment. Park and playground redevelopment 
and activations to enable local communities to use and play in their local spaces that meets their 
purpose.     Southland Healthy Attitudes Towards Alcohol Group     (HATA)-A group of agencies 
committed to reducing the harm done to our community by hazardous drinking.      Southland Kai 
Strategic Leadership Group: A group of agencies committed to reducing the harm done to our 
community by hazardous drinking.     Hydroslide Launch-Contributing to the planning of the launch 
and ways the new slides and wider facility accommodates the target market.      The creation of a 
Disc Golf Course in Queens Park-This is one of the most popular areas frequented in the park and 
caters for all generations.      Choice As Events Guidelines on ICC Website-A guide for event 
organisers to provide a healthy experience at their event and in turn creating a more vibrant event 
experience and promoting a healthier future for the community.     Smokefree CBD Policy-The policy 
aids in denormalising smoking for children and young people by reducing its visibility in public places 
and contribute to improved health and wellbeing by reducing smoking and the impacts of second-
hand smoke.     We would also like to thank the ICC and SDC for investing Waka Kotahi funding into 
the shared Active Transport Innovator role and are hopeful this can be extended beyond the initial 
investment. The role is dedicated to increasing active travel across Invercargill and the Southland 
District.     Roadmap to Renewal submission     HFI would like to see initiatives that contribute to an 
equitable approach to health and wellbeing prioritized by Council across all policy areas.     An equity 
approach recognises that different people with different levels of advantage require different 
approaches and resources to get equitable health outcomes.     This definition of equity was signed-
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off by Director-General of Health, Dr Ashley Bloomfield, in March 2019.     We support the preferred 
option, including the development of a play strategy and involving the community in a co-design 
approach to creating future play spaces in the CBD     There are currently no play spaces in the CBD. 
Our insights gathered from the community over the past five years indicated whanau wanted play in 
the CBD, and the prototype of the Invers Play Trail in the CBD has provided further evidence of the 
community need.     The future for a He Ngakau Aroha – a City with Heart     Healthy Families 
Invercargill looks forward to continuing a partnership with Council which focuses on equitable health 
outcomes and supporting the wellbeing of our community.     This centres on creating social and 
physical environments which make it easier for the community to make healthier choices including:     
A more resilient food system which supports food security and sovereignty     Easy access to drinking 
water in the community, including water bottle filling stations     Active transport which meets the 
needs of the community     Quality opportunities across play, active recreation and sport     
Smokefree spaces and reducing harm from hazardous drinking  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We support the preferred option due to the accessibility of parking and access to Queens 
Park green space. We see the museum as a community hub which incorporates learning, discovery 
and celebrates Waihopai and Murihiku’s cultural past. We would encourage future development to 
consider the use of inter-generational play and physical activity.     Investment should be future-
focused and include ‘all-weather’ whaanau-centric play options.     The museum should connect to 
the CBD via safe active transport options, e.g. prams, bikes, and scooters.     It should be a safe place 
for people to connect, meet and play and should link with the natural aspects of Queens Park.  

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 86

Name Brendon McDermott

Organisation Sport Southland

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: How we work together  Sport Southland's vision is “everyone active every day” and our 
purpose is “enriching lives, strengthening communities and contributing to wellbeing through 
physical activity”.  We would like to acknowledge the strong relationship and increased partnership 
between our two organisations and the positive approach which Council staff bring to our shared 
kaupapa. The ICC Surf to City is just one example of how our organisations work together to support 
the wellbeing, and add to the vibrancy of, our community through physical activity.  The Invercargill 
City Council is a major provider of sport and recreation facilities in Invercargill. We recognise the 
many competing demands for investment which councils face, especially during a time of 
uncertainty and increased pressure due to Covid-19, climate change and water reform.  The 
opportunity  We would encourage Council to look beyond “maintain(ing) levels of service to support 
community social, cultural, economic and environmental wellbeing” and ensure that our community 
are being activated, particularly with consideration given to the barriers which prevent some in our 
community from making the most of the opportunities available in our city.  Issue #1: We support 
strategic investment for play, walking and cycling in the CBD, particularly the guiding principles 
which promote a healthy connection with the environment, moving for prosperity and health, and 
urban play to make you stay.  Urban play could take the form of a destination playground or flexible 
spaces which support play for a range of ages. Sport Southland would continue to support Council in 
understanding the needs of the community to ensure this investment is maximised.  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)
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Comment: We support Council’s preferred option, especially the emphasis on the creation of a 
flexible use facility as per the Southland Regional Spaces and Places Strategy.    In relation to other 
recreational facilities featured on the Proposed Roadmap, Sport Southland supports the following:  •

2022 Surrey Park Grandstand renewal – subject to working alongside users to ensure current 
and future needs are understood. We understand the current users would prefer to delay this until 
this project until they have time to investigate a more flexible, multiuse facility which better meets 
their needs. We would support this delay, as long as the original investment is ringfenced, as this 
approach aligns with the Regional Spaces and Places Strategy.  • 2029-2031 Additional pool at Splash 
Palace – subject to determining what the community’s future needs will be and aligning with the 
Spaces and Places strategy.  • As a next step from the work completed on Surrey Park Precinct we 
would advocate for a Master Planning work for Surrey Park to now take place. This would give 
existing and potential users a roadmap for the future use of this precinct.      Regional Spaces and 
Places Strategy implementation  • Sport Southland believes a better use of participation and 
facility data would support better investment into play, active recreation and sport by Council. This 
data is not currently being collected in a consistent or meaningful way and we would encourage the 
creation of a shared role to facilitate this. This would support future sportsfield demand, allocation 
and investment.  • We would also ask Council to formally adopt the Southland Regional Spaces 
and Places strategy and commit to its implementation through a dedicated role.  • We would 
ask council to consider an investment of $40k per annum to support these roles. This investment 
alongside other councils, funders and ourselves would ensure the strategy is well implemented, we 
develop good data to support decision making and supports a collaborative approach to this area.    
Active Transport  • Over a short time we have already seen the benefits provided by the Waka 
Kotahi-funded Active Transport Innovator role shared between Sport Southland, Invercargill City 
Council and the Southland District Council. We look forward to seeing the outcome of the Innovating 
Streets trials and the development of a more connected active transport system as part of the CBD 
Masterplan and believe the Active Transport Innovator role is one that should be continued beyond 
its current timeframeof June this year.  Supporting and Aligning with other strategies  • There are a 
number of strategies and plans being developed at a local and regional level. Whilst each strategy 
and plan will be looking at specific areas its crucial that these strategies and plans align so they we 
are heading in the same direction as a region and to reduce duplication. How does this LTP fit in with 
existing strategies ie Regional events strategy, Bluff Masterplan. It would be good to see what 
strategies and plans have been considered as part of the LTP.  • We were recently made aware of a 
significant recreational project in Bluff being led by the Southland MTB Club for better and increased 
walking and biking trails at Bluff Hill. In principle this project is an exciting recreational opportunity 
for the region and plays a role as part of the Bluff Masterplan but like all significant projects it should 
be considered against the strategic directions as set out in the Regional Spaces and Places Strategy. 
We would support a feasibility study/business case being developed in addition to the work already 
completed by the club.  Finally, Sport Southland appreciates the stronger relationships which have 
been developed over time with Council; from staff through to senior leadership team and elected 
members, and we look forward to growing our partnership and  working together for the benefit of 
the Invercargill community.      

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: In relation to other recreational facilities featured on the Proposed Roadmap, Sport 
Southland supports the following:  • 2022 Surrey Park Grandstand renewal – subject to working 
alongside users to ensure current and future needs are understood. We understand the current 
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users would prefer to delay this until this project until they have time to investigate a more flexible, 
multiuse facility which better meets their needs. We would support this delay, as long as the original 
investment is ringfenced, as this approach aligns with the Regional Spaces and Places Strategy.  •

2029-2031 Additional pool at Splash Palace – subject to determining what the community’s 
future needs will be and aligning with the Spaces and Places strategy.  • As a next step from the 
work completed on Surrey Park Precinct we would advocate for a Master Planning work for Surrey 
Park to now take place. This would give existing and potential users a roadmap for the future use of 
this precinct.  

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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This submission is on behalf of the elected governing committee members of the 
Southern Farmers’ Market Inc 

The Southern Farmers Market (SFM) is a non-profit, incorporated society that exists to 
support the basic infrastructure and management of a local market. It began in 2006 with a 
committee that had representatives from Venture Southland, food industry leaders, stall 
holders and those interested in supporting locally sourced food.  

We are connected to Farmers Markets NZ, the national body for farmer’s markets in New 
Zealand. We are no longer an ‘authenticated’ farmer’s market because it is too difficult to 
have enough diversity of produce, sourced locally, across all seasons. We are currently a 
general market that includes locally produced products including crafts, produce and ready 
to eat food.  

Around 30-40 stalls attend our market throughout the year and we provide an income and 
employment for around a hundred individuals. We consider our market to be an enterprise 
incubator, where beginning businesses can test products and get valuable customer 
feedback with low overheads.  

Long Term Plan  

Issue 1: City Centre Masterplan and Urban Play Space 

The SFM supports the guiding principles for the development of the city centre. We believe 
that we can substantially add value to these if we can operate within the inner precinct as 
we have before. 

With almost 11,000 Facebook followers we have a solid customer base and would attract a 
good number of people into the central city on a Sunday. Before Covid we were a popular 
destination for tourists and visitors to our city and this should happen again in the future. 

What we are looking for is a permanent base that would meet our needs in all weathers and 
seasons. A public space that would suit us could also serve a variety of community purposes 
during the rest of the week. A flexible outdoor, public space is currently lacking in 
Invercargill. 

An example below is something we feel could be explored: 

A3402124
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This submission is on behalf of the elected board members of the Invercargill Public Art 
Gallery Inc. 

Long Term Plan 

Issue 1: City Centre Masterplan and Urban Play Space 

The Invercargill Public Art Gallery (IPAG) supports the proposed development in the city 
centre and see public art and art related programmes as having a large part to play in 
creating a vibrant and stimulating environment. 

With our current collaborative partnership with the Southland Museum and Art Gallery 
(SMAG) in He Waka Tuia (HWT) we are already adding a high level of value to the city 
centre. We have promoted the idea of creative/sculptural bike stands outside our gallery 
and around the centre. There is also the potential of having a more coordinated approach to 
developing and installing public art around our city. 

Dependent upon resourcing at HWT (see Issue 2) there could be the capacity to activate 
empty spaces with art and creative activities that would further engage the local community 
and visitors to our city.    

Issue 2: Southland Museum and Art Gallery (SMAG) 

IPAG supports the preferred option of the Invercargill City Council investing 39.4 million 
towards the Museum and Art Gallery project on the current Gala Street site. 

We do however support the finished building meeting 100% of the New Building Standards, 
rather than the 67% proposed.  

With the opening date for this project estimated for 2026, IPAG also strongly supports an 
increase to the operational funding provided to He Waka Tuia.  

When opened in September 2020, HWT had a KPI of four exhibitions per year. To date, 
seven have been held. The operational hours of HWT have also been extended from six days 
a week to seven.  

With an increase, the HWT team could achieve a greater level of service for the community 
over the next five years by:  

• Adequately resourcing our high turnover of exhibitions

A3404691
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• Establishing a public programmes position at HWT. This person would act an 
essential conduit between our communities and our exhibitions through the 
establishment of engaging programmes and events 

• The introduction of an annual art event that would have national significance 
• The financial resources to bring national and international touring shows to 

Invercargill 
• Retaining and further developing our skilled staff 
• The ability to grow outside our walls and undertake art and heritage projects in 

other spaces throughout the CBD 

With the IPAG/SMAG partnership going from strength to strength, we believe it is essential 
that HWT continues to have a strong presence within the city during this time. From this 
space, we are trailing fresh exhibition ideas and concepts with our community. As illustrated 
by HWT’s recent Te Manu Tītī, Te Manawa o Te Tangata exhibition, visitors are expecting a 
range of experiences when they visit their art and heritage spaces today. Understanding this 
expectation will help inform how we develop new spaces in the future. 

Once the Museum and Art Gallery project has been completed, IPAG supports consideration 
being given to the ongoing presence of a dedicated, flexible art space within the CBD. This 
will allow a higher level of accessibility of the visual arts for the public and better utilize our 
public art collections.  
 
Permanent storage for our 1000+ collection (recently valued at $5 million) also requires 
consideration during this time period.  
 
We would like the opportunity to speak to this submission.  
 
Lynley Irvine 

Chair 

Invercargill public Art Gallery Inc 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 146

Name Selwyn Steedman

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: The costing is too high and needs to be caped at $10 million. Forget the urban play as we 
have a great Queens Park

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: The museum has been closed for some time now and nobody is has been put out so 
leave the museum development  too next review. When it is done and it should be It should be done 
to modern interactive type establishment. Council needs to spread the financial commitment so City 
debt does not increase If this means waiting for a new museum then let it be.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Rugby park is not been used enough to warrant a new or re strengthening. First of all the 
park must be opened up to all sports  and organisations . If you can get the usage of the field up and 
crowds start filling the existing stand  as it is used today then may be. There is no certainty that 
rugby at provincial or national level will be in Invercargill long term.    Council got sucked in in taking 
the park over in the first place. Don't get sucked in again because of egos.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Water tower should be completed as its been talked about for so long and no action 
taken. Its a City Icon.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Water tower should be completed as its been talked about for so long and no action 
taken. Its a City Icon.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: 1.This section is distressing. Why in the hell do councillors think its ok to keep increasing 
debt. Increase debt from 71% to 116 % is an insult to the average ratepayer. Yes it is nice to haves 
but please do it one project at a time and over time  reduce debt not increase it,. Councillors get 
over your egos and do better for ratepayers. Everyone is doing it tough.    The rate alteration is the 
saddest thing I have seen.  User pays has always been the way with some adjustment for community 
good. Putting everything into general rate ( slush fund) because its easier. Get off the grass who do 
you think rate payers are? If you honestly think Rural ratepayers should contribute to such then may 
be 10% at max. Please keep the rates itemised as this allows ratepayers see what they are paying 
for. With computers this is not a problem.    7% increase is out of line with inflation and needs to be 
reduced to 3%. Councillors this is hard working peoples money do your job and set a better balance  
of wish list. You  committed an extra $30 million ratepayer money on city centre trough miss 
management of the project. Should not have started till all fiancés where in place.    Roading of 
$20.8 million on city changes. Get a grip not much of a problem now so stop doing things that are 
not really required. Agree there is a need to tidy up around new city centre but lets limit the 
expenditure to say no more than $10 million. That appears more realistic and will help reduce the 
rate rise.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: in section 9
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 142

Name Valerie Dearman

Organisation CCS Disability ActionSouthland (Member of Local Area Committee)

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Gathering places for people, spaces where people can gather with full accessibility and 
parking, seating and play equipment. ( Wachner Place to be revisited)  Accessibility is not just for 
wheelchairs and other mobility equipment but also for people with limited abilities. Play areas to 
include adult play opportunities. Consider places that could be transformed into market / fair spaces  
Identify and consult with groups of teenagers, school children, social and community entrepreneurs.    
Safety consciousness within the townscape. Who uses footpaths, cycle lanes the roads and streets 
and how do they share them?    

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Located in partnership with Queens Gardens, full accessibility for all people and a visitor 
showcase for the region

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Flexible options that work with other venues, have an ability to attract promotions, 
sports to have multi venue events.  Consult with all community members (young people, 
adolescents, interest groups that have great ideas and willingness to participate in plan ning for the 
community

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Have ongoing consultation opportunities    Create a visitor trail, that is resourced with 
maps, information etc.
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Other plans and activities

Comment: Council to have the ability to undertake Research and development opportunities in 
association with SIT.  Identify formal groups for on-going consultation (e.g a regular meeting with an 
ICC staff member and a councilor with CCS to discuss access and events planning)Have ongoing 
consultation opportunities    Create a visitor trail, that is resourced with maps, information etc.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Transparency, possibly in a release of updated decisions etc. (As an example what effect 
did Covid have on planning and what had to be removed / added etc as a result. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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TO:  Invercargill City Council  
 
RE:  Submission to the LTP 
 
 
FULL NAME:    Janette Malcolm, Lyndal Ludlow, Jesse Hall  
 
ORGANISATION:  Invercargill Community Connections Charitable Trust  
 
ADDRESS:   
 
EMAIL:    
 
PHONE:     
 
 
          We would like to speak to our submission  
 

  

√ 
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We are making this submission seeking Council support for The Saving Grace 
Project.  This project is not currently part of Councils Long Term Plan. 
 
The Saving Grace Project:  
This is a community driven initiative to create greater social connection, cohesion and 
resilience, designed by and for the community it will serve. It includes the purchase and 
renewal of a currently unusable building at 139 Grace St, South Invercargill that has historic 
connections to the community and which will give the project a home that welcomes 
everyone. 
 
Following consultation workshops with 91 youths and interviews with adults from 25 
organisations and a number of individuals the Invercargill Community Connections Trust 
(IC2) was formed as a project management group. The Trust’s work will continue to be 
informed by community needs through an advisory group of local people and through 
workshops and discussions with identified users. 
 
Key findings from the initial consultations were: 

 All had high unmet needs for the types of space being proposed 

 Wants and needs in the suburbs are different to those of the inner city but are also 
complimentary 

 Young people of South Invercargill are less able/likely to access facilities outside their 
local area 

 Current facilities in South Invercargill are overloaded or not of suitable size or 
functionality.   A large wet weather venue is also badly needed. 

 
Request: 
On Feb 10, 2021 the IC2 Charitable Trust presented the proposal & feasibility study to 
Council. Attached is an updated version that includes a different funding model. 
 
The change most relevant to council is that the IC2 Trust is able to own the building and 
now seeks financial support from a variety of potential funders including council. 
Community funders have seen tremendous value in the project and have expressed an 
interest in discussions with all parties. 
 
We would welcome an opportunity to talk with council about the nature and timing of 
council’s possible financial contribution and anticipate the budget to be close to the value of 
the original figure requested in relation to our earlier proposal for Council to purchase the 
building. 
 
Why: 
There is a very high alignment between the Saving Grace Project anticipated outcomes and 
the decision criteria for projects listed in Council’s LTP document, namely: 

1. Support the wellbeing of all of the community 
2. Contribute to the four Wellbeings – social, cultural, environmental and economic  
3. A demonstrated need for the project 
4. While the project is not in the CBD,  we believe that this is a strength for two 

reasons;   
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o activities and needs in the suburbs are different, and complementary to those in 
the CBD and  

o in areas of high deprivation, such as South Invercargill, residents ability to travel 
to and access facilities in the CBD is very limited 

5. In the event that Tiwai closes,  the nature and size of the facilities proposed in this 
project could provide a uniquely tailored support system for transitioning workers 

6. The large covered space would contribute to Council’s play strategy – again, in an 
area where parents have more limited ability to access those spaces in a CBD 
 

Others aspects that would support the work and role of Council are that there is significant 
space and support proposed for the Arts, and Youth.   
It would also renovate a building which is currently unusable, and likely to become derelict 
and an eyesore in the future – with all the work in doing this undertaken by the IC2 Trust.  
 
Summary 
As the city’s leaders, we are asking for you to play a key role in getting this project off the 
ground.  Our request is that you make it possible by supporting the concept, facilitating 
dialogue and contributing to the seed funding required to stimulate other funders who have 
already expressed considerable interest. 
 
 
 
Appendix 
See draft layout and studio sizes, page 4 
 
 
Attachment 
Feasibility study  
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Long-term Plan Submission  
No:  36 

Name  Roger Landsborough Hodgkinson 

Organisation  

Location Invercargill 

Heard  Yes 

 

City Centre  

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play) 

Comment: will 

 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery 

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-

term future of the museum later) 

Comment:  

 

Rugby Park 

Option:  

Comment:  

 

Roadmap to Renewal 

Comment:  

 

Other plans and activities 

Comment:  

 

Plans for finances and rates 

Comment:  

 

Proposals to change the way we rate 

Comment:  
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From: Roger Hodgkinson
To: Policy
Subject: My Submission re ICC 10 year Plan
Date: Tuesday, 4 May 2021 12:57:40 pm

Dear Councillors

I am supportive of any progressive future focussed initiatives in Invercagill City and those also beneficial to the 
wider Southland community.

I support a master planned approach re all city / CBD redevelopments but I believe the proposed inner-city plan,
with some key changes could bring even more benefits to both the cities inhabitants and its commercial
stakeholders.

I also contend that Invercargill needs an effective future focussed Place Branding / positioning and I would like
to outline a concept suggestion.

There is also a need to cost effectively utilise the cities / Southland green waste and derive a financial benefit
back to ratepayers.

I am presently recovering from a road accident so unfortunately not able to submit a finalised long form written
submission on these aspects, before closure date.

However I wish to contribute concepts by way of a hand out to Councillors ( and likely digital presentation ) on
a day submitters can speak re submissions.

ie I wish to an opportunity to speak to my submission.

Thank you

Kind Regards
Roger Hodgkinson

Sent from my iPhone
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A3402065

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 1

Name Marion Miller

Organisation Anderson House Trust

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Carry out the result decided in the 2018 LTP!

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Financial information on Andersons House is inconsistent with council decisions made at 
the infrastructure committee meeting of October 2020!  

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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A3402065

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Donald Heslip 
CLUB PRESIDENT | PRESIDENT@SOUTHLANDMTBCLUB.CO.NZ 

Bluff Hill / Motupōhue 
Mountain Bike 
Recreation Precinct 
SOUTHLAND MOUNTAIN BIKE CLUB 
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Background 
 
The Southland Mountain Bike Club was established in the late 1980’s by a group of enthusiastic riders 
who hand built the club’s first tracks at Sandy Point. These tracks eventually became the club’s base 
and for many years the only purpose built singletrack trails in Southland. 
 
As the club grew, so did the demand for new trails and new challenges. This saw additional trails 
created at Sandy Point and expansion to Bluff Hill / Motupōhue, with the development of the downhill 
trails in 2000 on Invercargill City Council land on the eastern side of Flagstaff Road. The downhill track 
was extended to the top of Motupōhue in 2006 with the permission of the Department of 
Conservation. In 2010 the club’s trail network expanded to the western side of Flagstaff Road with the 
construction of 6 kilometers of purpose built cross country (XC) singletrack trails. The club has 
continued to develop and maintain the Bluff trail network and has successfully held a number of high 
profile events, including: 
 
 2010 New Zealand University Games Downhill Mountain Bike Championships 
 2011 South Island Secondary Schools Mountain Bike Championships 
 2013 New Zealand Mountain Bike Cup Downhill and Cross Country events 
 2019 New Zealand Mountain Bike Cup Downhill event 

  
The hosting of the 2019 NZ National Downhill Series  round 1 (of 4) event and the success of the club’s 
XC Winter Series lead to the Southland Mountain Bike Club being named Mountain Bike New Zealand 
(MTBNZ) MTB Club of the year in 2019. 
 
The club also runs the Southland Mountain Bike Club championships, singlespeed championships and 
a host of other events regularly on the Bluff trails. 
 
In the 2019/2020 club year the club hit a record of over 400 financial members, aging from 3 to over 
70 years old. 
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Our Vision 
 
To develop Bluff Hill / Motupōhue into a national mountain biking destination. A trail network that 
meets the needs of both the recreational and elite riders. 
 

Aims 
 
The aims of the Southland Mountain Club’s Bluff Hill / Motupōhue Mountain Bike Recreation Precinct 
development are: 
 
 Provide a unique recreational attraction that encourages visitors to stay longer and spend 

more in Bluff  
 Enhance the existing mountain bike trail network and develop new tracks 
 Improve connectivity with walking tracks and create mixed used trails 
 Promote and support bike-centric business opportunities  
 Build club membership 
 Plan and host events  
 Investigate the feasibility of establishing a new mixed use trail from Bluff to Omaui via a back 

country coastal route 
 Enhance indigenous biodiversity and ecological restoration on Bluff Hill 

 

Strategy 
 
 Estimate costing 
 Finalise master plan 
 Socialise plan with community partners 
 Compile funding applications 
 Let contracts and build 
 Celebrate success 

 

Timeline 
 
February 
 Finalise master plan 
 Meet with the local Community Board 
 Meet with Bluff Hill / Motupōhue Environment Trust 
 Commence vegetation clearing on ‘Motupōhue’ downhill track 

 
March 
 Complete funding applications for submission in late March 
 Downhill race at Bluff (secondary Schools) 
 Design new carpark for Bluff 

 
April 
 Seeking funding 
 Engaging with funders and stakeholders 
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May 
 Seeking funding 

 
June 
 Flow trail planning and vegetation clearance 
 Talk with Bluff Hill / Motupōhue Environment Trust about alignment and reinstatement 

 
August 
 Commence construction work on flow trail (approximately 200 hours) 
 Construct a summit to blue loop link 

 
October 
 Wilding pine removal at Bluff by ICC complete 

 
November 
 Tune up of the existing trails after wilding pine control (‘Weezer’ and ‘The Fixx’ and others) 

 
December 
 Plan summer events in Bluff for 2022 

 

Benefits for the Community 
 
 New tourism activity established for Bluff and Invercargill for regional and national visitors to 

use 
 Enhanced opportunities for the Bluff hospitality sector to cater for visitors 
 Additionality for existing tourism activities in Bluff (e.g. while in Bluff riding visitors could also 

go to Maritime Museum and other attractions) 
 Cycle industry related business opportunities (e.g. bike hire, coaching, bike mechanic, uplift 

shuttle service) 
 Recreational and health benefits from enhanced fitness facility 
 Ecological enhancement - supporting Bluff Hill Motupōhue Environmental Trust (BHMET) to 

restore the Mauri of Motupōhue by removing wilding pine trees, establishing ecological 
corridors, pest trapping corridors and planting natives along new tracks 

 Linkages to new Invercargill to Bluff cycleway 
 Iwi and historic interpretational signage showcasing the story of Bluff and history on the hill 
 New job opportunities for residents associated with increased visitor numbers 

 

Benefits for the Southland Mountain Bike Club 
 
 Larger membership numbers 
 Improved track network with more advanced riding opportunities 
 New tracks externally funded  
 More time for members to ride the trails 
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Bluff Hill / Motupōhue Trail Network 
 
Bluff Hill / Motupōhue is unique in that it is serviced by a sealed road to the summit. With 210 metres 
of elevation and an average trail gradient of approximately 18% the area is suitable for both downhill 
and cross country trails. The hill has a mixture of vegetation ranging from pine forest, native beech, 
manuka scrub, gorse and broom. The mountain bike trail network is in a bowl shape area which gives 
the network shelter from the dominant prevailing weather and makes a relatively large variety of trail 
options possible (similar to a ski field). 
 
The current mountain bike trail network has been built, maintained and is under the custodianship of 
the Southland Mountain Bike Club. Work undertaken by members is on a volunteer basis and funded 
through membership fees and community funders. 
 
The existing trail network is located on reserve land administered by Invercargill City Council and the 
Department of Conservation. Due to the extensive coverage of noxious weeds, the Southland 
Mountain Bike Club consider that a local, regional and national asset can be sustainably developed to 
enhance recreational opportunities, boost tourism and facilitate ecological restoration. 
 
The completion in early 2021 of the cycle track linking Invercargill to Bluff will be of great benefit in 
helping us achieve our vision of making Bluff a cycling destination for all ages of all abilities. The track 
from Awarua to Bluff will be tar-sealed making day treks enjoyable and achievable to a wide range of 
riders. 
 

 

Figure 1 Bluff Hill existing trail network – mountain bike trails are indicated in orange, walking trails are white dashed lines 
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Land Ownership 
 
The blue areas are owned by the Department of Conservation and the areas in green (inside the 
orange lines) are owned by Invercargill City Council. 
 

 

Figure 2 Land Ownership 
 

Key Stakeholders of the Precinct  
 
 The Southland Mountain Bike Club 
 The Bluff Council 
 Te Rūnanga O Awarua (local Iwi) 
 Invercargill City Council 
 Bluff Hill / Motupōhue Environment Trust 
 Department of Conservation 
 Great South 
 Business in Bluff 

 

Existing Mountain Bike Trails 
 
Current Trail Network 
The trail network is composed of a blue loop trail with a series of black descending options. There is 
also a second blue climbing option. 
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On the east side of Flagstaff road there is a downhill track (shown as a red line). 
 
Designated car parking is on Pearce Street, with a pickup area for shuttling the downhill track just off 
Flagstaff Road, both labelled “P” in the diagram below. The existing network has been built by a 
combination of volunteer and contractor work. 
 

 

Figure 3 Existing Mountain Bike Trail Network 
 

The blue loop  
The blue loop is a physical climb and water management is a challenge and needs improving. When it 
was machine built, little was known about the intensive water management that would be required 
and very few water management features (such as grade reversals) were installed. Accordingly, water 
running down the track has caused excess erosion, exposing rocks and cutting ruts. The blue loop has 
cost the club volunteers a lot of maintenance time which could have been better spent on developing 
new trails. Given the design of the tracks and the lack of available funds to invest in redevelopment, 
the volunteer hours spent maintaining the tracks has not been enough to transform this track into a 
high-quality all season track which the club wants to be proud of.  
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During summer when the blue loop is dry the trail runs well, however, riding it after rain or through 
Autumn, Winter and Spring causes excessive damage which then needs repaired. The water damage 
and wet areas are fun for advanced riders, however, this is a significant barrier to new or beginning 
riders. Redevelopment of the blue loop by specialist trail builders will significantly improve water 
management for the benefit of existing and future visitors to Bluff, while reducing volunteer hours on 
maintenance.  
 

Downhill tracks 
The black descending trails are hand built by volunteers and vary in difficulty. These are a good 
mountain biking experience for intermediate to advanced riders and use the hill well. They are 
generally in good condition but as user numbers increase some surfacing and rock armouring may be 
required.  
 
The downhill trail (Motupōhue) was recently tuned up by D&E MTB trails with great success and the 
club hosted a national round of the MTB Downhill race series. This trail is predominantly used by riders 
using vehicles to shuttle bikes and riders to the top of Bluff Hill. Riders also shuttle to the top of the 
blue loop, which can be accessed by turning in on the first descending corner from Flagstaff Road. 
 

Jump track 
There is one flow/jump trail (Runaway) on the hill which is a black graded jump trail for intermediate 
to advanced riders. This again, relies on significant volunteer hours to keep it safe and in good running 
condition. 
 

Current limitations 
At present, there are no green trails for entry-level riders (sections have been labelled green on the 
trail map but they are not connected to a loop and therefore, are inaccessible to beginner riders). The 
climbing track is long, technical in places and requires a good level of fitness which can also be limiting 
for some riders.  
 
Bluff Hill also lacks a pump track, jump line and proper flow trails, which are becoming increasingly 
popular at bike parks and mountain biking destinations. 
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Proposed Developments 
 
Bluff Hill / Motupōhue Mountain Bike Development Zones  
 
The proposed development of the mountain bike precinct has been categorised as follows: 

 Area 1 – Walking track and grade 3, 4, 5 tracks depending on the steepness of terrain 
 Area 2 – Improvements to the summit/lookout sections of the trails (link the existing blue loop 

to the carpark and develop a flow trail from the summit down into Area 3) 
 Area 3 – Flow trail and easier grade 3-4 trails where terrain permits 
 Area 4 – Skills area that is highly visible to promote our presence and the trail network 
 Area 5 – Carpark redevelopment 
 Area 6 – Ease the grade of the existing trail out of car park 
 Area 7 – New green descent from reservoirs down to car park 
 Area 8 – Improve the grade of the existing climbing trail  

 

 

Figure 4 Bluff Hill / Motupōhue Development Zones 
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Figure 5 Proposed trail development in Areas 1, 2 & 3 
 

Motupōhue Car Park Access 
 
Aim – improved access to the tracks from the top of Bluff Hill and safer access for riders. 
 
The current access includes a section of road with entry on a blind corner. A newcomer to the area 
would not know this access existed. Riders often congregate at the trail head which can cause a 
potential hazard on the road. Giving trail access directly from the top will mitigate this. This should be 
wide enough to allow quad bike access for maintenance.  
 

 

Figure 6 Access from Bluff hill to the trail network. 
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Pearce Street Car Park 
 
Aim – improved access and facilities. 
 
The increase in visits will require additional parking. Whilst further work needs to be conducted to 
prove this concept, there is also potential for a local business to develop a café/bike shop. This could 
offer bike hire, coaching and an uplift service along with trail maintenance assistance etc.  
 
There are currently no restroom services at the location. To connect to the sewer, 145 metres of 
connection line would be required on site, with approximately 35 metres in the road. A mains water 
supply is located in the pavement on the opposite side of the road.  
 
 

 

Figure 7 Pearce Street car park (blue rectangle), potential pump track and skills area (red rectangle) and proposed climbing 
trail (green line) 
 

Water Race Trail (Whiskey Creek Trail) 
  
Aim – to develop a green loop for recreational riders. 
 
The water race was originally called Whiskey Creek and it is the club’s suggestion to name/rename 
this green loop to Whiskey Creek. 
 
The full green loop (plus connections) would increase access and enable families and novice riders to 
utilize the area.  This would include some skill development “opt ins” and would connect riders to 
potential Ocean Beach developments, Stirling Point and Whiskey Creek. The trail would be 
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approximately 5km in length, and has the potential to include a number of new and exciting options, 
such as:  
 
 Making the trail dual-purpose and dual-direction, allowing cyclists and walkers to view the 

water race and dam that feeds it 
 Designing the trail to make the most of the amazing views out over Foveaux Strait to Stewart 

Island 
 Following the boundary line over the hill, to connect with the Stirling Point track to create a 

pleasant family ride 
 Making the Water Race Trail a Heritage Trail once the water race is fully exposed, mended and 

small bridges are made where it crosses the track – the trail could be widened and a good 
gravel track could be formed 

 

 

Figure 8 Proposed green loop trails 
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The work required to create the green loop trails includes: 
 
 Forming a new track from the car park to Ocean Beach boundary – this would be a gradual 

climb to the boundary fence 
 Forming a new, gently flowing track along the boundary fence to connect with the existing 

Water Race Trail 
 Improving the existing track along the boundary up to the dam by widening and graveling it 
 Forming a small track into the dam, approximately 70 metres 
 Clearing the surrounding vegetation and mending the historic water race and dam 
 Building foot bridges over the water race where it crosses the track in three places 
 Installing clear signage to highlight dual use for cyclists and walkers going in both directions 

 

Flow Trail 
 
Aim – to create an enjoyable beginner/intermediate grade flow trail, featuring bermed corners and 
grade changes to manage rider speed without needing to pedal or brake.  
 
Flow trails are built to coast from top to bottom and be enjoyable for all riders. This type of trail could 
be the star attraction of Bluff Hill, and would be easily accessible to riders aged from 6 to 70+ years. 
In commercial bike parks (that rely on visitors paying entrance fees), flow trails are the trails that get 
the most riders and the trail that riders of all abilities love.  
 
The proposed flow trail on Bluff Hill would go from the summit, down the hill on the southern side of 
Flagstaff Road, finishing in the carpark at the corner of Pearce Street. This trail is proposed to be one 
of the more expensive trails in the network and it is important that the construction is undertaken by 
an experience trail builder to ensure that the gradient and formation is adequate to withstand a high 
level of use. 
 

 

Figure 9 Proposed new flow trail (showing the lower portion) 
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Pump Track, Dual Skills Track and Picnic Area at the Car Park on Pearce Street  
 
Aim – to create an accessible skills area suitable for riders of all ages and abilities. 
 
This area would help progress rider skills in preparation for the trail network. This would be a small 
area that could be looped from the existing track from the car park. It would be ideal for mixed age 
families who can all allow the children to play whilst watching on from the picnic area.  
 
It is anticipated that the skills area would be located on the corner of Pearce Street and Flagstaff Road 
so that it is visible to all visitors driving up Bluff Hill. This would act as an attraction and focal point to 
the trail network. 
 
The figure below shows a similar concept for the new bike park recently opened at Lake Hawea. This 
compact bike park offers something for everyone from kids on balance bikes to experienced riders 
further developing their skills. 
 

 

Figure 10 Hawea skills and pump track concept plan  
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Development Costs 
 
Build access from the top of Bluff Hill (priority safety measure) 
Price per meter – $90.00 
Distance – 170m  
Estimated Cost $15,300 
 
Two Flow Trails in the Downhill Zone  
Price per meter – $90.00  
Distance – 3500m  
Estimated Cost $315,000  
 
Intermediate/advanced Jump Area  
Machine time, clearing scrub potentially importing material  
Estimated Cost $30,000  
 
Redevelop existing Blue Loop  
Price per metre - $30 
Distance – 4000m 
Estimated Cost $120,000 
 
Green Loop 
Price per meter - $80  
Distance – 4000m (approx. 1 km of trail exists)  
Estimated Cost $320,000  
 
Dual Track, Intermediate Skills, Pump Track and Picnic Area 
Estimated cost $220,000 
 
Walking Track 
Price per metre - $50 
Distance 2500m 
Estimated Cost $125,000 
 
Signage 
Estimated cost $5,000 
 
Extended car park and toilet area 
Area of car park extension – approx. 300m2  
Council to supply and install toilets 
Estimated Cost $350,000 
 

Total Estimated Cost $1,500,300 
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Appendix A - Track Grading Legend 
 

The grading system is based on the Kennett Brothers grading system which is widely used by New 
Zealand riders. The difficulty descriptions have been slightly modified to better reflect the level of 
technical difficulty and physical exertion. 
 

 
 

Yellow/white/green, Grade 1 (Easiest)  
Suitable for novice riders, families and others seeking an easy, relaxing cycling experience. Most bikes 
are suitable, including touring bikes, hybrid bikes and children’s bikes. E-bikes are also suitable as long 
as they are ridden appropriately and have sufficient battery capacity. 
 
Green, Grade 2 (Easy)  
Suitable for most riders including beginners, occasional cyclists and families with limited cycling 
experience. A multi-geared bike with medium to wide knobbly tyres is recommended, such as a 
comfort bike, touring bike or mountain bike. E-bikes are also suitable as long as they are ridden 
appropriately and have sufficient battery capacity. 
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Blue, Grade 3 (Intermediate)  
Suitable for regular experienced cyclists with a good level of fitness and over 12 years old; children 
should be accompanied by an adult. A mountain bike is recommended for off-road sections. E-
mountain bikes are suitable provided they are ridden appropriately, have sufficient battery capacity, 
and the rider is capable of completing the trail in the event of a battery/power failure. 
 
For on-road trails/sections on gravel roads, bikes with knobbly tyres are recommended. Road racing 
tyres are generally not suitable. 
 
Off-road trails can be narrow and may include hills, steep drop-offs and small river crossings. Trail 
surfaces are mainly firm but may include muddy or loose sections, and obstacles such as rocks or tree 
roots. 
 
Grey, Grade 4 (Advanced)  
Suitable for fit, experienced cyclists with good off-road and/or on-road skills and a high level of fitness. 
Suitable for children over 12 years of age if they are experienced and are accompanied by an adult. 
 
A quality, well-maintained mountain bike is recommended for off-road trails. E-bikes are not 
permitted on grade 4 off-road trails, therefore the responsibility for e-bike use remains with the 
individual. For on-road trails/sections on gravel roads, bikes with knobbly tyres are recommended – 
road racing tyres are generally not suitable. 
 
Off-road trails are narrow with steep climbs and unavoidable obstacles. The trail surface includes firm 
and loose sections, with lots of rocks and tree roots. There is likely to be mud and poor traction in 
places, and some walking required. 
 

Black, Grade 5 (Expert)  
Suitable for fit, experienced cyclists with excellent off-road skills and a high level of fitness. Not 
suitable for children. 
 
A quality, well-maintained, full-suspension mountain bike is recommended. E-bikes are not permitted 
on grade 4 and grade 5 off-road trails, therefore the responsibility for e-bike use remains with the 
individual. 
 
Off-road trails are likely to be challenging with long, steep climbs, precipitous descents and dangerous 
drop-offs as well as rocks, roots, ruts and potentially hazardous river crossings. 
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Appendix B - Track Types and Description 
 
Cross Country  
Trails consisting of a mix of rough forest paths and single-track (also referred to as doubletrack 
depending on width), smooth fire roads, and even paved paths connecting other trails. Can be ridden 
on hardtail or full suspension bikes. 
 
Downhill 
Tracks featuring extremely steep sections with large drop-offs and other unavoidable obstacles and 
may include man-made structures and jumps. Typically ridden using specific downhill bikes with riders 
wearing full face helmets, gloves, neck braces and other protective gear. 
 
Jump Track 
Consisting of a series of man-made and groomed jumps, may feature different runs with progressive 
jump sizes. 
 
Flow Trail 
Used to describe a trail, usually machine made, that is full of berms and rollers. A dirt, carnival ride 
that almost any ability level can make their way down without much trouble. 
 
Pump Track 
A pump track is a circuit of rollers, banked turns and features designed to be ridden completely by 
riders "pumping" – generating momentum by up and down body movements, instead of pedalling or 
pushing. Pump tracks are relatively simple to use and cheap to construct, and cater to a wide variety 
of rider skill levels. 
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Appendix C – Project Planning 
 
The Southland Mountain Bike Club has strong Governance and financial management – The club has 
been in existence for over 30 years and currently has a good governance structure showing strong 
and passionate leadership in developing the trail network, improving club membership and running 
great events. The club also has good financial reserves to support some ongoing maintenance.  
 
This project will be undertaken by experienced and well know trail builders which will ensure that 
the trails are well built and sustainable whereby minimising the initial and ongoing maintenance of 
the trials. An open tender process will be run in order to identify a preferred contractor 
 
No resource consent will be required in order to undertake the trail development. We are working 
with an ecologist as there is a known historic water race feature on the hill which will be preserved 
during construction. If necessary an archaeological approval will be sought which will enable the 
work to progress. If needed this will be sought after funding is received and prior to winter. 
 
Any buildings for toilets etc in the car park will be designed and manged in association with the 
Invercargill City Council and their preferred designs and contractors. 
 
The relevant community members are aware and supportive of the project. The key members of the 
community are local Iwi and the Bluff Hill Motupohue Trust who are in the process of regenerating 
the hill in natives and manging pests with the support of the Invercargill City Council. 
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Appendix D – Photos from January MTBNZ national series round at 
Bluff 

https://www.pinkbike.com/news/race-report-new-zealand-dh-nationals-bluff.html 
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Submission from the Southland Mountain Bike Club on Parks and 
Reserves including Cemeteries Activity Management Plan  
 

Key submission points: 

- “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the vision, however 
every heart needs blood to pump. We consider the people are the “blood” and are therefore vital 
to support the heart and other vital organs. With no blood, limbs and organs die off.  This LTP 
needs support the people that support the heart. Happy and healthy people thrive, take chances 
and support each other. 

- The 21-31 LTP is geared toward significantly infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art Gallery, 
water tower, Rugby Park). These projects don’t support people being active (with the exception of 
40 people running around during the odd rugby game). The Club consider that improving our 
parks and open spaces beyond Queens Park (the jewel) would support more active lifestyles and 
more diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses. 

- The Club considers that the Parks and Reserves levels of service and key performance indicators 
could be better aligned to good quality outcomes. Outcomes sought should better align with the 
following in our opinion “all parks and reserves see increases in visitor numbers year on year”, 
“our open spaces are flexible to meet the demands of our communities” and “partnerships with 
stakeholders help the parks and reserves activity achieve more than we can on our own”.  

- The Parks and Reserves Activity Management Plan is significantly geared towards the city of 
Invercargill. The majority of the projects relate to the city. The word “Bluff” is specifically written 
four times in the 88 page Parks and Reserves AMP document. 

- The Bluff Masterplan promoted and consulted on by Great South is not mentioned in the Parks 
and Reserves AMP, nor is the “Recreational Precinct”, or any mention to support that strategy 
despite public consultation occurring in December 2020. The Club understands that a project for a 
new carpark ($500k) is proposed for the “recreational precinct” in year 2023-2024 and another 
unspecified project ($550k) is proposed in the recreational precinct in year 2024-2205. The Club 
requests that the unspecified project be brought forward and spit over years 1 and 2 of this LTP 
($300k in 21-22 and $250k in 22-23) so that new trail development can occur and the community 
can consequently realise the benefits of this development sooner.   

- The Club has prepared a Bluff Mountain Bike Masterplan that flows out of the Bluff Recreational 
Precinct. This Mountain Bike Masterplan promotes the four Local Government wellbeings (social, 
cultural, economic and environmental) and needs specific support from ICC and the Bluff 
Community Board to bring it to life. The detailed masterplan is appended to this submission. 

- Funding – It’s difficult to understand the extent that Council uses “reserve contributions” to fund 
the Parks and Reserves activity. Most Councils leverage a contribution (specifically for acquiring or 
upgrading reserves) at the time of subdivision or commercial development. If not currently 
utilised, steps should be taken to access this funding opportunity in order to ease some of the 
burden on ratepayers.  

- There is no mention of the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupōhue Environmental Trust 
(BHMET) restoring the mana of Bluff Hill (including ICC reserve land) by trapping invasive pests 
and re-establishing indigenous vegetation. The Southland Mountain Bike Club support the great 
work undertaken by the Trust and partner with them where we can to achieve outcomes that are 
mutually beneficial.  
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The Southland Mountain Bike Club 
Background  

The Club was established in the late 1980’s by a group of enthusiastic riders who hand built the club’s first 
tracks at Sandy Point. These tracks eventually became the Club’s base and for many years the only purpose 
built mountain bike trails in Southland. 

As the club grew, so did the demand for new trails and new challenges. This saw additional trails created at 
Sandy Point and expansion to Bluff Hill / Motupōhue, with the development of the downhill trails in 2000 
on Invercargill City Council land on the eastern side of Flagstaff Road. The downhill track was extended to 
the top of Motupōhue in 2006 with the permission of the Department of Conservation. In 2010 the club’s 
trail network expanded to the western side of Flagstaff Road with the construction of 6 kilometers of 
purpose built cross country (XC) mountain bike trails. The club has continued to develop and maintain the 
Bluff trail network and has successfully held a number of high profile events, including: 

 2010 New Zealand University Games Downhill Mountain Bike Championships 
 2011 South Island Secondary Schools Mountain Bike Championships 
 2013 New Zealand Mountain Bike Cup Downhill and Cross Country events 
 2019 New Zealand Mountain Bike Cup Downhill event 

 

The hosting of the 2019 NZ National Downhill Series round 1 (of 4) event and the success of the club’s 
XC Winter Series lead to the Club being named Mountain Bike New Zealand (MTBNZ) MTB Club of the 
year in 2019. 

Club membership over the years has steadily increased and in the 2019/2020 year the club hit a record of 
over 400 financial members, aging from 3 to over 70 years old. It is widely acknowledged that only a small 
portion of the people who accesses the trails are actually members. The cub anticipate that over several 
thousand people use the trails built and maintained by the Club each year.  

In 2020 the Southland Mountain Bike Club Signed a MOU with ICC about the ongoing management and 
future development of the ICC reserves that the club has trails on. This MOU is a good step for the Club 
and it formally acknowledges the mutual working relationship between the parties.  

Club aspirations 

The Southland Mountain Bike Club are committed to: 

- Building membership  
- Running great events  
- Building and maintaining our trail network 
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Bluff Hill / Motupōhue  

Bluff Hill is of strategic importance to the Club. It is the only available location close to Invercargill that 
has any elevation to use for a broader range of mountain bike trails. During the development of the 
Regional Tourism Strategy 2019 (Produced by Great South) Bluff was identified as being a worthy 
candidate for further tourism development. A “Bluff Tourism Masterplan” was produced which identified 
10 nodes of development and one of those was the “Recreational Precinct” for active recreation including 
mountain biking and walking. During consultation on the masterplan the most popular topic submitted on 
was the improvement of the mountain biking trail network on Bluff Hill. 

The Bluff Hill / Motupōhue Mountain Bike Masterplan  

The Club has developed a mountain bike masterplan for the enhancement of the Bluff Hill trail network 
which involves improving existing trails and building new mountain bike specific trails which will cater for 
a wider range of mountain bikers and also attract mountain bike visitors specifically to Bluff to ride. 
Appended is the Mountain Bike Masterplan which the Club believes will be a game changer for the 
community as it will provide all four of the Local Government wellbeings and be a tourism drawcard for 
Southland.  

The specific elements which will benefit the Bluff community from new trail development in Bluff are: 

 A new tourism activity established in Bluff and Invercargill for regional and national visitors to use 
 Enhanced opportunities for the Bluff hospitality sector to cater for visitors 
 Additionality for existing tourism activities in Bluff (e.g. while in Bluff riding visitors could also go 

to Maritime Museum and other attractions) 
 Cycle industry related business opportunities (e.g. bike hire, coaching, bike mechanic, uplift shuttle 

service) 
 Recreational and health benefits from enhanced fitness facility 
 Ecological enhancement - supporting Bluff Hill Motupōhue Environmental Trust (BHMET) to 

restore the Mauri of Motupōhue by removing wilding pine trees, establishing ecological corridors, 
pest trapping corridors and planting natives along new tracks 

 Linkages to new Invercargill to Bluff cycleway 
 Iwi and historic interpretational signage showcasing the story of Bluff and history on the hill 
 New job opportunities for residents associated with increased visitor numbers 

 

The Club have actively engaged with Arwarua Runanga and Bluff Hill Motupohere Environemental Trust 
on this document and these parties are supportive of it progressing. However, in order to meet the 
anticipated community benefits from this project, the Club need more financial support from ICC in 
addition to other funding sources.  
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Community outcomes 

The Club agree with the below community outcomes stated in the AMP: 

- Play spaces – city of inspiring play spaces and places people want to connect with. 
- Trees – A tree network that inspires the vision of Tane 
- Recreational walking and cycling trails – More people walk and cycle” and “people have improved 

access to the walking and cycling network from their home” 

The below table is directly from the Parks and Reserves AMP. 

 
The Club consider that the below key points should be included in the table in the column “Council’s Role 
in Achieving”  

- Enhance our City - “Out open spaces are inviting and encourage people to get mobile and 
healthy” – The premise used in the above table indicates that only healthy and active people use 
our reserves. Rewording it to the suggested text is more all-encompassing of disabled and mobility 
restricted residents can still get mobile to our open spaces  

- Preserve character – “Our open spaces are attractive, fit for purpose, support our people and 
enhance biodiversity”  

- Embrace Innovation and Change - “Opens spaces are adaptable and meet the needs of our 
residents and visitors”  
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Vision 

The below section is copied directly from the Parks and Reserves AMP: 

 
The Club’s comments: 

There is no mention of Bluff township, while not a “heart” like Invercargill, the AMP should be also 
talking to the non central city open spaces. Queens Park is a beautiful space and is a key attraction for 
Invercargill but it is evident that it gets the vast majority of attention and funding. The AMP in general is 
heavily worded towards Invercargill and the word “Bluff” is only present four times in the AMP. Of those 
four times it comes up twice in the same paragraph relation to a contaminated reserve in Bluff. 

The Club consider that parks and reserves when done well can meet all four of the Local Government Act 
wellbeings, 

Social – places to meet, be active and healthy, spaces to ground yourself (relax and destress) 

Cultural – paces that tell a story to our past and set a direction to our future, resorting mana 

Environmental – places that hold taonga species, active pest control and revegetation 

Financial – spaces that are a destination which can hold events that draw activities which inject revenue to 
businesses.  
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Levels Of Service: 

The below levels of service are outlined in the Parks and Reserves AMP 

 
The Club consider that the below statements are missing within the table 

“parks and recreation are a key pillar of our district” open spaces are vital to support health, mobility and 
connection to nature  

“maintain and enhance residents and visitors utilisation of recreational assets throughout the district” - 
measures seem to be primarily focused on Queens Park. The Club believe that lifting the utilisation of our 
open spaces should be LOS or should be measured in some way  

Key Performance Indicators 

The Club consider that the KPIs within the AMP should also reflect the following points: 

- Partnering with user groups to facilitate management and kaitiaki – The Parks Division doesn’t 
need to maintain everything and more work should be channelled in to helping existing groups 
continue to do good work within the district – current examples the Club manage Bluff Hill and 
Sandy Point Mountain bike tracks with no funding from ICC. For example $400k of revenue is 
generated from logging a stand of pine trees within the Mountain Bike Club area at Sandy point 
destroying tracks. The Club then funds the redevelopment of those tracks through membership 
income and any profits from events. No funding from the income generated is put back into 
restoring the community funded asset. Also, there are other groups that are enhancing the value of 
community assets for the benefit of the community but don’t get recognition in the AMP such as 
the pest eradication and the regeneration of indigenous vegetation on Bluff Hill (Bluff Hill 
Motupohue Environmental Trust (BHMET)). The Club is unsure to what extent “co-
management” was explored in the Section 17A LGA review of the Activity. 

General comments: 

Number of parks and reserves the number of ha per 1,000 ppl is over allocated on a national average 
according to the AMP. However, utilisation and investment are heavily focused on the jewel (Queens 
Park) when there are other lumps of coal that could also become jewels with minimal input and through 
supporting existing initiatives that are achieving outcomes that are sympathetic to the ICC’s direction of 
travel (Southland Mountain Bike Club and BHMET).   
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The Club notes and agrees with the indicators of an aging population. However, the club are seeing that 
cycling and mountain biking in particular is continuing to grow and there accessibility of e-bikes with pedal 
assist is supporting this upwards trend and there are associated health benefits from this more active 
“older generation”.  The “demand forecast” section should also make note there is a noticeable decline in 
traditional team sports 

Use of reserve contributions – It is difficult to ascertain if this revenue opportunity is used by ICC. If 
reserve contributions aren’t currently used they should be imposed on new subdivisions and commercial 
development.  

 

Appendix 1 – Bluff Hill Mountain Bike Masterplan 
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 31 Surrey Park Road, Glengarry, Invercargill 9810     PO Box 892, Invercargill 9840 

Email: stpaulsathleticclub@gmail.com 

2 May 2021 

Submission: Invercargill City Council 2021-2031 Long-term Plan - Surrey Park Grandstand Renewal 

The St Paul’s Harrier and Amateur Athletic Club (“St Paul’s”) submits in support of Athletics Southland’s 

request that the proposed demolition and replacement of the grandstand at Surrey Park be postponed for twelve 

months, and that the $1.5 million budgeted for the work remains allocated and held over for that period. 

St Paul’s acknowledges that the existing grandstand has been assessed as having structural issues that pose a safety 

risk to users. The demolition of the grandstand presents the athletics community with a unique opportunity to re-think the 

traditional configuration and use of facilities. This St Paul’s is committed to doing, in partnership with other users, if the 

Council agrees to defer making a decision about the grandstand until there has been time to identify funding partners 

and develop an appropriate, collaborative, strategic approach supported by a business case. St Paul’s intends to play its 

part in formulating a plan which delivers the outcomes identified in the Southland Regional Spaces and Places Strategy, 

but St Paul’s may be sacrificing much in the process.  

St Paul’s, established in 1931, is a family friendly club which promotes athletics as a foundation sport. The present Club 

rooms were opened in 1986, after many years of determined fund raising by members and supporters. The Club rooms 

have a full kitchen, a spacious community lounge, separate male and female showers and toilets, and three storage 

areas. St Paul’s is financially sound. It has a sizeable, stable membership base, a pro-active committee, and a deeply 

ingrained sense of identity. It is no easy task for St Paul’s to consider alternatives which may lead to unpalatable 

consequences (such as demolition of the St Paul’s Club rooms, loss of identity, less community space). However, 

working co-operatively to deliver the best result for the wider athletics community takes precedence over self-interest. 

St Paul’s is convinced that building a grandstand and/or facility which is fit for purpose for at least the next thirty years is 

the most sensible course of action. 

St Paul’s regards the proposed provision of seating for 200-300 spectators and competitors as being short-sighted, a 

diminishing of an important structure, at a time when Council is showing vision and ambition in many of its developments. 

A grandstand of Lilliputian proportions (“basic covered seating shelter”) meets neither the functional requirements nor 

needs of users. Southland’s athletics community is planning for growth and innovation: the proposed grandstand 

replacement allows for neither. 

St Paul’s is concerned that the current grandstand proposal will restrict the athletics community’s ability to host local, 

regional, and national events in the future - events which bring a significant number of visitors to our City, and which 

have a positive economic impact. Reduced space on embankments due to the location of the new Softball Southland 

Clubrooms already poses difficulties for positioning temporary shelter for visiting teams and their supporters. For large 

events, those difficulties can only be exacerbated by any significant reduction in grandstand seating.  

It is disappointing that St Paul’s had no opportunity to have input into, express its views on, offer constructive feedback 

about, or to inform Otium Planning Group prior to the Surrey Park Future Development Business Case being presented 

to Council in February this year. The resulting uncertainty and lack of information has been frustrating. 

St Paul’s urges Councillors to defer the demolition of the existing grandstand and the construction of its replacement for 

twelve months so that a satisfactory alternative may be devised.  

St Paul’s wishes to speak to its submission. 

Lilian Tudor   Mob 

President 

St Paul’s Harrier and Amateur Athletic Club Inc. 

A3402349
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Anderson House Trust 

SUBMISSION TO THE INVERCARGILL CITY COUNCIL (ICC) ON THEIR 
ROADMAP TO RENEWAL 2021-31  

By email to: policy@icc.govt.nz 

Introduction 

This submission was prepared by the members of the Anderson House Trust who have been working 
in a voluntary capacity with ICC (Parks and Recreation staff) over the past three years with the 
principal objective of getting Anderson House reopened and used by members of the public.  

About Anderson House Trust 

The Trust was formed after ICC, through Venture Southland, called for expressions of interest from 
members of the public who were asked to put forward a proposal on interest in running Anderson 
Park. The Anderson House Trust was formed for the purposes of putting forward an expression of 
interest.  

The objectives of the Anderson House Trust are to enable the restoration, conservation, management 
and continued use of Anderson House and its artworks, chattels and contents as an iconic, 
sustainable, educational and historic tourism and visitor destination in Southland. 

The members of the trust comprise members of the Anderson Family and others with a passionate 
interest in Anderson House. 

The Trust representatives wish to appear in person to present to Council on this aspect of its 2021-31 
LTP.  

Submission 

We make the following submission points: 

• The Trust supports the commitment of ICC to earthquake strengthen Anderson Park House (the
House) and to undertake deferred maintenance to make the property water tight and restore
external items such as doors and windows.

• In the 2021-31 LTP council states: “Council will make improvements to make the building safe
and enable the building to be re-opened to the public in 2021.” However, so much more work is
required to get the House in a position that it can be used for events or functions. While we are
aware ICC is considering future uses of the property, and without wishing to be critical, in a
document titled “roadmap to renewal” the Trust would have expected to see a discussion on the
additional requirements necessary within the House to cater for intended future uses.

• The trust raises the follow issues:

Earthquake strengthening / deferred maintenance

o The 2018-28 LTP agreed to earthquake strengthen the House, install an elevator,
and upgrade toilet facilities. This was stated to cost $1.7m.  Nothing visible came
from this decision and should be explained as the status of those decisions is not
clear. For example, no reconciliation has been provided for the 2018-28 LTP
proposed costs of $1.7m, and the $1.2m now estimated. If there are savings to be

A3402117
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enjoyed from the costs committed in the 2018-28 LTP these should be made 
available to put towards facilities and amenities for the House and park area. There is 
nothing in the 2021-31 LTP that rescinds the earlier 2018-28 decision. 

 
o Work on earthquake strengthening and maintenance of the House was (again) 

approved by Council at the Infrastructure Committee meeting in October 2020. The 
expenditure approved was $400,000 for earthquake strengthening and $800,000 for 
deferred maintenance, fire equipment and improved access. We appreciate ICC is 
working on this, however, there is no publicly notified pathway as to when work will 
commence and the expected time for the work. It is important that the public is 
informed and updated on progress so as to be able to hold ICC to account on 
deliverables. 

 
o Related to the above point, since the House was closed to the public in 2014 there 

has been very little maintenance work. This is now time critical: see photos below.  
 

o Further, it is a well-known fact that the absence of any kitchen facilities and related 
equipment, together with very limited wheel chair access and toilet facilities, will limit 
future uses of the house. The Trust was working on options to remedy this with ICC, 
but ICC has unilaterally decided to discontinue this work. The Trust does not support 
this decision and appeals to Councillors to move forward with this work. 
 

o Related to the point immediately above, even when strengthening and deferred 
exterior maintenance is complete, there is no plan for the interior of the House. The 
art gallery left the interior in poor repair, the upstairs area is full of art storage cabinets 
which seems to have been abandoned, the general heating, lighting and plumbing 
infrastructure within the house is also in need of inspection / upgrading. If the property 
is to be used as an event venue there is no facilities planned to achieve this, for 
example, no sound system, WIFI, furniture, furnishing and other facilities that you 
would expect to see associated with a designated events centre. The Trust is 
disappointed that the LTP contains no discussion on this point and submits that this 
needs to be planned for now.   

 
Future uses 

 
o The Trust appreciates ICC are looking at future uses and welcomes the opportunity to 

participate. However, we note that there is no linkages between future uses and the 
work required to have the necessary infrastructure in the House required for future 
uses. For example, to run an event such as a wedding the House will require a sound 
system, WIFI (it doesn’t even have a telephone), furnishings, fittings, cutlery, 
crockery, kitchen facilities such as benches, sink, plumbing, electrical fittings, 
refrigeration, and heating.  

 

Te Wharepuni O Anehana  
 

o The Wharepuni was given Wāhi Tūpuna status with Heritage New Zealand in October 
2019. Prior to this event there was a known issue with borer in the wooden floor. 
While attempts have been made to treat this, the borer continues to infest. Left to 
fester the borer risks getting into the wooden carvings by celebrated carver Tene 
Waitere.  We urge Council have the borer treated correctly.  
 

 Timing 
 

o It is unclear when work proper will commence on the House. We understand time 
delays in issuing tenders, evaluation and agreeing terms and costs, but as we note 
above, some areas of deferred maintenance are urgently required, for example, 
washing / cleaning the exterior, repairing wooden window and doors, and we see no 
reason why this work can’t commence before any structural work.    
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Transparency 
 

o As above, the Trust maintains that the pathway toward reopening needs to be 
transparent to the public.  This would contain timeframes for the work agreed to by 
Council at its Infrastructure Committee meeting.  
 

o Decision making regarding the House is made by ICC with no or little consultation. 
For example, the decision on the kitchen, toilets and wheel chair access discussed 
above was made with no consultation.  Likewise, no consultation was undertaken as 
regards the Chimneys and whether these could not be repurposed by using modern 
materials. 

 
Park grounds 

 
o The Trust was asked to put forward submissions on how the grounds could be better 

utilised. On 4 March 2019 the trust put forward a series of proposals for utilisation of 
the grounds. Among these were some simple improvements to the facilities in the 
park such as connecting WIFI, introducing coffee facilities for visitors and the ability to 
sell some simple food items, such as cold drink and ice cream. The proposals also 
included developing additional barbeque facilities within the grounds for families to 
use and the development of another marque site. Development of facilities within the 
grounds is not dependent on work on the House. The Trust signalled that it is willing 
to assist raising funds for this, however, despite this, the ICC continues to make no 
progress on these simple measures. The Trust urges Council to press ahead with 
these improvements to add more value to the grounds for visitors.  

 
Discussion 
 
The House was built in 1925 and took 18 months to build. In 1951 the house was gifted to ICC for use 
as an art gallery or any other purpose beneficial to the public. The ICC closed the House to the public 
in January 2014 with no consultation we are aware of, and to this date the House remains closed.  
 
Following hearings and deliberations from submitters on the 2018-28 LTP ICC opted for their 
preferred option which was to: "Earthquake Strengthen Anderson house to 67% of the New Building 
Standard, triggering building consent and responsibilities for access in regard to means of escape, a 
lift to the first floor and toilet facilities. This will be funded by loans of $1.7million in 2019/20 and will be 
repaid over a 20 year period" 
 
In the letter to our trust confirming this decision it was stated that "It will increase the level of service 
provided to the community" 
 
Despite the decision made in the 2018-28 LTP, very little tangible progress (consultant’s reports 
aside) has been made until the matter was referred to the Infrastructure Committee meeting in 2018. 
We do appreciate the ICC had input from a consultant in 2020 on Anderson House but, again, little 
seems to have come of that work.  
 
Following that Infrastructure meeting, the Otago Daily Times, under the headline: Historic House to be 
Repaired Immediately, reported that: 
 

The "iconic" Invercargill Anderson House building is set to be reopened to the public following six years 
of frustration in the community. 
 
At an infrastructural services meeting on Tuesday, Invercargill City councillors made a unanimous 
decision to immediately undertake remedial maintenance, seismic strengthening and fire and access 
improvements in the building. 
 
The work would mean the building could be opened to the public again after being closed since 2014 
due to earthquake concerns. 
 
The house - which was gifted to the city in 1951 by the Anderson family - would be fixed in time for the 
celebration of its 70th anniversary. 
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The council’s interim parks and recreation manager, Michele Frey, presented a report that 
recommended a fund of $400,000 be approved and remedial work start immediately. 
She then suggested the seismic strengthening and other improvements - with costs of about $800,000 - 
be done once a suitable future use was identified or if an application to the Lotteries Environment and 
Heritage Fund was successful. 
 
However, councillors rejected the plan, as it meant the council would need to wait until June next year 
for any progress on the matter. 
 
Cr Nigel Skelt said he had been talking to members of the community and he had no doubt Anderson 
Park was a high-priority project for residents. 
 
He was disappointed the council had had the matter on the table since 2017 but had deferred a 
decision. 
 
"The level of frustration is high. It is an iconic, historic building ... We can’t wait until next year. We have 
to show to this community, our ratepayers, that we have some responsibility to look out for the assets 
that we own. This is our asset." 
 
He said the council had done a "a damn poor job in the last four years" in safeguarding its assets and it 
was time to move forward. 
 
Councillors then carried the motion to start work on the building immediately. 
 
Staff members would also investigate applying for lottery funding to upgrade the kitchen and toilet, and 
any subsequent improvements to the building. 

 
The Trust appreciates that work is underway on lodging building & resource consent applications, 
drafting tender documents, making preparations for the strengthening work, and workshops on future 
uses – but otherwise, despite Council’s decision on spending funds, 7 to 8 Months ago, to get the 
House strengthened, little visible action has occurred.  Representatives of the Trust attended this 
Council meeting and were also left with the clear impression Councillors wanted work to commence in 
a timely fashion.  
 
The public of Invercargill city, whom the AH Trust represents, have put up with the House being 
closed for over 7 years. The Invercargill public have now been through the 2018-28 LTP process, the 
ICC Infrastructure Committee meeting and approval, newspaper reports that Councillors want the 
building opened for public use, and now the 2021-31 LTP process. Despite this, ICC has made very 
little tangible progress.  
 
In the 2021-31 LTP council states: “Council will make improvements to make the building safe and 
enable the building to be re-opened to the public in 2021.”  
 
This LTP objective is fine as far as it goes, but it ignores the recent historic decisions already made 
and further contains no discussion on a  framework for proposed uses and the infrastructure required 
in the house for these purposes: despite the plan being labelled a “roadmap to renewal”. Indeed, the 
LTP is devoid of any roadmap for Anderson Park other than looking in the rear-view mirror at the 
decisions already signed off to strengthen and undertake deferred maintenance on the House. 
Further, in the plan, Anderson Park did not rate highly enough in the ICC’s priorities to make the list 
under the heading “The Big Decisions” or under the subheading “What else are we planning”. It is 
almost as though Anderson Park was an after thought in the preparation of this document. 
 
The LTP discussion does not state that once the house is strengthened, all that does is open the front 
door so people can enter without needing to sign in and wear a hard hat. The House is largely an 
empty dwelling that has many rooms full of former art gallery storage units, it is quite tired and in need 
of renovating.  
 
In a document titled “roadmap for renewal” the Trust would have expected to see plans for the House 
and its uses post the strengthening work. The objective of getting the building “re-opened to the public 
in 2021” (which is optimistic) is all very well, but as ICC knows, the House requires significant work 
internally to put the house in a position where it can be used in any meaningful way by or for 
members of the public.  
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For example, as it sits it would not be suitable for weddings or conferences or any event that requires 
facilities. While the House could cater at best for very small functions, the house has no WIFI (not 
even a telephone), no sound system, no health and safety plans, no furnishing or fittings, cutlery, 
crockery, kitchen facilities of any type (i.e. no benches, sink, plumbing, electrical fittings, refrigeration, 
and heating or any amenities of they type necessary to host functions or events. Despite this, the LTP 
claims to have the House “reopened to the public” in 2021. 
 
In addition to the basics required in a property intended to be used to host members of the public at 
various events, there was no discussion in the LTP on having some basic facilities at the House, such 
as the ability for visitors to get a coffee or limited food options.   
 
The Trust notes that at the Trust’s recent Anderson Park Family Fun Day that attracted circa 700 
people, we were not allowed to access power in the House for the SIT music people. This was on the 
basis it could blow a fuse. If ICC are concerned about the condition of the electrical infrastructure in 
the House, why is this not being addressed or even planned to be addressed?  So, when 
strengthening is completed, occupation of the property will not be available because ICC are 
concerned the electrical infrastructure is not compliant?  
 
In short, the Trust is concerned that the 2021-31 “roadmap to renewal” is a little visionless as far as 
Anderson Park is concerned.  
 
In the AHT’s submission we maintain that a clear pathway (roadmap) is spelt out to the wider public 
as to: 
 
• What plans the ICC has for the Anderson Park grounds;   

 
• When the actual physical work on the House is anticipated / will begin;  
 
• The timing for the works; 
 
• When work will commence to have the interior of the property fitted out to enable the property to 

be used as an effective and functioning events centre; 
 
• The uses that the public will be able to make of the House and grounds and the infrastructure to 

make this happen. 
 
The Trust is supportive of ICC work behind the scenes on resource consents and the like but makes 
the point that as well meaning as ICC is, there is little transparency in this process to give the public 
faith that work will commence and, when it does commence, how long it will take to complete.  
 
ICC need to keep the public informed of the planned actions for the House and believe that this LTP 
was the opportunity to do that and is disappointed that this vision has not formed a part in this LTP.  
 
The Anderson family bequeathed this property and its contents to this city for use as an Art Gallery or 
for any other use beneficial to the community. The House was not left to the city to be kept shut and 
locked away from the public and not maintained. The ICC are all but in breach of the bequeath and it 
is a travesty that we are now 7 years post closure and little closer to being able to open the property 
up for public use once again. Further, it is disappointing that basic maintenance on the house (other 
than the photogenic frontage) is left wanting.  
 
Representatives of the Anderson family met at the New Zealand Business Hall of Fame Awards 
recently when Sir Robert Anderson was admitted posthumously. The family expressed concern at the 
delay in progress to representatives of the Trust present.  
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Selected photos on the House that illustrate the deteriorating exterior 
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Secure here

C I T Y

Tell us what you think of
our map for renewal.

Its important you have your say
on the big decisions for our future.

FREEPOST − ICC
map to Renewal

Submission
Invercargill City Council
Private Bag

INVERCARGILL 9810

FOLD

submission 2021−2031 Long−term Plan

A3402838
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A3402419

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 160

Name Adrian Butson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I submit this as a member of the Southland Rugby Referees Association. We have a 
clubroom at Rugby Park.    The referees have maintained a presence at Rugby Park for most of our 
127 year existence.  Rugby Park is our spiritual home and vital to our functioning as an association.    
Firstly, as a site, I support Rugby Park remaining at this location. The site is close to the Invercargill 
CBD, which is easily walked post-matches. It is also central so may be approached easily by all 
suburbs of Invercargill.    Secondly, having the clubroom at Rugby Park is an essential part of our 
association or club.    We are in a unique situation as a club, having no team or clubhouse of our 
own. Having the presence at Rugby Park allows us to promote refereeing in Southland and gives us 
the potential to generate income and exposure for the association which is sorely needed for any 
club or association in order to function.    Thirdly, I have refereed in four associations in three 
different countries. Rugby Park and Rugby Southland have a truly unique and inspirational setup for 
referees. To have a clubroom located at the home of rugby in Southland is remarkable! Even for an 
old referee like me to be able to look over the ground where so many remarkable games have taken 
place is inspirational. I can only imagine how exciting it must be for a potential new referee to come 
to the clubroom, look over that pitch and dream of what it would be like to be on that pitch, part of 
the action. Maybe even the next Galbraith Shield final!    Fourthly, expanding on the above point, the 
Southland Rugby Referees Association provides a valuable service to the clubs, schools and 
communities of Southland. Our hardest and most constant role is the recruitment and retention of 
referees. The role of referee is demanding and often underappreciated. Losing our home would have 
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A3402419

a detrimental effect on referee stocks and morale in Southland. It would be good to have the 
stadium fully operational again as it is horrible to see large tracts of the stand unused and empty. It 
looks awful on the television and it is a bad advertisement for Invercargill and Southland. I would like 
to see these building issues rectified.    Rugby Park is an important Southland-wide facility and I 
would ask that it be funded to recognise it's full potential for the community. The Southland Rugby 
Referees Association and refereeing in Southland is depending upon you.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Murihiku Kai Collective 
Invercargill City Council LTP 2021 Submission 

The Kai Collective DO wish to be heard at the LTP hearings. 

Summary 

The Murihiku Kai Collective is made up of a number of community groups who are formed around the common 
vision of 'Enabling Southlanders to have the capability to produce and access Good Food'. Good Food as 
defined by the attached Good Food Road Map. 

Our vision and objectives align with a number of those in ICC’s Roadmap to Renewal such as: 

●  the ICC to support wellbeing in the community and determine priorities for projects that contribute to the
four wellbeings;

●  ICC’s adoption of the vision of “our city with heart”;

●  City Centre Master Plan is being guided by principles co-designed with our community, including
“Restore a healthy connection with the environment”; and

●  State their intention to plan for the impact of climate change.

We have identified a number of action points for the next few years. We would like to invite Invercargill City 
Council (ICC) to partner with us and together we will further adapt and adopt the Murihiku Good Food Road 
Map. At the least we ask ICC to: 

1. Attend and support a community food resilience workshop. The opportunity to adapt and adopt the
Good Food Road Map and co-design a Murihiku Food Resilience Strategic Plan with Kai Collective and
other interested parties; and

2. Work with Kai Collective to support our initiatives (table 1 below).

The following are a summary from below, of those actions Kai Collective is asking ICC to take. 

A3403336
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Short term 
(2021-2022): 

●  ICC representative to be part of the Murihiku Kai Collective

●  Co-design the Murihiku Food Resilience Strategic Plan with Kai Collective

● More edible plantings and comms to wrap around this for public awareness of
harvesting

○  Perpetual edible plantings in urban areas (e.g. fruit and nut trees)

●  Explore the possibilities for ‘community composting’ initiatives and other ways of
diverting food waste from landfill

●  Scoping the need for vegetable planter boxes for the ICC Housing Care service

Medium term 
(2022-2025): 

●  Scoping and role description for a paid regional food resilience coordinator

●  Centralised, council-led composting system to turn biodegradable materials
(including ‘compostable’ plastics) into high-quality compost

●  ICC to host gardening and food resilience information on their website (see
Christchurch City Council example). This could build on the previous work of Kai
Collective.

●  Implementation of a council social procurement policy including objectives of
sustainability, valuing te ao Maori and supporting and enabling local food providers
and growers.

●  Provision of outdoor teaching spaces for gardening.

Long term 
(2025-2030): 

●  Continuation of the above, supported by a

●  Paid food resilience coordinator

○  Kai Collective and Council to co-design role description
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Background 

The Kai Collective supports food system prosperity and resilience from seed to bowl through leadership, 
collaboration, support and action. Members from the Kai Collective provide a wide community network and 
insights of lived experiences (real time opportunities and challenges). We are involved in projects that build 
additional resources and capacity within the local food system. In 2018 we identified numerous systemic issues 
that could not be resolved by one individual or group alone and as a result have created collective capacity by 
working together to highlight issues, identify solutions and create action towards them. 

The organisations involved include: Sport Southland’s Healthy Families Invercargill, WellSouth Primary Health 
Network, South Coast Environment Society, Southern Institute of Technology, Southern Farmer’s Market, 
Koha Kai, Spirit Army, WasteNet Southland, Riverton Food Co-Op, Longwood Loop and South Alive. 

By 2030 Southland has a booming local food system that provides Good Food to businesses, organisations, 
communities and individuals. In order for Southland to have a booming local food system by 2030 we need to 
make a plan, and we suggest we use the Good Food Roadmap with 5 strategic objectives: 

1. Food Equity - supporting communities’ right to access nourishing food and drink.
2. Food Sovereignty - supporting sustainable and mana-enhancing community participation in local food

systems.
3. Food Culture and Traditions - Supporting food systems to reflect who we are as Aotearoa New Zealand

– a diverse and multi-ethnic society with strong indigenous culture, the ‘capital of Polynesia’.
4. Food for Health and Wellbeing - supporting communities, whanau and individuals to take control of their

food and drink intake with more options to support their health and wellbeing and where the best choice
is the easiest choice.

5. Food Resilience - Supporting all levels of the food system to be resilient ensuring the supply of
sufficient, adequate and accessible food to all, in the face of various and even unforeseen
disturbances.

In 2021 the Southland region is known for its strong agricultural sector with significant amounts of product 
produced for the mass market. There is ample amounts of land, water and a good growing climate. At one time 
Southland was able to provide around 80% of our food needs, this has plummeted to around 10%. More 
recently we have seen a reignited interest in food production produced by and for whanau and community, in 
particular during and post-COVID. There are numerous networks and groups focused on supporting 
community produced food including the seed savers network, food co-op at the Southland Environment 
Centre, and many schools and kindergartens who have gardens to educate and feed their students and their 
whanau. Aparima College is a good example of this where they have just hired a gardener specifically to grow 
more food. 

However there are significant vulnerabilities in the food system. The mass production of a small number of 
commodities creates both an environmental and economic monoculture. They are connected to a fragile global 
market. Climate change is likely to have some climatic advantages and disadvantages but the extreme 
weather events are going to take a negative toll on all farming systems. On the social side, there are more and 
more people struggling in food poverty and challenged by a lack in the knowledge of how to cook raw fresh 
ingredients. There are some places for people to learn and be inspired by fresh local food but not enough to 
keep up with people's desires for and convenience of fast food. 

Murihiku Kai Collective have developed an initial strategic plan to progress their vision toward a Good Food 
System as shown in table 1 below. We have identified a number of actions across 3 strategic priorities of 
education, communication and events to be carried out in the short, medium and long term. The lead agency 
for each action has been highlighted but the strength comes from all Kai Collective members supporting these 
initiatives. These actions are likely to increase and change over time, particularly with the support of local 
councils. 
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Table 1: Kai Collective action points across the short, medium and long term. 

Education Communication Events 

Short-term 
(2021-
2022) 

-Koha Kai are in the process
of investigating the feasibility
of allotment gardens for
whanau.

Develop Facebook site: 

- Sharing and hosting
events.

-Educating Southland on
gardening and food
resilience matters.

-WasteNet will host links to
useful information on
backyard and community
gardening.

- Koha Kai’s Autumn Kai
Harvest showcases community
food production.

-South Alive showcases Fruit
and Nut trees and hosts
community gardening sessions.

Medium-
term 
(2022-
2025) 

-Kai Collective supports
school education
programmes providing food
education and provision to
students and their whanau.

-Kai Collective website to
develop a resource to
educate on what grows well
in Southland.

-Continue to use the
Facebook page to message
when to harvest edibles.

-Annual celebration of
Southland’s best produce.

Long-term 
(2025-
2030) 

-Using and promoting
gardening spaces to educate
community groups through
allotment-style gardens.

-Work with Council, Great
South, Coin South, Southland
Farmers Market and all
associated businesses to
celebrate our thriving local food
economy.

A number of the initiatives and projects being driven by our members in order to build resilience in the Murihiku 
food system and are supported by the Kai Collective. In particular there are two projects aimed at increasing 
the commercial availability and access of local food which is one of the major challenges to building a resilient 
system. The Southern Farmers Market and Longwood Loop are important strategic opportunities to bridge this 
gap  and need broad community wide support. They have a LTP submission to the Council’s and we agree to 
support their submissions. 

• Southern Farmers Market: Provision or support for a permanent, all weather farmers' market site so
that there is an accessible base for the sale and distribution of locally grown produce.

• Longwood Loop: Creation of the Longwood Loop with the mission to re-energize rural communities by
enabling small and emerging producers of food and goods to connect with their surrounding
communities.
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Other Councils 

Across Aotearoa NZ there are a number of examples where councils are leading and supporting the 
development and strengthening of their local food systems. Through parks plans which support food 
production on council owned land, encouraging businesses to support the procurement of local food and 
amending Council policies to support this. We hope that these examples help to inspire ICC staff and elected 
members to see the opportunity that supporting local food can provide. 

Table 2: Examples of Councils in New Zealand supporting and building a Good Food System. 

Council Initiative and link Description 

Dunedin City 
Council 

Good Food Dunedin 
Charter 

The Charter is a DCC-led initiative and is supported by individuals, 
communities, organisations and businesses who share a vision to 
transform Dunedin into a thriving food-resilient city. The charter is 
based around food being good for people, for the city and for the 
planet. 

Christchurch 
City Council 

Edible Christchurch, 
Food resilience policy 
and action plan 

Policy developed in conjunction with the Christchurch Food 
Resilience Network with an objective of being “a food resilient 
Christchurch with thriving social, economic and physical 
environments providing healthy, affordable and locally grown food 
for all people.” 

Auckland City 
Council 

Auckland’s Climate 
Plan Food Priority 

Auckland City Council have developed a Climate Plan with a 
subsection of this being the food priority. 

The aim is to develop policy and actions to reduce carbon 
emissions from the food system. Auckland Council had identified 
that: 

“A low-carbon, climate resilient local food system is based on a 
regenerative, circular economic model. 

This approach: 

● minimises or avoids synthetic fertilisers and pesticides

● eliminates food waste from landfills

● makes the most of surplus food to feed people, plants and
animals.”
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The Muruhiku Kai Collective have identified a number of council-led initiatives that would greatly benefit Good 
Food in Southland. All the above Council examples have been initiated, co-designed and co-led with the 
community, so we first and foremost would like to thank you for the involvement of the ICC Parks Team in the 
Kai Collective and ask for their ongoing support and participation. 

We would like to acknowledge and congratulate Council on their Roadmap to Renewal. A number of objectives 
align with those of the Murihiku Kai Collective, including: 

●  the ICC to support wellbeing in the community and determines priorities for projects that contribute to
the four wellbeings;

●  ICC’s adoption of the vision of “our city with heart”;

●  City Centre Master Plan is being guided by principles co-designed with our community include “Restore
a healthy connection with the environment”; and

●  State their intention to plan for the impact of climate change.

We would appreciate additional support by the ICC policy team to start the discussion and design of an ICC 
Strategic Food Plan. This plan will be developed alongside the community to identify how and where ICC can 
help to strengthen the community's connection to local food. The plan would include for the medium term, the 
opportunity to develop policy for Council. 

Table 3: The Kai Collective is asking that Council undertake these actions. (repeat from page 2) 

Short term 
(2021-2022): 

●  ICC representative to be part of the Murihiku Kai Collective

●  Co-design the Murihiku Food Resilience Strategic Plan with Kai Collective

● More edible plantings and comms to wrap around this for public awareness of
harvesting

○  Perpetual edible plantings in urban areas

●  Explore the possibilities for composting and diverting food waste

●  Scoping the need for vegetable planter boxes for the ICC Housing Care service

Medium term 
(2022-2025): 

●  Scoping and role description for a paid regional food resilience coordinator

●  Centralised, council-led composting system

●  ICC to host gardening and food resilience information on their website (see
Christchurch City Council example). This could build on the previous work of Kai
Collective.

●  Implementation of a council social procurement policy including objectives of
sustainability, valuing te ao Maori and supporting and enabling local food providers
and growers.

●  Provision of outdoor teaching spaces for gardening.
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Long term 
(2025-2030): 

●  Continuation of the above, supported by a

●  Paid food resilience coordinator

○  Kai collective and Council to co-design role description

For further information please contact: 

Stella O’Connor 

Healthy Families Invercargill 

Stella.oconnor@sportsouthland.co.nz 
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Achieving this goal requires all of us working together, collaborate and co-create to shift our food 
systems to better support our people, community, and environmental wellbeing.  

It is time to reconnect to our indigenous wisdom, valuing our diverse cultural knowledge around food 
supply and demand – where food is produced in ways that nourish our people and protect our 
environment. 

On this journey, the right food policy is paramount to optimise food production, distribution, availability 
and affordability, reducing environmental impact, as well as regulating food advertisements in public 
spaces and packaging, so it can promote and support the consumption of good food, while educating 
about the health risks associated with foods that are ultra-processed and high in fat, sugar and salt. 

There is an urgent need for developing local food systems that are regenerative, inclusive and resilient, 
understanding that food can play a critical role in driving systemic change and if produced, delivered, 
selected and consumed in a sustainable manner, it can improve individual and collective wellbeing, 
foster multiculturalism and social cohesiveness, build climate and community resilience, preserve and 
restore the natural environment, create jobs and regenerate communities. 

There are plenty of well-structured stand-alone initiatives in New Zealand that together, can create a 
powerful movement towards a sustainable food system; but they need strategic support and guidance to 
leverage the work required to deliver positive long-term systemic change.  

As a country, we have the necessary resources and collective intelligence to organise, motivate and 
implement a set of game-changing initiatives. Acting locally, we can have positive transformations in this 
field and create changes across all sectors within the food system. 

The Good Food Road Map is a plan to tackle food insecurity, a proposal taking a realistic approach based 
on harnessing international experience and local knowledge, leveraging existing resources from different 
stakeholders, working together to influence the necessary policy and behaviour changes to achieve food 
security and ensure that food sovereignty remains in the control of our communities in Aotearoa. 

This road map supports and aligns with many other local and international food charters, including the 
C40 Good Food Cities Declaration1, where leaders of major cities around the world committed to 
promote and preserve the health of citizens and the health of the planet by working to transform urban 
food systems.  

1
 C40 World Mayors Summit - Copenhagen, Denmark (October 10, 2019) 

   COMMON GOAL 

 Good Food Road Map is a collective strategy towards food security and food sovereignty in Aotearoa New 
Zealand in order to help strengthen the overall health, wellbeing, and resilience of our communities. 

J
B

_
2

0
2

0
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Vision 

Everyone in Aotearoa New Zealand should be able to access good food* at all times. 

Mission 

Develop and establish sustainable local food systems**, so all individuals and whānau have access to food 
and drink that are affordable, appetising, nourishing, and nutrient dense, in order to improve community 
health and wellbeing. 

*food and beverages that are affordable, nourishing, appetising, sustainable, locally produced and culturally appropriate (adapted from FAO and
different food charters).
**a collaborative network that integrates sustainable food production, processing, distribution, consumption, and waste management in order to 
enhance the environmental, economic, and social health of a place, ensuring food security and nutrition (FAO; Community-Wealth Org). 

Five ideal scenarios - targets 

Ideal Facts 

1. Individuals and whānau should all
be able to meet their basic human
rights to nourishing food and drink.

▪ The current global food system is out of balance. Millions of people
around the world suffer from hunger, yet many more have an
unhealthy diet that contributes to premature death and rising
healthcare costs1.

▪ This scenario is not different in New Zealand. Most of our food is
consumed in cities2 and food insecurity, malnutrition, child
undernutrition and micronutrient deficiencies are increasingly
urban problems, just as much as rising rates of chronic diseases.

2. Individuals and whānau should be
able to participate in their local food
system in a sustainable, self-
determining, and mana-enhancing
way.

▪ Our people and communities hold collective wisdom (cultural, life
experience, individual knowledge) that could effectively shape the
food system (demand, supply, marketing, consumption) so that it is
supportive of their wellbeing.

▪ The recovery of the people is tied to the recovery of food, since
food itself is medicine; not only for the body, but for the soul, is the
spiritual connection to history, ancestors and the land.3

3. Our food system should reflect
who we are as Aotearoa New
Zealand – a diverse and multi-ethnic
society with strong indigenous
culture, the ‘capital of Polynesia’.

▪ Our existing social, economic and environmental challenges demand
a collective approach, tackling the problems at their heart in order
to truly deliver systemic change. Food plays a critical role in this
process with an equally pivotal and cross-cutting role in driving
change, since the connections among food, culture, and society,
incorporates our cultural heritage and ethnicity, but is not limited to
it.  Food can foster multiculturalism and social cohesiveness,
celebrating our nation’s diversity, cultural identity and sense of
place, which is closely connected to the land and the food systems.
Indigenous and traditional knowledge offer a wealth of experience
that can inspire local food systems to reconnect people to whenua,
restoring the natural environment and enhance community
resilience.

1 FAO, 2018, The State of Food Security and Nutrition in The World 
2 C40, 2019, In Focus: Addressing food related consumption in C40 cities 
3 Winona LaDuke in Recovering the Sacred, 2005 

Food 

Equity 

Food 

Sovereignty 

Food Culture 
and 

Traditions 
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 Ideal Facts 

 4.  Individuals and whānau should be 
able to take control of their food and 
drink intake.  
They need a food system where the 
best choice is the easiest choice – 
this means more options and 
alternatives to support their health 
and wellbeing. 
 

“We have good access to bad food and bad access to good food.”  
Individuals and whānau in Aotearoa are suffering from diet-related 
chronic diseases. 
▪ One in five deaths can be associated with bad diet4.  The leading 

diseases associated with diet related deaths in New Zealand are 
coronary heart disease, stroke, colon and rectum cancer. Those who 
live with diet-related diseases are more likely to experience poorer 
mental, social, and educational outcomes 5 

▪ Community, non-governmental, and non-profit organisations deliver 
a number of initiatives tackling the food system, particularly around 
urban production and food environments. However, many of these 
initiatives face obstacles including policy constraints, funding 
constraints and lack of influence or access to decision makers.  

▪ There are also significant and complex underlying systemic issues 
that cannot be addressed by the community alone:  
- loss of productive land 
- unsustainable business practices 
- waste reduction 
- regulations that can lead to commercial interests favoured over 

community wellbeing 
- fragmented approaches to addressing the food system e.g. 

multiple stakeholders with shared interests working 
independently 

   

 5. All levels of the food system need 
to be resilient ensuring the supply of 
sufficient, adequate and accessible 
food to all. 
In order to preserve the 
environment and ensure food and 
nutritional security for all, there 
needs to be a transition based on 
sustainable development principles6. 
 
 

▪ As an island nation with close island nation friends in the Pacific – 
we are at the forefront of experiencing the effects of climate 
change. Furthermore, our diets are not just hurting our health but 
also the eco-system that supports human life7. Food is among the 
largest drivers of global environmental change contributing to 
biodiversity loss, freshwater overuse, interference with the nitrogen 
and phosphorus cycles, and land-system change. The world is in a 
climate crisis, where droughts, floods, desertification and extreme 
weather events, is reducing our ability to feed everyone on the 
planet8.   

▪ An estimated one-third of all food produced is either lost or wasted. 
Food loss also represents a vast waste of labour, water, energy, land 
and other natural resources, as well as emissions, that went into 
producing it9. 

▪ Local food systems10 are inherently more resilient and provide 
greater food diversity. Their development, promotion, and 
protection have a key role to play in achieving greater food security 
while minimising food waste and GHG emissions11. 

 

 
4 Lancet, 2017, Health effects of dietary risks in 195 countries 
5 OECD, 2019, The Heavy Burden of Obesity 
6 FAO 2017, Food Security and Nutrition in the Age of Climate Change 
7 The EAT- Lancet Commission https://eatforum.org/eat-lancet-commission/  
8 UN Dispatch, 2017, Climate Refugees Explained  
9 FAO, 2015, Food wastage footprint & Climate Change  
10 https://community-wealth.org/strategies/panel/urban-ag/index.html 
11 FAO 2017, Food Security and Nutrition in the Age of Climate Change 
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1 

 

 

 

 
Action Plan 
 
This document provides a framework for an individual plan towards a collective goal having the five ideal 
targets as a reference. Once you define the approach or initiatives, please share and connect with others 
so your work can inspire and contribute to systemic change. 
 
Location: [Place, Contact Person]   

  

 

Action Points 

 

 

        Examples of intended approach or initiative 

 1. Supporting communities’ right 

to nourishing food and drink 

 

 

 

▪ Supporting an overall increase of healthy plant-based food 
consumption (which involves eating more fruit, vegetables, nuts, 
and legumes, and for many, less food from animal sources) by 
shifting away from unsustainable, unhealthy diets. 
 

   

 2. Supporting sustainable, self-
determining, and mana-
enhancing community 
participation in local food 
systems 

 
 

▪ Working with Iwi, community, businesses, public institutions and 
other organizations to develop a joint strategy for implementing 
these actions and achieving these goals inclusively and equitably. 
 

   

 3. Supporting food systems to 

reflect who we are as Aotearoa-

New Zealand – a diverse and 

multi-ethnic society with strong 

indigenous culture, the ‘capital 

of Polynesia’ 

 

▪ Working with local communities to revive and strengthen cultural 
food practices that are good for the people and the environment, 
and celebrates our unique diversity 
  

   

 4. Supporting individuals and 
whānau to take control of their 
food and drink intake via a food 
system where the best choice is 
the easiest choice 

▪ Supporting urban/backyard food production and 
local/neighbourhood food collective/cooperative schemes 

▪ Talking with policymakers to ensure that schools, hospitals and 
other priority settings are supported to provide and promote 
healthier food as the default 

   

 5. Supporting all levels of the food 
system to be resilient ensuring 
the supply of sufficient, 
adequate and accessible food to 
all, in the face of various and 
even unforeseen disturbances 

 

▪ Reducing food loss and waste through education and 
transformation of current practices. 

▪  Incentivising local food production and supply chain to increase 
local demand and consumption. 

▪ Supporting regenerative agriculture 
 

Food 

Equity 

Food 

Sovereignty 

Food Culture 

and Traditions 

Food for 

Health and 

Wellbeing 

Food 

Resilience 
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2 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The information below is to help planning and can be used to ensure consistency and develop collective 
data to communicate the impact that the initiatives will have not only in your region but across Aotearoa 
New Zealand.  
 
Please provide if you have available. 
 
 
Example of resources available to deliver intended actions (can be for all or one of the action points above) 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
What are the main challenges your location has faced/might face in delivering the intended actions? (if any) 
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Invercargill 
3 May 2021 

Submission  2021-2031  LTP Road Map  to Renewal 

1.Roadmap to Renewal priorities : are the Museum and CBD

I submit that the priority for this city is the  Museum redevelopment  and  by default,  the CBD 
development. 
The museum redevelopment  has been in stasis for  two decades.   The social cost of  a closed 
museum is immense.  The assest is a key city amenity that provides art, culture, history science, but 
equally important serves as  a social and recreational amenity.  It serves all residents universally, 
where a Rugby ground does not . The loss of the Museum has had immense social cost and has 
created anger and dissatisfaction.  I believe the wider Invercargill community desires the museum  
(and a high quality option of it)  above all other Council  priorities .   Funding and method of action 
needs to be determined immediately. 

This can be achieved by starting afresh:   by undertaking a  cost-effective new build,    on the tennis 
courts adjacent to the existing museum – and delivering  ratepayers essential Museum infrastructure 
in the  speediest way.     With the problems and complexity of  the old museum ringfenced as a 
problematic storage building to be refurbished in a separate phase . 
   .    
Emotional out and objective thinking in: 
The pyramid is  not  a pyramid: it is fireprone leaking triangle of synthetic cladding . 
 Ratepayers attachment was  not to the pyramid, it was to retaining the  “museum at the park”. 
Time has moved on and ratepayer “attachment '  now is to the speediness and priority of  building a 
new museum, and to cost efficiency, given the change in financial landscape . 

Benefits of a rebuild on Queens Park Tennis Courts: 

-Council obtains the cheapest most cost effective build costs , of around $30 million.
- Council successfully delivers ratepayers  a museum located “at the Queens Park site .
- Shortest timeframe to  providing  a new Musum building: Council returns  to ratepayers an

essential amenity , the closure of which has created community anger and loss. 
-Straightforward , with known costs and  minimal scope for cost overruns.
-Eliminates the substantial time delay of having to empty the old museum first, a new build can start
immediately
- Minimises Councils outlay to temporarily fund He Waka Tuia;
- A new build Eliminates the  substantial financial and time delay risk associated with structurally
refurbishing the old building, which is complex and which has unknowns.
- Museum storage becomes the outstanding issue, which can be ringfenced and  given dedicated
attention by Council separately , as phase two   .   (  The  vacated Te Waka Tuia buildings  could be
relevant as temporary storage here)
-Minimises most likely the logistics if  museum items can stay in current place, then be moved out
once  to a new-build museum.  Also logistically easier (possibly ) if   a vacated already-leased Te
Waka Tuia  becomes available for storage?

I think a new build scenario should be pursued and explored by Council. 
One Candidate for Council recently  championed such: it has merit and logic (but  not in the CBD!) 

A3402264
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2. Rugby park expenditure must be deferred . Monies should go to modifying Surrey Park as a 
venue for Southland Rugby 
 
Any expenditure on Rugby Park  should be put on hold and a full review made of  its ownership,  
function and longterm purpose, with a view to investing into upgrading Surrey Park sports hub as a 
fit -for -purpose smaller venue that houses Southland Rugby events yet serves a wider number of 
different users 
 
Invercargill City Council and Invercargill city ratepayers are not in a financial position  to undertake 
maintenance or improvements at Rugby Park.  Councillors and ratepayers are being told that the 
kitty is limited, and that choices will have to be made over projects and priorities. 
 
 Spending of $5-10 million on this specific interest- specific use asset compromises the pool of 
funds available for other essential Council infrastructure. 
 Spending of $5 to 9.4 million on this asset is queue jumping, given the ongoing higher priority 
issue of the Museum which has been talked about for 20 years.   
 
Any outlay for Deferred maintenance  needs to be put on hold .   And the function and longterm 
purpose of the asset reviewed:   
 
This  is an asset with a useful life of 29 years. 
This is a specific , narrow use asset, by  one sporting discipline that is obtaining a level of ratepayer 
and public funding above all other sporting disciplines.   It seems one (popular but narrow) user 
group is able to advocate more loudly and more effectively than the wider community can for its 
museum.   
 
Rugby Park is not an income generating asset, and is a liability disproportionate to its ability to 
produce future income.  I note  Council has foregone $750,000 of rent  which additionally is a 
ratepayer cost. 
 Rugby Park is not a multi-use facility as touted by proponents, and never will be,   Several of the 
attempted alternative uses have led to ratepayer liability eg $30,000 underwriting a fireworks event.   
 
Furthermore Rugby Park  requires $100,000 + $150,000 expenditure annually by ratepayers to 
operate.  All substantially for five home Mitre 10 cup games each year. Which no longer attract 
crowds. 
 
If this discussion were about ratepayers investing $5-10 million in Southland Cricket infrastructure 
I think the decision would be clear?   Why is it not here? 
 
NB.  Councillors and ratepayers alike need recall that  Rugby Southland has been the recipient  of 
round $8 million dollars of public monies over the last 14 years  ( Reported as a $1.3million bailout 
in 2008,   $5.6 million of ILT & Community Trust of Southland monies to 2011,  a $1 million loan  
and   $750,000 package of  rent relief from ratepayers since 2016. source: NZ Herald and RNZ. ).    
Council has also contributed $100,000 per year on operational costs and $150,000 per year on 
maintenance since purchasem.    It seems, in 2021, that for all of this investment, 
ratepayers/residents have gained little.    Do we want to keep flagging a dead horse?  Or do we want 
and expect direct ratepayer benefit from our investment ?    I think this can occur if future 
expenditure is  put into modifying  Surrey Park  and the adjacent Stadium Southland  as Rugbys 
home. I believe there are plenty of champions for rugby who can ensure a good outcome if this 
occurred. 
 
Councillor Nobby Clark has raised this  as a valid alternative solution: 
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He suggests that  Mitre10 Cup games can be played at Surrey Park ,  which is already Invercargill's 
sporting hub, and located right beside Stadium Southland  which ratepayers and residents  have 
invested $80 million in.   Here are  clubrooms, and  supporters rooms- and they require no $5 
million fix .  Any  imperfections such as proximity of rooms to playing fields  can be  resolved and 
are not great, especially for fit sports players. 
 
Ratepayers and the wider community are not gaining anything substantial by owning or 
contributing annually  to Rugby Park.   It is costing . It is duplicating . 
 
Rugby park has never, does not, and will not in the future function as a multi-use venue 
 
Rugby Park no longer attracts crowds: the stadium is no longer fit for purpose: is mouldy and 
deteriorated and beyond the capacity this city needs : with a limited  projected life. 
 
Expenditure is better made into modifying Surrey Park, and the adjacent modern Stadium for use 
for  Mitre10 Cup games:  largely achieved by  building a ~1500 seat grandstand. 
Surrey Park already is Invercargills sporting hub, and any investment in a Grandstand there would 
serve other sporting codes such  as football, rugby league and others.   
 And water-tight sound rooms suitable for Rugby Southland are  already owned  by ratepayers, and 
are already available for lease , at the adjacent Stadium Southland. 
 
Given these ratepayer owned facilities already exist, it seems duplicitous and unnecessary to  invest 
$5-10million in Rugby Park  when a smaller investment can add an appropriate grandstand and 
make Surrey Park fit for purpose for rugby. 
  
 $5million -$10 million expenditure , and a rates increase of $9 -13 a year  is significant, and will 
impact on many ratepayers, and grows with inflation.   
 
Modifying Surrey Park to a fit-for -purpose smaller venue allows multiple benefits:   a smaller 
expenditure of ratepayer monies.   Savings in management and maintenance overheads.  And more 
important provides Council with land at Rugby Park that can be sold for income (perhaps for 
housing, or for commerical ),   or which can be used for additional Council amenities contiguous 
with Splash Palace – who knows, a Margaret Mahy type playground.  ( South Alive and South City 
residents may also have some  great ideas) 
 
 
3.  RatesRates differentials for low value and high value properties 
I disagree  with councils differential rates for higher value residential properties. 
It is somewhat a fallacy that a higher value property correlates with a persons higher ability to pay- 
or that those who live in lower value properties earn less. Not necessarily.    
 
Arbitrary high-low value differentials may likely  cause as much inequity as it solves. 
 
Wherever Invercargillites live, there is a spread of income levels. And in many suburbs within your 
high income bracket,  maybe I could pick Grasmere, or avenal higher values simply do not correlate 
with any significant difference in average household income levels.  The real issue is Council to be 
prudent in its purchasing of  assets, in its expenditure, and in the priorities and goals it undertakes. 
Rates increases of the 3.75 and 5.7% illustrated in the LTP are shocking in their magnitude. 
 
Decisions must be based on prudence,  priority and necessity,  on objective  thinking  not emotions: 
whether its waste management contracts, the $1 million bargain-purchase that was Rugby Park, or 
the  most cost-effective efficient means of delivering ratepayers with a Museum 
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Thankyou 
 
 
 
 
L OCallaghan 
 
 
I wish to speak to my submission 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Post script:   No doubt Council will have received volumes of submissions  selecting one of the two 
expenditure options for Rugby Park,  likely with Rugby supporters having  submitted in numbers, 
and the wider community less so.     
  I was  disappointed that Facebook was used by one  Councillor to promote  Facebook viewers to   
submit specifically for expenditure  because the video failed to inform viewers of the multiple 
competing expenditures for ratepayers  or  impact on rates,    or to  seek viewers opinions  on  
Rugby Parks funding and timing relative to these other city infrastructure needs (the Roadmap). 
   
 Im unsure if Facebook video was used to promote submissions for other LTP decisions.    
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A3402160

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 58

Name Steve Mitchell

Organisation Rugby Southland

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Before any work over the fix is undertaken, feedback from current and potential user 
groups should be considered in a round table discussion.  Immediate issues that are current for 
Rugby include the condition and suitability of the Old Netball Offices for running a regional sporting 
organisation of their size and complexity. The current situation has a huge negative effect on staff 
morale and well being.  These issues could be solved by consideration of reallocating some of the 4.9 
million towards alternative office options such as a relocatable building.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402161

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 59

Name Wayne Harpur

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: I agree with Investment to encourage "play to stay" see my comments regards SMAG

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: I find it outrageous that you are going to spend in excess of $10,000 per m2 for a building 
that in the end will be only 67% of the new standards. QV Costbuilder values  Art Gallery/Museum, 
City, up to 2 storeys. Galleries, work areas, small office, amenities. HVAC, sprinklers, slow lifts, 
security systems with high standard finishes @ $4,500 per m2 as the going rate built but to the new 
standards. You already own a derelict set of buildings in the CBD which can easily house 6500m2 
which fits perfectly into your "play and stay" strategy.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: As Chair of the Community Trust of Southland at the time I had the pleasure of opening 
the stadium after the new stand was completed and it is sad to see it in its current state so I fully 
support the preferred option

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: When I look at the Road Map I see many of the projects being Regional rather than Local, 
e.g. Forsyth Barr Stadium was funded by a Regional rate stretching on a reducing scale to as far away 
as Queenstown to reflect the usage across their Region. In my opinion the Invercargill Rate Payer has 
continually been left to carry the cost of these facilities with next to nothing from the Region even 
when numerous surveys have shown that events at Stadium Southland and Rugby Park are used to a 
very high % by Regional ratepayers. The Cake Tin in Wellington was backed by the Wellington 
Regional Council whereas the Southland Regional council with its huge gifted community asset of 
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South Port is not seen to support any of these Regional assets. ICC must engage with them to create 
some equity.

Other plans and activities

Comment: When I look at the Road Map I see many of the projects being Regional rather than Local, 
e.g. Forsyth Barr Stadium was funded by a Regional rate stretching on a reducing scale to as far away 
as Queenstown to reflect the usage across their Region. In my opinion the Invercargill Rate Payer has 
continually been left to carry the cost of these facilities with next to nothing from the Region even 
when numerous surveys have shown that events at Stadium Southland and Rugby Park are used to a 
very high % by Regional ratepayers. The Cake Tin in Wellington was backed by the Wellington 
Regional Council whereas the Southland Regional council with its huge gifted community asset of 
South Port is not seen to support any of these Regional assets. ICC must engage with them to create 
some equity.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402279

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 130

Name Vicky Henry

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: The reason I am ticking this option is so that the sustainability aspects are unlocked -
more walk and cycle ways, storm water treatment( permeable pavers, swales, etc) solar streetlights, 
more bike racks (covered, lockable) 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Its not a facility I use. Id like to see this space opened up to more than rugby - however I 
havent seen any detail of what proposed other uses would be? 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Some of these are fantastic, but I dont see the grand plan to make us the best family 
focused city in NZ. This just brings us to neutral, not beyond.

Other plans and activities

Comment: There is a lot tucked away in this section. It was disappointing to see no clear Climate 
change policy and action plan. There is a plan to have a plan in 3 years. Climate change mitigation 
actions are scattered throughout many of the policies and plans in this Long Term Plan but there is 
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no cohesive strategy. For such a serious issue impacting on major assets it seems a clear omission to 
not have an overall policy and action plan. This plan should include mitigation, but also a plan for 
carbon neutrality. There is no mention of the Carbon Neutral Southland Project.  A climate change 
action plan should include assets planning such as the purchase of Electric vehicles.   Noted in Parks 
and Reserves Activity Mgmt Plan is a level of confusion around targets for climate change.  There is 
reference to a Tree Plan but I could not find this plan. The new measure of number of street trees is 
confusing in that it is indicated if new ones are planted, the total number may be reduced elsewhere 
in the network - shouldn't we be planting as many trees as we can. This is one of the identified key 
actions to take to reduce carbon in our atmosphere,    There are also competing targets around grass 
mowing, one measure aims to reduce this by 10% another aims to increase the mowing ha per 
resident from 7.3 to 8.1 ha.  The target to reduce overall grass mowing is fantastic, please also 
consider our median strips - these do not need to be grass they can be low growing natives, thereby 
also creating biodiversity corridors through the city. Our policy could be - where we can plant we will 
plant. We could aim to have the highest number of trees per resident in the world.   Many of these 
actions are referred to within the fine detail of action plans, these need to be elevated into a clear
cohesive climate change policy, where Council is a leader in this field not a reluctant follower. Some 
of these are fantastic, but I dont see the grand plan to make us the best family focused city in NZ. 
This just brings us to neutral, not beyond.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402210

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 91

Name craig templer

Organisation

Location kennington

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: have rate payers been asked if they want to fund urban play? ie referendum 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: Changes to way we rate.    For Kennington rate payers to be charged for services they do 
not received is nothing short of theft? It would be nice to have these services, street lit footpaths to 
walk to a bus and go to the library. The library being a service rate payers from Kennington can use if 
they have transport, unlike the bus or to be able walk street lit footpaths of a dark evening. The 
council proposal to charge rate payers for services these is a money grab from a minority of 
ratepayers. One wonders how metro Invercargill would feel if asked to help with upkeep of 
Kennington Hall, Kennington residents keep this running with donations, and hires, central govt 
through the electoral commission hires it for elections, local government could have been 
neighbourly and hired it for ratepayers meeting?     
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A3402205

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 88

Name Peter Downing 

Organisation Southland Cricket Association 

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Southland Cricket Association (SCA) requests increased funding for capital works, and 
increased maintenance from ICC for the Cricket Grounds at Queens Park Invercargill.   SCA provides 
all levels and aspects of the game of cricket throughout Invercargill and Southland.   SCA are based 
at our Queens Park Pavilion and Indoor Centre with two large adjoining cricket grounds.   The 
pavilion and indoor centre are on leased ICC land, with SCA maintaining the blocks (pitches) and ICC 
maintaining the outfields and surrounding land.      ICC Parks upgraded drainage facilities at the 
grounds in 2015 which provided good improvement, but over recent years the outfields 
maintenance has been limited with continued drainage problems at the North End, not assisted by 
the increased tree line causing significant shade. Poor topdressing and fertiliser programmes have 
contributed to continued overall outfield problems.  On 18th to 21st March 2021, a scheduled first 
class game between Volts and Auckland Aces was delayed and later cancelled due to weather and 
obvious outfield problems in a significant area of the Queens Park ground – these problems were 
identified in subsequent articles in the Southland Time and Otago Daily Times. Following this event, 
New Zealand Cricket have now withdrawn Queens Park status as a first class ground, and no further 
games will be scheduled for Queens Park until various work is completed on the outfield.     Since 
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this event we have seen improvement in work being undertaken by ICC staff but they appear limited 
by financial constraints.   We request ICCs urgent assistance in contributing funds to assist Queens 
Park regaining its first class cricket status and the return of first class games.    

Other plans and activities

Comment: Southland Cricket Association (SCA) requests increased funding for capital works, and 
increased maintenance from ICC for the Cricket Grounds at Queens Park Invercargill.   SCA provides 
all levels and aspects of the game of cricket throughout Invercargill and Southland.   SCA are based 
at our Queens Park Pavilion and Indoor Centre with two large adjoining cricket grounds.   The 
pavilion and indoor centre are on leased ICC land, with SCA maintaining the blocks (pitches) and ICC 
maintaining the outfields and surrounding land.      ICC Parks upgraded drainage facilities at the 
grounds in 2015 which provided good improvement, but over recent years the outfields 
maintenance has been limited with continued drainage problems at the North End, not assisted by 
the increased tree line causing significant shade. Poor topdressing and fertiliser programmes have 
contributed to continued overall outfield problems.  On 18th to 21st March 2021, a scheduled first 
class game between Volts and Auckland Aces was delayed and later cancelled due to weather and 
obvious outfield problems in a significant area of the Queens Park ground – these problems were 
identified in subsequent articles in the Southland Time and Otago Daily Times. Following this event, 
New Zealand Cricket have now withdrawn Queens Park status as a first class ground, and no further 
games will be scheduled for Queens Park until various work is completed on the outfield.     Since 
this event we have seen improvement in work being undertaken by ICC staff but they appear limited 
by financial constraints.   We request ICCs urgent assistance in contributing funds to assist Queens 
Park regaining its first class cricket status and the return of first class games.    

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Email: info@southalive.org.nz - Website: southalive.org.nz - facebook.com/SouthAlive 

262 Ness Street, Appleby – Invercargill - P.O. Box 7055 - Phone:  218 6882   

South Invercargill Urban Rejuvenation Charitable Trust 

Submission to Invercargill City Council – Long Term Plan 2021 

Contact Name: Courtney Ellison 

Organisation: South Alive (South Invercargill Urban Rejuvenation Charitable Trust) 

Address: 262 Ness Street, Invercargill 9812 

Email: info@southalive.org.nz 

Phone: 03 2186882 

I would like to speak on my submission: Yes 

Submission: 

South Alive is a community-led development organisation focused on the revitalisation of South 

Invercargill. We engage with the people of South Invercargill throughout the year to understand what it 

is they want for their community and through the efforts of our volunteers run a number of projects and 

events to try and achieve our mission that “empowered by our strengths as a community, we will build a 

place to live and work that engenders pride and inspires us”. The South Invercargill area has a 

population of approximately 18,000 people, which is about one third of the Invercargill population.   

We wish to submit to the Invercargill City Council the following matters for consideration as part of the 

Long Term Plan 2021.  

Infrastructure Upgrades 

South Alive continues to request and advocate for the equitable investment across the city in 

infrastructure. The Roadmap to Renewal is heavily focused on the city centre and while the importance 

of the development of this area is acknowledged, we wish to ensure that the investment in this area is 

not to the detriment of other areas of the city such as South Invercargill. For many in the South 

Invercargill community getting into the city centre is difficult for financial or physical reasons therefore it 

is important that there remains sufficient investment in the South Invercargill area. There are areas in 
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South Invercargill Urban Rejuvenation Charitable Trust 

 
South Invercargill which we repeatedly hear comments from our community about where investment is 

required.  Some particular examples are set out below.  

Improvements to Russell Square  

An area that is frequently raised in our community engagement is the need to further develop Russell 

Square to include a fence around the playground area, in particular on the boundary with Elles Road. 

This is important for the safety of our tamariki using the play equipment, especially the younger children 

who can quickly get out on to what is a very busy road. We understand this is an issue the parks 

department are aware of and planning to address, but we wanted to note this as a priority. We also 

receive a lot of comments around the need for public toilets at this park and more recently the trees 

along the boundary with Elles Road are creating some safety concerns with the leaves falling and 

creating a slip hazard. These were trimmed some years ago, but need to be done again.  

 

Footpaths 

We note the ‘Roadmap to Renewal’ document outlines the intent to make it easier and safer for people 

to walk and cycle. This therefore requires that the quality of the footpaths is upgraded and that those 

areas with the poorest quality of foot path are prioritised.  Accessibility is important especially with our 

ageing population, and the use of mobility scooters, wheelchairs, or walkers. We also request that 

priority be given to areas such as the South Invercargill History Trail which we are currently developing 

to ensure the footpaths along that trail are of a good, safe, accessible standard.   

 

Proposed changes to the rating system 

We note that the proposed changes to the rating system mean households with lower property values 

than average will pay a lower proportion of the total rates. We support these proposed changes as they 

will likely assist many in the South Invercargill community where property values are generally lower 

and the deprivation rates are much higher (see table below). Any reduction in financial pressure in this 

area is therefore supported.  
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South Invercargill Deprivation Measures   
2018 New Zealand Census; NZ Deprivation Index 2018    

Area 
Deprivation 

score 

Access to 
Internet (all 
population) 

Access to 
cellphone/ 

mobile phone 
(all 

population)   

Invercargill City 
6 

(average) 80.3% 91.5%   
      
Crinan 10 65.5% 83.6%   
Georgetown 9 76.4% 89.8%   
Kew 10 71.0% 89.6%   
Newfield 7 79.7% 91.0%   
Strathern 9 72.2% 86.8%   
Elizabeth Park 9 81.9% 91.0%   
Aurora 9 80.8% 94.2%   
Moulson 9 79.1% 93.0%   
Kingswell 8 77.5% 92.7%   
Clifton 9 76.4% 94.3%   
      

NZ Deprivation Index indicators (used to determine an average deprivation score 
for each SA2 geographic unit):  

- People with no access to the internet at home    
- People aged 18 - 64 receiving a means tested benefit    
- People living in equivalised households with income below an income threshold  
- People aged 18 - 64 unemployed     
- People aged 18 - 64 without any qualifications    
- People not living in own home     
- People aged < 65 living in single parent family    
- People living in equivalised households below a bedroom occupancy threshold  
- People in dwellings that are always damp and/or always have mould greater than A4 size 
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Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the Invercargill City Council Long Term Plan ‘Roadmap to 

Renewal’.  

 

Beryl Wilcox    Courtney Ellison 

Chair, South Alive   Community Development and Operations Manager   
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 2

Name Unnamed 

Organisation

Location Unknown

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: Not Tay St too windy. Elsewhere yes

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Complete rebuild in Queens Park

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Go ahead

Other plans and activities

Comment: Go ahead

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 4

Name Information not supplied

Organisation

Location Information not supplied

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: A new museum retaining the pyramid shape and kept on the same site.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 5

Name Patricia Dennis

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Get Anderson House re-opened! All excuses have been exhausted.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: My preference is for a NEW museum & art gallery ON THE SITE OF THE CURRENT 
MUSEUM. Access is important for young & old & He Waka Tuia site is too hard to access. It is a waste 
of money and should not be further supported.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby is an important winter activity for many Southlanders, either as players or as 
observers, and a grandstand is required for big games. Part of the demise of rugby in Southland is 
due to rugby park not being available for club games through the winter. All currently unused land 
surrounding the terrace should be utilised for payed carparking.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: [tick]  (A bit worrying that the roadmap heads off into oblivion)

Other plans and activities

Comment: [tick][tick]  (A bit worrying that the roadmap heads off into oblivion)
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: [tick]

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 6

Name Jackie Knight

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I prefer to see less cars and more open spaces. One way streets - no traffic at all.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Museum and Art Gallery worked because it was multi facet ie cafe, art gallery, NZ shop, i 
site, changing displays etc. Also close proximity to Queens Park and Art House Theatre. But I still 
support an arts and creative centre (central city). 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: It needs more flexibility than just a rugby park!

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I like it! Very explanatory and covers the main areas of interest and its future. A gold star!

Other plans and activities

Comment: I put my trust in the council! Re water Roads and Transport Stormwater and sewerage. I 
like it! Very explanatory and covers the main areas of interest and its future. A gold star!

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: I support council decisions.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I live in Windsor and share a ''cross lease driveway''. This is a bit apprehensive ie rates 
increase! Share out the cost of services.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 7

Name Judy Peters

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Much the best option in my view. Great ambience and wonderful services. Invercargill is 
not the same without it.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I am seeing an insidious subtle implementation of UN Agenda 21-30 taking place by 
stealth - Council Beware and citizens too.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Oreti River is an unreliable source for our water. We have many large aquafers near by 
and a strong team of competent dowsers could steer Council in a safer, cleaner, more reliable 
direction.I am seeing an insidious subtle implementation of UN Agenda 21-30 taking place by stealth 
- Council Beware and citizens too.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 8

Name Barry Benjamin Keen

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Excellent centre for gatherings. Would love to see a "play" area in the city centre. 
Parking? Would like mall in Esk Street

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Museum MUST open again. Would pay additional rate increase for this to happen. Out 
family miss the museum so much - please keep in the present location - do not shift it!!

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Would be available for rugby. We do have other venues. Reduction in seating would be 
ok.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Anderson Park needs to be re-opened. It is very sad to see it not used. Surrey Park 
grandstand could be renewed. Don't worry about additional pool at Splash Palace or Arts & 
Creativity until museum & Anderson Park are open!!

Other plans and activities

Comment: Climate change will manage itself. What about roads in the suburbs as well as the city? 
Need to maintain stormwater and sewerage pipes. Does Environment Southland need such a huge 
staff? Waste transfer station is very good and we use it frequently and pay. Anderson Park needs to 
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be re-opened. It is very sad to see it not used. Surrey Park grandstand could be renewed. Don't 
worry about additional pool at Splash Palace or Arts & Creativity until museum & Anderson Park are 
open!!

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Don't mind paying rates if money is spent wisely e.g. opening museum and Anderson 
Park and improving central city. Rate increase of 2% is acceptable but many older people struggle to 
pay more. Covid and Tiwai closure are a concern. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Businesses may pay more but rural people often have no water laid on, no sewerage, no 
footpaths or lights and pay for wheelie bin services.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 9

Name Kathleen Eleanor Obers

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: While I like the intentions proposed for Esk, Don, & Kelvin Streets I have issues about 
proposals for Tay & Dee Streets (main highways).  Tay Street is a wind tunnel, not suited for seating 
and proposed greenway. Esk & Don Streets more suited - try further down Esk St, near the St John's 
church & old lawn bowls greens. Already beautiful trees in St John's church grounds (shelter) also 
put greenway activities within the new city build (no wind / weather issues).

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We have been too long without museum & art gallery. It's the heart and soul of our 
cultural heritage of our city sitting in the best park within New Zealand. Just ensure that it is 
accessible for everyone - disabled persons, young mums with babies and us who are aging fast. A 
great educational resource has been unavailable for too long.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: (Venue)  Only if this park is to be utilised by many and not just rugby. In the past was a 
great venue for "marching" pipe band competitions, school sports days, relay for life. It's a 
community park.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Really focussed targeting on projects that matter to our community - for our people one 
and all. Would be great to improve Anderson House a great house gifted to our city. We need to love 
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& restore as our main Art Gallery and reinstate the "cafe" within. Look forward to seeing Play Space 
plans - accessible and interactive.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Pleased to see the council is on board with the governments "Three Waters reform". Also 
the awareness around climate change - how we as a community can work together on this. Roads & 
transport and making it safer for walkers, cyclists, mobility scooters, wheelchair users - and can E-
scooters go into cycle lanes.Really focussed targeting on projects that matter to our community - for 
our people one and all. Would be great to improve Anderson House a great house gifted to our city. 
We need to love & restore as our main Art Gallery and reinstate the "cafe" within. Look forward to 
seeing Play Space plans - accessible and interactive.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Continue to be watchful and prudent with income from our rates. The pie chart on pg21 
provides a great picture of what our rates go to.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I like the plans to make this fairer to all - balancing who benefits from a service and who 
pays for it.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 11

Name Kathleen Dale Gaines

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: ICC council. You have been elected to make the decisions on the elector's behalf. Stop 
throwing back to us. Get on and do YOUR JOB. If we don't like it you will find out at the next election.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: The long running saga of City Councillors unable to do the job they were elected to do. 
Don't keep pushing decisions you are supposed to make back to the people. A complete waste of 
time and WORSE money.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: City Councillors. You have been elected to make decisions on the people behalf. Stop 
throwing the decision making back to the people. Just do your job! We will tell you at election time if 
we like or don't like your ability to do your job.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I think council is currently unable to do its job properly. So they keep passing it back to 
the people. Just do your job. We will tell you at election time if you are a worthwhile councillor.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Why is it that council is unable to properly discuss what the projects are. If they are 
necessary. If they are affordable. If they are in the best interests of the ratepayer. Why is it that 
council want to take the sage option by passing it all back to the ratepayer. I think council is 
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currently unable to do its job properly. So they keep passing it back to the people. Just do your job. 
We will tell you at election time if you are a worthwhile councillor.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: It seems to me that very few councillors are able to make decisions in behalf of the 
Invercargill ratepayer. Isn't that why they put their name forward to be elected? Maybe they are not 
capable. If not move over and let the capable do the job.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I don't understand the proposed changes to the way we are rated. Council needs to keep 
spending to within a budget that is manageable. Constant rate increases are crippling for many. The 
majority will get an increase. Typical.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 12

Name Colin Anderson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: I do not support any of the proposals for the Southland Museum and Art Gallery outlined 
in the Roadmap to Renewal.   The case for a new museum  Fix up the old one or build a new one?  
The current museum and art gallery needs considerable work to bring it up to a standard where it 
can be reopened to the public. The cost to do this is currently unknown but will be considerable 
along with the prospect that it is incredibly difficult to foresee  what might be uncovered when any 
work is undertaken. A case point is the, temporary Museum and Art Gallery, He Waka Tuia where 
the initial cost estimates were substantially exceeded. Another factor that must be considered is 
that the collections will need to be removed and stored while strengthening takes place then 
reinstated.  The collection cannot stay in the building while renovations are done due to the risk of 
damage by dust, vibration, weather tightness and of course work needing to be done in the storage 
area. Removing and storing the collection will be a major exercise. Firstly finding a suitable location 
where climate control of 20c temperature and 50% humidity can be maintained. It will also need to 
be very secure as the extensive firearms collection and other valuable collection items and art works 
need security. Secondly is also the major logistics issue to consider and the need to ensure items are 
insured and not damaged in transit.  The case for a green field approach is compelling. At least two 
possible sites are available including adjacent to the current museum (my preference), inner city in 
Wachner Place using council owned property and there may be other options. A site adjacent to the 
current museum (the old tennis courts) has already had some investigation and this information 
could be used for a new development.  When i questioned Wayne Harper on information he placed 
in the public arena, he gave me the following - '' the figures do stack up and if anything are on the 
high side. I used the most recent Rawlinsons Quanity Surveyor website which I subscribe to and they 
have museums with  full HVAC etc at $4500 per m2, with demolition required I increased this to 
$6000 per m2. The current museum is just over 500m2 so I have also been generous by allowing 
600m2 for the new site. As a comparison Dunedin last week approved a new library of 160m2 for 
$11m = $6800 per m2 compared to over $10000 m2 for refurbishment.  If the demolition cost is 
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removed by using the site adjacent to the current museum then the cost is lower still. I have not 
seen anyone dispute these figures. These figures would need to be updated depending on the time 
frame for the new build as of course would any figures used for refurbishment.    A new build would 
allow for some exciting new options to be considered. Whilst there is a lot of nostalgia for the old 
museum and art gallery, the reality is that it is an old building that at best will still only be 67% of the 
New Building Standards. To build a new museum adjacent to the old one will allow for the old one to 
be used as a storage facility while the new one is built then it is a simple matter to transfer items to 
the new build when completed. The old museum can still be functional as a regional storage facility.  
Funding of course is always a major consideration. Attracting funders requires an innovative 
approach that captures the publics imagination and offers much more than just reinstating more of 
the same. Put yourself in the place of a funder, what would you rather fund.  Why would you spend 
more money fixing up an old building to 67% of the new building standards when it is cheaper to 
build a new one that meets 100% if the new building standards  

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 13

Name Kameel Medcalf

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey Park more for children so ahead implement things for youth to keep them off the 
streets and holidays.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: No Bluff renewal. Do nothing. No additional to pool.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Poor undervalue some properties.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 14

Name Alexander Reko Hesselin

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Just a start. Begin to look at the total CBD block & give equal merit to all the streets in 
this area. Combine shelter & smaller gathering spaces relating to the sun & including planting. More 
positive town planning.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Firstly - name change to SOUTHLAND MUSEUM.  Secondly. Do proper research into what 
is really necessary for the city & province & come up with a project that meets all these 
requirements for now plus the future.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: If handled correctly this could become the main gathering sport for the city.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Just a start. A lot of research & planning - proper planning to be done to create a more 
pedestrianised centre, with more thought to sun & shelter, more tree planting plus a central 
gathering space, to suit over population. More Town Planning.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Just a start. A lot of research & planning - proper planning to be done to create a more 
pedestrianised centre, with more thought to sun & shelter, more tree planting plus a central 
gathering space, to suit over population. More Town Planning.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 15

Name Lyn Henry

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Need community meeting places ie intimate squares / courtyards. Not 1 big playground

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: Prefer NEW build on site OR separate art centre / storage at old Farmers building, & the 
preferred option of SMAG refurbishment. He Waka Tuia = COMMUNITY GALLERY

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: [user has ticked both "other option" and "do nothing"]    MINIMUM spend on this. We 
have Surrey Park, stadium, playing fields & reserves thru city

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Go for it EXCEPT Rugby Park. INCENTIVISE businesses into city centre, rather than 
outlying developments. Think SUSTAINABILITY and CARBON NEUTRALITY.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Roads/transport/water  mitigate runoff thru stormwater system by incentivising 
rainwater tanks/households for garden & car washing to slow down runoff.  Climate change effects 
should be HIGH on priorities.  Our streetscape is OUR TREASURE. Enforce strengthening old buildings 
rather than ignoring them, demolishing.  GET RECYCLING SORTED.Go for it EXCEPT Rugby Park. 
INCENTIVISE businesses into city centre, rather than outlying developments. Think SUSTAINABILITY 
and CARBON NEUTRALITY.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: [tick]

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: [tick]
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 16

Name Dave Griffiths

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Helpful

Other plans and activities

Comment: Rugby Park: Demolish existing buildings. Retain memorial gates. Redevelop site to 
provide more parking for Splash Palace & bus parking for Girls High School. Retain one mowed area 
for general recreation. Landscape areas boundary.   Develop multi-use sports field at Surrey Park 
complexHelpful

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: City Streetscape:   Leave Tay Street Duel traffic lane. Leave Done Street one way existing. 
Pedestrian foot traffic only, from Dee to the existing underground car park at S.I.T. and Flight Centre 
Building.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Museum:  Demolish existing building. Build new museum and art gallery on the existing 
site.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 17

Name Charles Hay

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: The council seem hellbent on spending money on unnecessary ideas. If you want a 
playground go to the park. I am not sure where it would be but there must be foot traffic and 
vehicles in close proximity. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: The museum was meant to be in dire straights years. Nearly every in the world has a 
museum except us. I think that it is disgraceful to spend 40-52 million on something that appears 
structurally sound. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby Park from my perspective is a necessity. Anything that generates income should be 
a priority look at how successful other similar venues are. Rugby is our national sport so its a must. 
Its a great stadium refurbish it use it and lease it to any organisation that meets lending criteria.   

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: One day the council will realize that they should build up some resrenues instead of 
relying on the public to fund their considerable expenditure. If the council change the in rating 
system most properties have some access to council services so regardless of property value we 
should pay approximately the same ICC and Ennvironment South land rates are becoming a burden 
for many property owners. I appreciate that you have engaged consultants and engineers opinions 
for the buildings in question. Andersons Park and museum water tower rugby park and they all seem 
to have stood the test of time. My only concern about completing a submission is that you as the 
council may have already made your decision on this plan. I have difficulty with your use of the word 
estimate because it could generate a budget blowout. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 18

Name Barbara Gillian Clark

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: 1. Position within Queens Park, the city's "natural great treasure"  2. Availability of 
parking for all mobilities  3. A native/history package providing various physical / mental activities 
within a manageable area  4. museum shop provided great opportunities for local artists and crafts-
people to display / sell work of a fine standard

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: Mixed feelings  1. Have the users for the Park been determined?  2. Have issues of hire 
been dealt with?  3. Is Rugby Park actually a good name? Reflective of use?!

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 1. Anderson House, an important part of our history also provides garden, play areas, 
picnic areas, walks and its restoration to use of grounds and buildings - important for locals and 
visitors.

Other plans and activities

Comment: I am perturbed that the I-Site has disappeared. The internet does not have all the 
answers. I gather the librarians are acting in an ad-hoc role - not good enough as their professional 
training is in other areas. Invercargill might not meet the true definition of a city any longer but as 
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the biggest urban hub it has a responsibility for both CITY and PROVINCE.1. Anderson House, an 
important part of our history also provides garden, play areas, picnic areas, walks and its restoration 
to use of grounds and buildings - important for locals and visitors.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I am happy to pay the rates necessary for the efficient provision of vital infrastructure 
and for those facilities such as sporting and cultural ones which make city living pleasant. Rugby Park 
and City Council Administration Building refurbishment should be put on hold or be deferred and at 
the bottom of the list for renewal.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 19

Name Sarah Wilson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Urban playspaces are a big reason why I enjoy other cities like Wellington and 
Christchurch. More indoor spaces would be great.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Invercargill really needs a museum and it is disappointing it has taken so long to reopen. 
But I feel it is worth considering other locations in the city centre.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Having a flexible events venue sounds like a good idea.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Great plan.

Other plans and activities

Comment: #NAME?Great plan.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 20

Name Angie Hopkinson

Organisation

Location Bluff

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Play opportunities in our city is a key step forward in planning and I applaud this plan

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Bluff Tourism Masterplan should not be seen as a golden egg.  It is a great document but 
allow the community to lead the way and focus on strengthening that too, our beauty is very pure, 
impressive and authentic. I support pools as key recreation places but Bluff Pool could be looked at 
to assist with other uses too.  Bluff is 20 minutes away.  The same consideration needs to be made 
Invercargill to Bluff. 8.2 million to Splash Palace when Bluff Pool is in need of capital too. Depends on 
the business case.

Other plans and activities

Comment: I look forward to seeing what improvements in parks and reserves look like. JG Ward 
Reserve in Bluff is overdue for some planning and consideration. Bluff Tourism Masterplan should 
not be seen as a golden egg.  It is a great document but allow the community to lead the way and 
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focus on strengthening that too, our beauty is very pure, impressive and authentic. I support pools 
as key recreation places but Bluff Pool could be looked at to assist with other uses too.  Bluff is 20 
minutes away.  The same consideration needs to be made Invercargill to Bluff. 8.2 million to Splash 
Palace when Bluff Pool is in need of capital too. Depends on the business case.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Re: net debt, now is the time to borrow if required. Spaced to load over the lifetime of 
the infrastructure. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I support the shift towards reducing targetted rates.  I support changing rating 
differentials and sharing the cost of services
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 21

Name Nina Mae Head

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I miss the museum and art gallery. I want to see it re-opened in its current site asap.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I like the fact that the council puts basic services first before taking on extra projects.

Other plans and activities

Comment: I like the fact that the council puts basic services first before taking on extra projects.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 22

Name Ian Wilsto Wildey

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: We need a safe place for people to gather. Safe for both young and old

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The history behind the pyramid shape. Being at Queens Park adds value to both. Better 
disabled access and more "hands on" experiences would be great. Keep He Waka Tuia as an ever 
changing Art/Exhibition Gallery.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Yes keep Rugby Park upgraded but also make it a multi-purpose venue

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Very positive. Yes it will cost but we must keep our "Friendly City" a vibrant place

Other plans and activities

Comment: We need to keep our city moving but not too many projects all at once.  Is it possible to 
do something about the derelict and untidy residential properties to help make this area attractive 
tooVery positive. Yes it will cost but we must keep our "Friendly City" a vibrant place
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 23

Name Linda Loose

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Otepuni Stream would be a better choice, it is outdoors but near town. Have hired 
paddle boats. Also i think the money would be better spent upgrading playgrounds in Invercargill 
and providing armenties at these playgrounds i.e Russell Square, Elizabeth Park  and Waverley Park. 
People shop in town, they dont cart their children around to play areas in the rain. On sunny days 
parents go to playgrounds.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Restore the Southland Museum and use it as a museum only. No extra space will be 
necessary. Use the already renovated new museum in town as an art gallery for contemporary art. 
Use Anderson Park for historic art. Create a wildlife park for native animals eg  tuatara, kakapo and 
aquarium attached. Improve the Bluff shipping museum, include all water aspects eg have 
sponsored waka events.  Donovan park could be used as a modern working museum for agriculture 
and pasture and sometimes toy boat races.   

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Invercargill needs a facility to cater for outdoor events.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: The rating system is fair. The urban play centre will be poorly used as too difficult for 
parents to navigate with children, easier to have playground at Otepuni. The art galleries have to be 
organised better. Splash Palace does not need another pool, but it does need a better diving pool 
and baby pool area. The water tower needs to be restored. 
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Other plans and activities

Comment: Water and waste have been carefully considered. I would like to see more consideration 
of pedestrians particularly those with walking frames or prams and those on scooters or e-bikes. A 
transportation system using all the vast green belt areas could be up-dated and extended where 
necessary. It is important those areas are safe.  The rating system is fair. The urban play centre will 
be poorly used as too difficult for parents to navigate with children, easier to have playground at 
Otepuni. The art galleries have to be organised better. Splash Palace does not need another pool, 
but it does need a better diving pool and baby pool area. The water tower needs to be restored. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: The rates are fair. Council have thought of everyone.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: It is fair and needs to be done until peoples circumstances are more egalitarian. 
Particularly first home buyers or those who can only afford one, inexpensive home, need this rating 
system.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 24

Name Anne McCracken

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Get on with "it"

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: No more talking - do it!

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Achievable with a cohesive, balanced council with an IMPROVED level of leadership, 
which is currently a "conn"!

Other plans and activities

Comment: Get on with it! Leadership and delegation of authority to achieve outcomesAchievable 
with a cohesive, balanced council with an IMPROVED level of leadership, which is currently a "conn"!

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: It will hurt many who want a free ride for everything

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Achievable - successive councils have put TOO much on hold - [illegible] for many reasons 
time for the elected including Mayor to make the plans be implemented and work. Leadership the 
"key"
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 25

Name Margaret Bailee

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Council have spent enough money researching this so hopefully it will be a positive 
outcome.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Just get on with strengthening it so public can once again access it and enjoy it - present 
building is iconic - the other one is a joke.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Sell it - huge elephant in the room, hardly used so not worth keeping in its present form.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Great, thanks for trying to get the public to respond. Please print out the stats for how 
many have submitted their thoughts.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Museum - just get on with fixing the present one it is iconic - the new one is pathetic - a 
total waste of money. Present site is ideal - just do it.   Water Tower and Anderson House - two more 
iconic Invercargill sites - spend money now and let public access them.  Close Rugby Park and sell the 
land - it is not financially viable to keep it.  Great, thanks for trying to get the public to respond. 
Please print out the stats for how many have submitted their thoughts.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Quite reasonable forecasting for the future seems sound.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I accept rate changes have to happen to fund keeping the city functioning. Council will 
always be commented on negatively for increasing rates but it needs to happen.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 26

Name Mervyn Desmond Gillick

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: Construction of Stage 2 should be deferred for 5 years until the effect of Tiwai closure is 
known on:  - the unemployment in Invercargill  - home values [?]  - empty houses

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 27

Name William Bruce Clearwater

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: There are enough play areas now and at night it will become another vandal hangout & 
be wrecked

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Strengthen pyramid to make it safer. Do not build a new museum. There is only 50,000 
people here and not likely to ever be more

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby Park area should be used by other sports, NOT exclusively by rugby. Rugby 
Southland should be paying for rental & maintenance. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Pie in the sky, scrap the Arts project, and work with S.I.T. on their projects. Don't proceed 
with additional pool.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Don't waste money on the Water Tower. Nobody has ever been able to access tower, to 
any extent.  Bluff needs looking after, tourism projects & general spruce up.  We need to keep 
replacement up on our infrastructure as you are at present. Well done!  Water projects must 
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proceed.  I would like to see more Disability parking in the CBDPie in the sky, scrap the Arts project, 
and work with S.I.T. on their projects. Don't proceed with additional pool.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Don't bleed us dry not everyone has deep pockets. With Tiwai closing there will be less 
big income workers to pay extravagant rates.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Businesses should pay more rates, but not so much as to retrench. Water meters should 
be considered for all commercial properties.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 29

Name Bruce & Denise Halligan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Get on with it please. I submitted on a new museum / redevelopment proposal in 2007!

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Looks reasonable

Other plans and activities

Comment: Agree. A lot of this is non-sexy infrastructure work but it needs to happen. It would be 
good to see more equity of service delivery between north and south Invercargill standards of 
roading and footpath & reserve maintenance in south Invercargill seems way lower than north 
Invercargill.Looks reasonable

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Ok with this

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Ok with this
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 30

Name Geena Bragg

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Keep the seal

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 31

Name Nola Hardy

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Looking to the future  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I like the concept, keep the pyramid roof it is unique. Plenty of parking and cars/bikes/ e 
scooters. Make room to preserve history which i chat to my great grandchildren about, coal ranges, 
old telephones , wooden rolling pins. History of how my forebearers walked from Riverton behind a 
dray to Manapouri.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Fix it, then pass back to Southland Rugby. I believe all sports bodies should be able to 
support themselves raise their own money. We did it in the past - why not now!! i know - i did it for 
myself and my family and i still play sport and support and raise money for my club.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Anderson Park - a beautiful home all residents/ratepayers should be proud of. Take 
families for picnics walks in the bush - enjoy the gardens have a cuppa, lunch etc and enjoy the art. I 
miss that. I wouldnt let my home go to wreck and ruin like our council has. A gift is a gift and should 
be treasured.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Anderson Park - a beautiful home all residents/ratepayers should be proud of. Take 
families for picnics walks in the bush - enjoy the gardens have a cuppa, lunch etc and enjoy the art. I 
miss that. I wouldnt let my home go to wreck and ruin like our council has. A gift is a gift and should 
be treasured.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 32

Name Elizabeth Margaret Harrison

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: I would like to see Esk Street turned into a pedestrian precinct. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: I would like the grounds to be used for more low cost housing

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Happy with council plans

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Not happy with the increase to rates - there should be a discount if you are a single 
person
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: No comment
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 33

Name Unknown

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Limit amount on play area. Please do not narrow our streets

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Want work in city centre Parking? Best near park.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Little more cost for longer future. This facility should be used more often

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Please no more projects until the present ones are completed and working well. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: ok
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 34

Name Martyn Grace

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Increasing cycleways and pedestrian friendly areas and corridoors makes sense.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: $52 million!! To fix it!?? How about we do it properly with a fresh start

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Fix it, use it

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Generally positive

Other plans and activities

Comment: Roading: Mary St / Tay Street intersection needs improved pedestrian crossing point.   
Climate change: It's real we need to do more to limit CO2 and CH4, and the results of it.Generally 
positive

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Less debt is better  Not happy with the uncertain 35% revinue
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Seems good
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 35

Name Steve Watt

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: People are lazy, they don't want to spend time walking around town. Who wants an 
empty "play space"

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: Put up a notice saying that it is an earthquake risk, start using it again, we all know the 
building is stronger than what you say!

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: It's probably the one thing we can afford

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Far too ambitious in the current climate, people are struggling financially. Just stick to the 
critical infrastructure needs.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Far too ambitious in the current climate, people are struggling financially. Just stick to the 
critical infrastructure needs.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 37

Name N/A

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Rubbish! Invercargill is an older group and must have a car to access to shop. Our 
weather governs the way we go out - how many days in a year can we sit outside? Tay & Dee Street 
corner is the worst ever place to walk, let alone sit... Get real council.  Parking for the cars close to 
the shops etc, is priority please.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We loved our museum - we took all our friends there to have a cuppa! A real shame now. 
Top priority.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: We are in our 80's. Born & lived in Southland & love it, don't try and make us a copy of 
Christchurch. Gosh how the rates money is being wasted - grrr.

Other plans and activities

Comment: We are in our 80's. Born & lived in Southland & love it, don't try and make us a copy of 
Christchurch. Gosh how the rates money is being wasted - grrr.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 38

Name Jayne Scarlet

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Pleased to see iconic landmarks being made good

Other plans and activities

Comment: These are services that are always on goingPleased to see iconic landmarks being made 
good

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Done agree with charges for services not supplied at the tesidence
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Not sure about increase charges for Otatara - no discussions around lighting, drainage or 
transportation
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 39

Name Lincoln Harrison

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Highest priority. The city needs a core area to congregate. Young people in other centres 
resonate with having an entertaining area. This will make Invercargill more appealing for young 
professionals and business people as well, especially if there are good places to eat and night life 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: While arts and culture are important to the community, this personally is not seen as a 
major part of my personal life or other peoples. 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Short term proposition. Mid term something more substantial and better needs to be 
arranged that is genuinely multi use.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: The central city master space etc needs to be prioritised and occur as soon as practically 
possible in order to create a good core CBD for business and encouraging further use. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: General R&M that is required as needed.  Targeted cycling could be good for those that 
are interested. Need to consider wind direction and climate to make this more user friendly too. The 
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central city master space etc needs to be prioritised and occur as soon as practically possible in order 
to create a good core CBD for business and encouraging further use. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Why can’t the super fund be engaged with debentures of sorts to fund some projects? Or 
to JV something? They have openly stated their capability and willingness to do so. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Not sure why farming is getting charged a larger portion of rates for town facilities usage. 
Yes the farmers will use town facilities. However for the entire farm value or size, the sole family or 
two will be disproportionately be covering facility usage than say a residential user in town that may 
use them more anyway
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 40

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: take way too long. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: I don’t know why it ever shut!

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Na

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Don’t understand why we get increased rate as not much service out my way part from 
spray some weed killer on my side of the road. $2000+ a year would buy you truck load of that. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Few thousand a month for tax should be enough for you guys doing all that “plan” you 
like. I don’t appreciate to know that swimming raise the price as I thought everyone’s tax paid to 
build it.Don’t understand why we get increased rate as not much service out my way part from spray 
some weed killer on my side of the road. $2000+ a year would buy you truck load of that. 

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Lost my word when I see that 110% increase. No plan for our local area to change at all. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: It is rubbish! We already pay way too much for what service we getting. What the extra 
money get us? Sewage tank get emptied every year? Rubbish service? No more rural delivery fee?
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 41

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission  
No:  42 

Name  Earle D L Foster 

Organisation  

Location Invercargill 

Heard   

 

City Centre  

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play) 

Comment:  

 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery 

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location) 

Comment: This response must firstly be reinforced with the following capitalized entreaty: WE DO 
NOT WANT THIS BUILDING TO BE MOVED INTO THE CITY LIMITS. The somewhat ludicrous notion 
that a  could 
implement a life-altering decision of this immoral magnitude only compounds the calamity of the 
situation. And the fact that the  

apparently weren't even aware they officially owned the premises until their 
  undisputable proof within the 

archives, and one could have the makings for a dark comedy version of a Monty Python sketch.   
While those with the biggest mouths and slimiest dispositions are probably more than capable of 
hoodwinking the hapless overseers they must require major nasal surgery from the implanted stud 
rings with chains, your constantly put-down populace are not so easily deceived. This whole 
childishly pathetic charade resulted from an all too obvious realisation that you don't have nearly 
enough clientele to accommodate your [illegible] constructed white elephant in downtown 
Invercargill. Instead of continually prattling Public Relationship crap, how about some bonafide 
statistical jargon? Or is the truth truly extraterrestrial to conceive within these hallowed halls?  
Perhaps an American touch needs to be introduced upon those who downright refuse to resign, in 
order to uphold democracy. 

 

Rugby Park 

Option: Do nothing 

Comment:  
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Roadmap to Renewal 

Comment:  

 

Other plans and activities 

Comment: Whilst the idealistic desire to constructively improve the streetscape and overall city 
safety primarily via the roading component is nothing short of commendable, your average 
miraculously consulted citizen cannot stress enough the ensured capability to productively and 
reassuringly traverse the aforementioned transportation avenues.  Past undertaken roading (and 
even water and accompanying sewerage) maintenance has been routinely and cavalierly applied 
with a consistent "sticking plaster" mentality, with many such projects drastically going over 
previously announced completion dates (this faltering timekeeping trait occurred way before the 
residual appearance of everyone's less than favourite pandemic Covid-19).   Just recently yours truly 
had the marvellous misfortune to personally witness (amongst various other inquisitive spectators) 
yet another head-on vehicular collision within the city centre limits. That inglorious manufactured 
carnage served to remind me of current cognitive ruminations regarding restricting traffic access 
within a major main street. Given New Zealand's historically abysmal track record for road safety, I 
therefore shudder to visually conceive the visceral potential for both automobile devaluation and 
perhaps further cancellation of life.   Compounding loss of life with quite possibly loss of decent 
sanitary upkeeping and independent integrity and transparency, one can also only pray that any 
further investigation and active and financially motivated implementation associated with the 
"Rubbish and recycling" category does clearly not result in another melodramatic and equally 
catastrophic debacle like the Wastenet tendering contract.  It was all too painfully obvious that with 
(with minimal exceptions) the vast majority of localised Mayors and councillors never gave a 
continental damnation for the welfare or wellbeing of the citizenry or relevant personnel, being 
more than willing to corruptively whore themselves for an as yet untested and socioeconomically 
dubious new recycling-based corporation. 

 

Plans for finances and rates 

Comment: First and foremost, can you solemnly guarantee that the overall figures portrayed within 
this somewhat hastily cobbled together and distributed documentation are authentically accurate? 
Only just recently the media revealed a gobsmacking 8 million dollar increase to the fundamental 
"Renewal Roadmap" masterplan.  Surely that glaring mathematical inaccuracy will most likely herald 
a major destabilising impact towards future finances and rates implementation. Or has the 
Invercargill City Council steadfastly adopted the brutalistic doctrine displayed towards already 
struggling ratepayers by their indifferent bretheren at the Southland District Council. Namely (and 
I'm admittedly paraphrasing here), "Life is unfair. Rates are unfair. Suck it in, and shut the hell up." 

 

Proposals to change the way we rate 

Comment:  
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 43

Name Glenda O'Rorke

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: Option fine if it has an area like the Margaret mahy playground in Chch. Also more 
covered places for people to have picnics, entertainment etc.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Museum should be opened as soon as possible. need more covered buildings for families 
and more interactive play activities and not just static displays

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: being next door to Splash Palace it should be more useful than at present.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Plenty to ponder on. All those places should be reopened when safe enough for the 
public.

Other plans and activities

Comment: okPlenty to ponder on. All those places should be reopened when safe enough for the 
public.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: ok

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: ok
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 45

Name John Z Robinson 

Organisation

Location Dunedin

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: As a former Hodgesc fellow, I would urge the Council to consider fully funding a new 
facility to house the museum, art  collections and the tuatarium. Such a facility is  necessary  and 
vital  for the cultural well-being of Invercargill and Southland. John Z Robinson 

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 46

Name Andrew Rowland

Organisation Southland Referees Association

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: • We support Councils 'preferred option' for Rugby Park, as set out in the Long-Term 
Plan   • Addressing 'potential' structural issues and undertaking deferred maintenance are essential 
to allow the park to be utilised   • We support the implementation of a management model 
that could maximise the use of this and other major venues.   • The major venues are provincial 
facilities and need to be properly recognised and supported as such.   • Future development of the 
Rugby Park infrastructure needs to be considered in this context.   • For this reason, an 
additional allocation of funding to facilitate consideration of how improvements to the property 
could assist with maximising its use, is recommended as a worthy investment  

Other plans and activities

Comment:
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 47

Name Robert W Evans

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Removing vehicular access to the CBD will create dead zones. I can't walk as far as I used 
to.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: Remove the art gallery part and turn it into an active museum Russell Beck had the right 
idea

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: Pull it down it is an expense the city cannot afford.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: I couldn't find details  of the council's plans on your website

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: It is important to keep infrasctructure up to date but double figure increases in rates for 
some people is not acceptable.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 48

Name Guenther Willisch

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: We don't need it...

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It should never have been closed...not even a second opinion has been asked for...

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Enough money has been spent on it...

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: e.g. we've only made Don St one-way...now you want to reverse it...many $s wasted...the 
new city centre will be another empty concrete monolith...

Other plans and activities

Comment: Looking after infrastructure is important...we used to have the best streets and 
pavements in the country...now look at them...and we need a second water supply...e.g. we've only 
made Don St one-way...now you want to reverse it...many $s wasted...the new city centre will be 
another empty concrete monolith...

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: I don't worry about the costs...what's needed is needed...but we don't need a second 
swimming pool...and definitely no more water slides...

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Water should be paid separately...
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 49

Name Lynette Watkins

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: play not needed/required  Queens park under 10min walk away...  only suitable where 
there is absolutely no traffic -pedestrian mall only  what if parents fail to supervise? drop and leave 
their kids like they already do in many other public builldings eg library, museum (when open), pools 
etc

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Has waited far too long. city devoid of a recreational/cultural space in which to relax, 
have coffee, and socialise with friends.  redeveloped SMAG should be 'the HUB" of both/ all ART and 
museum objects- with Waka Huia as the 'satellite' CBD gallery offering with regularly changing 
exhibits.  Ditch the ugly/unnecessary Art and creativity centre in the shady windtunnel- totally 
unnecessary for a city of this size, and being so close to each other 'incompetition as it were- besides 
SIT is off doing its own thing.  Let SMAG be our Regional Museum and Art Gallery also containing the 
IPAG collection.  The combined model has already proven itself and is the point of difference to 
other cities.  Keep it simple stupid!  What has happened re: Regional Storage issue - document 
contains nothing.  It is relevant to the development of SMAG

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Extra stuff can be done later.  Get it safe and usable now.  We may find we do not need 
to replace lost seating

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: A bit of a pipe dream - the streetscape for hwr devp already been put aside so we cant 
change that.  must do that as minimum.  Urban play unnecessary and ridiculously expensive - not 
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required. A lot of money that does not impact primarily on the majority of the communities health 
and wellbeing.  For a very small proportion of population.  Perhaps there should have been a 
soundproof playspace incorporated into the library for that age group.  Anderson park should go 
ahead - also waiting too long.  Art and creativity SHOULD BE CANNED.  Ridiculous doubling up just 
for having a cbd art offering.  waka huia as satellite to SMAG would be very workable and much 
cheaper over time, and still allows flexibility re leasing of space.  Ridiculous having two large 
offerings within 10min of each other - just not sensible/prudent in current environment.

Other plans and activities

Comment: basic infrastructure needs to be kept up, so ok there.    Transport changes re Parking for 
cars being removed to make way for bikes is crazy!!!  Anyone over a certain age who plans to buy 
anything does so in a vehicle - SAFE, warm and dry and Practical.  I bet all the young mums wont be 
bringing their strollers on bikes to play at the proposed urban space  Civic building renewal - at that 
price - a better option than the white elephant Art and Creativity centre  A bit of a pipe dream - the 
streetscape for hwr devp already been put aside so we cant change that.  must do that as minimum.  
Urban play unnecessary and ridiculously expensive - not required. A lot of money that does not 
impact primarily on the majority of the communities health and wellbeing.  For a very small 
proportion of population.  Perhaps there should have been a soundproof playspace incorporated 
into the library for that age group.  Anderson park should go ahead - also waiting too long.  Art and 
creativity SHOULD BE CANNED.  Ridiculous doubling up just for having a cbd art offering.  waka huia 
as satellite to SMAG would be very workable and much cheaper over time, and still allows flexibility 
re leasing of space.  Ridiculous having two large offerings within 10min of each other - just not 
sensible/prudent in current environment.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates - I think that flattening is good, but 4-5% every year for the next six years is quite a 
stretch for those on fixed /low incomes (many in this city, and on the increase).  Wages are certainly 
NOT going up by this amount every year for the next 5-6 years.     Dont get/understand what the 
changes to way of calculating will do, but getting more suburbs to pay for cbd infrastructure is 
excellent (otatara).    

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: see 9    if increases are more than 5 percent annually - there will be trouble (i see 
mention somewhere of a 7.5 cap?)
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 50

Name Douglas Black

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Too many vacant lots where buildings have been demolished without any planned 
replacements will severely impact the city's appearance. The planned street beautification 
“masterplan” will not disguise this and this proposal should go back to the drawing board for this 
reason. See comments on “Roadmap” below

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The SMAG is THE top priority for the community, more so than the Council is prepared to 
accept. For this reason, the pyramid building needs to be reopened, in accordance with the 
requirements of the Earthquake-prone Buildings regulations in the Building Act (the relevant 
legislation, NOT the Health and Safety Act), within the next few months, essentially as soon as a 
suitably worthwhile exhibition can be staged in an appropriate part of the building.    I support the 
expediture of the proposed preferred option, but the building must be opened quickly with 
strengthening work progressively carried on at the same time elsewhere in the building.    It is 
completely unacceptable that Invercargill should be without its much-loved Museum and Art Gallery 
for almost a decade under the proposed plan.     No further expenditure should be made on Te Waka 
Tuia, which is a totally inadequate substitute for the real thing.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: I support Option 2 and the funding for any further work needs to be secured before it is 
undertaken. 

Roadmap to Renewal
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Comment: This is a misnomer for a patchy plan which will not deliver what it claims.     The impact of 
required Earthquake-prone building work on all buildings owned by the Council (not just those listed 
as “assets” needs to be central to a long-term plan for the city's built environment. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: See 7 aboveThis is a misnomer for a patchy plan which will not deliver what it claims.     
The impact of required Earthquake-prone building work on all buildings owned by the Council (not 
just those listed as “assets” needs to be central to a long-term plan for the city's built environment. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: The Awarua land owned by Council has been a poor investment and needs to be sold to 
help pay for other amenities in the Long Term Plan.  

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I agree with the redistribution of rates contributions as proposed but it is not “fair” to 
require resident in outer suburbs like Kennington to pay for a bus service they will never use.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 52

Name Katrina Robertson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Once i have more detail about it i will be able to comment more

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Didn't agree with any of those options so am proposing another option - completely 
rebuild (because its an old building) the museum at the current site as soon as possible

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Because i can't think of any other options we could use it for have gone with the other 
option. We already have a fantastic multi purpose facility with the stadium

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Definitely think we could make more use of Anderson House - a cafe there would be 
great as it has a fantastic playground - fits in with the play focus for the city. How do the plans for 
Surrey Park fit with Rugby Park - perhaps Surrey Park is the better fit for multi purpose with having 
the Stadium right there.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Stromwater and sewage systems definitely need upgraded to be more environmentally 
friendly in terms of what goes out and what goes in e.g. encourage people to capture rainwater for 
garden useDefinitely think we could make more use of Anderson House - a cafe there would be 
great as it has a fantastic playground - fits in with the play focus for the city. How do the plans for 
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Surrey Park fit with Rugby Park - perhaps Surrey Park is the better fit for multi purpose with having 
the Stadium right there.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 53

Name Michelle Stevenson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Prefer to have some longer term thinking go into this before committing significant 
expenditure

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Support what is proposed
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Support changes to make rating simpler
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 54

Name Colin Robertson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Areas like Queens park are better suited to play - away from traffic noise and the 
confines of a concrete jungle. We should develop ideas best suited to us rather than attempt to copy 
other cities

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: The current buildings are unsuitable and should be demolished and replaced with fit for 
purpose building on the same site. this should be a priority project in order to return to its status as 
a focal pint for families and visitors to the city.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: We should spend enough to ensure Rugby park can be safely utilised in its current form 
given that its suitability is to be reassessed in 15 years.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: The clear and concise Roadmap allows us to voice our opinions on the projects and 
activities Council needs to undertake to maintain our city. It is important to preserve our iconic 
buildings while catering for our growth.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Some items e.g. alternative water supply for the city have been discussed for several 
years. Including them in the plan is good, however we need Council to be more decisive and 
formulate appropriate solutions in a timely manner.The clear and concise Roadmap allows us to 
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voice our opinions on the projects and activities Council needs to undertake to maintain our city. It is 
important to preserve our iconic buildings while catering for our growth.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Regular, modest rates increases are preferable to large infrequent increases. the 
Roadmap details what and when funds are likely to be required and how they will be allocated. 
There may be factors, such as Three Waters that will impact the plan, but it is essential that plans 
are made and implemented in a timely manner.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: The proposed less complex changes are a good method of ensuring costs are spread 
more equitably across properties while enabling more predictable increases for the future.
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A3402156

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 55

Name Shane Blomfield

Organisation Waihopai AFC

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey Park Grandstand. No decision to be made by council until such time as AFC is fully 
informed of all the relevant facts.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 56

Name Joseph Nicholls

Organisation Waihopai AFC

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey Park  Grandstand decision to be put on hold. Waihopai AFC and Athletics 
southland to be fully consulted and relevant information to be supplied to them. Any budgeted 
funding to be safeguarded until fully informed decision made.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate Comment:
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A3402158

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 57

Name Paul Esplin

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: just believe the money is better spent on other projects i:e, Rugby Park or the Surry Park 
Grandstand 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: weather you support rugby or not I believe this venue should be maintained to a high 
standard, as most modern city's their stadium is a jewel in the crown, hosting concerts and various 
sporting games - this should be a priority for icc  

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402162

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 60

Name Shane Harpur

Organisation Waihopai AFC

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: I would like everyone who uses the Surrey park Grandstand - athletics and football club 
to be provided with more info regarding the various options.  Decision to be put on hold. Budgeted 
money to be ringfenced. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402164

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 61

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: We have existing community facilities that are suitable for the purpose of playing.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: A good museum is part of attracting people to our region.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I have been going to Rugby Park since I was a child and some of my fondest memories 
have been watching club and provincial rugby, although even though I consider myself a rugby 
person I recognise the need to utilise Rugby Park as a facility for the community and not just rugby. I 
think the preferred option needs to happen at Rugby Park to allow the community to utilize it as a 
community facility. Also the implementation of a management model that could maximise the use of 
this and other major venues is necessary. The major venues are provincial facilities and need to be 
properly recognised and supported as such. Future development of the Rugby Park infrastructure 
needs to be considered in this context or else this will be a recurring issue. For this reason, an 
additional allocation of funding to facilitate consideration of how improvements to the property 
could assist with maximising its use, is recommended as a worthy investment. Every kid should grow 
up dreaming of playing their chosen sport on Rugby Park and be proud of it.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: We need to get back into Rugby Park ASAP.
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Other plans and activities

Comment: We need to safeguard for the future.We need to get back into Rugby Park ASAP.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Good balance.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: People are happier to cop an increase in rates when they can see the change happening.
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A3402166

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 62

Name Sheila Larsen

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: What is meant by "urban play"? Already enough facilities beside library that is 
uncomfortable to walk thru in that area!!

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Fits in well with Queens Park and activities held there. Better parking than in town. Am 
not impressed with what we have as substitute at moment. It doesn't have the atmosphere to 
attract, or enough displays.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: This is the area for "urban play".

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Well thought out - giving options and likely costs, which will escalate as time goes on.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Money on structures should be first priority.Well thought out - giving options and likely 
costs, which will escalate as time goes on.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Appears to be fairer. I was unable to access my possible rates when I put my address 
though!!

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402168

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 63

Name Chris Jones

Organisation Waihopai AFC

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey park Grandstand. save our clubrooms from demolition and no replacement until 
we know of all the facts.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402169

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 64

Name Corey Fulton

Organisation Waihopai Football Club

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey Park Grandstand. Full consultation and involvement in decision making regarding 
the future of the grandstand. Decision to be put on a hold until this occurs. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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A3402170

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 65

Name John Patterson

Organisation

Location Tuatapere

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Should not have been shut such a waste. issues should have been worked on over time.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Invercargill does need a face lift 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Invercargill does need a face lift 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Keep costs down increases in wages mean nothing to any one if costs increase more as 
this cycles through the economy 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I support a fairer system all should contribute to there expected use/benefit level
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A3402171

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 66

Name Clayotn Gray

Organisation Waihopai Football Club

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey Park Grandstans. Decision parked until all affected groups esp. Waihopai AFC & 
Athletics are consulted fully & involved in the decision making. Budgeted monies to be ringfenced so 
it is not used elsewhere.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402172

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 67

Name Karli Seager

Organisation Waihopai FC

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey park Grandstand I would like any decision deferred until more info is known and 
more consultation has taken place.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402173

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 68

Name Jenny O`Donnell

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402174

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 69

Name CM and AS Dore

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Need to keep constantly upgrading

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Reopen. Spend no more money n the useless waste of space corner Kelvin and Don 
Street. this has been an expensive failure.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Must be saved and maintained and be safe.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Need to get these landmarks restored ASAP.

Other plans and activities

Comment: 3 waters this seems rather vague as does climate change wait and see if government 
wants to change deal with it then. Otherwise get on with what we know.Need to get these 
landmarks restored ASAP.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: We all know that we do not like rates increases however we need to keep increases at a 
reasonable level. Without knowing what these other sources of revenue are no decision is possible.  

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Tel us??
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A3402175

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 70

Name Craig Phillip  Melligan

Organisation Waihopai [Football Club?]

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: I request that a decision on the Surrey Park grandstand be put on hold until all parties 
involved have been fully consulted and relevant background information provided.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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A3402179

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 72

Name Jason Larson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: S. Park Stand. Please don't make any decisions until all options are fully explored and 
discussed with the grand stand users.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate Comment:
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I want to emphasise that I have no vested interest in this matter other than being an ICC
ratepayer.  I don't use the swimming pool and have no dependents who use the swimming
pool.  But as a ratepayer I want to see my rates spent on things that make a long-term
difference - a fence at the top of the cliff rather than an ambulance at the bottom.
 
Thanks
 
David Swann

Bluff
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A3402181

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 74

Name Tony Larson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey Park. The Grandstand decision should be put on hold. Wider consultation is 
needed and more options explored. Waihopai moved here when our clubrooms that we built and 
owned were demolished for the velodrome but the area was not used. Avoid any such short term 
solution.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402183

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 75

Name Marilyn O'Grady

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: The difference between the preferred and other option is minimal in the "in the scheme 
of things"

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Already to much has been spent on "paper shifting" before the project begins. 
Mismanagement from get-go.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Rugby park is a drain on our capita resources and should not have been purchased in the 
first place.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: $112,000,000 is a lot of finance to be spent on a limited number of ratepayers to keep 
the organisation viable. lets hope the investment serveture is in the future, able to absorb the rest.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Ambitious, but hopefully if the populations in the CBD and beyond enlarge, they will 
financially contribute to the bottom-line in the Rates Department.$112,000,000 is a lot of finance to 
be spent on a limited number of ratepayers to keep the organisation viable. lets hope the 
investment serveture is in the future, able to absorb the rest.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: As for (8) but keep in mind, there are always limited ratepayers to carry the burden for all 
to enjoy.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Seem to be evenly balanced, but have to be tested now, to make a comparison.
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A3402185

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 76

Name Ricky Bennett

Organisation Waihopai Football Club

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey Park. I have joined Waihopai this season and the clubroom is very important. Any 
decision regarding the grandstand needs to be put on hold. Everyone needs to be fully informed to 
be able to make an informed decision.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402186

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 77

Name Richard Erwood

Organisation Wiahopai Football Club

Location Invecargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey Park Grand Stand. Until the Places & Spaces Strategy is publicly released - wasn't it 
due a few years ago - no decision can be made. There's no point in funding this strategy and not 
allowing those affected by its recommendations to view it so they can make informed decisions.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402188

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 78

Name Connor Erwood

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: S. P. Grandstand. Wait until we can read the Southland Places & Spaces Strategy - wasn't 
this supposed to be completed several years ago - before any decision is made. Put the decision on 
hold. Consult more fully. Explore options fully. Ringfence budgeted money.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402189

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 79

Name l mckenzie

Organisation

Location invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I would like to see Xmas celebrated with a bit of an effort put into street decorations I 
know there are probably plenty hidden away somewhere, I would be quite happy to volunteer to do 
a stock take

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Please get this wonderful City  asset open and functioning as soon as possible it is sorely 
missed by a large percentage of the community,and cannot be replaced as a teaching aid for all the 
schools in Southland.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: We support Councils 'preferred option' for Rugby Park, as set out in the Long-Term Plan   
Addressing 'potential' structural issues and undertaking deferred maintenance are essential to allow 
the park to be utilised   We support the implementation of a management model that could 
maximise the use of this and other major venues.   The major venues are provincial facilities and 
need to be properly recognised and supported as such.   Future development of the Rugby Park 
infrastructure needs to be considered in this context.   For this reason, an additional allocation of 
funding to facilitate consideration of how improvements to the property could assist with 
maximising its use, is recommended as a worthy investment. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 
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Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402191

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 80

Name Noeline McLean

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Needs to be available for public use and tourist spot

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: To have room for expansion, parking and availability to be able to put charging ports for 
EV's

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Needs to be for flexible use otherwise just a blight on finances.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Sounds okay so long as costs don't "blow out" way above budgets provided for.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Sounds okay so long as costs don't "blow out" way above budgets provided for.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402193

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 81

Name Philip McDonald

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Needs to be a multi purpose venue just as the stadium is but with rugby as the "head 
tenant". If it was worth renovating / rebuilding in the first place then it's important to get it right 
now!

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402194

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 82

Name Tui Larson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey Park Grandstand. My family belong to Waihopai Football Club and use the 
grandstand for athletics, we want any decision to be put on hold until such time as we have been 
fully consulted and provided with all necessary information.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402196

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 83

Name Jason Domigan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: 12.7% rates increases for our home in Otatara are significant but highlight the growing 
infrastructure issue across NZ. Local government needs to seek assistance from Central govt to assist 
in managing the increasing infrastructure deficit as the majority of Councils across NZ have signalled 
significant rate rises that are only going to compound over time.
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A3402198

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 84

Name Rosemary Ann McKenzie

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Please leave Tay Street as it is nice and wide

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: The Museum should stay at Queens Park - easy parking, an opportunity to show off the 
gardens and Tuataras as well as the information centre. No parking in centre of Invercargill for 
motorhomes.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Leave a small hydro slide open for smaller children. Do we need another pool???

Other plans and activities

Comment: Leave a small hydro slide open for smaller children. Do we need another pool???

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402200

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 85

Name Russell James McNeill

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Seems reasonable

Other plans and activities

Comment: Seems reasonable

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: I believe fixed charges should be the same for everyone. Nothing to do with value of 
properties. We all use the same facilities, we should all pay the same.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 87

Name Donna Harrison

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Curtail the inane spending of ratepayers money. One goes to shop nit relax in the city.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: A city needs a museum with easy access. That's not possible with the city centre place

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Too much cost to a small number of ratepayers who would benefit.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: The city centre renewal is a complete waste of time and money all the make the 
perpetually feel good.

Other plans and activities

Comment: The city centre renewal is a complete waste of time and money all the make the 
perpetually feel good.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Changing the rating according to RV of property is quite deceiving. RV will raise 
substantially after next valuation leaving very few in the lower price range thus still getting a large 
increase.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 89

Name Alison Patrick

Organisation

Location Bluff

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Hope this is going to be a covered in area

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Like Anderson Park, the Museum was left to rot and deteriorate which makes the costs 
more and more.  Needs to be addressed more. Art does not belong in a museum.  

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: What about a dome over Rugby Park like in Dunedin.  We could then attract bands

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: While all this planning is for Invercargill - What about Bluff?  Yes the Motupohue Great 
South plan is in place.  Nothing on Bluff services which the ICC do not always provide. Need more 
public toilets. Help with the upgrade of the Bluff swimming pool.  Derelict buildings etc. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: I like the idea of a meet and greet play area. Is this going to cover something for all ages? 
Or just little ones? As if your child is not into sport or a teenager there is nothing for them to do.
Time some areas something like the Blue light evenings no alcohol but fun. While all this planning is 
for Invercargill - What about Bluff?  Yes the Motupohue Great South plan is in place.  Nothing on 
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Bluff services which the ICC do not always provide. Need more public toilets. Help with the upgrade 
of the Bluff swimming pool.  Derelict buildings etc. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Finances are creeping up and it is going to go over budget as the years go by the costs go 
up.  I can see it becoming a bigger debt than expected. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I had always thought that we all paid the same for lights, footpaths, water etc. But in the 
past few years it has become the poorer areas seem to miss out and the richer ones get it all.  I like 
the idea of per property as it makes it more even for the ones who own more than one. Also the 
country do not get rubbish service.  In bluff we have poor footpaths, lighting and rubbish services
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 90

Name Noel Matthews

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Develop a space to hold public events. Include area for barbeques, bike racks, seating, 
public speaking, playground equipment

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Current Pyramid Building location allows for future expansion and provides space for 
plenty of parking - both cars and bikes - also changing facilities. A purpose built museum and art 
gallery should replace the existing pyramid building(s). Location complementary to another key 
Invercargill attraction - Queens Park also in close proximity to retail/shopping hub.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: The city needs to maintain an outdoor sports complex. Developing the facility as a multi 
sport complex will be important for its future viability.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Well thought out and presented

Other plans and activities

Comment: Will be important to give priority to developing an alternative water pipeline.Well 
thought out and presented
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Ticked

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Ticked
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 92

Name Margaret Clyma

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Rate payers can't afford to spend money we don't have. WE don't go to the CBD to play. 
Our weather is not settled enough, too many events get rained off all year to spend millions we 
don;t have & we don't have existing spaces to use without more demolition. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: We want a museum not a tiny art gallery. Do like Gore & strengthen the museum & get it 
open again. We can't afford to borrow millions for an unnecessary upgrade with 50,000 people. Live 
within our means like the beneficiaries & pensioners do.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: Stop doing big city thinking. Stick to the basics, strengthen & reopen the facility so we can 
have rugby in the city again. It was costed at a lot less than you are saying here.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Start living in our means. Our population doesn't have the money for grand schemes. We 
can't afford to use the pool now. No debt for dreams. Fix the water tower, the museum, Andersons 
Park, Rugby Park so we can use them & leave the grand designs for when/ if we become bigger & 
wealthier. Your dreams & schemes will force mortgage sales & make people homeless with no 
affordable housing alternatives available.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: R & T: Put that money into making the roads better, smoother no potholes & drainage 
better no floods then think about CBD.  Water: We can't drink tap water (smells) & fix the supply?  
C.C: We can't control climate. Don't waste money on schemes.  R+R: Start a drop off facility (not The 
Garage) like England where timbers, bricks, furniture can be dropped for free & people can make use 
of it.  S + S: Start sweeping the streets & removing the leaves again so the drains only take water. 
Clean the sumps out!! to stop flooding.Start living in our means. Our population doesn't have the 
money for grand schemes. We can't afford to use the pool now. No debt for dreams. Fix the water 
tower, the museum, Andersons Park, Rugby Park so we can use them & leave the grand designs for 
when/ if we become bigger & wealthier. Your dreams & schemes will force mortgage sales & make 
people homeless with no affordable housing alternatives available.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Stick to your core business. We don't need another pool & debt ridden ideas. Increasing 
debt is wrong. If you are in debt to 116% of your income you cannot possibly pay your costs & risk 
this city being bankrupt because residents are getting older on lower incomes & you show no actual 
areas where employment & incomes will increase only dreams & hopes. Cut back & live within our 
means.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: You set the 2020 rates on market value which penalised those intending to sell. Pg 24 has 
general rates 21/22 but targeted tates 20/21 already been paid!!!   In the paper you said lower value 
would decrease in rates bill. Middle smaller increase (0-5%) & higher. Value higher increase. This 
doesn't seem to appear in these pages.  A lot of older people & fixed incomes can't afford a higher 
rates bill because you market valued their homes & then an increase in the rate take at the higher 
value.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 93

Name Margaret Young

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I am in favour of the Muesum & Art Gallery site remaining on the Gala Street site. At the 
moment the parking availability near He Waka Tuia, even on a quiet Sunday, is virtually non existent. 
So yes PLEASE let's have the Museum & Art Gallery at it's original site which has ample parking and is 
so handy to Queens Park. However, I wonder if there needs to be further research into the 
possibility to of rebuilding from fresh instead of a refurbishment of the existing structure. There are 
always hidden costs in work on older buildings and what's underneath the pyramid roof is, indeed, 
an old building of n historical significance. Could we revisit the possibility of a new building and 
facility - a ground  breaking place (well designed and we purposed) that will be enjoyed and used for 
generations to come. A well designed Museum & Art Gallery need not necessarily be an expensive 
project. I think that there needs to be more   research  done on currently successful Museums & Art 
Galleries in NZ and perhaps Australia made so that the budget allocated for this project is spent on 
the proposed refurbishment. There's also the possibility of expanding the SMAG site west to the 
seldom used tennis court and former observatory. I think we have the potential to get a multi-
purpose facility for Southland and visitors from afar to enjoy. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:
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Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 94

Name Selwyn Abey

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Looks very pretty, but not necessary at this time,. Clean up after construction is finished. 
Urban play sounds like a dumping ground for the children. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Why is it costing more than a hotel. Hotel $40 million.  Museum $52.5 million.  Is it 
cheaper to build up?

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: (Also ticked do nothing).  If you are going to hardstand the northern, western and eastern 
areas why not include a roof.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Its ambitious, who can say how long the interest rates will as they are. Start with smaller 
fixes first.

Other plans and activities

Comment: If we start with the infrastructure first. Give Bluff a good tidy and repair its infrastructure 
would be a good start. The water tower should be fixed. Anderson House could have other activities 
to attract visitors. Its ambitious, who can say how long the interest rates will as they are. Start with 
smaller fixes first.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: You have gone into a lot of detail about how you would finance the plans, but you 
haven't told us how we the rate payers are going to finance paying for our rates. If the council was 
effected by Covid 19. Do the councillors think the rate payers werent. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I say no to changing the rates to capital value. Reads like a capital gains tax. You didn't 
say what size section would be changed to lifestyle. I have a large section but my valuation is just 
above residential lower value but my rates are just below the lifestyle  and its going to be increased. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 96

Name Mrs A Blomfield

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: At this time there are too many plans which can result in non action.  Concentrate on city 
renewal and Museum for local community and NZ Tourists. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: There is further expansion space to extend the Museum Art and Displays.  City is not a 
suitable option - Parking is a huge problem and going to increase with the loss of further parks being 
removed. Space required for the public within a building or Museum.  Bus parking (inner city) totally 
suitable at Gala St/ Queens Park.  Queens Park and Museum has a flow on effect which does not 
present in He Waka Tuia etc etc, will be interested to hear others opinions at the public meeting. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: The sooner the better re: cost factors with delays. I wonder why the previous CEO and 
Mayor did not address any of these continuing building needs.  Much money spend on consultants in 
every area and then no results - total discontent from the public because of previous Council sitting 
on hands. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Wanting to hear what the public as a whole have to say and very keen to hear if the 
Council can put into action all they are planning.  We need a public place to gather to enjoy instead 
of all the rhetoric we are so tired of hearing from Council members who appear to have lost their 
way in planning for the city. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 97

Name Barry Simmonds

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: • We support Councils 'preferred option' for Rugby Park, as set out in the Long-Term 
Plan   • Addressing 'potential' structural issues and undertaking deferred maintenance are essential 
to allow the park to be utilised   • We support the implementation of a management model 
that could maximise the use of this and other major venues.   • The major venues are provincial 
facilities and need to be properly recognised and supported as such.   • Future development of the 
Rugby Park infrastructure needs to be considered in this context.   For this reason, an additional 
allocation of funding to facilitate consideration of how improvements to the property could assist 
with maximising its use, is recommended as a worthy investment. Barry Simmonds  

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 98

Name Amanda Robyn Quinn

Organisation Waihopai AFC

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Waihopai AFC request that the ICC delays any decision regarding the future plans for the 
Surrey Park Grandstand until such time as further information is supplied to the users of this facility 
by the Council

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 99

Name carl johnstone

Organisation

Location invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Just make esk street a service lane only no parking for private cars new car parks 700 will 
take care of it.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: its got to go back where it was.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Get some one that will guarantee their work not for a price do it once and do it right 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: iam still waiting to see the plan what i have heard i like.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Looks good to me.iam still waiting to see the plan what i have heard i like.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I have faith in the council go for it.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I have faith in the council go for it.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 100

Name Shona Patricia Thomson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: This has positive results planned and it is affordable.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I am very keen to see our museum developed on its present site. If we'd started a couple 
of years ago we'd be further on. Please get going on this!

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I would like to see Rugby Park have more uses than just rugby if we are spending big 
money.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Just do it! Anderson House needs to get going again in some capacity - e.g cafe. still have 
paintings on the wall, used as a venue for weddings, small conferences. Excellent ideas in this 
roadmap.

Other plans and activities

Comment: I'm pleased too see this is happening. I've lived hare all my life, and there has been a bit 
of a cringe factor mainly re weather. We want to be proud of our city.Just do it! Anderson House 
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needs to get going again in some capacity - e.g cafe. still have paintings on the wall, used as a venue 
for weddings, small conferences. Excellent ideas in this roadmap.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: It all looks reasonable and we have to get going.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: From my point of view, in a lower value residential property, it looks good. I am not an 
expert on economic ideas.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 101

Name Hayden Scott-Chambers

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Stay with preferred but please make consideration about focusing on safety/security for 
public

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: N/A

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I like the preferred option, but lets say a NZ Artist/band tends to come and perform in 
the future, it needs to be safe and suitable for everyone.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Good, especially with the streetscape.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Interesting, but as everyone's changing to cycling as transport, have more safer 
cycleways.Good, especially with the streetscape.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: No comment

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: No comment
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 102

Name Susan Swinbourne

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: There is no focal point currently e.g. outdoor stage where cultural arts can preform.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I t worked extremely well this site in the past, easy access edge of a beautiful park, visit 
Tuataras from the outside. Seems the obvious place to have this facility again.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I am not a rugby person and see Rugby Park as a bit of a ''white elephant''. Great if it 
could be used for other outdoor activities/sports and name changed.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I agree with pages 8 & 9. The additional pool should be away from Splash Palace, for 
better access. The noise levels in Splash Palace especially with the new hydra-slides are deafening at 
times.

Other plans and activities

Comment: I think the proposals will bring a vibrancy to Invercargill to match our new hotel and 
shopping centre.I agree with pages 8 & 9. The additional pool should be away from Splash Palace, 
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for better access. The noise levels in Splash Palace especially with the new hydra-slides are 
deafening at times.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: If we want our city to have good facilities and infrastructure we have to be prepared to 
pay a little more.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: It seems a fairer way of doing it. I like the idea of modest homes paying less than the 
pricer homes
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 103

Name Not provided

Organisation

Location Not provided

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Where it is now. Children can enjoy the park and museum

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 104

Name Dianne Logan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: We think it is important to supplement the new streetscape  with covered areas for 
children to play to attract families into the area as a priority to make the whole project work as 
quickly as possible 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We think it should be an extended museum and science venue for adults and kids as its 
undercover and is no or little cost model it on Otago its great. Put the art gallery somewhere else in 
the city centre dont know why it wasnt added to the SIt proposal seed to make more sense

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Not a prioirty in terms of usage

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: happy with proposals

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: okay
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 105

Name Keith Henry Finlayson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Ideally make slightly cheaper, seems like a lot of money.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Really miss the Museum. Is a great spot and asset for Invercargill.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Like to go down & watch Stags games :)

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Would like to see more around total budget & what surplus is available for non-essential 
city items (more perspective to understand affordability).

Other plans and activities

Comment: Really keen to see the boat ramp at Bluff sorted & Bluff locals not paying much/anything 
to use it. Would be nice to have Anderson House sorted. Unsure about the Art/creativity stuff & 
additional pool at Splash Palace - on the fence.Would like to see more around total budget & what 
surplus is available for non-essential city items (more perspective to understand affordability).
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Long as debt is kept reasonably low with a plan to pay off & budgets kept too/taken 
seriously then seems ok. Always too easy to spend money, not easy to pay back or save for rainy 
day.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Not ideal to increase farming rates given all other costs increases they are incurring. 
Other than that the rates charges seem to make sense.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 106

Name Alison Linley Mitchell

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I like the idea of having an attraction to the CBD, but only in conjunction with below 
(museum)

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: I would like to see a new museum built in the CBD area as if the present site was used its 
going to split "the crowd" therefore the City Centre S'scape plan would not be warranted. Keep the 
design of the museum simple to avoid potential building problems and keep cost down.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: I don't think it warrants over expenditure. Even in better days it hasn't been utilised -
hardly any rugby played here now.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Great! Something needs to change and that's happening now with some of the eyesore 
buildings gone and new buildings being erected 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Not sureGreat! Something needs to change and that's happening now with some of the 
eyesore buildings gone and new buildings being erected 
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Not sure

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I think its a fair system.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 107

Name Neill Philip Rumble and Dorothy Ann Wilson-Rumble

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Plenty of areas to play and stay - best park (Queens Park) in the world.  Forth St gardens 
within walking distance.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Delay until after City Block Development complete but should be started early 2022.  
Upgrade W/Tower 2021.  Bluff project to go ahead 2021 - 2022

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Attacking large events to City.  Better place to view sports events/rugby than Pluerisy 
Park (Oreti).  Close to transport/town.  Should be started 2021 - 2022.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Turn the page (other page upside down).  concept is good but some projects should be 
brought forward eg. Rugby Park.  Arts and Craft activity 2025 - 2028

Other plans and activities

Comment: 3 waters important.  Waste management and Recycling rubbish.  Clean Up days -
kerbside recycling/rubbish at lease 3 monthly.  Unjust that local charities are charged for cleanup of 
Council Dumped Rubbish (due to excessive dump fees).  (18) unnecessary graphs  (19) not necessary 
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to showTurn the page (other page upside down).  concept is good but some projects should be 
brought forward eg. Rugby Park.  Arts and Craft activity 2025 - 2028

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates quarterly should be bimonthly to ease burden on lower socio-economic groups

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Very much agree with the proposals - now lets makes sure that they happen and don't 
get deferred or bogged down in too much rhetoric
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 108

Name L Spriggs

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Think only minimal be done at present till we see how new city block etc alters city 
usuage. Definately no parklike area in Tay  Street as it is the coldest street - no  one would use it. We 
don't need any more updating of seating etc like what is at the Feldwick Gates - coldest part of park 
and open to all the weather - waste of money.  A thought - the area in front of SIT new building in 
Esk Street and what used to be a bowling green would make a lovely sheltered area for 
park/playgound etc (don't know who owns the bowling green now though and if SIT would agree)

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The Museum MUST BE reopened ASAP. There definately shouldn't be any  more delays 
with Museum - been far too many already. Temporary museum shouldn't have any more spent on it 
- keep all for new museum. I would like a brand new museum (poss. too expensive) where it was by 
Queen's park where there is a lovely relaxing area with plenty of parking for cars, buses, trucks etc,  
no parking meters (certainly don't need them when you visit a museum). With a cafe as well the 
museum was a great place to take visitors to the city - also a very restful and relaxing area. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: An area such as Rugby Park should be a plus for any city - surely it can be updated for 
rugby (play & admin) as well as being available for other outdoor events and sports. I don't know 
how big the members area is under the grandstand but surely if updated it could be available to 
organisations (sports or otherwise) to hire for meetings etc. 

Roadmap to Renewal
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Comment: Nice document - nicely set out. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: We must update and keep Anderson House too - being a gift to our City it is our 
responsibility to keep it in good repair - we should look at all the things happening in our city and see 
that they are finished and looked after before we start on other fiddley things - our city has so much 
happening at present.Nice document - nicely set out. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: With rates rising so much I am getting worried about how us Senior Citizens with low 
incomes are going to be able to keep living in our own homes 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 109

Name Katherine Walsh

Organisation

Location Auckland

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I would like to see the additional pool at splash palace brought forward in the roadmap, 
ahead of the arts and creativity investment 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: X

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: A multi use space suitable for events such as concerts would be a great investment for 
the area and reduce people travelling to Dunedin or Christchurch for events 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 110

Name Catherine (Kate) Dore

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Whichever option needs to happen sooner rather than later

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I've checked online for rates for 2021-22 & my property at Otatara will have increase of 
12.6%. Why?  1. Have no lighting  2. no footpaths  3. no rubbish collection  4. no water supply  5. no 
buses or trains to city
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 111

Name not provided

Organisation

Location not provided

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: Please just take into account our weather!  What works in other areas may not here.  
Love our wide streets and two lanes: DONT get sucked into changing.  Our elderly also enjoying 
shopping etc but cannot walk very far.  Please allow them access as well as others.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Really miss being able to visit while at the Park.  Used to go approximately twice a month.  
Always able to get a park in the area.  Was a great place for i-site office.  (Tried to find info recently 
and couldn't).  Having intercity buses leave from Museum also good.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: Not bothered either way.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Too much money spent on this!!

Other plans and activities

Comment: Not everyone can cycle and walk (pg 17).  We are not Auckland nor any other large city.  
Leave all that to them.    We have been impressed with some new surfaces on city roads V.G.Too 
much money spent on this!!
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: As long as you honestly think that you are being efficient and Responsible with folks hard 
earned monies - I'm okay with it.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Just be aware many rural properties do not get value for rates as far as services are 
concerned.  Lifestyle properties do not receive any benefits for rates.  L.S properties have not risen 
in value as residentials have.  Just be fair!
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 112

Name Donald Campbell

Organisation Rowena Jackson Retirement Village

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: "Urban Play" would be an option if there were many citizens living in the inner city. This 
should not be considered.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: The Council needs to employ more consultants i.e. engineers to reduce the huge cost 
involved.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: The Council should not purchase Rugby Park from the City "Charitable Trust". The Trust 
should finance the deferred maintenance and strengthening and make it available to football and 
other activities.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: See my opinion on Rugby Park and the Museum. The Water Tower and the additional 
pool at Splash Palace should be removed from the plan.

Other plans and activities

Comment: There is no mention of how the "housing needs" will be met.See my opinion on Rugby 
Park and the Museum. The Water Tower and the additional pool at Splash Palace should be removed 
from the plan.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 113

Name CLAIRE MARTIN

Organisation

Location INVERCARGILL

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Prefer location for museum. In an ideal world would like a new museum in this location 
with room for expansion and updated interactive initiatives 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: This is a little used facility as it is at the moment and not being a rugby fan it needs to be 
used for events/ concerts not just as the rugby ground 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I think this is a reasonable plan.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Infrastructure needs to be updated. Improving safety on the roads is important but how 
this is achieved without restricting access to areas for the disabled and those that have difficulty 
with walking. Please no planter boxes and narrowed roads that are making driving more hazardous 
as in what is happening to the streetscape in Mosgiel when you cant' even go around a corner 
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without having to cross a centre line to avoid the bulbous kerbs and planter boxesI think this is a 
reasonable plan.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: No objection

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I don't object to the proposed rate change if in return infrastructure is kept well 
maintained and there are improved facilities
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 114

Name Peter Kelly and Mary Kelly

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: Invercargill needs to have the Museum at Queens Park where it is now. My reasons are: 
Good parking; which is a major concern for the other Museum facility, where it is as there is no 
parking available.  Viewing of the Tuatara from inside. Our Southland weather does not always allow 
for outside viewing and the Tuatara are an important exhibit and attraction for the Museum and 
especially the children of Invercargill who love to see them.  What about the Observatory there is no 
mention in this document of that of that facility.  Room for childrens activities and school programs 
and educational classes. Access to the Jessie Calder Rose Garden and gardens.  The pyramid has 
allowed shows to be shown or screened on the roof which has been a great attraction.  Storage: I 
understand a lot of exhibits are not on show and this is a concern. There are many places able to 
store these exhibits in a suitable heat controlled space.  No increase budget for He Waka Tuia as this 
is a waste of money and a lot has been spent already on what will be a white elephant.  Yes our rates 
will increase but to have a museum we are proud of a tourist attraction and able to visit easily 
especially for people with a disability.  Extension onto the tennis court which would extend the 
building and show more exhibits and have a tea rooms again.  This is a major project one that is 
more important than City Center street scape and urban play area. Who are you catering for, 
students, young people who are not your ratepayers. Most ratepayers will be in the older group.  No 
consideration taken of Southlands weather which can be very changeable on a daily basis.  No 
consideration of the ageing population which go to areas near their residence where there is 
adequate parking near the facilities they need. Parking in the new Richardson building we it will be 
under cover and an asset.  Who are you catering for, students and young people who are not your 
ratepayers. Most ratepayers will be in the older group. 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)
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Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 115

Name Robert John McKay

Organisation Retired

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Leave roads the way they are

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Get on with the promise you all gave. You all should be ashamed that it is not open.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: None

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Leave it as it is

Other plans and activities

Comment: You are there to serve the ratepayers, repair the roads and footpaths that are needed. 
Remember your job if you cannot do the job get out.Leave it as it is

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Spend the rates money as if it is coming out of your own pocket.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Remember that the population of Invercargill is small and a lot are on fixed income
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 116

Name Julianne Watson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Should have closed Esk St as more protected from the weather. Tay St very windy.   We 
need a playground in the CBD development. That would bring families to eat as well as shop. It 
needs to be inside because of our weather. This could wait till after Museum & Anderson Park first. 
The outside playground I mean. Need a united space. Very urgent for playground near food area in 
CBD.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It has the most people yearly when opened 120,000 plus a year so should be the highest 
priority after Anderson Park which has been closed the longest. It was the local's favourite place was 
rated well on previous surveys and everyone misses it so much, young, old, working people. It 
should be a purpose built museum. It is our only chance to get this otherwise will be piecemeal. It 
needs to be on the current site.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: In the meantime last priority as few people attend matches & we are lucky to have 2 
super rugby teams a year here.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Fine if more money needed for certain projects needs to happen go to the public for 
extra e.g. bricks, boards, people in Southland do donate as per the Charity Hospital.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: I prefer the Another Option on Rugby Park. It is a lower priority than the museum and the 
waters reform.Fine if more money needed for certain projects needs to happen go to the public for 
extra e.g. bricks, boards, people in Southland do donate as per the Charity Hospital.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: The new system seems fairer. A city is only as good as the facilities it provides and the 
opportunities it gives. We have to pay for that. Invercargill rates seem reasonable. Go with the new 
system. finances - we need to borrow to get the road map done. Over the years we have just hopped 
along and haven't done enough to look after infrastructure and buildings hence the huge need now. 
It needs to be fixed.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Ok.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 117

Name D. Whelan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Rating more on capital value is extremely unfair. It assumes that a property which has in 
recent times increased in value, greater than the average increase in the district, is owned by 
someone on a higher income. Untrue !!!  Furthermore, one property owner does not use a 
footpath/streetlight/etc any more than another property owner. Setting fixed charges on these is 
the only fair method.  Rural property owners get no benefit from streetlights or residential 
footpaths. Prefer lights be turned off !  Proposal 4: Stick with the current rating model.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 118

Name James Roland Watson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: The preferred option will create a very positive footprint in out city that will serve us well 
in the future.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: My personal involvement with SMAG (having been a Trustee) clearly places my thinking 
with the preferred option - we need to take the opportunity to enhance the historical and artistic 
experience for all Southlanders in the future

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: I am a regular attendee at Stage and Super Rugby games.  The stand is very seldomly full 
at any of the above games.  For the number of people using Ruby Park the "Another" option is a fair 
spend.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I agree with the timing of the major projects.  The building of the "play place" project 
earlier would add to the impact of the streetscape development.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: I support them all.  Such services are vital to our city.I agree with the timing of the major 
projects.  The building of the "play place" project earlier would add to the impact of the streetscape 
development.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I consider the plans fair.  Critical to their success is the capture of private investment.  If 
not achieved higher rates could prove problematic to some ratepayers.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I agree with the proposed changes.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 119

Name Colleen Kelly

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: We have given enough money to help build the new shopping centre so there will be 
plenty of foot traffic there and Don, Esk and Deveron Streets are alright the way they are now

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We need our Museum and Art Gallery to be built where it is at Queens Park, now.  It held 
all our history, should never had been closed. The Museum is greatly missed by locals and visitors to 
Invercargill

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: We need our Museum back and Rugby Park

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: All roads should be tar sealed. When doing work on a road do everything at same time 
(drainage etc). Got sick of Tweed Street having work done on it so many times last year.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I agree with the proposed rates changes on page 24. With the new valuations we all 
received a lot of lower income homes will be struggling with payments of 2021/22 rates bill as we 
still have to pay Environment Southland rates and they will be going up too and peoples wages and 
pensions will not have risen as much.  Council will need to think about that.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 120

Name William (Bill) Francis Doherty 

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Don't agree with narrowing the roads

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Providing we ended up with a building fir for purpose on the present site with adequate 
parking 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Structural work and deferred maintenance needs to be carried out so the park will have 
more uses.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Ok as long as Council keeps to it 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Ok as long as Council keeps to it 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 121

Name Yvonne Mary Watt

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Not necessary

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The Museum is already in the perfect place, allowing parking and easy access for all.  Why 
spend ratepayers on a non-permanent alternative. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Why would you want half a job done. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Playspace is not required - this money would be better spent elsewhere. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: We obviously need water, sewerage, roads, but in these uncertain times ICC needs to be 
careful with ratepayers money.  No unnecessary spending. Playspace is not required - this money 
would be better spent elsewhere. 

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Again these are difficult times and any increase needs to be fair to everyone. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 122

Name Wendy Creurer

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The current site, with appropriate refurbishing and earth quake stabilising/repair of the 
actual building, will give Invercargill back its iconic Museum and space for a modern Art gallery 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Ambitious and appropriate for Invercargill

Other plans and activities

Comment: It will be interesting to see how the suggested restructure of local government will 
impact on funding for what is being promotedAmbitious and appropriate for Invercargill

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Rate increases seem a little unfair given that a number of rural communities do not have 
street lighting, footpaths and door to door rubbish collections.  The graphs on page 8 do not appear 
to reflect a true picture of rates and revenue, 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Unfair
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 123

Name Roderick Brett Jordan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Perhaps this is the time for a rethink on the proposed future of the Southland Museum 
and Art Gallery and ACI.  By using the current site in Queens Park the possibilities are endless. By 
using the land adjacent to the present site to build a new building for all organisations, by going up 
or down, is three or four stories or by making provision in the plans to expand when needed. 
Demolish old buildings and combining two sites would give a very big area for development and 
there is also further land in the Park area that can be used for further growth if needed.   It is 
cheaper to demolish the old building than to try to upgrade it into a modern building suitable for 
multiple use.  A new building with up to date facilities, heating and safety features can be the only 
way to go, also the site has reasonable off street parking is important today and would surely 
increase the use of Queens Park for families and visitors to our city. It is also safer for children, 
school visits and for others using both venues. Most ratepayers use these areas from time to time 
and by combining we increase the value of both venues.   By combining all three projects under one 
rood, I would save the ratepayers some considerable amount of money over the years and keep the 
overall maintenance cost at a reasonable level for many years. As the city only has a population of 
approx. 60,000 and costs falling on the ratepayers, NB all ratepayers whether directly or indirectly.  
Ongoing costs need to be taken into account when planning any large scale project of this type.   
This project has many risks but to succeed a risk must be taken.  better a big risk than to end up with 
second rate project which ends up pleasing nobody.  NB the site is only five blocks for the centre of 
town.  We are not in Wellington or Auckland. 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)
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Comment: Rugby Park has long outlived its usefulness as a sporting venue in Invercargill. The park 
has been a very costly property which is under utilised, perhaps because there are better sports 
venues in the city. The main stand is reportedly only fit for demolition and cannot be used and is 
therefore a major health and safety risk. The site has no off street parking and is on the corner of a 
major crossroads making it unsuitable for easy access and a danger for children.   The time has come 
to transfer Rugby Southland to Surrey Park or another venue, clear the site and sell the land for 
redevelopment.  A new stand is needed at Surrey park and should be built to cover several sporting 
codes including rugby.  The stand should have full facilities as well as offices, meeting rooms etc.   
Surrey Park has become the sporting centre of Invercargill and is a very good site, in the community 
with extra unused land for further development and good offstreet parking making it suitable for 
children, the elderly and all who use the site.   For the city ratepayers having all the facilities in one 
place must make maintenance and upkeep easier and cheaper? and if all the sporting codes are 
working together this will benefit everyone. The various codes seem to be able to work together in 
the Stadium and the Veledrome without too much trouble.  NB Rugby Southland has seen a decline 
in players and spectators over the years and has spent millions of dollars but we seem to have very 
little to show for it. It is time for them to move on and be very realistic about their future in a rapidly 
changing world.   The city cannot afford to waste funds on unrealistic projects just to pander to a few 
diehards who cannot accept change.  

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Subject to some change not too bad

Other plans and activities

Comment: Subject to some change not too bad

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Whatever you do the ratepayers will not be happy.  Try to keep increases as low as 
possible. There are a large number of ratepayers on fixed incomes. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Some need help which is to be commended but we all complain when we are hit in the 
pocket.  Try to keep increases as fair as possible and if needed change or postpone some of the 
projects.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 124

Name Alwyn Heather Kelly

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: I don't see anything wrong with Wachner Place. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The city transitional centre has no atmosphere. We need a new museum on the Queens 
Park site.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: I would prefer you did nothing but this is the cheapest option.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I worry about our city water source. Please do as stated and ''explore an alternative 
water source for the city'' as a higher priority.

Other plans and activities

Comment: P17 - Don't forget water source. Begin the work to reopen Anderson House as specialist 
display place. I worry about our city water source. Please do as stated and ''explore an alternative 
water source for the city'' as a higher priority.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I am not a rate payer
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 125

Name Grant Meyer

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: CBD businesses and landlords should be funding this.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Build a new museum in city centre development as - better value for money, use space in 
the complex, ICC has already contributed $30,000 so tag this to new museum

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Start living within our means! 5% yearly increases is unacceptable when inflation is at 
about 1.6%.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 126

Name Bernette Lucy Hogan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: We are an ageing population and should be gearing towards that. 1 play area dedicated 
only.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This must be prioritised.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Iconic Park

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Over ambitious.

Other plans and activities

Comment: There has been a pattern of failure and confidence can only be regained by fixing what 
we already have Water Tower etc. Play areas and Art centres are way down the list of priorities.Over 
ambitious.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Agree with Rates re-distribution.  //Please send Parks and Reserves to Christchurch to 
learn from their creative planting especially in the inner city.   AND   Complete the work in Windsor. 
Rubbish bins etc. including King Street.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Fair.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 127

Name Neil Donald McPherson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: The costs are too high for the number of ICC ratepayers

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Looking at the information I find that there is a lot of changes to be made. Return on the 
amount of money spent seems to be small - is it possible that more of the area could be used. Local 
firms may be able to pay fees for use at different times to reduce costs.  Silver (?) - More information 
is needed - will this help towards costs for Rugby Park

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 129

Name David Sarich

Organisation

Location Te Kopuru

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: I do not agree with the options available in Q3 above. Below are my thoughts:    Site: To 
remain in Queen’s Park, Invercargill    Funding: $39.4 is an appropriate contribution from Council 
towards the construction of a new combined Museum and Art Gallery    Strength: 100% of the 
building code is what should be achieved.   Wanted: Combined Museum and Art Gallery (and 
Tuatarium)    Demolish: The existing Pyramid and earlier museum buildings and construct a purpose 
built facility which is fit for purpose for the next 6 generations.    I have been an earlier recipient of 
the Southland Art Foundation Artist in Residence/William Hodges Fellows, Art Scholarship as well as 
having a major exhibition of my work at the Gallery. And with which I am grateful for in my career. I 
think that the Southland Museum & Art Gallery and Tuatarium are of high cultural importance to the 
city and region, a gateway to the amazing lower south and islands and an important link to wider 
audiences in New Zealand and overseas. It needs celebrating and the 100% effort required to make 
this combined art gallery/museum/tuatarium  a truly exceptional experience and cement its place as 
a world class Arts Centre.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 
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Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 131

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I have been going to Rugby Park since i was a kid with my father, 40 years on and i have 
developed good friends from supporters from throughout the country who travel to support their 
NPC rugby team, we have a reputation of having the best supporters club in NZ, the last few years 
has been an embarrassment, we have so many faciilities in Invercargill to be very very proud of, but 
Rugby Park is now not one of them, the stand needs fixed now,  not in 3-4 years. Make it multi 
purpose, get their fathers and kids back to the park, and for goodness sake do it now and do it right.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 133

Name Emma Owen

Organisation

Location WALLACETOWN RD4

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Need more info please 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Need more info please 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Need more info please 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 134

Name Mike Grantham

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I wish to oppose the increase of rates in the kennington area due to the fact we have 
increased industrial pressure from the mill ie buildings all around our properties.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 135

Name B G McNamara

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: Concerned about the variable differentials for farmers. Farmers rates are too high. I do 
not make as much profit on my farm as other farmers. I cannot change the type of farming on my 
land due to environmental regulations and grandfather clauses. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 139

Name John Pringle

Organisation

Location Gladstone

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: This is essential for a vibrant City and to keep us abreast with other similar Cities around 
the country. Take New Plymouth for example

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This has been closed for far too long.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: It is disgusting that the building has not been useable for such a long time. This is a great 
asset and needs to be maintained and enhanced so it can by used by a number of groups. Every City 
of worth has a good stadium. If we do not upgrade this facility we will eventually lose ist division 
Rugby status and I will leave the City and go elsewhere. Having a number of Nationally competing 
sporting teams is part of a vibrant City.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 140

Name Donald Hay

Organisation N/A

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Stage one desperately needs to be going before 2025 and a more flexible approach for 
stage two. Staff need to be back in ground floor offices ASAP for their well being and Rugby 
Southland's  efficiency.  

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Indoor and outdoor Stadiums should be rated across the whole of Southland ratepayers 
as a large majority who use the facilities are out of 'towners'.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 141

Name Chris Montgomery

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: The Christchurch rebuild should provide some inspiration for this, but it needs to be well 
thought out though. A lot of buzz phrases like 'walk-ways' were used but with no real information 
about how these would be achieved.  The walk through spaces in Christchurch are big and work well, 
I'm not sure how achievable that is in Invercargill.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The longer this gets left, the more expensive this will cost. The current building cannot be 
left to rot and needs addressed as soon as possible.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: While the need for a stadium of this size has perhaps dwindled with the loss of super 
rugby and an under-performing NPC side in recent years, it is important we retain the stadium for 
the future. If we lose the stadium, super rugby will never return, nor will any touring sides which 
would prove a great loss. We need to make a decision based on the future, not the present. A multi-
function, cross code stadium should be considered. If we can get a stadium that can be used all year 
round, for sport and events, that will surely be for the long term benefit of rugby and the city.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I do think the timings are ok. I do question the play trail though, I'm not convinced the 
trial has been overly successful. I would also think the additional development of Splash Palace 
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should be considered along with any redevelopment of Rugby Park. Combining the venues may not 
be a silly idea.

Other plans and activities

Comment: These are important works and required services and infrastructure, so need to be 
completed.I do think the timings are ok. I do question the play trail though, I'm not convinced the 
trial has been overly successful. I would also think the additional development of Splash Palace 
should be considered along with any redevelopment of Rugby Park. Combining the venues may not 
be a silly idea.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates are expensive. Is there any way to engage with private enterprise to offset some of 
the cost for development projects like Rugby Park and Splash palace, or perhaps the museum and 
Anderson House?

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: i am a little concerned that higher value properties are being targeted. What decides 
that? House prices have risen dramatically, but that doesn't mean income has risen. I own a property 
that could be considered high value based on the area it is in. But that value has grown within my 
ownership. I cannot afford rates to continue to rise along with the perceived cost of my property as I 
do not benefit from that rise unless I sell. There is an assumption that if your house is in a particular 
area, then you can afford to pay more in rates, and that is simply not the case.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 143

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: It would be cheaper to build a new building from scratch

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: I live rurally.  I don't the use the library, museum or pool but am prepared to pay for 
those.  However, I'm not prepared to pay for buses, footpaths and street lighting. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 145

Name Keith Brown

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I support Council's "preferred option" for Rugby Park. It is such a shame that the Park has 
been neglected for so long, and it is essential that any potential structural issues are clarified and 
addressed, and that the well overdue maintenance is carried out. I see Rugby Park as an important 
part of the Council's responsibility to its community. If properly maintained and managed, the 
outdoor stadium could be another jewel in the city's crown, to sit alongside the indoor stadium. 
Rugby Park should be a multi-purpose facility, not just a place that houses Rugby Southland (but 
they need to get back in there as soon as possible!), but a facility which can be used and enjoyed by 
much wider parts of the community (eg other sports (such as rugby league, football, triathlon, 
marching) and for cultural events (such as concerts, pipe band championships etc).   A proper 
management model needs to be implemented which ensures that the use of the facility is 
maximised for the benefit of the whole community.   I would like to see an additional allocation of 
funding to determine how improvements to the facility can best assist with maximising its use for 
the wider community. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 
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Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 148

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 149

Name Ella Zhang

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Southland and Invercargill has huge potential but the perception of our region has been 
one of the barriers to attract talents and investment to our region. Lets invest in our city centre and 
make residents to be proud of this place first!! 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Invercargill and Southland has a rich history and Arts & culture is part of city identity. 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: N/A

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Great initiative and hope it will outline the steps for council and local communities for 
some meaningful action points

Other plans and activities

Comment: Great initiative and hope it will outline the steps for council and local communities for 
some meaningful action points
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 150

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: no  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: no  

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby Park needs updated and used a lot more. have more rugby on it or even other 
sports

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 151

Name M Witheford

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: There are other areas in the city that can be enhanced for play such as Queens Park, 
Rugby Park etc.   The rationale for the play area in CBD as play to stay is flawed. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Having the museum in the CBD with its lack of access, parking etc is wasted funding. Get 
it right on the current site. It was a great meeting place, tourist focus and record of Southland stores 
until closed, as it now appears, unnecessarily.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Get it done

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Stick to improving what we have ie showing greater Stewardship of what the city has 
such as Anderson House, Tower, museum, Parks. Leave the additions such as pool, arts, play area 
until these other  neglected assets  are fixed.

Other plans and activities

Comment: These are core council activities.Stick to improving what we have ie showing greater 
Stewardship of what the city has such as Anderson House, Tower, museum, Parks. Leave the 
additions such as pool, arts, play area until these other  neglected assets  are fixed.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Not all ratepayers have annual increases in income. Something council needs to keep in 
mind - councillors need to drill down more on the budgets submitted by staff.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Property rating is inherently unfair so its just a question of trying to balance the 
unfairness.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 153

Name Matt Couldrey

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Ban cars altogether - we need more car-free zones. Pedestrian only places.  More 
investment in upfront Climate Change mitigation - not just patch-up jobs once it happens.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: More investment in upfront Climate Change mitigation - not just patch-up jobs once it 
happens.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: More investment in upfront Climate Change mitigation - not just patch-up jobs once it 
happens.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: More investment in upfront Climate Change mitigation - not just patch-up jobs once it 
happens.

Other plans and activities

Comment: More investment in upfront Climate Change mitigation - not just patch-up jobs once it 
happens.More investment in upfront Climate Change mitigation - not just patch-up jobs once it 
happens.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: More investment in upfront Climate Change mitigation - not just patch-up jobs once it 
happens.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: More investment in upfront Climate Change mitigation - not just patch-up jobs once it 
happens.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 155

Name Jill Duff

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: we need green space amongst the buildings to encourage people to visit not just shop

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I feel very strongly that the museum should stay at the present site especially that there 
is easy parking and room for expansion close to Queens Park  

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 156

Name Michael Hunter

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Structural issues need to be addressed as the park needs to be used to it's full capability, 
not just for rugby.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 157

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Corner of Don and Jed Street needs looked at 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Corner of Don and Jed Street needs looked at 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 158

Name Bill Obers

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Must take into account weather and shelter when designing spaces and amending 
existing ones, such as Wachner Place.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Full access for elderly, disabled persons and families with prams/pushchairs must be 
provided for in the design and build/rebuild of all areas and all levels.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Rugby Park has been a drain on Council and rate-payer resources since it was taken over.   
If it cannot pay its own way then it should be repurposed or disposed of.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Agree with the principal but not all proposed activities.   Care must be taken to ask the 
users of areas for their thoughts/ideas before finalising plans.   Often the designer does not 
appreciate the operation/use of a facility.   It must not just look OK, it must work OK too.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Infrastructure must be maintained and kept up to a high standard.   It is also important 
that the work is done at an appropriate time and in an appropriate time.   e.g. Tweed Street 
resurfacing outside SGHS was started in mid January and not completed until late February/early 
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March.   There were many days when no-one was even on the site (not counting weekends) and the 
weather was good for the work to be done.   Why was no work done on weekends?   Why was 
evening time with long twilight hours utilised?   Overseas examples of major projects being 
completed in short time should be viewed and considered as a work practice here.     Consideration 
of new vs renew should be standard practice.   Why do we need to outfit an old building and try to 
make it work when it may well be cheaper and better to build a new one   e.g. Civic Administration 
Building, proposed Arts Centre.   Could the two be combined in one new build, near the civic centre 
(Wachner Place).Agree with the principal but not all proposed activities.   Care must be taken to ask 
the users of areas for their thoughts/ideas before finalising plans.   Often the designer does not 
appreciate the operation/use of a facility.   It must not just look OK, it must work OK too.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Any rates increase must be fair and equitable for all rate-payers in the Invercargill area.   
With the accepted growing number of older aged persons in the community, how might they be able 
to pay for the extra rates demands being made of them.   Many find it hard enough to pay their rates 
now.   Also, people renting will have increases put on by their landlord, many of these are elderly.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I believe that rates should be fair and equitable for all rate-payers in the Invercargill area.   
It is fair that out-of-town rate-payers contribute to the footpath, lighting etc. costs as they would use 
them when in town, but it should not be to the level of the in-town rate-payers.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 159

Name Balint Koller

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: This is a trendy and appealing idea but I'm still concerned with how enduring it will be... 
whether it would be another one of those investments that has short-term hype but then falls into 
disrepair through neglect or lack of interest.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This is a great institution that the city's people are visitors are sorely missing at the 
moment, and it has the potential to be real hub of cultural and community activity. The price tag 
seems rather huge, but I reckon it's still worth it. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: n/a

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: It is a comprehensive plan that really focusses on community needs and is looking 
positively into the future. If executed as planned, and with the support of the community, it will 
contribute to a vibrant Invercargill.

Other plans and activities

Comment: It's a good, forward-looking summary of the important issues of the near future. I would 
have liked to see more detail on rubbish and recycling, especially more efficient recycling services, 
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e.g. more recycling receptacles in the CBD, or creating capacity for Invercargill to process some of its 
own recyclables and a move towards a circular economy. It is a comprehensive plan that really 
focusses on community needs and is looking positively into the future. If executed as planned, and 
with the support of the community, it will contribute to a vibrant Invercargill.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Very clearly and thoughtfully explained with clear visuals - thank you for presenting this 
information in such a considered and user-friendly way.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Sounds sensible to me
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 161

Name Julie Manson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: i think that if the museum is such a hazard could there be some way to do a museum at 
andersons park house and have that set up like a museum and also have a new museum out there as 
they also have a marae and a play area for children

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: you made a mistake when the stadium and pool and rugby park were not all together.  
imagine if you could go to all areas within walking distance.  you need to get rugby park usable but 
for all the community.  have touch games there, community rugby not just galbraith shield,  but you 
problem is parking.  or build a new rugby venue.  

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: I think you need to look at the bluff swimming pool.  being a local bluff girl who lived in 
bluff for 25 years and swam at the pool regularly you NEED to make sure that the pool stays open.  
The Bluff Pool is a critical asset for the Bluff Community.  It provides an important recreational 
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facility  .its not that easy for bluff kids to get to town for swimming lessons.   It also allows the youth 
of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe environment. I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue 
providing annual operating funds to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 162

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 163

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Opens the museum! If it's safe for staff to work in the offices there then there shouldn't 
be much of a risk! The new temp museum is absulte rubbish! Went there once and was super boring 
and only focused on one culture rather than what's the most importance to nz apart from the maori 
culture

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 164

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: N/A

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: N/A

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: N/A

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: N/A

Other plans and activities

Comment: N/AN/A

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: N/A

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: N/A
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 165

Name Glenda Donaghy

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: More important issues to be addressed and have waited longer than making the streets 
prettied up

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Wasted enough money on a temporary fix when decisions should have been made prior 
to closure of the Pyramid.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Very few outdoor activities apart from rugby that Rugby Park would be economically 
feasible, weather dependent.  More feasible to use Stadium Southland or Velodrome.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Pleased that Anderson House, Water Tower & Pyramid Museum that eventuall shows 
priority in structural major works, after all they have been waiting far too long.  I think it is disgusting 
that the Water Tower has been left to deteriorate whilst being used as a icon of Invercargill!  
Thinking the council wants it to beyond fixing so they don't have to spend money on it?  As far as the 
museum why is the council against on a geological report on the land the museum stands on?, which 
was called upon by a well known Invercargill architect?

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Concerned Council losing control of water to central government however the LT plans 
seems good.Pleased that Anderson House, Water Tower & Pyramid Museum that eventuall shows 
priority in structural major works, after all they have been waiting far too long.  I think it is disgusting 
that the Water Tower has been left to deteriorate whilst being used as a icon of Invercargill!  
Thinking the council wants it to beyond fixing so they don't have to spend money on it?  As far as the 
museum why is the council against on a geological report on the land the museum stands on?, which 
was called upon by a well known Invercargill architect?

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Areee that the costof streetlights and footpaths should be shared by all.  Shouldn't road 
maintenence also be included after all everyone uses them, note also use of museums, library, 
Splash Palace be included, if not should it be user pays?  Good to see Otatara, Myross Bush, 
Kennington & Bluff which use Invercargill taking more responsiblity revenue wise.  If this happens 
does this mean they will be called Greater Invercargill?, and does it mean that ILT have their 
licensing areas increased?  I would be against that if it does.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Due to the huge increase in capital values of our homes surely would increase enough 
revenue for Council?  Is that why Council is considering change in the rating system?  Massive 
increases in commercial/industrial, farming/agriculture seem ridiculous and unfair - impossible for 
struggling businesses - council need to rethink this?
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 166

Name Rochelle murphy 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Invercargill needs a fun play area like chch do with the Margaret Mary playground. This 
will bring more families into the cbd 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Museum is a must, my kids loved it so much and kids are missing out not having a 
museum. So are tourists 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: I think there a more important things to be spending money on to make our city more 
fun and friendly for families than rugby park. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I think the play space and museum need to take top priority 

Other plans and activities

Comment: All good I think the play space and museum need to take top priority 

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 167

Name Norma Milne

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Waste of ratepayers money when we need other projects completed like the museum 
fixed the water tower fixed and Anderson park is just deteriorating while someone makes a decision. 
Fix what’s broken first. We need inside activities in our weather

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Just get it fixed and up and running again

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Again just fix it. And it needs to be utilised more not just for rugby

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 168

Name Cassie Watt

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: We support Councils 'preferred option' for Rugby Park, as set out in the Long-Term Plan   
Addressing 'potential' structural issues and undertaking deferred maintenance are essential to allow 
the park to be utilised   We support the implementation of a management model that could 
maximise the use of this and other major venues.  The major venues are provincial facilities and 
need to be properly recognised and supported as such.   Future development of the Rugby Park 
infrastructure needs to be considered in this context.  For this reason, an additional allocation of 
funding to facilitate consideration of how improvements to the property could assist with 
maximising its use, is recommended as a worthy investment. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 169

Name Bronwyn Cordell

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 170

Name Darren May

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I think we need to make some difficult and bold decisions in the CBD. Lets start to make 
pedestrian only areas. This will be quite a departure from what Southlanders are used to and 
retailers will fight against it. But what we have been doing is not working. Lets try something 
different

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It is a travesty that mis-management within ICC has led us to having to close the 
museum. Many of the building's problems were known for years, yet no plan was put in place. The 
museum is a gem in Invercargill. We need to do what it takes to return this important feature to a 
working state. Maybe ICC can then go some way to righting this wrong.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: ICC should extricate itself from both Rugby Park and Stadium Southland. Both of these 
ventures should be in commercial hands. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: In broad agreements with the detail in the plan. The CBD renewal is first priority in order 
to capitalise fully on the new retail precinct. These things complement each other. One without the 
other doesn't make sense. Next priority should be the museum.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Agree. Well thought out.In broad agreements with the detail in the plan. The CBD 
renewal is first priority in order to capitalise fully on the new retail precinct. These things 
complement each other. One without the other doesn't make sense. Next priority should be the 
museum.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: No comments.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Agree that the changes make sense. Although if the residents of Otatara are to shoulder 
an increase in rates we really need to consider improved (or any) public transport links to this 
increasingly large suburb (and stop calling it rural!). There have been some goods projects over the 
last 18 months though with the roundabout and now the improvements to the cycle/walking path.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 171

Name Tony Rabbitt

Organisation Rugby Southland Supporters Club

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Yes i have attached documents 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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A3402445 

Long-term Plan Submission  
No:  172 

Name  Jane Cameron 

Organisation  

Location Invercargill 

Heard  No 

 

City Centre  

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play) 

Comment: This should’ve already been incorporated into the ICC/Richardson group revamp.    
Clearly the childish antics in the ICC has resulted in delays in community consultation, and 
requesting the vision from planners. More waste of tax payers cash. 

 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery 

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location) 

Comment: Should’ve been maintained through R&M years ago.  Very shoddy asset management. 

 

Rugby Park 

Option: Do nothing 

Comment: I’m fairly confident that the money wasted on this would be better spent on moving 
forward the overhaul to safe and effective water supply. 

 

Roadmap to Renewal 

Comment: Strangely I think thatWater supply should be more of a priority!  However we do live in 
times where we only do what gets seen so people with insecurity and narcissistic tendencies can be 
ego-stroked.    Given the contribution that farming makes to the Invercargill city purse, and that the 
so -called services they receive are fairly laughable, I’m disappointed that rural folks are getting hit 
above and beyond Commercial and Industrial properties. But we don’t want to piss off the rich and 
famous though do we! 

 

Other plans and activities 
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Comment: If this bunch of ICC children can get a plan off the ground, come in at budget and finish all 
that they’ve set out to do, I’ll paint my arse pink and call it a dahlia!Strangely I think thatWater 
supply should be more of a priority!  However we do live in times where we only do what gets seen 
so people with insecurity and narcissistic tendencies can be ego-stroked.    Given the contribution 
that farming makes to the Invercargill city purse, and that the so -called services they receive are 
fairly laughable, I’m disappointed that rural folks are getting hit above and beyond Commercial and 
Industrial properties. But we don’t want to piss off the rich and famous though do we! 

 

Plans for finances and rates 

Comment: Are we quite certain that this is fair and reasonable? 

 

Proposals to change the way we rate 

Comment: A superficial change that hardly creates improvement.  I’m sure it’ll make the “Brains 
Trust” feel better about their impotence. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 173

Name Alison Broad

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The SMAG redevelopment is an urgent priority.    Our city has been without its museum 
and art gallery for 3 years now.  Each year that passes means the children in our community have 
limited access at best to the arts, culture and heritage experiences that SMAG offers.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Excellent to see that Anderson House work will commence this year, and that the Water 
Tower will follow next year, along with the Surrey Park grandstand renewal.  The additional pool at 
Splash Palace will also be great further down the timeline.  

Other plans and activities

Comment: The impacts of climate change are arguably the biggest challenge facing all communities.  
It is good to see that reducing CO2 emissions is in the plan.  Encouraging walking and cycling is 
commendable but it will be good   to see other initiatives emerge as well.Excellent to see that 
Anderson House work will commence this year, and that the Water Tower will follow next year, 
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along with the Surrey Park grandstand renewal.  The additional pool at Splash Palace will also be 
great further down the timeline.  

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: we need to ensure that rates are adequate to meet the costs of running our city.  I hope 
that the increases impact most on those in our community who have the most

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 174

Name Dorothy Ashby

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The Museum and Art Gallery should be situated in Queens Park area as we own the land 
and tennis courts. We can reconstruct the Museum building where it is and build an art gallery next 
to it where the tennis courts used to be.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 175

Name Kate Minehan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: City Centre Streetscape - do not agree with the amount of investment that has been 
agreed for the street furniture on the streets listed.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Find a new location for the museum - new building required that is up to date and fit for 
purpose

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Money pit - waste of tax payer money.  Do not agree with the investment proposals

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Anderson House - waste of money to spend on it now, unless you can turn this into a 
commercial venture to bring back in some of the outlay. This project should have been completed 
years ago .    Arts and Creativity Invercargill - no additional information has been given as to where 
the $14.1 million investment will be made. Cannot agree with this unless the information is 
available.

Other plans and activities

Comment: The Bluff Pool is a critical asset for the Bluff Community.  It provides an important 
recreational facility and swimming for fitness and well being. It also allows the youth of Bluff to 
learn to swim in a safe environment. I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing 
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annual operating funds to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool.Anderson House - waste of money to 
spend on it now, unless you can turn this into a commercial venture to bring back in some of the 
outlay. This project should have been completed years ago .    Arts and Creativity Invercargill - no 
additional information has been given as to where the $14.1 million investment will be made. 
Cannot agree with this unless the information is available.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: As per your document "The cost of footpaths, streetlighting,  transportation, drainage, 
economic development,  business development and waste management  (excluding wheelie bins) 
have been spread  across the whole district including farms".    Farms should not be penalised with a 
rates increase given that council does not maintain any services to these farms. None of the items 
listed above pertain to farms in the Invercargill Rural area - we do not have footpaths, 
transportation, drainage and waste management options.    Rural roads to farms are not maintained 
by council, despite the fact that they are meant to be. Minimal work is carried our with little grading 
and re-gravelling taking place and roadside spraying has never taken place on our rural road. We pay 
our rates for these abysmal services and now you are proposing a rates increase for farming as an 
effective way for the council to continue to get more revenue when you do not service the rural area 
at all.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 176

Name N Austin

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Making safer access through the city centre for people walking and cycling to allow 
access to these play areas

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: A huge blow to the local community to have no museum, get it up and running asap

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: More needs to be done in Otatara. We could easily do with another roundabout at 
Otatara rd intersection and some more sidewalks as well as a wheelie bin service. Putting water 
services to Otatara should be on the long term plan as well

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: According to your caculator my rates bill in Otatara will go up by %16 (this is on top of the 
revaluation bill) compared to the average price increase of 5%. I would like to see A LOT more done 
in Otatara to compensate for this. We have one new roundabout and a side walk going in but I don't 
see how my rates need to increase by 16%!! I would like to see Otatara added to the town wheelie 
bin service and more sidewalks and street lights put in. You can't milk us for huge rate increases 
without adding some value to our local area as well!!! This is going to be very difficult for the 
residents in Otatara and I suggest you put some specific on the table to account for our increase. I 
am happy with some increase in line with town increase due to the improvements in town (ie pools, 
inner city upgrade etc) but don't expect us to pay more than our fair share if you aren't doing 
something specifically for Otatara
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 177

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Create the play area somewhere else the main area of town should be left purely to 
shopping etc

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: If we are going to spend money on it it should be bigger and have a lot more history 
about NZ in it similar too the Dunedin museum 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I like that fact that the town is getting a full revamp as it’s extremely needed however a 
lot of it like the pool and rugby park should wait for another 10 or so years still and only fox essential 
problems with them

Other plans and activities

Comment: OkI like that fact that the town is getting a full revamp as it’s extremely needed however 
a lot of it like the pool and rugby park should wait for another 10 or so years still and only fox 
essential problems with them
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Good

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Ok
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 178

Name Maria alcock

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: No play needed in inner city

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Heart of a city

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Change location, sell land in town  and put it out at beach area, better drainage and 
parking. It’s not the stadium you need to worry about, hardly used. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: No comment 

Other plans and activities

Comment: No comment No comment 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: No comment 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: No comment 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 179

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 180

Name Anne McFarlane

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Southland weather would play a large  part in 'play' concepts. play alone may not bring 
people to the area without supporting activities for the wider family. Enhance the use of the Otepuni 
garden areas as an attraction. It's a beautiful area with a magic history

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Retain the site and enhance the museum, maybe enlarge giving space for growth, not 
just maintaining the status quo size etc  Gala Street remains the ideal site for multiuse.   Children 
overnight in the museum experiences, illumination shows on the walls, access and logical experience 
enhancement onto Queens Park which gives added value to both activities.   Ideal access for 
walkways, car and bus parking, tourism hub. Very easy to find in our city for visitors  Let's get this 
right

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: I congratulate Council for its commitment to the refurbishing of the unseen 
infrastructure eg underground pipework over the past years. Well spent.   Waste and sewerage 
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reticulation must be considered and expanded. Treatment plant needs to match the future 
expansion of housing etc. Commercial enterprise such as the Awarua freezing works has impacted 
on the city's ability to expand reticulation. It is not ideal to have a plethora of bio digesters in 
sections and small landholdings. I urge the Council to ensure future development is brought into the 
council infrastructure'  I do not believe the Council building is positioned correctly in the timeline, I 
would prefer to see it pushed out by at least 10 years. As some of the Council's own projects in 
recent times have ended up to be a scale larger than origonally  presented to the public, I don't have 
faith in the ability to get planning such as this building right the first time. I can see a golden 
monument being built

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I cannot identify what the Council's plan is for debt repayment. Continuing to borrow 
must have a repayment framework

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: If charges for all property within the wider City Council catchment area are to be rated 
equally, then ALL services must be available eg waste water, sewerage, footpaths, lighting, rubbish 
collection
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 181

Name deb ellis

Organisation

Location invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: carless streets and more green spaces around esk Don streets shopping will be second to 
social spaces where people can meet and socialise

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: we miss the museum it has been a huge family icon and seeing it abandoned  is not 
hopeful. The new museum is lacking our local history and stories found it very childlike and dark did 
not feel welcomed in new space.  Instead of Langlands hotel should have invested in turning AnDer 
son's park into an amazing space dances, get together picnics on the lawn, this space is wasted as a 
art gallery should be an event Centre and a jewel in our Southern crown.... like, how many 
earthquakes does Invercargill get?

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: this ground should be multi purpose not just rugby look at the success of stadium 
Southland. Think outside the box council

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: not alot seems it's all the same year in year out let's try new stuff like dealing with 
sustainability or our terrible recycling Centre such a waste of a great resource

Other plans and activities
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Comment: not alot the basics are being left out like rubbish andvroadingnot alot seems it's all the 
same year in year out let's try new stuff like dealing with sustainability or our terrible recycling 
Centre such a waste of a great resource

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: people don't have this kind of money on top of huge mortgages things will fail

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: not my problem I rent but have no say on increases maybe the councils are too top heavy 
lighten the load and expect more from them for this type of money, come on
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 182

Name S Marrah

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I think it is important that the variability of southland weather be considered in the 
design of the city centre project including play spaces. Some Undercover parking is necessary and it 
would be great to see the use of louvre roofing systems over seating areas/play spaces. It would be 
great to have a safe and secure centre city playground (like Margaret Maher) suitable for all 
weathers surrounded by seating/socialising spaces and eateries. This would allow families to meet in 
the city at an place enjoyable for both parents and children.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Wait until centre city project is complete and reconsider options as it may be more suited 
closer to the city. Has demolition and rebuild been considered?

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Only if external funding can be sourced. This asset needs to be managed as a commercial 
investment. Need to try and have it used for events, concerts etc more.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities
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Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: The infrastructure and capital project improvements proposed have long term lives 
therefore they need to be funded via loans where possible to ensure inter generational equity.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Understandable, however I believe it is unfair that lifestyle and rural properties are 
paying a larger share of footpaths and streetlights. Yes I believe they should make a contribution (as 
Invercargill is their closest town) but given that the majority of these properties have higher capital 
value than city houses, they will pay more for something they have less benefit from.  We own a 
lifestyle property 6km out of centre of the city and pay over $4000pa in rates and we have no 
council supplied water, sewerage, stormwater, wheelie bins, footpaths or streetlights. We pay over 
double the council wheelie bin rate for a single bin collection per week, even though a wastenet 
truck comes down our road once a week.  Could the wheelie bin boundary be extended? I am aware 
it currently includes ascot heights and we are only approx 2km away on a single road with approx 40 
dwellings.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 183

Name Kevin

Organisation

Location Bluff

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Urgent

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Multi purpose is good

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: A fairer rating system is required
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 184

Name Russ

Organisation

Location Invercsrgill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 185

Name Sandy Cooper

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Need to have a Margaret Mahey type play area   Please do not close off lanes in Tay 
Street and put any streetscape in this area as it is extremely wind-blown and no-one will use it ...... if 
needing anything in this area please put it where protected from the elements and sheltered ... ? an 
area inside the new CBC development area ... I don't agree that Wachner Place doesn't work -It is a 
small area and you often see people using it and meeting there and it is a great area tucked between 
the buildings there and with great planting ... please keep this     Please make sure that the Russell 
Beck Umbrella installation in Don Street  is protected and if it is moved that it has a prominent 
location as it is a very clever and special installation that we all should treasure 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: The option that I think should happen is not here :  I feel very strongly that option 1 is 
NOT an option - restoring the current museum is completely foolish and a waste of money as it is not 
possible to be able to make a "fit for purpose" museum out of the existing building and future-proof 
it.  We deserve a new purpose- built museum and art gallery.   The whole arts and heritage sector in 
the community has been completely neglected in recent years. Promises have been made and a lot 
of money wasted on consultants for "this and that" but there has been no action on dealing with 
sorting out what to do with our closed museum.   We should NOT shelve determining a future until 
after the City Block and Streetscape projects are completed. What would you be waiting on ?   More 
procrastination with no action again ? The costs to build a new museum would just keep going up. 
Interest rates are low at the moment and the government is investing in the provinces and once 
there is a clear plan and pathway to having a new museum opened then I am sure that the required 
funding will be found. The Community is very good at finding extra funds for worthwhile projects as 
well ..... Southlanders have "deep pockets" and look what has happened with fund-raising for the 
Community Hospital and the Hawthorn Retirement Village. If a clever campaign was waged, then 
extra funding would be forth-coming I believe.    We have a Sports Stadium that is the envy of the 
rest of NZ .... we need an Arts and Museum and Heritage complex that is the envy of NZ as well ..... 
Make us proud to celebrate this area of our community - PLEASE !    Make sure that the museum is 
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future-proofed and in the right location and that it has :  Lots of accessible parking with power points 
for recharging electric cars and bikes, lots of bike stands, room for camper-vans to park - but not 
stay. Celebrate the wild-life in our area - Keep the Tuatara and build them a purpose built area  and 
add in displays that celebrate the Kakapo and Takahe as they are special to our province.    
Accessible outside toilets  An Education Centre for schools - par excellence    A cafe - it is a great 
meeting place   An art-house theatre - could double as part of an Education Centre area.    Include an 
Observatory in a new build if in the park please.    Decide whether all the arts can be incorporated 
into the new build.    then just please, please, just get on and build and fit it out asap !    In the 
interim, please use other buildings in the inner city as "pop-up" museums/art galleries and make the 
most of He Waka Huia - and by the way what is the English name for this Centre ? It should not just 
have a Maori name .......    The cost per year to the ratepayers should not be an issue....    Lets get 
going and make tis happen !.  

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Needs to be a flexible facility so can be used by more sectors of the community  BUT 
must come after you sort out the Museum please !

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Calling it a "Roadmap" has caused some confusion to some people so not so clever at 
trying to market this concept. Overall good time-line concept though

Other plans and activities

Comment: I am very happy with the rest of the planning and projects proposed Calling it a 
"Roadmap" has caused some confusion to some people so not so clever at trying to market this 
concept. Overall good time-line concept though

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Makes complete sense

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I am very happy to see a much fairer rating system.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 186

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The museum where it was at Queens Park was an asset to Invercargill. Please reopen it

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 187

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 188

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 189

Name Jennifer Officer

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I don't want to see a reduction in parking.   There needs to improved access for people 
with reduced mobility - not just wheelchairs. Sloped footpaths are a problem for people with 
walking issues. Pedestrians need space separate from cycles, skateboards, scooters, etc.  Lots of 
seating and trees.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Definitely keep SMAG in the current location. Ensure plenty of parking, keep a cafe, the 
tuatara, the changing art exhibitions, the theatre with its shows, new displays, etc. It was a great one 
stop destination: you could park close to the building, walk in the park, buy lunch at the cafe (with 
good gluten free options), see a new exhibition. It was a showpiece for Invercargill and I used to take 
all of my out of town visitors there.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I would like to see an earlier start to Arts and Creativity planning.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: I would like to see an earlier start to Arts and Creativity planning.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 190

Name Allie 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: A new collection storage facility built immediately next to the existing museum. Move 
collection to storage facility pull down existing museum. Build new modest size exhibition space 
museum & rotate exhibitions in & out of collection. Good opportunity to build a energy efficient 
facilities 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: Stop spending on temp museum & use funds on building new collection & museum 
facility

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 191

Name B. Elder

Organisation

Location RD6

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We need to get the museum reopened ASAP, our children are missing out! 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 192

Name Sue Whitley

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 193

Name Aaron Officer 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Green spaces with plenty of shade and seating in the CBD. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Keep it where it is and reopen ASAP with all the previous amenities. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Include more parking because traffic is inconvenienced when there's an event. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I think Arts and Creativity Invercargill should be brought forward and given priority over 
Rugby Park. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Be more innovative. Look at ways of using waste plastic to make road surfaces last 
longer. Tender infrastructure work and have fines built in if work is subpar (not lasting reasonable 
length of time). Invest in recovery and reuse. Work with SDE to find markets for recycling and 
develop local industries for reuse. I think Arts and Creativity Invercargill should be brought forward 
and given priority over Rugby Park. 
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 194

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Instead of wasting more money on refitting/refurbishing the pyramid, having spent close 
to $1 million to relocate to and refurbishment of a temporary site, demolish the pyramid and   and 
re absorb the land back into the surrounding park.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Money should be spent on sorting out some of the issues referred to in previous 
questions.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Infrastructure and roading should be maintained regularly, instead of deferring these 
things until such time as the costs are insane. Money should be spent on sorting out some of the 
issues referred to in previous questions.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: As long as ratepayers can see their rate money being spent in sensible ways all is well, 
money being spent on endless consultations and in other wasteful ways is not the way to please rate 
payers.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Proposal 2 seems fair.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 195

Name Lorna Jones

Organisation -

Location Otatara

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: It's not completely honest about what it exactly entails.  Only this "Isthmus Group will 
build on, update and revitalise previous plans.    During the next six months, Isthmus Group will 
engage with key stakeholders and businesses to understand our current space, and to hear ideas for 
the future." It doesn't really help understand what it is. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I cannot understand how a whole inner city project is considerably less, with huge blocks 
and offices and infrastructure against one build to create a new museum. is it to rival Te Papa? I 
doubt it, but making it seem a costly endeavor would definitely get people to vote against it, so well 
played with that.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Not really

Other plans and activities

Comment: I have a funny feeling that everything will be done whether people agree or not. As long 
as it is done professionally and takes into account the heritage and has some style blending with 
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exisiting architecture it would be a start. Invercargill seems to spend rather alot of money on 
projects which essentially look ugly once completed. If it is attractive at the end then this would be 
wonderful. Not really

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: -

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 196

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Good to see the city being regenerated.  There are still some buildings that are well past 
their prime. It's sad when buildings are left to rot

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Hope that when you "update" the inside and outside you don't go over modern, certain 
thing need to keep their uniqueness 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Never been into rugby park. Making a building multi functional  is always good

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Anderson house and city revamp is the best things that are being done

Other plans and activities

Comment: It would be a good idea for properties to have water tanks , taking the pressure of city 
system. Anderson house and city revamp is the best things that are being done

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Not a section I understand much. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: The proposals seem fair
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 197

Name Carrolyn Baker

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: When the Farmers building moves to their new site buy that building for the museum so 
central, It would fit in well with E Hayes Old Bikes and Burt Munro this way you are not spending 
heaps of money on the Museum building if the work it needs is so bad pull it down if not you can use 
it with no further costs. Farmers building would be big enough for a museum.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 198

Name Sandra King

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Important that we have a City Centre that people want to come into, both locals and 
tourists

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Like that community wellbeing is included

Other plans and activities

Comment: Good that considering climate change into infrastructure requirementsLike that 
community wellbeing is included

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Seems fair - can’t expect to benefit from projects done for the city and not contribute in 
some way through increased rates

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Fair
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 199

Name Jess

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Re open on the original sight ASAP my kids are missing out on the fond memories I had as 
a child maybe more child friendly options like Dunedin’s science area/butterflies 

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 200

Name Alex Derbie

Organisation

Location Queenstown

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: If Rugby Park had an all-weather pitch it could be used not only by Rugby but by Soccer 
and other Sports 24/7. On Saturday there could be multi-sport community games for 12 hours. It 
takes about 15 minutes to convert the pitch from Rugby to Soccer. The economics would be a saving 
on the upkeep of other sports ground which would be open spaces for the enjoyment of the public. 
As Rugby Park has night lighting to an International standard there could also be both training and 
games during the week. Furthermore, the usage would be sufficient for commercial outlets to be 
provided which would bring in revenue to he Council,. This, together with a "user-pays" revenue 
arrangements would result in the facility at least 'washing its face' and could easily be put in a 
position to make a contribution to ICC Revenue by using the facility for Concerts and other 
community and visiting performances and events. The Capital Cost could be amortised over long 
period and thus not be a burden in Ratepayers. I have experience of such facilities which are 
approved by the International Rugby Board.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 
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Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 201

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: i support wendy mclachlan 's submission regarding playgronds in general.just tarseal the 
streets and footpaths please with a few park benches and trees and grass where practical.no damn 
paveing or planter boxes

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Yes I question the price tag.Simply strengthen and re-open as it was with a lick of 
paint.keep it just for the museum and have art gallery in waka tuia biulding,when museum fixed.not 
complicated !

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Yes I Do!Give it back to the Rugby Union,it's their problem not ratepayers.If they don't 
want it ,level it and subdivide for social housing.Rugby can go to Les George Oval for all the crowd 
they get to the rep matches,Highlanders don't want to come here anyway

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: .Fix the Surrey Park stand up at minimum cost. Anderson Park needs high priority ,fix it so 
that it can be leased and start paying its own way.Water Tower is fine the way it is leave it alone.Put 
a lane swimming pool on bainfield rd Donavan Park area,,covered  25m with solar panals on roof and 
water capture,a simple pool like Winton,charge the lane swimmers to cover the costs.Don,t think its 
ok to keep increasing rates every year .keep investing to make money ,why you sold the forestry  I 
have no idea,what have you done with that money?
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Other plans and activities

Comment: The Govt. 3 waters programme is a must we need more expertise and oversite in these 
matters not part time elected councillors .Same goes for Health Boards and Environment 
Southland.As for Council biuldings and land,sell them now at the top of market .Not the councils 
business to own half of the city's real estate.Live within your budget its never good to aquire debt 
not now or ever .Fix the Surrey Park stand up at minimum cost. Anderson Park needs high priority 
,fix it so that it can be leased and start paying its own way.Water Tower is fine the way it is leave it 
alone.Put a lane swimming pool on bainfield rd Donavan Park area,,covered  25m with solar panals 
on roof and water capture,a simple pool like Winton,charge the lane swimmers to cover the 
costs.Don,t think its ok to keep increasing rates every year .keep investing to make money ,why you 
sold the forestry  I have no idea,what have you done with that money?

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Don't inrease rates!live within your budget.reduce some of your costs.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I pay higher rates on my 450000 home in Swinton st Than my brother pays on his million 
dollar home in Tawa Wellington,work that out !
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 202

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 203

Name Stephen O'Connor

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: My preference is that more time be taken to ensure that the best long-term solution is 
adopted.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Addressing structural issues and undertaking deferred maintenance should be prioritised 
to allow the park to be fully utilised.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: As per previous comments, ensuring the Museum solution is future proof may require 
more time while completing the structural and deferred maintenance requirements at Rugby Park 
could be brought forward.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Nothing to addAs per previous comments, ensuring the Museum solution is future proof 
may require more time while completing the structural and deferred maintenance requirements at 
Rugby Park could be brought forward.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Nothing to add

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: They seem sensible.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 204

Name Patricia [Pat] Coats

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We need our Museum in its original position, [at Queens Park] The amount of money 
spent on He Waka Tuia should have been kept to spend on the original museum.  Stop 
procrastinating & sort it.  

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: The update of Rugby park is so overdue. if council had completed regular maintenance 
that was included in previous budgets the building would not be in the state it is to day. Southland 
needs a Sports ground  as ruRanfurly Shield era did for all our province, even our elderly people. 
Stop procrastinating & sort out our Park & Museum

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 205

Name Norman 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: No one is asking for this, it is simply a qaste of money that no one actually has

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The temporary one was a woeful waste of rate payers money, the money spend should 
have been spent directly on the true museum 

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: The council should never have got involved, if it cannot self support, and NZRU give 
nothing but it is essentially there for their use 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Screems incompetents 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Stick to core services and try be the council known for a rates decrease, what a crazy idea 
that would beScreems incompetents 

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Looking at an 18% increase and I receive a very poor service from the ICC and their 
current contractor. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Unfair for a majority of people living outside the traditional ICC area   Otatara receives 
very limited services and yet are now looking to be rated exorbitantly. Problem is not just the 
elected members but the actual council staff, they have a current hate for both the public and 
contractors.  I have seen rates in 20y increase from $700 to $2500   This is disgraceful
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 206

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 207

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: I'm unable to find detail of what the play will look like, its 5 million extra so what do we 
get for that?

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: I would like to see the Museum re-opened at Queens Park, 56 Million also seems a lot of 
money for this?

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Looks good

Other plans and activities

Comment: Yes, they also look goodLooks good

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Yep, looks good
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Also looks good
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 208

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 209

Name G Larson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 210

Name Andrew Digby

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: It’s great to see a stronger focus on active travel and spaces for people. This partially 
mitigates the anachronism of building a 650-space car park in a city centre - at a time when most 
progressive cities around the world are banning cars!  Invercargill CBD is currently one of the ugliest 
in the country. There is a dire lack of green space in the CBD, and it’s good to see this being partially 
addressed. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Invercargill desperately needs more atttractions: a closed water tower and a hardware 
store aren’t sufficient to encourage people to visit! Fully support this spending on a high-quality 
museum.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Looks good; although I would like to see a focus on arts and creativity sooner than 2027!

Other plans and activities
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Comment: I fully support significant spending on the wastewater/stormwater upgrades. However, I 
would love to see a much stronger emphasis on active travel, especially suited. Invercargill has a very 
low proportion of bike commuters, due to free parking in the central city. I’d like to see congestion 
charging, and a much stronger emphasis on encouraging cycling with segregated cycle lanes.Looks 
good; although I would like to see a focus on arts and creativity sooner than 2027!

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I’m happy to pay higher rates for better services. But I think $6 a week on roading is too 
high. Invercargill is decades behind the rest of the world in reducing car use, and much more needs 
to be done to discourage this. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I support this. Surprised to see that residents of Otatara did not formerly pay for 
streetlights, footpaths and transportation!
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 211

Name Sarah 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 212

Name I tickedno

Organisation I ticked the box no

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Does anyone still go there? How many dollars per attendee based on last year's 
attendance numbers

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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A3402362

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 213

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402506

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 214

Name Nathan stenton 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402513

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 215

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: It would benefit the city as a whole by uplifting the mental and physical well being of the 
people. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It was a great place to visit.  Sort it out and open it up. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: It's a good venue not only for rugby but other outdoor events as well

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: They should go  ahead with  them. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: N/aThey should go  ahead with  them. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402517

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 216

Name Simon gentle

Organisation

Location Melbourne

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402524

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 217

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Don't take our car parks away especially with there being very few options for disabled 
parking

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Just do it and get it open for us 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Na

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Na

Other plans and activities

Comment: NaNa

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Na
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Na
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A3402527

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 218

Name Josh

Organisation

Location Otautau 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Streets are for cars and Taylor street is bloody windy 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Get on with it and get it open again 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rebuild into a multi use so we can get the Highlanders back playing rugby in Invercargill 
and maybe all blacks 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402529

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 219

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: It is a financial liability and a dying sport that must sell a stake in its major asset to pay for 
the bloated expenses middle heirachy  in order to sustain the ‘grass roots’ 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402364

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 220

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402366

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 221

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: No point spending 40m if ask you are doing is structural, need to provide a better option

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: We're need to knock it down, waste of time

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: All good

Other plans and activities

Comment: AverageAll good

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Poor, increases are too high

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: Poor, so you are going to discount south Invercargill and still provide them with a poor 
service
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A3402368

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 222

Name Colin Davis

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I absolutely support the council's preferred option for Rugby Park.    In my lifeI have 
attended and / or taken part in many different events, eg fireworks displays, athletics meetings, 
soccer matches, school sports meetings, but mostly rugby matches, either as a child spectator, 
competitor / player, or more recently, as an adult spectator.  My first "official" visit to the park 
would have been as a ten year old to a town club rugby match in 1953.  From then on I was a regular 
attender and my favourite posy was sitting on the fence where players ran out from under the old 
main stand. I can recall touching the great "Tiny Hill" as he ran onto the field with the Canterbury  
team of the day.  From my playing days, especially after wet weather I well remember the distinctive 
odour of decay which emanated from the sometimes glutinous muddy surface.   Rugby Park was an 
integral part of mine (and many others) upbringing and growth and I'm sure, helped shape us to be 
proud Southlanders.    Rugby Park is the iconic home of, and synonymous with, rugby in Southland.   
It is widely known throughout New Zealand as such.    We should all endeavour to support Steve 
Mitchell's and Rugby Southland's ideas as our forefathers would no doubt have done in their much 
harder lifetime.     I am 100% for Steve Mitchell's ideas.         In my opinion 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 
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Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402370

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 223

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402372

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 224

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402375

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 225

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402376

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 226

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402377

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 227

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402378

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 228

Name Mike Peters

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rate increases need to be capped by the rate of pension increase

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: Have no issue with changing where it falls.
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A3402379

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 229

Name Judy

Organisation

Location Bluff

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The timeframe should be a priority 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402533

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 230

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Need to make this a must do so we can have more events there and gain revenue for the 
city and other projects 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Don't like the layout no parking 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Don't like the layout no parking 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402535

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 231

Name Kathy Shirley

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: A park similar to Margaret Mahy would be great but ease of parking and our eratic 
weather would have to have some kind of considerstion taken to make this viable.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I believe our museum an art gallery should remain at Queens park it has already been 
detrimental to our community being closed.  We have an area of land here to provide a great 
museum and art gallery with safe parking and space and further add on in the future.  It definitely 
should not be part of the C B D definitely opposed to it being in CBD

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Definitely need it to be multi function 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Thought this document was un  clear until it was clarified at a U3a meeting   Do worry 
about the effect on rates though.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Do think we need to think about our aging infrastructure in some areas of our city needs 
to be maintainedThought this document was un  clear until it was clarified at a U3a meeting   Do 
worry about the effect on rates though.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates increase effects us all but aware our city needs to be paid for going forward this is 
going to be eapecially hard on retired people whose income does not rise with the rising costs of 
everything

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I believe should be in context with services provided 
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A3402537

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 232

Name Karen Carter

Organisation

Location INVERCARGILL

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Would have liked Esk Street to be pedestrians only

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I cant see why you havent included an option of strengthening and reopening without 
any upgrading this would have been cheaper and quicker. The upgrade could have been done at a 
later date.l think the temporary museum is a joke.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: It looks ok but would be nice if it didnt mean huge rate rises to fund it

Other plans and activities

Comment: It has to be done especially now we have the 3 waters to considerIt looks ok but would 
be nice if it didnt mean huge rate rises to fund it

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: I dont like the huge rate rises for Otatara l think its an unfair system. I would like the Govt 
to control or cap the rates increases to prevent councils from just continuing to fund things for their 
wish lists from the poor old ratepayer. There are a lot of people struggling in the community and 
continuing to increase their rates is unfair.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Think its an unfair system.See above
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A3402380

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 234

Name Jonathan Thomas 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Icc should not own this sporting facility. It is not a community facility, no matter how you 
attempt to dress it up. Rigby is a professional sport and should therefore incur the full costs as such. 
This should not fall on the rate payer

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Icc should also not have the cost of the athletics stand. This should fully be the cost of the 
sport. All other sports in southland fundraise and get community funding for their projects. The new 
softball facility only 200m away is a good example. They did not receive any money from ICC. The 
argument is always given that schools use it a few times a year for their sports. But other sports 
facilities are also used by schools and ICC does not contribute.     ICC should be equal in its services. 
By funding athletics it would seem as though you aren't being equal bit are favouring one over 
another.    Of it is that important. ICC should sell the stand to athletics for $1 and they can raise the 
rest of the money for whatever they want. They managed to fund for the new track but it appears 
they only fundraised for half of their sports requirements.  
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Other plans and activities

Comment: Icc should also not have the cost of the athletics stand. This should fully be the cost of the 
sport. All other sports in southland fundraise and get community funding for their projects. The new 
softball facility only 200m away is a good example. They did not receive any money from ICC. The 
argument is always given that schools use it a few times a year for their sports. But other sports 
facilities are also used by schools and ICC does not contribute.     ICC should be equal in its services. 
By funding athletics it would seem as though you aren't being equal bit are favouring one over 
another.    Of it is that important. ICC should sell the stand to athletics for $1 and they can raise the 
rest of the money for whatever they want. They managed to fund for the new track but it appears 
they only fundraised for half of their sports requirements.  

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: There is no doubt some big projects. Buts rates increases are out of step with inflation 
and wage growth.     It just means that we need to cut the cloth differently and only do what is really 
core business and required. Ie don't fund sports that should do it themselves. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402381

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 235

Name Lauris Richardson

Organisation

Location Waikiwi Invercargill 9810

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Gala St location allows for parking and walks in the Queens Gardens and room for growth 
either up or sideways and more room for parking.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402382

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 236

Name Allan Low

Organisation

Location Christchurch

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: RepairASAP. There no better alternative to showcase the proud heritage of Southland 
Rugby. So get on with before you destroy the provinces great heritage. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402384

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 237

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: It’s only used for rugby in general so waste of money

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: No comment 

Other plans and activities

Comment: My main issue is the state of our roads. No point spending millions when our streets are a 
disgrace, worse than streets post Chch quake. Potholes, patched areas, disgusting state. We had 
visitors from up north & that was their main opinion of Invercargill to take away how bad our streets 
are. Ashamed to live here at present. No comment 

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Rates are expensive enough now so disagree 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Don’t agree
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A3402385

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 238

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402386

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 239

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: More streets with no cars 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: No  

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402387

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 240

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402388

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 241

Name Linda Neave

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The museum should definitely stay at it's current location, wirh plenty of room for a 
larger building & or additions in the future. With our much admired Queen's Park next door & the 
wide open grass areas of Gala Street continuing to make this part of our city family friendly.  

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402389

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 242

Name Ash

Organisation

Location Winton

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Just get it fixed and start hosting more games from club rugby games and push harder for 
highlanders games. Otherwise we have one big eyesore in the middle of our town 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Not a fan of the large rates rise. We pay enough as it is and the roads have already been a 
big problem for many years ! Maybe we need to hold some large trucking firms accountable for the 
state of the roads 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 243

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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A3402391

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 244

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Would be nice but not at the cost

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Its embarrassing for the city as it is considering its probably one of the most televised 
places

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402392

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 245

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: We already have Queens Park as our urban play area. Disrupting our bleak Tay st to serve 
a few is not improving it.Current skateboard park is good where it is. This proposal would only 
disrupt Mall users

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Museums are very extravagant use of public funds for the benefit of a few who visit them

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Increasing the use of Rugby Park only requires a little effort ,not another $5 mill

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Ongoing

Other plans and activities

Comment: Anderson House and Water Tower are part of Invercargills attractions and are far more 
worthy than the millions sqandered on "heritage "facades in Esk St which will only look ugly on 
completionOngoing

Plans for finances and rates
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A3402392

Comment: An area that requires constant review

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Not what this achieves apart from confusion for investment
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A3402393

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 246

Name Ann Marie Andrell

Organisation

Location Richmond

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: The museum and art gallery MUST be in Queens Park.  do not invest more in He Waka 
Tuia. That money should have gone towards the museum and art gallery.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: flexible use facility please

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Do not narrow Tay Street. It is cold and windy.  Sell Anderson house. Beloved as it is, it is 
a liability.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Thank you for our infrastructure and the maintenance you are doing.Do not narrow Tay 
Street. It is cold and windy.  Sell Anderson house. Beloved as it is, it is a liability.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402396

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 247

Name Mac

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Need to do this earlier/ increase priority 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Solid 

Other plans and activities

Comment: GoodSolid 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: No comment
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A3402396

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: No comment
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A3402394

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 248

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402397

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 249

Name Sharon Livingstone

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Delighted to see play being a consideration for the city centre - I hope this has a strong 
element of creativity and the arts incorporated.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Location for the museum is perfect at the corner of the park - walkable distance to city 
centre.   Visits to the museum used to be a favourite family outing for us.  I hope the tuatara are able 
to remain and also that there is a cafe space included in the plan.  

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Pleased to see Andersons Park included, this is a real taonga of the city and one that 
needs to be preserved and enjoyed.  Great to see Water Tower included, another city icon and 
important part of our heritage.    I understand a cultural narrative is part of the inner city renewal 
project which is great, I hope m?tauranga M?ori will be meaningfully incorporated into all aspects of 
the the proposed developments.    The arts needs to have a much greater profile in the city as does 
the presence, voice and perspective of children, perhaps the Waka Huia space could become a 
gallery space where children's art could be celebrated and shared.  Schools and centres could be 
invited to exhibit reflecting certain themes or concepts or values such as whanaungatanga or 
kaitiakitanga  The street frontages and verandas along Dee Street are in dire need of maintenance 
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A3402397

and repair - much of this area is quite run down and dirty which makes the city look and feel untidy 
and uncared for.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Important infrastructure that needs to be invested in and upgraded.Pleased to see 
Andersons Park included, this is a real taonga of the city and one that needs to be preserved and 
enjoyed.  Great to see Water Tower included, another city icon and important part of our heritage.    
I understand a cultural narrative is part of the inner city renewal project which is great, I hope 
m?tauranga M?ori will be meaningfully incorporated into all aspects of the the proposed 
developments.    The arts needs to have a much greater profile in the city as does the presence, 
voice and perspective of children, perhaps the Waka Huia space could become a gallery space where 
children's art could be celebrated and shared.  Schools and centres could be invited to exhibit 
reflecting certain themes or concepts or values such as whanaungatanga or kaitiakitanga  The street 
frontages and verandas along Dee Street are in dire need of maintenance and repair - much of this 
area is quite run down and dirty which makes the city look and feel untidy and uncared for.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Good idea to charge full for water etc on multi units  Otatara and Myross Bush residents 
should contribute to inner city costs like lighting but this needs to be made clearer that this is a 
contribution towards the inner city.  Rates paid by commercial and industrial properties should 
reflect their rateable values

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Think they are fair
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A3402541

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 250

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Less cars

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Keeping the Museum in its historic place is important 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Bring forward the work.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Bring forward the work on Rugby Park

Other plans and activities

Comment: N/aBring forward the work on Rugby Park

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates should go up more
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Ok
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A3402553

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 251

Name Simon Ward

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Really important for the City to have this facility fulfilling it's potential to be a key asset 
for all members of the community. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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A3402553

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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A3402555

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 252

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 253

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: no

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: no

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: this needs to be a priority

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: no

Other plans and activities

Comment: nono

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: no
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: i agree
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 254

Name James

Organisation

Location Christchurch 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby Park needs to be fixed!! It’s part of our identity and would be a big loss if not 
invested into

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 255

Name Marc

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Close esk at to cars and have foot traffic only. Demolish Menzies building and make 
wachner place a hub or restaurants and bars.. a city centre young people want to come too..

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Get a tv so Highlanders can come back(argue a decent time of super season-not winter) 
stays fan show up week in week out, beer is overpriced.. food stalls are rubbish place needs a 
revamp 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Invercargill has fallen behind long ago.. why would you alllow big retailers set up shop all 
around town.. we needed a city centre years ago.. after living overseas and seeing major centre have 
everything on one spot. A 10minute commute from each side of town is messed up having to get in 
and out of your car to go from side to side of town

Other plans and activities

Comment: The council just need to get refreshed with what the next gen wants.. I grew up with the 
sugar shack n frog n frikin, doing laps in wagons.. not that I do that but there’s so much falling 
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behind and when it will be finished people will say “what the f#*k did we do that for”Invercargill has 
fallen behind long ago.. why would you alllow big retailers set up shop all around town.. we needed 
a city centre years ago.. after living overseas and seeing major centre have everything on one spot. A 
10minute commute from each side of town is messed up having to get in and out of your car to go 
from side to side of town

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates are already too high and for what we pay f*#k all seems to get done, I live onside of 
a council walkway and all my neighbours fences are above head height yet mine is easy acces for 
people to look into my yard and see what I’m Upto, happy to get alerted but being in a council 
walkway I think I should be helped out/ walkway doesn’t get maintained anyway

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Haven’t read I’m sorry
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 256

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Our museum has been closed for far too long, it is unacceptable how long council is 
taking to make decisions to have it opened again and not listening to ratepayers regarding this

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: The museum should be prioritised.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 257

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This needs to be corrected now!! Do not push the time frame out for this. Listen to the 
rate payers

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 258

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 259

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Keep it alive, we love the stags!

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 260

Name Ryan Marshall

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Vital link in Invercargills infrastructure

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 261

Name Steve Wills

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: What is the cost so far for the ICC/Isthmus plans and consultation .

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Get on with it.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Give it back NZ Rugby. Their new USA backers will be happy to have it.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: All good except rugby park.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Mostly positive. Another water supply should be fast tracked now.All good except rugby 
park.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: The plans are meaningless. There are always changes and you will change them as you 
see fit . Consultation is just a word.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: You will pick the one that the council wants.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 262

Name Sarah McKenzie 

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It needs to be sorted NOW. My children are growing up without a museum. It is simply 
not good enough and councils inactivity to date is dismal 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 263

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Make rugby park great again! It’ll only attract players. The community and support is 
awesome and they deserve to have a well built stadium 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 264

Name Ronald Gilson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: It is just a waste of money, look at Wachner Place all the money wasted there for people 
to gather and how often did it happen

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Why does it need to cost 50  odd million to strenghten the museum and refurbish it

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: It would be worth it to spend 9.4 million if Rugby Park was used a lot but it is not.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: What plans the City Council intends to do is it just a waste of more money, like past 
councils the money spent on changing Esk and Don Streets what for nothing. What happened to the 
idea of making Don Street two way again, then the next idea change Dee Street so that motorists 
could turn right into Esk Street.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Just another waste of money that could be used for other things.What plans the City 
Council intends to do is it just a waste of more money, like past councils the money spent on 
changing Esk and Don Streets what for nothing. What happened to the idea of making Don Street 
two way again, then the next idea change Dee Street so that motorists could turn right into Esk 
Street.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: As i live in Otatara like a lot of other people over 65 and have to live on 300 odd dollars a 
week i think it is very unfair  to expect the ratepayers to pay for services like street lighting, 
footpaths and transportation when we don't have these services.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Against change.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 265

Name Josh Dennison 

Organisation

Location Otatara 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby Park needs to be brought completely back up to scratch, and improved to enable 
professional cricket. We lost the super rugby contract because no one went to watch, but no one 
went to watch because Rugby Park is rubbish.  I would love to see more super rugby games and ODI 
l, T20 and Test cricket without having to travel to Queenstown or Dunedin.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: If Otatara rates are going up, we best be getting footpaths, streetlights, busses and mains 
water. Considering the luxuries we don't have compared to living in the city, our rates should be 
cheap.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 266

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 267

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: The city centre should always be the heart of the city providing life and energy to the city.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Not particulary

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Long term investment for sport in new zealand i suppose  

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: unsure

Other plans and activities

Comment: unsure  unsure

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: unsure  
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 268

Name Maria Davers

Organisation

Location Wyndham

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I support Councils 'preferred option' for Rugby Park, as set out in the Long-Term Plan 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Sensible options, look to move Ruby Park to 2022-24, this is a key asset to the city.  It 
could be a hub for so many events/functions.  

Other plans and activities

Comment: Key services that will always need a focus Sensible options, look to move Ruby Park to 
2022-24, this is a key asset to the city.  It could be a hub for so many events/functions.  

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: No one wants increases, but the reality is our assets age & need maintained, increases 
will need to happen 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: It will be what it will be
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 269

Name Wade Devine

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: This is just a Play Dough Plan.  There are too many capital projects over the next 10 years 
to justify this..

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Allow for up to $40 million to refurbish, strengthen existing building.  The procrastination 
on this project is just outstanding!  This project has been a casualty of the councils decision to spend 
~$50mil on the city center block.  The decision to close it in the first place was also flawed.  I do trust 
there is not a hidden agenda in trying to move the location of the museum.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Another mismanaged facility council have ended up with

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Way to expensive.  To many projects over 10 years. Time for a reality check!

Other plans and activities

Comment: Infrastructure is the CORE business of council and must take precedence.  Capital projects 
must be prioritized and non essential projects moved beyond 2031.Way to expensive.  To many 
projects over 10 years. Time for a reality check!

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: There needs to be a reset on rates increases. You cannot continue to rate beyond 
peoples means, unless there is assistance from central government  You don't want a pol tax but 
want to rate property owners for services they don't receive. Do not support rating for services not 
received.  More consideration need to be given to spreading capital projects over future 
generations.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Please see previous comments.  Projected rates increases need to state the range of 
increases from the minimum to max in order to inform ratepayers.  Forcing rural ratepayers to pay 
for street lighting they don't receive is just pain wrong!  Rural ratepayers pay for the services they 
receive i.e local rubbish collection.  Proposal 2 would be the most logical proposition. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 270

Name G Berg

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It is crucial that the Southland Museum and Art Gallery is re-opened again as soon as 
possible. We have a whole generation of young children who have missed out on their first 
experience of visiting and learning from this Museum and what it has to offer. Children need to be 
introduced to Museums, Art Galleries and cultural venues at an early age so they gain an 
appreciation of them. The future of these facilities depends on it. Our city is sadly lacking in cultural 
options and this needs to rectified ASAP. He Waka Tuia is a great facility but is just such a tiny 
snapshot of the wider offering of the full Museum. Any more money being spent needs to go into 
the main Museum, which is perfectly located for easy access to parking, educational facilities and 
Queens Park.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Currently this facility is operational with millions of dollars having spent on it over the 
years. I believe at this time it is far more important to get our Cultural venues reopened to the 
public.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 
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Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 271

Name Geoff Dembo

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Experience from around the world shows that integrating new residential 
accommodation, particular small apartments of decent quality, into city centre revitalisation plans is 
crucial. This is far more important to urban regeneration than prettying up the streets. P16 of your 
own consultation says "more people are anticipated to want to live in the city centre", but the 
developments going in appear to be a lot of mall-based shopping (so 1990s !) with windowdressing 
of the streetscape. Where is the planning for people to live in the centre ?

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This has dragged on for far, far too long. Just get on with it.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Spend the minimum. Invercargill has several "must do" projects in the pipeline, this is not 
one of them.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: This is a mixed bag. Prettying up the city centre streets is pointless without having plans 
for more, higher-density residential accommodation in the city centre. The loss of SMAG and 
Anderson House has been keenly felt by many, they need to be brought back to life asap. If Bluff 
wants the boat ramp project, fine. Rugby Park is a low priority - it's had large sums poured into it in 
the past, with limited return to the community as a whole. Having heritage and art exhibitions 
integrated at SMAG in the pyramid worked well - this should be reinstated, including a programme 
of temporary exhibitions which was very popular. The 2017 consultant-written proposal for the ACI 
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isn't personally appealing - fingers crossed this turns out to be a useful facility for the community, 
not a white elephant.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Looming crucial big-ticket projects such as the Stead Street embankment strengthening 
(so we don't lose the airport !) and ensuring water supply to the city are much more important than 
other nice-to-have projects such as Civic Building renewal and adding a pool to Splash Palace, which 
should be deferred or declined.This is a mixed bag. Prettying up the city centre streets is pointless 
without having plans for more, higher-density residential accommodation in the city centre. The loss 
of SMAG and Anderson House has been keenly felt by many, they need to be brought back to life 
asap. If Bluff wants the boat ramp project, fine. Rugby Park is a low priority - it's had large sums 
poured into it in the past, with limited return to the community as a whole. Having heritage and art
exhibitions integrated at SMAG in the pyramid worked well - this should be reinstated, including a 
programme of temporary exhibitions which was very popular. The 2017 consultant-written proposal 
for the ACI isn't personally appealing - fingers crossed this turns out to be a useful facility for the 
community, not a white elephant.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates increases and ballooning out of debt ? Not very palatable. Some of the projects 
need to be deleted.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Levying rates on rural areas for their streetlighting and footpaths, when they don't have 
any, is unfair. Contrariwise, such a policy may lead some people in rural areas to say "well, if we're 
paying for them, let's have some !", which would accelerate the regrettable stealthy urbanisation of 
the rural environment.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 272

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The whole museum saga has been shameful. It is about time that we get our act together 
and sort it. The current location by Queen's Park is great with plenty of parking, foot traffic and 
people out and about anyway.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: For our family Rugby Park is an integral part of linking the past with the present and 
future. It has a significant place in our history with many happy moments, i.e. Ranfurly Shield games, 
World Cup games, Lions games. It is centrally located and has great potential for multi-functional 
use. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: it appears OK. Ideally timeframes  

Other plans and activities

Comment: it appears OK. Ideally timeframes  
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 273

Name Regan Summerfield 

Organisation

Location Winton   RD1

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This is so important for invercargill and Southland. Just get it up and running again please 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Also we need this going if we are to move forward as a province and also getting bigger 
games down and not just rugby .maybe football and league games 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 274

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: • We support Councils 'preferred option' for Rugby Park, as set out in the Long-Term 
Plan   • Addressing 'potential' structural issues and undertaking deferred maintenance are essential 
to allow the park to be utilised   • We support the implementation of a management model 
that could maximise the use of this and other major venues.   • The major venues are provincial 
facilities and need to be properly recognised and supported as such.   • Future development of the 
Rugby Park infrastructure needs to be considered in this context.   • For this reason, an 
additional allocation of funding to facilitate consideration of how improvements to the property 
could assist with maximising its use, is recommended as a worthy investment.   

Other plans and activities
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Comment

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 275

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: The park should be repaired as soon as possible. Council have dropped the ball on this 
one. Their lack of maintaince has created most of the issues. It should be fixed when rugby is going 
good so is the community. It is unbelievable that so many things need to be bought up to standard 
because of poor council decisions

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: ok but not sure how some of the decision or preferred options have been decided.

Other plans and activities

Comment: ok but not sure how some of the decision or preferred options have been decided.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 276

Name Bretton Taylor

Organisation

Location Gire

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 277

Name Ben Parkes

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Every great city has a multi use stadium throughout New Zealand, therefore to really 
improve Invercargill, push more sport into our community and provide an awesome environment in 
which to play. It's also in a really good location and provides access to everybody in town!

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 279

Name J Howie

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Keep in mind how windy our city is.   Plant more trees. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This was already agreed in the 10year plan. Not sure why that was ignored   

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: User pay

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I live in high cost house. However have no income. How on earth are supposed pay more 
than anyone else?  As usual the aged are squeezed out.    All incomes use the same services so why 
penalise those who did work hard and earn their house.   Again perhaps user pay. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 280

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 281

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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A3402839

Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 282

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Ni

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Great

Other plans and activities

Comment: Surrey park grandstand is a waste of money,Great

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Ok
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A3402839

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: If it is used to better the city I think it is ok
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No:  283 

Name 

Organisation 

Location 

Heard 

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay) 

Comment: Do it properly 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location) 

Comment: Ok 

Rugby Park 

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space) 

Comment: Get on with it 

Roadmap to Renewal 

Comment: Ok 

Other plans and activities 

Comment: Ok Ok 

Plans for finances and rates 

Comment: Not good 

A3403500
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Proposals to change the way we rate 

Comment: 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 284

Name Barry O'Callaghan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: .

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: A city without a museum looses its history.  It's heart.  We have gone too long without 
the museum.  We must have it back before it is pushed out too far away to care anymore

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Rugby Park has limited use.  Crowd numbers are down.  There is no super Rugby there.  
The idea of a international test match not going to happen post Covid.  Let Rugby Southland or the 
RNZFU pay for this one.  It is a total waste of money.  

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 285

Name Malcolm McKee

Organisation

Location Wendonside RD 7 Gore

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: need to get people back into spaces under Grandstand, as things only go to rack and ruin 
if not used and looked after.  Need to make it look as though it is cared for and utilized as much as 
possible for numerous events.  Also it is the home of Southland Rugby where many Southlanders 
over generations have fond memories and hopefully more to come. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 286

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: no

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I like it where it is and think it would be horrible to loose it altogether 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Multi purpose venue makes more sense 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: its a great start to do maintenance on things that probably should have been thought 
about a long time ago

Other plans and activities

Comment: its okits a great start to do maintenance on things that probably should have been 
thought about a long time ago

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: rates need to be kept as low as possible 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: ok
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 287

Name Dayna Cunningham

Organisation ACDC Farming Limited

Location Winton

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby park is an important asset that needs fixed as soon as possible.  I think the staff of 
Rugby Southland deserve to be working in their home of rugby

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 288

Name Gaye Turner

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I think a chess board is,milar to what is in Sydney Hyde Park  where public can play and 
congregate would be a fun and educational feature to include. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: I think the Te Waka Museum is terrific and visit regularly and promote to others to do so 
also.  The change rate of exhibit is really very good now and we can see much more of the artefacts 
in a great interactive display. 

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: The initial build wasn't constructed well and underfunded then so should not have been 
allowed to proceed. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: It is a great plan and I have a positive feel going forward to the next 10-15 years living in 
this city. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Good, I am very passionate about a vibrant city centre and Museum gardens and Parks 
areas where people can explore, exercise and learn. It is a great plan and I have a positive feel going 
forward to the next 10-15 years living in this city. 
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Good work 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Good
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 289

Name Milton Smith

Organisation

Location NInvercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: You should not progress your stated "preferred option" further, until you have 
established detailed knowledge of the actual ground conditions at this site. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: • Addressing 'potential' structural issues and undertaking deferred maintenance are 
essential to allow the park to be utilized   • We support the implementation of a management 
model that could maximise the use of this and other major venues. The major venues are provincial 
facilities and need to be properly recognised as such.   • Future development of the Rugby Park 
infrastructure needs to be considered in this context. For this reason, an additional allocation of 
funding to facilitate consideration of how improvements to the property could assist with 
maximising its use, is recommended as a worthy investment.   

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment:

Other plans and activities

Comment:
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: We support your proposed option
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 290

Name M j McGee 

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Keep it where it is

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: No comment

Other plans and activities

Comment: Waste of money we don’t haveNo comment

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: To evoensive

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: Ok
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 291

Name Jenn Thom

Organisation

Location Invers

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Some for kids with disabilities 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Ioved it,great just up date and perhaps re arrange it?

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Are open air projects viable,eg Christmas carols?

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Can't get to the document, Anderson house was being upgraded last time we were 
there,! Good for weddings special events,one renter,multi event?s

Other plans and activities

Comment: In the bluff portfolio,could it include a sea water ,outside or wind cover pool free  or not 
too deep a charge? Rest good idea . I do agree with Marcus lush, more needs to be done for the 
residents! Can't get to the document, Anderson house was being upgraded last time we were there,! 
Good for weddings special events,one renter,multi event?s
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: As I said doc not available, the sp.ash pool meets our grandkids approval. We as seniors 
can't afford $15 a session but could the new pool be chlorine free  and cheaper for us seniors, even
if its just morning or certain mornings,even early evenings,could gold card and fee be adjusted?

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: As side not document available on line
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 292

Name Paul Robinson

Organisation

Location Dunedin

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Only real concern is the shift to online shopping and whats is the real furure of the retil 
sector

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: High time this was repaired and opened to the Public again

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Providing it is a multiuse facility. If it is for rugby only then no

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: All stuff that needs doing, except perhaps Splash Palace additional pool. The Bluff pool 
needs to continue to be funded

Other plans and activities

Comment: Appreciate the 3 waters may impact how water is managed but I believe ICC has under 
resourced this for years. Bluff has water pressure issues and not even supplied to some streets. 
Otatara another example. Cities and Towns need these fundamentals if growth is to occurAll stuff 
that needs doing, except perhaps Splash Palace additional pool. The Bluff pool needs to continue to 
be funded
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: No strong views however rates increase need to translate into improvements both in 
infrastructure and Council management

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: No strong views either way
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 293

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 294

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Not the city councils job to make people pay. Urban play is a marketers gimmic. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Get the pyramid upgraded and open and stop wasting money on the inner city one that 
has already had too much wasted on it

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Just make it a safe stadium. Its a rugby ground - and should be used for other events too 
like league, football and touch

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: No idea what Te Uaki Ara is but if its not necessary and not a utility dont waste money on 
it

Other plans and activities

Comment: Havent recieved a document in the mail so in the darkNo idea what Te Uaki Ara is but if 
its not necessary and not a utility dont waste money on it

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Dont increase rates to blow money on unnecessary spending. Focus on getting our city 
through the central city development

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: If you were running a business you wouldnt have any customers
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 295

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 296

Name Wendy McLachlan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I think that this is a great opportunity for the council to develop natural play spaces for 
our tamariki. However I do not believe that 25 million dollars needs to be spent, or that we need a 
huge one stop Margrate Mahi type playground. I think that there should be  several natural spaces 
dotted around the inner city, where tamariki can stop and recharge their batteries, getting close to 
nature. https://youtu.be/FWs8DBsI7c4 is a link to the amazing natural playground that the Auckland 
City Council has created with guidance from Harko Brown. Natural materials are better than plastic 
fantastic. They offer tamariki the chance to explore using all their senses, to learn to take and 
manage risks, to feel the earth beneath their feet. The other thing I would like to see is lots of trees, 
flower gardens and natural sensory spaces for tamariki. You have the opportunity to be the leader 
for natural spaces and I hope you take it. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Invest in existing museums even though they some are under the regional councils 
control. ie Bluff, Riverton and Gore. You have wasted enough money on He Waka Tuia, that is the 
most underwhelming space. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: This was a very bad purchase. It should not be a ground that is under the control of the 
council. What is the Rugby union putting towards this upgrade? Sell it and move on. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 
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Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Our rates are high enough. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 297

Name jodie 

Organisation

Location invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Issue number 3, Rugby Park  We need to get back into Rugby Park this facility needs to be 
fixed as it is a Community building, this needs to be looked at quicker so it can be used by everyone

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This also needs to be fixed for the public to use this building, there is a high volume of 
people who visit here

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: This is a multi use building, the staff need to get back into this and it needs to be back in 
full use for the Community

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Why are there 2 spaces on the road map not currently being used that are prioritised 
over other buildings

Other plans and activities

Comment: Great but I think prioritising existing issues would need to be completed before starting 
on other projectsWhy are there 2 spaces on the road map not currently being used that are 
prioritised over other buildings
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I think the rates hike will cause a lot of conversation, happy to pay some to for the better 
of the city, but the increase cannot go above and beyond if the budget is blown out

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: it needs to be fairer in regards to paying your rates, some areas get more for there rates 
compared to other areas
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 298

Name Jack

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Rugby Park should higher up the list given it is a facility that is currently used. Last season 
they had their biggest crowds in years and having half the stand empty due to structural issues is not 
a good look. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It needs to be done once and done well. Why cant the museum go in the Farmers 
Building which will be vacant once the CBD mall is done? 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Rugby Park needs to be prioritized given its current usage and trends of last season. 
Rugby is looking to make a huge comeback in Southland and we have seen in the past what that 
stadium can be like when fully used. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Current pressing issues such as Rugby Park should be Prioritized over the water tower 
and Andersons park. While they are both nice to have, Rugby Park is currently being used in season 
and should be prioritized for this reason. 2022. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Fixing existing problems should be prioritized before building new infrastructure. Current 
pressing issues such as Rugby Park should be Prioritized over the water tower and Andersons park. 
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While they are both nice to have, Rugby Park is currently being used in season and should be 
prioritized for this reason. 2022. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Looks fine as long as the rates increases stay as promised. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I don't currently own a home so cant comment 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 299

Name Melissa

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Haven't read it

Other plans and activities

Comment: Haven't read themHaven't read it

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates are so high! 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I don't understand the changes
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 300

Name Tracey

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Weather tightness and structural integrity was identified since construction.  2016-2018 
Kensington reports highlighted condition considerably worse.  2019 Kensington report highlights 
condition deteriorated even further after another period of no maintenance or corrective measures.   
Ongoing water egress causing more issues including toxic mould.  Further delays will only increase 
the deterioration and therefore work required.  Agree in the staged approach.   Believe it is crucial to 
get the anchor tenants back on-site ASAP.  Agree with the multi-use focus for any future 
development.  Must ensure the building and surrounds are fit for purpose.  Must ensure a 
programmed maintenance schedule is developed, budgeted and adhered to  Current state of Rugby 
Southland/Staff (2 years plus)  Temporary offices unsatisfactory  Fragmented workforce over two 
sites  ICC Currently seeking alternative offices as agree current situation untenable.  A vacated 
building will always deteriorate.  Consider relocatable building at Rugby Park, retain saleable asset.   
Rugby personal on site every day  User group representation in operational model  Rugby has good 
capability to assist management of Stadium.  Care of building and grounds overview  Current state of 
Rugby Park Poorly presented.  No maintenance for several years, budget not spent.  Not cleaned or 
maintained regularly or effectively.  Difficult to access.  Not able to be marketed due to state and 
difficulty gaining access to personal.  Current budget allocated, 100K to Invercargill charitable Trust, 
150K to Invercargill Event Management PA, 300K for maintenance over 3-4 years only 23K 
expended.  
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Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Rugby Park stage 1 needs to be pushed to the top of the priority list.  It is ridiculous the 
tenants have already been out of there for almost 2 years and the longer it is left, the worse it is 
getting

Other plans and activities

Comment: Great but because assets around the city have not been maintained, these need to take 
priorityRugby Park stage 1 needs to be pushed to the top of the priority list.  It is ridiculous the 
tenants have already been out of there for almost 2 years and the longer it is left, the worse it is 
getting

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I am happy with incremental rates increases to get these projects underway as long as 
they are being managed by competent people

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: A lot of thought has clearly been put into this ans it sounds a lot fairer for all ratepayers
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 301

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Fix all the other building issues before undertaking new projects

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: consider other options around the housing of the Museum, perhaps within the inner city 
development

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Get the offices and issues sorted ASAP, it has been an ongoing issue for far to long and 
only gets worse the longer the delays

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Good to see some planning in place and consultation options

Other plans and activities

Comment: OKGood to see some planning in place and consultation options

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: OK
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: OK
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 302

Name Kate Hays

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: Stop building shops and build inner city apartments instead.  The city is already full of 
empty shops.  Modern society uses fewer shops and does its shopping on line more.  We do this and 
all our family does. If you visit any other city in NZ or even in other countries, you will see empty 
malls.  Meanwhile there is a serious shortage of housing.  People living in the inner city will bring 
more foot traffic to the main streets and cut down on cars.  I know several older people who want to 
sell their family home and move into an apartment, but there are none, only units which cost too 
much.  If Farmers moves into the new shopping mall, what will happen to the empty Farmers 
building? Do the city councilors actually walk down Dee Street or Tay Street ever?  It has many 
empty shops.  Might be worth taking a look.  I think the councilors are out of touch with the needs of 
today's citizens.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: Please restore or rebuild the Museum & Art Gallery as soon as possible.  It's been too 
long.  There is nowhere to take children or out of town visitors, that is free.    The shop on the Kelvin 
Street corner is useless.  There are not enough displays.  My husband took his SIT students there and 
was embarrassed.  A complete waste of money.  I've been in three times...very uninspiring.  I didn't 
bother taking my out of town relatives when they flew in.

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 
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Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 303

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 304

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 305

Name Greg Weake

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: no

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Been too long, get on and do it.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Like the idea of a flexible multi-use space

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Fine, but not sure about spending money on the water tower. It looks great and is a 
landmark but is it a danger to life? It hasn't fallen down yet so maybe  a lower priority for 
improvement.  Splash Palace is a hugely popular and important venue.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Only comment is really about parking. First time set (maybe an hour) should be free in 
the CBD. After that a set rate but not sure what the best (and most cost efficient) mechanism would 
be. Airport parking should be at no cost, after all the only people who use it are those that use the 
airport, usually for a short time. Do away with expensive and annoying machines. Fine, but not sure 
about spending money on the water tower. It looks great and is a landmark but is it a danger to life? 
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It hasn't fallen down yet so maybe  a lower priority for improvement.  Splash Palace is a hugely 
popular and important venue.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Fine, like the emphasis placed (as is currently the case) on basic services. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: prefer proposal three, after all, while places outside of the central area may not have the 
same standard of footpaths and street lights they do enjoy the use of the same when in town. They 
are all part of the same group.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 306

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 307

Name Kirstin Kiko

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Do it earlier than it is on road map, its an inviting feature to bring more people to the city

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Not a priority for city

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: No comments 

Other plans and activities

Comment: No comments No comments 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: You should be doing 5o pool earlier because we had the approval to ro it then you did 
hydroelectric first we havnt had enough pool space for everyone for a long time now 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: ...pool first 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 308

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: The urban play areas would only work if they were protected from the harsh wind and 
rain, otherwise most of the year it would be rendered useless.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 309

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 310

Name Joshua Harding

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I agree most the the ‘gateway idea’ as this is how Te anau operated Pre COVID and could 
work well with play and stay. A gateway to bluff and ultimately Stewart Island. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We need family safe and friendly space now, the sooner the better, that is more than just 
an arts centre. We are a young family and we need somewhere to take our 2 year old to learn about 
our heritage as Southland and a safe place to play 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I think overall it is a great community and family focused plan. However, time will tell 
whether this council can come together and execute the plan together and change it as deemed 
appropriate 

Other plans and activities
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Comment: I’m happy to see a plan in place to help full proof what the future may bringI think overall 
it is a great community and family focused plan. However, time will tell whether this council can 
come together and execute the plan together and change it as deemed appropriate 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: It seems fair how the new rates have been planned 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 311

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Waste of money at this particular point in time. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This is urgent. I do NOT think any more money should be spent on that space in town. It 
is very disappointing. No-one I know of has gone back a second time. 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Do essential structural work now. Then other work after we have a proper museum 
open. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Some are non- essential. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Some are non- essential. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 312

Name Graeme Pont

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Rugby Park is part of Southland . We need to keep it up to standarts required today 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 313

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Museum needs to be the top priority of the projects and needs to be refurbished and 
opened ASAP. 8 years with no museum in the city is far too long.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: It is no point pumping more than nessercary into Rugby Park until such time the venue is 
being used for more than rugby e.g. phoenix soccer games, concerts, fireworks displays etc.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Heritage projects and Museum needs to be completed first. Museum needs to be opened 
by 2023, 2024 at extreme latest. Anderson Park House and Water Tower next priorities. Scrap the 
new pool idea, there isant a need for it, and no space for it at the current pool location

Other plans and activities

Comment: These projects are good and need completed. Pipes need to be replaced before they 
burst such as is happening in WellingtonHeritage projects and Museum needs to be completed first. 
Museum needs to be opened by 2023, 2024 at extreme latest. Anderson Park House and Water 
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Tower next priorities. Scrap the new pool idea, there isant a need for it, and no space for it at the 
current pool location

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates increases need to reflect the stuggle for those on low incomes. If people can 
provide proof of a low income, then rates increase should be lowered.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Need to ensure changes are the same as published. Valuation for my property in 2020 
was approx $320,000. According to the roadmap to ewnewal document, my rates increase should be 
3.7%, however when I checked your online tool to see how much your rates will increase, it showed 
an increase of 6.4%. Why is there such a big difference and which is correct??    You also need to be 
mindful of those who have lost employment over the last year due to covid, and are now on lower 
incomes, and as such cant afford large rates increases.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 314

Name Jamie Bulling

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Laughable

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Dosent matter what we say you won't listen increasing anything is covid times iscruel, 
stick to budget get rid of unnessacary staff
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Unfair why should people pay for what they don't get supplied
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 315

Name Bryan Webb

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 316

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: no

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: no

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: ok

Other plans and activities

Comment: okok

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: a
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: a
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 317

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: He Waka Tuia isn’t great so that’s definitely not an option. 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Absolutely! 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Great

Other plans and activities

Comment: AwesomeGreat

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Ideal
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Brilliant ifea
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 318

Name .

Organisation

Location .

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: This should take into consideration innovative options for urban play like the 'gapfillers' 
in christchurch

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This has already taken too long

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: This does not seem as important as the other issues being discussed. I dont have strong 
feelings

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Arts & Creativity Invercargill sounds really good - can that happen sooner?

Other plans and activities

Comment: Arts & Creativity Invercargill sounds really good - can that happen sooner?

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I am happy to pay more in rates for a more liveable city
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: These changes seem sensible and well considered
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 319

Name Brent Thawley

Organisation Sport New Zealand

Location Nelson

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 320

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This has gone on far to long let's get some urgency into rectifying this debacle.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: A city located in a semi remote area needs to have a functional stadium to not only show 
case local sporting  entertainment and cultural activities but to attract larger events from outside 
our local area .

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 321

Name Frank Dean

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby Southland wormed their ownership of Rugby Park into a Charitable Trust thus 
making it a community problem as well as achieving  a financial advantage at the expense of the 
community in terms of money owed to them, all culminating to the point where the ICC have to take 
over and own it.  I support the preferred option but the ICC need to ensure that it is a equally shared 
resource for Invercargill outdoor activities and Rugby Southland have no special treatment and pay a 
far due for their usage.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: I support central government three water reform and shifting water services to regional 
bodies.  I don't see a strategy for working towards carbon neutrality and ensuring that projects and 
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activities have that as  a key component in their design thinking. Where's the work on waste 
minimisation (including recycling); our current waste management isn't hat one would call best 
practise?   

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Okay

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I live in Otatara so it is likely to negatively affect me but I am very much in support of it. 
Spread the cost and those who are "wealthy" measured by the value of their home should pay more.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 322

Name Steven Pearce

Organisation

Location MANAPOURI

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 323

Name ISABEL BLYTH

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Having at queens park encourages use of all facilities.  In town a special trip is needed 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Needs to be used or sold

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 324

Name Deon

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: You have spent enough of ratepayers money on the CBD

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Make this user pays and remove all funding from the ratepayers.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: no

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Waste of money

Other plans and activities

Comment: This is fine as this is why we pay rates.Waste of money

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I think you should stop increasing rates higher than inflation. 1 to 2% would be fair on 
everybody. 

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment: A joke. Everybody gets the same services so everybody should pay the same price.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 325

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 326

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 327

Name Luke Herbert

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: A waste of ratepayer money. Invercargill's favours indoor activities. Demand for other 
venues is filled with taxpayer money. (Consider Invercargill's dedicated beach volleyball venue).      
Property development is a private enterprise and not a role for local councils. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: A rethink behind the project is required. The Invercargill Museum and Art Gallery design 
need to act as a drawcard to people who wouldn't usually attend these venues.  Somebody like 
myself loves going to museums, but there aren't enough of us. :)     A focus on interactive exhibits 
and virtual reality is the first step. Second, a focus on AI and robotics and surrounding ethics. Let's 
focus on the next generation.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Rugby Park isn't a multi-purpose venue. Reduced seating capacity is a daft idea, and 
there is no room for current or future crowd growth. Go back to the drawing board. Look to increase 
the amount the number of events staged at the venue to justify the investment.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I lived in Bluff (2014- 16), and based on conversations with local people and Marcus Lush 
recent comments in the Southland Times, investment in tourism is unwanted. There is no reason for 
the Bluff Tourism Masterplan to go ahead.     No funding for Arts and Creativity: The level of funding 
is ridiculous when footpaths are dangerously slippery in winter, and traffic lights are needed at the 
Tweed Street/Elles Road roundabout.    
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Other plans and activities

Comment: Additional improvements to the level of flood defences. Use the money allocated to the 
City Centre Master Plan.I lived in Bluff (2014- 16), and based on conversations with local people and 
Marcus Lush recent comments in the Southland Times, investment in tourism is unwanted. There is 
no reason for the Bluff Tourism Masterplan to go ahead.     No funding for Arts and Creativity: The 
level of funding is ridiculous when footpaths are dangerously slippery in winter, and traffic lights are 
needed at the Tweed Street/Elles Road roundabout.    

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: If the arts and the CBD redevelopment funding are not diverted to improving core 
infrastructure (roads, sanitation while applicable water pipes), corresponding reductions in rate 
hikes are in order. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Increases in Commercial/Industrial rates will place more pressure on small business and 
possible closures. Why is the ICC funding the CBD development and hiking the costs to commercial 
occupants?  
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 328

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: . 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: . 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: . 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: . 

Other plans and activities

Comment: . . 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: . 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: . 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 329

Name David Williamson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: The 6 principles are meaningless such as "restore a healthy connection to the 
environment". This is just wishy washy piffle! Do we really pay consultants for this rubbish? See how 
the city looks after the new developments have finished before spending money here.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This should be given priority. ICC could have done what the Arrowtown museum did and 
just put up an "earthquake risk" sign and kept it open. This was a great place to take children in great 
surroundings with the park. The He Waka Tuia is just a huge waste of money as we all expected. 
Appalling cost in developing the site and on going expenditure. No one goes there as seen in the 
numbers.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Another white elephant the council bought into without proper due diligence so 
ratepayers have to stump up. However it must be kept up to a standard so it needs fixing.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: This is well laid out. The cost for Anderson Park is good - this could have been done 
earlier if the Chinese Garden vanity project was not done. Issue 1a should be left alone.

Other plans and activities
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Comment: This is again well laid out. Councils (not only ICC) have tended to neglect infrastructure 
planning in favour of vanity projects so it is good to see planning now being done. The problem is the 
costs and it is likely these will come out much higher than budget.This is well laid out. The cost for 
Anderson Park is good - this could have been done earlier if the Chinese Garden vanity project was 
not done. Issue 1a should be left alone.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates increases are well above the inflation rate and the cost makes it hard for people on 
fixed incomes. Compared to many councils around the country the rates increases are not 
unreasonable. Debt increases are high but it means the costs of major projects are spread over the 
lifespan of the asset.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: It is fair that all ratepayers pay the same for water, lighting, footpaths etc.  No real issue 
here.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No:  330 

Name Paul COTTER 

Organisation 

Location INVERCARGILL 

Heard No 

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay) 

Comment: Go for it 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location) 

Comment: 

Rugby Park 

Option: 

Comment: View this article in the ODT. This what I reckon should replace Rugby Park.  Ross' Big 
Break - Catching a wave in Central Otago.    I think it would bring people from out of town to 
Invercargill.    Put Rugby Park out at Sandy Point.  There's plenty of parking out there. Rugby Park 
isn't being used and participation in males sports is falling, although participation in  women's sport 
is rising especially netball which is played at the Stadium, not Rugby Park.  Make the Rugby Park site 
into an extension of Splash Palace.   Incidentally, the new hydro-slides are magnificent. 

Roadmap to Renewal 

Comment: Very good - well done, The Council. 

Other plans and activities 

Comment: Pretty goodVery good - well done, The Council. 

A3403488
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Plans for finances and rates 

Comment: Good - although those whose only income is superannuation may find any increases a 
struggle. 

 

Proposals to change the way we rate 

Comment: I listened to an address to U3A today by Clare Hadley.  She was extremely good and I 
agreed with all she said.
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ANDERSON HOUSE 

Fix it up. Paul  Cotter 
 
CENTRE CITY 
Pretty good. 
 Maybe “Glowing rocks”.  Rocks made from a ceramic material with a solar panel in them to capture 
the sun’s energy (kinda like a solar powered calculator). The rocks would glow at night and be an 
attractive feature to Esk Street.   
 
Paul Cotter 
 
MUSEUM/ART GALLERY/TUATARIUM 
Demolish the present buildings & build a new complex.  Also, a new Astronomy telescope on site.   A 
screen showing the creation of the Universe (just like London Museum) & the virtual reality we have 
(The First World War - life in the trenches in Gallipoli). 
   Paul Cotter 
 
Now THE LIBRARY 
 
The ICC  outdoor enter into an agreement with NZ Rail. 
 
Once every month a passenger train could run from Invercargill to Dunedin and even go on the 
scenic coastline rail up the Otago coast and then return to Invercargill.  I think it would attract a lot 
of those from Invercargill and outside Invercargill who would like to do the trip. 
 
And wait, there’s more!!  You could call it the TRANS LIBRARIAN RAILWAY.  Howz that for a catch 
phrase!   
 
   Paul Cotter 
 
 
RUGBY PARK 
 
Everyday I pass Rugby Park. It’s not being used so it is costing us money.  Also, participation in all 
sport, except surfing and computer games, is falling.  Although I did hear the other day that women’s 
participation in sport is rising;  men’s is falling, . 
Move Rugby Park to Sandy Point & use Rugby Park as a water complex.  Have a static wave complex 
- you would get busloads coming from as far away as Dunedin, Alexandra, Queenstown, Gore, etc. It 
would involve soft surfing using boogey boards. 
 
The new water slides have been wonderful - getting maximum useage    😀😀😀😀😀😀😀😀.  A static wave 
complex in Rugby Park would do the same.  
 
   Paul Cotter 
 
SURREY PARK RENEWAL 
The complex is worth keeping so renew the Grandstand.   
   Paul Cotter 
 
Sent from my iPad 
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WATERTOWER 
Keeping it is a must. Do what h@s to be done to keep it as a feature to our City. 
  Paul Cotter 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
FINALLY 
Congratulations.  Magnificent creative effort put into the Roadmap for Renewal”. 
Well done to you all.  Have to keep you all on!! 
Many thanks 
 
   Paul Cotter 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 331

Name Judy Turner

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I would like the work done as soon as possible because I believe it should never have 
been closed. I also think it was a complete waste of money opening the temporary Museum.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 332

Name MAUREEN ARCHER

Organisation

Location Windsor

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Previous spending and renewal has not seen any further outside changes to our city. This 
is Invercargill not a hot spot for outside dining.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: This a no brainer, the existing museum is an icon part of our city and the soon is re 
instated the better.   Maybe the funds allocated from not doing the inner city changes could be put 
into action and bring forward the reopening of our pyramid.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Needs to be used more to warrant this spending

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 333

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: as a father i think the playgrounds are just fine .... but maintain what is already there 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: price and location aside .... hire the appropriate expert curators/ critics and ppl will line 
up to come .... doesnt matter how gaudy a pyramid is if the public see its content as some 
bureaucrat trying to find a good use for garbage .... art is the essence of culture  

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: make an indoor space ppl can go to get out of the weather ..... look at what Canada does

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: just clean the place up .... get rid of the dilapidation and car wreaks 

Other plans and activities

Comment: absolute waste of moneyjust clean the place up .... get rid of the dilapidation and car 
wreaks 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I don't believe your stats 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: does it really matter what I think .... you will do it anyway
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 334

Name Lisa McCracken

Organisation

Location Bluff

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Bluff is getting very poor representation in this map, and as a rate payer in Bluff, that is 
disappointing.I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  The Bluff Pool is a 
critical asset for the Bluff Community.  It provides an important recreational facility and swimming 
for fitness and well being.  It also allows the youth of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe environment. I 
support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to the Bluff 
Community Swimming Pool. I would also like to see the ICC provide a great deal of the funding 
necessary to bring our pool up to a user friendly standard!!

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Bluff is getting very poor representation in this map, and as a rate payer in Bluff, that is 
disappointing.I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  The Bluff Pool is a 
critical asset for the Bluff Community. It provides an important recreational facility and swimming 
for fitness and well being.  It also allows the youth of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe environment. I 
support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to the Bluff 
Community Swimming Pool. I would also like to see the ICC provide a great deal of the funding 
necessary to bring our pool up to a user friendly standard!!

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 335

Name Jhon

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: The urban play will be the same as the  restroom in dee street or bus station, wasting 
money and space.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Nop

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Rugby Park is really old and need massive investment.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Need more work and be realistic with the modern infrastructure, not continued with the 
80 trends 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Need more protection Need more work and be realistic with the modern infrastructure, 
not continued with the 80 trends 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Increase the rates is the only way but this need to be equality 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: This will segregate and divide the community in the good house or bad house, if you use 
something you pay the same no matters were you live or who you are, this is a bit race's 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 336

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment: We have too many shops in Invercargill. Many of the department shops and small shops 
are empty of customers much of the time. Moving shops and restaurants from building to building 
doesn’t add prosperity to Invercargill.    We need more accommodations for our population. Houses 
are being bought up in a week. Many people are living in single households. More flats being built in 
the CBD would be an advantage to our population.    Sincerely Anna Winters

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 337

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Not at this stage.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: No better place than existing site.  Lovely park near by, good parking and not congested 
with traffic like it would be if situated in city centre.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: If money going to be spent on it hopefully it will be used for other activities over and 
above for rugby.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 338

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Yes - make and execute one plan for city centre and stick to it - have dug up and 
‘renewed’ Esk st and city centre too many times to let it work lately

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I like where it is as part of the park. It isn’t too far from city centre 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Yes I think it is appalling that it got to this state while called Rugby park. Other sports 
have to look after themselves dnd their grounds and don’t get the favouritism of rugby. Be tougher 
on this sport.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Quite good really. Like that you made it available while getting COVID vaccinations

Other plans and activities

Comment: You have to make the decisions but why does Civic building need so much spent on 
it?Quite good really. Like that you made it available while getting COVID vaccinations

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Reasonabl

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Fair enough, but does this council spend that big a percentage on farming/agriculture or 
are you jumping on the bandwagon to blame them for lots of problems of society in general?
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 339

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Not suitable around Tay Street for outside seats etc as it is one of the windiest places in 
town.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It has been far too long deciding which way to go.  My thoughts are get on with it as it is 
vital for our city.  I like  the fact that it is going where it is now.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Do the job properly for our future

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Good.  I am pleased that Anderson House project is going ahead.

Other plans and activities

Comment: I agree with themGood.  I am pleased that Anderson House project is going ahead.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rates will go up but we must progress.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I agree
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 340

Name Glenda Duthie

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Pyramid museum & gallery should be reopened, it is a beautiful building and in a great 
location 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Anderson house is a beautiful building it should be opened it was gifted to City, an art 
gallery and cafe be great there.  The water tower should be fixed up and used 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Reading need done, and lots more cycle lanesAnderson house is a beautiful building it 
should be opened it was gifted to City, an art gallery and cafe be great there.  The water tower 
should be fixed up and used 

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Being pensioners any increase makes it hard, but things need to be done
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 341

Name Stuart Chappell

Organisation

Location Mere

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Spend less on master plan without play as the area is just a small section of the city 
centre. You need to focus resources more on the wider interconnections between the central city 
and the recreational hubs. To make visitors stay in the central city you must have an attractive 
streetscape connection to those recreational hubs, for instance, a connection between Wachner 
Place and the Coast at Stead Street wharf park and the Te Araroa Trail. As a visitor myself, there is no 
obvious direct main street linking Wachner Place to the Coast without walking or cycling through an 
industrial streetscape of industrial commercial buildings which are not making the visitor stay or 
explore the area.  Therefore I feel play options need to be spread out rather than focussed upon a 
singular space. The example of the Margaret Mahy playgound demonstrates that the space is 
attracting only a section of the population, those of young children and their parents. A note of 
caution, copying the Christchurch rebuilding plan by greening the city and replacing heritage with a 
modern internationalist style to the street furniture and buildings removes the pull factor of a 
unique heritage selling point which Invercargill can draw upon, now that Christchurch has lost its 
heritage appeal. Visitors will look at alternate places, and this is where Invercargill can play a role. To 
achieve this, Invercargill must have a unique theme drawn from its built heritage and landscape.  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: I am a visitor to Invercargill, having never visited these two sites; Southland Museum and 
Art Gallery in Queens Park and the He Waka Tuia in the city centre. After some interesting internet 
research, my first impression is I prefer the historic He Waka Tuia building in Don Street. This 
building feels like it represents Invercargill. For instance my favourite commercial building in the 
central city is Wensley's Cycles building at 53 Tay Street with those iconic victorian architectual urns 
atop the building. The same style of urn are present at the iconic Feldwick gates.   The Southland 
Museum and Art gallery building is unique, but I cannot comprehend how this building represents 
Southland or Invercargill. The building reminds me of a modern Christchurch building out of place, 
lacking a design style connection to the place it is supposed to represent. My preferred issue 2 
method is to delay determining a future for the museum and invest more in He Waka Tuia. In 
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particular invest more in the street furniture, for instance have local wood bench seating 
incorporating a design logo and native tree and shrub plantings with grass section.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I am a visitor to Invercargill, having never visited Rugby Park. After reading the 
consultation document and master plan, I support the preferred option of making structurally sound 
and making the grounds a flexible facility to more people. This option will help attract in more 
people for play.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: The roadmap to renewal plans seem to have missed an opportunity to develop defined 
and distinctive transport corridors for alternate use to the motor vehicle. These corridors promoting 
walking and cycling in particular can help connect the central city to the various surrounding 
recreational hubs, for instance a corridor connecting Wachner Place, Esk Street West, to the railway 
station and the airport. Currently an access path to the central city is muddled, not defined, there is 
no green planting, directional signage or distinctive street furniture.   The slogan of the roadmap to 
renewal, the city with heart, has failed to comprehend, that physical forms of exercise such as 
cycling and walking are good for the health of the heart. The roadmap diagram shown in the 
consultation document is of a road focussing on the motor vehicle only, without other forms of 
transport.  The streets between the central city and the estuary connection towards the airport are 
not aesthically defined. It is like walking through an industrial estate with ugly buildings including the 
railway station unfortunately.  The railway station can easily be mistaken for another commercial 
warehouse building. A project to redevelop the railway station towards linking an historic form of 
transport to heart should be included in the roadmap to renewal.    The inclusion of the Great South 
Bluff tourism master plan is welcome, as I believe Bluff needs more promotion as New Zealands 
land's end. Many of the heritage buildings, along Gore Street have been neglected even though 
heritage buildings are less likely to be damaged in an earthquake. The club hotel needs renovation 
into either a hotel or a "Lands end" interpretative centre for Southland, Ulva and Stewart Island. 
More planting of native species is required along Gore Street. The heritage kiwi houses next to the 
post office along 6 -12 Gore Street have been neglected. These are very special houses of 
architectual and asthetic interest.      

Other plans and activities

Comment: As a visitor to Invercargill, the other project to improve the city streetscape is welcome. 
There is a lack of trees and benches in many areas of Invercargill. Planting trees and grass soft 
landscaping strips along roads will help soak up excess rainwater from the impact of climate change. 
The roadmap to renewal plans seem to have missed an opportunity to develop defined and 
distinctive transport corridors for alternate use to the motor vehicle. These corridors promoting 
walking and cycling in particular can help connect the central city to the various surrounding 
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recreational hubs, for instance a corridor connecting Wachner Place, Esk Street West, to the railway 
station and the airport. Currently an access path to the central city is muddled, not defined, there is 
no green planting, directional signage or distinctive street furniture.   The slogan of the roadmap to 
renewal, the city with heart, has failed to comprehend, that physical forms of exercise such as 
cycling and walking are good for the health of the heart. The roadmap diagram shown in the 
consultation document is of a road focussing on the motor vehicle only, without other forms of 
transport.  The streets between the central city and the estuary connection towards the airport are 
not aesthically defined. It is like walking through an industrial estate with ugly buildings including the 
railway station unfortunately.  The railway station can easily be mistaken for another commercial 
warehouse building. A project to redevelop the railway station towards linking an historic form of 
transport to heart should be included in the roadmap to renewal.    The inclusion of the Great South 
Bluff tourism master plan is welcome, as I believe Bluff needs more promotion as New Zealands 
land's end. Many of the heritage buildings, along Gore Street have been neglected even though 
heritage buildings are less likely to be damaged in an earthquake. The club hotel needs renovation 
into either a hotel or a "Lands end" interpretative centre for Southland, Ulva and Stewart Island. 
More planting of native species is required along Gore Street. The heritage kiwi houses next to the 
post office along 6 -12 Gore Street have been neglected. These are very special houses of 
architectual and asthetic interest.      

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: No comment.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: No comment.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 343

Name Jo osborn

Organisation Hacienda Motel

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Just get the museum fixed and opened. Our children are missing out

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I think the rates price hike is disgusting. I understand things need done around town but 
things haven’t been done for a long time. Can you please spray the weeds growing out of our streets 
roadsides and footpaths it’s starting to look like the place is abandoned.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 344

Name Elvira Masters

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: As a high residential value property owner, I do not feel that the need to increase our 
rates proprtionally more is justifies. I already pay extra for owning a higher value property but I do 
not use extra pavement, lighting or infrastructure compared to someone who owns a lower value 
property. A disproportional raise in our property rates does not seem fair.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 345

Name Sarah Thorne

Organisation

Location Winton

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Investment in play is hugely important for a vibrant city centre.  I love the idea of a 
Margaret Mahy park.  It is great for people with young kids to have them in a safe place with toilets 
nearby :)

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Fantastic key site for our city.  Nice, big space, which is awesome for children.  It also 
creates another focal point in our city of a park-museum for families and tourists.  I do really like He 
Waka Tuia too.  It would be great to keep as it has a very different vibe in our inner city.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Great to have a multi use facility.  Also it creates another key focal point for Southlanders 
and tourists close to the city centre.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: We have an opportunity as a city to create a gateway to Murihiku/ Invercargill and  
Southland, connecting our airport, Te Aroha Trail, estuary and Bluff (through linking up with the Bluff 
Tourism Masterplan).  New River Estuary Forum, with support from Great South,  is working on a  
Gateway Murihiku Scoping Project.  It includes:  Murihiku Millennium Park and boardwalk  Precinct 
Gateway and car park  Taste of Murihiku Precinct  Other active recreation opportunities.  
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Other plans and activities

Comment: Needs a lot more money put into looking after our water quality, including waterway 
health (freshwater, estuarine and coastal), sewerage and stormwater.  The Three Waters Reform is 
going to happen soon, and we have an old stormwater and sewerage network with many issues in 
Invercargill and lots of users!  Invercargill needs to step up and seriously sort.  There is also no 
mention of reducing and dealing with the leachate from the old landfill site at Pleasure Bay which is 
leaching directly into our internationally significant and special New River Estuary.  The 
Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment Report  around managing Estuaries in New 
Zealand was released in 2020.  New River Estuary is a case study in this report, which describes the 
estuary's declining health. We have an opportunity as a city to create a gateway to Murihiku/ 
Invercargill and  Southland, connecting our airport, Te Aroha Trail, estuary and Bluff (through linking 
up with the Bluff Tourism Masterplan).  New River Estuary Forum, with support from Great South,  is 
working on a  Gateway Murihiku Scoping Project.  It includes:  Murihiku Millennium Park and 
boardwalk  Precinct Gateway and car park  Taste of Murihiku Precinct  Other active recreation 
opportunities.  

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: OK, although the Council seem to be taking on a lot of debt.  It needs a solid plan to help 
repay this, as often projects cost more than expected and new regulations come in and have to be 
financed.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: OK
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 346

Name Matthew Denton

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Losing lanes on Tay St is a bad idea as it is a major road and one of the main selling points 
for Invercargill is its lack of congestion. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby park should be moved up on the roadmap.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Rugby park should be moved up on the roadmap.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Rugby park should be moved up on the roadmap.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Invercargill has great facilities for a city of its size, but they are being left to rot. Rates are 
quite low here, rate more and look after them. 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I agree with proposals 1, 2 & 3.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 347

Name Kathryn McLachlan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Rugby Park should not be a Council run facility and I do not support the use of ratepayer 
funds for this project. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I support the Council's investment in the Bluff Hill Active Recreation Hub Carpark and 
believe this needs to be brought forward significantly - Bluff Hill is highly valued by the community 
and the current lack of facilities to support recreation and access is unacceptable. The carpark on 
Pearce St needs upgraded significantly - this could be an amazing space with toilets, drinking 
fountains, wash stations for bikes, e-bike chargers, bike maintenance equipment etc. I suggest the 
Council looks to Makara Peak Bike Park in Wellington for inspiration - WCC have done a fantatstic 
job! https://wellington.govt.nz/your-council/projects/makara-peak-main-entrance-car-park 

Other plans and activities
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Comment: I support the upgrading of the Stead Street Stopbank.I support the Council's investment 
in the Bluff Hill Active Recreation Hub Carpark and believe this needs to be brought forward 
significantly - Bluff Hill is highly valued by the community and the current lack of facilities to support 
recreation and access is unacceptable. The carpark on Pearce St needs upgraded significantly - this 
could be an amazing space with toilets, drinking fountains, wash stations for bikes, e-bike chargers, 
bike maintenance equipment etc. I suggest the Council looks to Makara Peak Bike Park in Wellington 
for inspiration - WCC have done a fantatstic job! https://wellington.govt.nz/your-
council/projects/makara-peak-main-entrance-car-park 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 348

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: This would be great to have as our children don't have many places to hang out other 
than queens park and little playgrounds.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We need one our children miss the old one 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Need a replacement 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Not sure 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Not sureNot sure 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Not sure yet 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Think it will good 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 349

Name Nick Round-Turner

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I agree with the contention that Wachner Place doesn't work. It has become drab and 
unattractive - partly through lack of maintenance, especially of the glass canopy - and a gathering 
place for some rather unattrative citizens. It would be  pity if some money is not allocated to giving 
the area a facelift and a re-think about uses that would fit in with the other proposed developments.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The pyramid building is almost as much an icon of Invercargill as is the water tower or 
Anderson House, so definitely needs to be reinstated.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: I am not a rugby fan, but have been involved in other events at Rugby Park and I support 
any development that would make it more attractive and versatile as well as safe.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: No particular opinion other than "let's get on with it."

Other plans and activities

Comment: It all looks pretty sensible.No particular opinion other than "let's get on with it."
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: No doubt people with far greater skill in this area than I will have given the matter careful 
consideration, so I can only trust their judgement.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: They look fair and sensible.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 350

Name Simon Stopford

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Plenty of trees .....enforce strictly no smoking

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: 42 million is too much for the amount of people who will visit

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: not every one interested in sport

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: generally ok

Other plans and activities

Comment: need more park related projects like finish chinese Garden to high standardgenerally ok

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: keep rates rises lower
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: ok
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Long-term Plan Submission  
No:  351 

Name  Shanin 

Organisation  

Location Invercargill 

Heard  No 

 

City Centre  

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay) 

Comment:  

 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery 

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location) 

Comment: Just hurry up and get it open! The sooner the better 

 

Rugby Park 

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space) 

Comment:  

 

Roadmap to Renewal 

Comment:  

 

Other plans and activities 

Comment: Get Anderson House open. Cafe and dining, wedding venue, Sunday high tea. Picnic 
baskets and blankets for the lawn. Movie nights outdoors on the big screen. So many options for an 
amazing venue 

 

Plans for finances and rates 
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Comment: Happy to pay more rates to invest well in our city. Not happy to pay more rates to 
increase squabbling and bullshit around the council table. Get rid of Tim and make shit happen 
already! 

 

Proposals to change the way we rate 

Comment: 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 352

Name Maurice Rodway

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Having the Museum and Art Gallery in the city centre is the best option as this brings 
people to the city centre so they can access retail outlets at the same time.  It reduces transport 
movements around the city. The current building is not safe and should be demolished so the area 
can be turned into green space for walking and cycling and access to Queens Park. The cost of 
bringing the current museum up to earthquake standard is too high for the city to afford. This 
money would be better spent on helping families with poor housing  - more insulation, better 
heating - low emission burners or modern, efficient heat pumps preferably to clean up the air 
pollution that causes a lot of health issues at the moment.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: ICC should not be supporting rugby when there are many people in the city with 
substandard housing. See comments above. The greatest priority is to ensure all citizens have 
adequate housing and pollution free heating. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Developing green space and cycling walking areas in the city centre and surrounds so that 
the city is a pleasant place to visit and use is important. Making play areas is not necessary if it costs 
more than this as having open areas with grass and trees in the city centre will encourage people to 
go there.
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Other plans and activities

Comment: I agree with the roads and transport plans to improve safety and encourage people to 
walk and cycle in the city. Designing urban areas that reduces stormwater runoff and ensures this is 
as clean as possible should be major goals.  New homes in the city should be required to build water 
tanks that can be used to supplement the main town water supply. Climate change will reduce the 
flows of the Oreti River in future summers so back up supplies are needed. Finding new sources will 
be very costly and making people more self sufficient is more efficient and encourages water 
conservation. There are many new buildings being constructed in areas where sea level rise will have 
adverse effects in the future - for example Bill Richardson Drive and areas near here are at risk. This 
businesses going there should not be subsidised by ratepayers to relocate in the future. They should 
be advised of this before consents to build are granted.  The government will be taking action on 3 
waters so the council should cooperate with this to ensure the best outcome for us is achieved. 
Trying to protect the status quo should not occur as this has failed in the past, hence the need for 
change in this area. Developing green space and cycling walking areas in the city centre and 
surrounds so that the city is a pleasant place to visit and use is important. Making play areas is not 
necessary if it costs more than this as having open areas with grass and trees in the city centre will 
encourage people to go there.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: The increase in net debt is scary - from $59m to $164m by 2030 ? The document doesn't 
give a date so this is assumed.  This is fiscally irresponsible and there needs to be a more sustainable 
plan developed. Cut back and reduction in the projects to a more sustainable level are suggested in 
other answers to this submission. As usual with rates those on fixed incomes are disadvantaged 
further so unless a different way of paying for these projects is devised these people need to be 
considered. Similarly young people starting out are heavily burdened with house loans or rents and 
increasing their rates should be avoided if possible. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: The proposed rate changes set out on p 24 of the consultation document are supported 
as these seem to be fairer across the community. However, there is no mention of water charges or 
waste removal. Currently all people pay the same for this but use different amounts. Consideration 
should be given to making changes so that water use and solid waste charges reflect the use of these 
resources.  I support reduced share of rates for lower valued properties but this should be 
accompanied but assistance to ensure these properties are fit for use with good insulation, weather 
tightness and heating. Reduction is spending on some of the more glamorous projects such as the 
museum, rugby park or new pool should be diverted into this area as this would have a more direct
benefit for people of the city, and would enhance the value of the city as a place for people to live. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 353

Name David

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: We need a space for the community, Wachner Place is no longer a space for families and 
people in general.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Wish it could be completed sooner, disappointing rates increase

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: No,

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: The projects are too distant in the future, bigger projects than these may help Invercargill 
and put it on the map?  

Other plans and activities

Comment: Not sure.The projects are too distant in the future, bigger projects than these may help 
Invercargill and put it on the map?  

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 354

Name Inge Bayne 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 355

Name Robbie Kelly 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: I think that you should be going with the refurbishing if the museum option at $27 million 
dollars. The temporary museum incnr Fkn and Kelvin st is a complete waste of money 

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 356

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 357

Name Dan Bell

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: If all of that money is spent there needs to be a top class facility like Margaret Mahy 
playground in ChCh

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: He Waka Tuia is not family friendly at all

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Knock it over

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: They are all important

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I think its socially responsible
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Again I personally think its socially responsible
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 358

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Just get the Southland Museum open again. This is a museum for ALL of Southland in an 
ideal position by Queens Park, very close to the city. Perfect for tourists to visit both

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 359

Name Tarryn Mcleod

Organisation

Location Seaward Bush

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment: The museum should be kept in the building we currently did up to put it in. We shouldn’t 
be spending money on the old museum. If it was to go back to the old site how come the old 
building can’t be demolished and rebuilt. Surely that would cost less than trying to salvage what is 
left of the old

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I agree with the changes to rates to make it fairer on everyone 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 360

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: No

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It has been closed for too long. A plan to get it reopened in any capacity is ideal. 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 361

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Build a new purpose built museum and art gallery on the site of the existing Pyramid 
building at Queens Park. This will allow for future expansion possibilities and optimal parking spaces 
which are  close to the central city.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Needs to be used as a multi-sport facility.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Good to see the proposed investment  in  Anderson House and the Water Tower for the 
2021 and 2022 financial years.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Development of an alternative pipeline for water needs to be a priority.Good to see the 
proposed investment  in  Anderson House and the Water Tower for the 2021 and 2022 financial 
years.
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Setting a maximum of 5 percent increase in amount collected for rates seems reasonable. 
Ratepayers can budget for this knowing upper limit of annual increases.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Agree with spreading rates based on capital value across the whole district.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 362

Name Leila Devery

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 364

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Absolutely support urban play and the play trails and play hub work already being trialed. 
Please consider sensory, including some that purposefully do not focus anthing towards young 
people to enable some kaumatua and elders to participate in play without the youth AS WELL as 
multi generational areas to encourage a whanau approach.  Both are needed with the ageing 
population and family focus.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: The people have proven our museum is important which is why I think we need to take 
time to do it once and right.     Don't rush it now just because of the time that's been lost already.  
He Waka Tuia, Bluff Maritime, Te Hikoi and wider southland museums can be given a focus for 
whanau until we can make sure we plan this well.  

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: I support either option but don't have the detail to choose.  Is this a future space need or 
a current space need where sports who could utilize the space would be in tomrrow?  If the 
requirements are currently there, options A, if its not, B.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Bluffs focus is on the tourism masterplan and I think this is misplaced.  We want to see 
some of these projects but not at the expense of moving a council focus from who we are and what 
is important about our community and people.  Support tourism, don't drive it.   Drive your 
community that is passionate, traditional, hardworking, no frills, educated and deep in history and 
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tradition and driven.  The tourism will follow once the foundation is there.  relationships drive 
tourism and opportunities and I think ICC has lost relationships over time in Motu-Pohue.  

Other plans and activities

Comment: I see some investment in Parks and Reserves but without the second layer of what 
projects these are its hard to comment.  Sir J G Ward reserve has needed love for years.  For the 
locals and the visitors too will see the beauty.  Its got history, natural features that lend to a fantastic 
natural play imagination park/area/reserve.  How much of the 19.3 m that is linked to Pools is for 
the Bluff Pool?Bluffs focus is on the tourism masterplan and I think this is misplaced.  We want to 
see some of these projects but not at the expense of moving a council focus from who we are and 
what is important about our community and people.  Support tourism, don't drive it.   Drive your 
community that is passionate, traditional, hardworking, no frills, educated and deep in history and 
tradition and driven.  The tourism will follow once the foundation is there.  relationships drive 
tourism and opportunities and I think ICC has lost relationships over time in Motu-Pohue.  

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I agree now is the time to use loans and looks at debt as our friend in the current climate.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I like the theory and believe more general rates helping lower valued homes and areas is 
the right approach for now.  Again hard to be specific at this level of consultation as we cant see 
what LOS effects this has.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 365

Name Jesse 

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Would be absolutely awesome 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: It’s very important to be reopened soon 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: No

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: It’s awesome 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Also very goodIt’s awesome 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Unsure
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Agree
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 366

Name dfgb

Organisation Built environment and road improvement projects should be designed using best 
practice guidance in the Waka Kotahi Transport Design Manual and the Pedestrian Design Guide. 

Location No comment

Heard Any upgrades or changes to the built environment need to be designed to ensure 
that so people who are blind, deafblind or have low vision can independently and safely navigate 
and use the facilities. 

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: "Pedestrian and shared user paths must be designed with the needs of blind, deafblind, 
and low vision persons in mind. Failure to do so results in footpaths becoming more dangerous, 
increases the risk of harm, and makes footpaths less accessible for people with vision loss. In 
particular, we note the following:  •

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Children with vision loss cannot always see fast-moving objects approaching and may not 
have learnt behaviours to compensate for their vision loss.   •

Comment: Allowing cyclists and scooters on footpaths places blind, low vision, and vision-impaired 
children and adults at additional risk due to not being able to see or hear fast-moving devices such 
as electric scooters and e-bikes.  •

Rugby Park

Option: Footpaths can be narrow, bumpy, and poorly maintained. Such footpaths are inadequate to 
allow for safe use for pedestrians as well as for other device users.   •

Comment: There is potential for people who have mobility and vision issues to be treated poorly by 
other footpath users who are moving more quickly on their bicycle or scooter.  Our position is that 
footpaths should be prioritised as safe and accessible for pedestrians, and that transport devices and 
recreational items (such as eScooters, micro-mobility devices, and adult cyclists) should be used on 
cycle paths or the road, not the footpath, to ensure pedestrian safety.  Pedestrians who are blind, 
deafblind or have low vision need to be able to identify when they enter a pathway that is 
designated as a shared user path. Written signage and painted markings alone should not be relied 
on. We recommend installing detectable physical separation or barriers between the cycles and 
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pedestrians rather than making shared user paths - particularly in busier environments - which 
would create a safer path for people with vision loss."

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Other plans and activities

Comment: When the museum is refurbished, the exhibitions should be made accessible to people 
who are blind, deafblind or have low vision. People should have the option to explore the museum 
independently or through guided touch tours. For example, technology can be used to help navigate 
the museum independently, or guided tours with audio description and touch can also be 
available.Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: The flexible multi-use space should be designed so people who are blind, deafblind or 
have low vision can independently and safely navigate and use the facilities.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 367

Name Janette Espiritu

Organisation

Location invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 368

Name Warren Jones

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Do NOT remove the four lanes in Tay and Dee Streets. Upgrade Lower Spey Street

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Instead of upgrading Rugby Park why not upgrade Surrey Park and build a large sized 
Grandstand to cater for all sports that use the complex

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Its okay except for Rugby Park

Other plans and activities

Comment: Looks goodIts okay except for Rugby Park

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Its okay
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: No problem as long as Otatara only contributes as per present
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 369

Name No

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Potentiality having bike stands and places to put bikes

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 370

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Something similar to margaret mahy.or something indoors. Our city has more wet windy 
days than hot summery ones

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Ni

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 371

Name Katherine  Harvey 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: While I like the concept of He Waka Tuia,  it is no match for the Stld Museum.   The 
beauty of the original museum was it was an outing for children/family, where as He Waka is not 
designed for children. Is more like an art gallery.  Queens Park and the original museum in the Park 
are Invercargills biggest assets.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Utilize it to the fullest

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 372

Name Quinton Holland-King

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard Yes

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: More street art like what’s just gone up in bluff. It’s so cool and make it reflect 
Southland’s history. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Get it going ASAP 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Yep do it 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Love it. Again do it. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Agree. Love the idea. Love it. Again do it. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: All good
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: All good 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 373

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: We need two lanes each way in Tay Street. Ridiculous to cut down to one lane each way. 
We don’t have the weather for or the need to play games in the middle of town

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: No

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: We definitely need this space. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 374

Name Thomas Edwards

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Just more shelter/covered areas for all the rain and wind

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 375

Name Bonnie Mager

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Urban play needs to be adult-friendly too. My favourite thing about the Margaret Mahy 
playground is it is always filled with adults on a Saturday night

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Do it right, rather than rush it. The old museum was very traditional and not very exciting 
- I think people forget that. We should have something that is interactive, modern, and fun to be an 
actual asset that attracts visitors that locals will actually visit.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: No opinion on this

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 376

Name Jaimie Masters

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: We have enough playgrounds and in fact you have removed some already due to costs of 
upkeep and upgrades

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Issue 1b is irrelevant as commented earlier 

Other plans and activities

Comment: I think you need to coordinate better when digging up streets to replace fibre or upgrade 
pipes or services to avoid digging up the same streets over and over and over again this would be a 
massive cost saving and also save annoyance to residents living on these streets also the streets in 
the city work fairly well how they are and cost savings in this area could be better used for 
resurfacing other roads that are not safe mostly just do the work right the first time for example the 
last two roundabouts cost way more than they should have because they both had to be redone 
Issue 1b is irrelevant as commented earlier 
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: I think you should borrow as little as possible as  any person should do and live within 
your means I would also like to understand why my rates are going up 17% when all my neighbours 
are going up 3 - 6%

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I am ok with this but does not explain a 17% increase when our neighbours are only going 
up 3-6% so there needs to be more explanation and transparency on how this is applied 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 377

Name Ruth Rutland

Organisation

Location INVERCARGILL

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: It's always the rate payer  who end up paying for all this. Does the City council thing we 
all have a money tree down our garden???

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: Does it really matter what the rate payer says?? Council do what they like regardless 
what the people say.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Why did the city council buy Rugby Park in the 1st place??. Was brought with rate payers 
money and then when you want to go and watch a game you have to pay again.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: More money out of the rate payer   pocket.Why can't city council live with in their means 
like the rest of us. No money tree in this garden. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: All cost money. You the council will do what you like and bugger the rate payer.More 
money out of the rate payer   pocket.Why can't city council live with in their means like the rest of 
us. No money tree in this garden. 
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Money,money money that's all you lot think about. Oh well we just put the rates up.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Why bother saying any thing council will do what they like. Council and Government are 
all the same. Every thing goes up in price but wages.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 378

Name Russell Osborne

Organisation

Location 9rd Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: The Streetscape would benefit from more Glass covered /sheltered seating areas all over 
the CBD and Glass covered walkways ...especially around Tay St corners into Clyde St/Dee St. ie: 
(Both East and West, North and South ) .... I don't agree with narrowing Tay St, but just enhancing it 
with planter boxes and wind breaks ( eg Trellis or Glass )... And seating areas.  The Ugly Wall beside 
the old Post Office on the Crescent / Dee St corner ,needs to be brightened up with multi Colours or 
Murals ,Or totally replaced with a significant building that would block the wind !!  Wachner Place 
needs picnic tables and bench seats where people could have their lunch ,or just sit on a sunny day. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: The museum building should be strengthened and enhanced with north facing cafe with 
indoor/ outdoor flow onto picnic tabled area and outdoor seating area. This could incorporate a 
children's play area, to encourage greater use of this space.  The Museum should not include an Art 
gallery ,so more displays of stored goods can be achieved . The temporary Museum on the corner of 
Kelvin and Don could become the new art gallery without the huge expenditure forecast!!

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Rugby Park should be able to be used for multi- purposes...such as a Fair ground -
(Instead of Gala St reserve ). Also as A Concert venue, A Guy Fawkes venue,  An all sports venue, A 
Brass and pipe bands and marching teams venue . For Wood chopping events /AMP Shows and an
Athletics Venue.  All these events would help pay for the upkeep easing the burden on the rate 
payer !!
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Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Tay Street shouldn't be narrowed , only enhanced at the monument end  with planter 
boxes and around  the corners of Tay ,The Crescent and Dee Sts , with glass covered, sheltered 
walkways around all four corners.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Havnt seen it.Tay Street shouldn't be narrowed , only enhanced at the monument end  
with planter boxes and around  the corners of Tay ,The Crescent and Dee Sts , with glass covered, 
sheltered walkways around all four corners.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Havnt seen it.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Havnt seen it.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 379

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I like this vision and support the preferred option - reducing the number of cars in the 
CBD by developing the streetscape and bring in more nature which will have a positive effect on 
inner-city temperature/aesthetics/pollution. Secure parking for bikes should also be provided for 
those who bike into town either on their own or with their family.  Spaces that are spread out in the 
CBD for children to play while exploring town adds a reason to visit that are free and a central 
playground would also be great.  The library can only hold my children's interest for so long and 
shopping isn't their favourite thing to do in town. As an ECE teacher, sometimes we take small 
groups of children on the public bus into town to visit the library, if town was safer (mainly less busy 
with cars) to explore with more areas to visit, I know this would be something we would do more of 
(it great that the public bus is free for under 5s). Most people don't like change but if we are to look 
after Papatuanuku, the planet, I think we need to make those difficult changes.  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: I would like to see the Museum made a priority to get done and re-opened.  It is such an 
important place and knowing our histories is important.  I hope the observatory is also included in 
the development.  In saying that I would also love to see He Waka Tuia remain and used as a space 
to feature new exhibits/art installations etc.  You could link the two places with an art trail so visitors 
at the Museum could follow the trail to He Waka Tuia and when they are done there they could 
explore the rest of the CBD or the art trail could take them to other places like Miharo Murihiku or 
the arts and creativity area if it gets the go-ahead.  

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:
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Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: It is a lot of money over the next ten years however I believe most of these plans in the 
roadmap will be beneficial for the community.  One thing I do think our Council needs to look at for 
supporting community well-being is developing a set of apartments for families in our community 
who are struggling to find accommodation because of the lack of housing in our city - as an ECE 
teacher sometimes I meet families who are living in hotels while they wait for a house to become 
available - a stressful situation for all family members and this can have a harmful impact of a childs 
development.  It could be something to consider?   

Other plans and activities

Comment: Its good there is a focus on climate change and making it easier to walk or bike in the city 
- traffic has gotten worse and the congestion on key roads in/out of town is what puts me off letting 
my family bike into town - sometimes we walk along the Otepuni from the Rockdale road end into 
town as it is a great walk though a shame that river can be is a terrible condition sometimes with 
rubbish - we avoid walking through the skatepark so cross up at the lights and make our way road to 
where the Otepuni continues past the skatepark.  It is a lot of money over the next ten years 
however I believe most of these plans in the roadmap will be beneficial for the community.  One 
thing I do think our Council needs to look at for supporting community well-being is developing a set 
of apartments for families in our community who are struggling to find accommodation because of 
the lack of housing in our city - as an ECE teacher sometimes I meet families who are living in hotels 
while they wait for a house to become available - a stressful situation for all family members and this 
can have a harmful impact of a childs development.  It could be something to consider?   

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Good.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I'm not sure.  I understand the reasoning just not fully sure how it will impact me and my 
family.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 380

Name Craig Stoneman

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Yet another plan - yet another waste of money

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: An extravagance that rate payers shouldn't have forced upon them.

Other plans and activities

Comment: The Council isn't able to work within a budget.An extravagance that rate payers shouldn't 
have forced upon them.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: The Council isn't able to work within a budget.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 381

Name John Mcewan

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 382

Name Shane 

Organisation

Location Otatara

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: This is a feel good option that is actually a waste of money, seriously who comes up with 
this staff?

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: City need museum but ICC should have nothing to do with it if it is to stay on budget

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: RNZ do not support the stadium so we should not either 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Absolutely ridiculous, do the ICC recognize that people are not bottomless pits of money

Other plans and activities

Comment: Focus on core business not private feel good stuffAbsolutely ridiculous, do the ICC 
recognize that people are not bottomless pits of money

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: My increase is 18% completely unjustified 
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Discrimination towards people in Otatara, Kennington,  Myross Bush 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 383

Name Raylene Ballantyne

Organisation

Location INVERCARGILL

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: We need activity based areas for young people, NOT MORE green spaces. Total waste of 
time.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: It should be open now ! Visitors warning... Enter at your own risk ! 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: CBD areas are no longer appropriate for the modern city. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: You would be far better off spending on housing for the elderly and low income 
families.CBD areas are no longer appropriate for the modern city. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Abhorrent considering the CEO's salary .
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I don't. Leave it the way it is.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 384

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Please include skateboarding and basketball areas 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Essential to get this reopened as soon as possible

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Generally agree with it

Other plans and activities

Comment: Agreeable to itGenerally agree with it

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Reluctantly agreed to the proposed increases as we need to fund these projects
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Agreeable to it
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 385

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Give rugby park back to the rugby union, I dont want another cent of my rates spent 
there

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 386

Name Royden Muirhead

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Putting street lights at the Troopers Memorial is a mind numbingly dumb idea.  The 
location has never been nor will ever be a pedestrian friendly area due to the exposure to weather.  
The traffic flow is smooth as it currently is and street lights will create impediments to free flow and 
increase crash risk.  Tay Street is the main thoroughfare and should not be narrowed or complicated 
by the suggested proposal either.  Having play activities on this street is again mind numbingly naïve 
due to the exposure to weather. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: My preferred option would be for the council to consider an inner city museum and art 
gallery on the site of the old health board buildings and Wachner Place.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Give Rugby Park back to Rugby Southland.  This was a hospital pass from a professional 
sporting business to offset their own negligent spending and should not have been taken on by the 
Council in the first place.  I will flatly refuse to subsidize this sporting code when so many others 
suffer greater hardship without the investment. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities
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Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Absolutely reject the proposal to force rural ratepayers to pay for a supposed inner city 
service of footpaths and streetlights.  The inner city property owners pay rates for these services just 
like anyone who owns a suburban property.  IF you want to charge me for footpaths and street 
lights, then you had better start given them to us.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Absolutely reject the proposal to force rural ratepayers to pay for a supposed inner city 
service of footpaths and streetlights.  The inner city property owners pay rates for these services just 
like anyone who owns a suburban property.  IF you want to charge me for footpaths and street 
lights, then you had better start given them to us.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 388

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: no

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: How are youth being consulted? Is low income housing a priority? 

Other plans and activities

Comment: How are youth being consulted? Is low income housing a priority? 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 390

Name Gail Honeywill

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Great idea to bring people together in the centre city.  

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Everything can't be done at once so I'm happy with the way the council has prioritised 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: we need a better quality rugby venue

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: The roadmap makes sense i  the current climate.  Have a plan and stick to it

Other plans and activities

Comment: (Invercargill is a beautiful city and the plans for progress can pnly advantage our
citizensThe roadmap makes sense i  the current climate.  Have a plan and stick to it

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Rates have to increase to provide the infrastructure Invercargill needs.  We will be 
encouraging tourism and NZers to want to come here.  More money for our businesses which will 
have an ongoing effect on employment

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Some people will always complain about rate increases.  As a retired person I also worry 
about price rises, but understand that we cannot stand still and in the end we all feel the benefit 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 391

Name Renee Jackman

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Wait until the CBD redevelopment is done to see how this impacts peoples movement 
around the city. The Southland Museum and Art Gallery is your priority, the building and its 
surrounds can effectively be the gathering place we need. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: As above The Southland Museum and Art Gallery is your priority, the building and its 
surrounds can effectively be the gathering place we need. The location is perfect, a bridge between 
urban and residential with space and parking from several areas. No more debate about finding a 
different location or extending the offering at He Waka Tuia is needed. Work on the Museum, where 
it is, needs to start. There are no more excuses that will be tolerated.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Mixed bag of projects, some well overdue and others less of a priority. Why not spend 
little and often instead of a lot all at once? New projects can be invested in as ideas and trends are 
identified and should cost more. There are no reasonable excuses for maintenance projects falling 
behind - they end up costing everyone far more in the long run if deferred. 

Other plans and activities
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Comment: Mixed bag of projects, some well overdue and others less of a priority. Why not spend 
little and often instead of a lot all at once? New projects can be invested in as ideas and trends are 
identified and should cost more. There are no reasonable excuses for maintenance projects falling 
behind - they end up costing everyone far more in the long run if deferred. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 392

Name Kirsten Diack

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Waste of time. Wait for the CBD build and then see if additional work is required to 
compliment the build. Don't waste time or money right now. Open the museum now instead.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Just spend the money now and fix our museum, the current 'temporary museum' isn't 
worth spending any more money on. Please listen to your community and fix the beloved SMAG 
straight away it has been years of waiting. You won't need to do the CBD work if this was open and 
this is what we want.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: I know that we should invest in the park but I would prefer the money be spent on the 
museum the whole community can use not just sports fans. Right now we have nothing for anybody 
sports or arts.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: The priorities are warped and do not reflect the publics opinion. We want the museum 
and park prioritised and done immediately (not the side projects like feldwick gates). The council 
waited too late and the Richardson group started the CBD project so you may as well keep out of it 
now until that has been done. Rugby park should be self sustaining not propped up by our 
council/rates unless it is widely utilised. Arts and rec are important to the community but this is 
covered by the museum and entertains the whole community big and small. Splash palace does not 
need another pool, the charges are too high already and from what I see it covers all the needs we 
have. 
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Other plans and activities

Comment: If you are going to fix something like the pipes do it all at once not visit the same bit of 
road 3 times in 3 years. Not sure how you would be investing $1.1m into the crematorium, or why 
we are replacing our bins? And why are we replacing the civic building? Are there better 
alternatives?The priorities are warped and do not reflect the publics opinion. We want the museum 
and park prioritised and done immediately (not the side projects like feldwick gates). The council 
waited too late and the Richardson group started the CBD project so you may as well keep out of it 
now until that has been done. Rugby park should be self sustaining not propped up by our 
council/rates unless it is widely utilised. Arts and rec are important to the community but this is 
covered by the museum and entertains the whole community big and small. Splash palace does not 
need another pool, the charges are too high already and from what I see it covers all the needs we 
have. 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: This was actually quite hard to understand. I'm guessing my rates are going up but not 
sure by how much. Honestly I don't care but don't waste them do something meaningful taht us the 
community want.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Not bothered. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 393

Name Roger Baillie

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: improvement of CBD and child/family friendly spaces are a priority

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: it needs to be upgraded and opened ASAP, no matter what the cost

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: flexible usage good idea

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: no comment

Other plans and activities

Comment: nilno comment

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: nil
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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ong-term Plan Submission 
No: 394

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Don’t wait another 5 years to do anything. Bring it forward more

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 395

Name Dot

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment: The extra pool at splash palace is a waste of money 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 396

Name Raymond Alderson

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: I would  like to see urban interaction  and play in our city it has to be able to tolerate  our 
weather wind and rain uv damage ,  vandalism, abuse and missuse  unfortunately  there are people 
who can't be trusted so don't waste money  on things that aren't going to last   There are gardens 
proposed down the middle of Kelvin st that will make  cycling even more tighter,  accessing some 
business harder with a vehicle  to use there car parks or big trucks trying to make deliveries  without 
driving over the gardens and as I used to work for parks and reserves  keeping  staff safe while 
working in these tight conditions   cones and signs on the road srinking road space even more that's 
why they have dropped some of there center plot gardens  because  it wasn't always safe    
something to think about how other gardens will be serviced within the new proposed plan ??   
Parks have not always done well with plant selection or placement,  are the trees going to shade 
what little sun some business might get are they going to block signage  affecting their business 
income  as there not Sean while driving past leaving empty buildings or blocking the view of 
pedestrian trying to cross a road, are they a messy tree like a cabbage tree that are always losing 
leaves and making a mess   Driving  west on tay st how do you easily  drive into the new mall car 
park  i assume most people are going to do a u turn on don st causing a lot more  traffic congestion 
there ?? because there is no roundabout on tay and dee st    Trucks are a part  of how business  work 
and need to be considered  in functionality with the plans made for access to business and driving ,   
on the plans with little detail out side the civic theater imaging a long truck and trailer  traveling west 
and and cars traveling east the cars will feel venerable and might swerve  off and hit something or 
some one as well as head lights blinding them momentarily at night while  the truck has to navigate 
the slalom with out hitting any thing or any one that stands in a vulnerable spot Clyde st into the 
Cresent doesn't look an easy turn for trucks either you don't want a repeat  work like Rockdale road 
roundabout   Is there a turning bay in to esk st I can't see it on the plans online   The mail I would  
assume  will draw more traffic onto tay and you want to drop to one lane and add busses  for even 
more traffic congestion ???   Are we still the city of water and light   a water feature is always nice 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 
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Comment: A lot of money  can get lost on some grand looking building with lots of interesting  
shapes and materials    when your really going to look at whats on the inside the building  and save 
the rate payers probably  more that $ 10 000 000 °°     dont be swayed by an architecture plan  and 
end up in the same prediction  as other problem buildings that we have around  town 

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment: They spent the money  poorly  last time trying to make the building look grand and look 
what problems  you got. If your going to throw more money at it  do the job properly  so it lasts 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 397

Name Mary 

Organisation

Location Invercargill 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Don’t waste money on it

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Keep the same location in Queens Park. 

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Work on the Anderson House 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Work on the Anderson house and the old museum in Queens Park 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Work on Queens park museum  Work on the Anderson house and the old museum in 
Queens Park 

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: As long as rates aren’t increased don’t really care but would be nice to know what the 
money is REALLY being spent on.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 398

Name Sandra Lock

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Love how it brings more reasons to hang out in the city centre.  We played table tennis 
with my Dad on his 91st birthday, after brunch at the Auction House.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Would love something like He Waka Tuia of the Museum and Art Gallery, but on a 
grander scale.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Like the idea of it being a flexible multi-use space

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: It is quite a wait for the Arts and Creativity investment, I think with is a key component in 
having a vibrant city centre, would be great if it could be sooner...

Other plans and activities

Comment: Fantastic making the city more friendly for walking and biking.  Would be great if the 
range recycling could be expanded, eg. soft plasticIt is quite a wait for the Arts and Creativity 
investment, I think with is a key component in having a vibrant city centre, would be great if it could 
be sooner...
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Necessary for development and raising the overall lifestyle of the city.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: It seems much consideration has been given to reviewing the rating system, to deliver 
services for the good of all.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 399

Name EILEEN ADAM

Organisation

Location Avenal

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: It’s hard to attract people to invercargill we need a cohesive plan that makes invercargill 
attractive to live in and this plan encourages families and young people to view us as a choice work 
and play location

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Seems fair

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 400

Name Brad Hamilton 

Organisation

Location Wallacetown 

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: We need this back up & running 

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 401

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Stupid 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Queens Park is the best option for the museum! Just hurry up and get on with it.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: This can wait 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Anderson House needs to be opened again! It’s embarrassing that it has been closed for 
so long. 

Other plans and activities

Comment: Just concentrate on the things that need to be fixed!  The Museum   Anderson house   
Very Slow!!!! It’s embarrassing very embarrassing Anderson House needs to be opened again! It’s 
embarrassing that it has been closed for so long. 

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: Sick of my money being taken out for ICC when it’s not doing anything and still going 
towards things in Invercargill that we don’t have 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 402

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Hurry up!!! It has been to long that we haven’t had a true museum in Invercargill. Stop 
wasting money! The best location for the museum in Queens Park. Knock it down and build a new 
one or try to save its not that hard.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Do the museum first.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 403

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: Other than the new build in the main 4 city blocks that is already currently underway, 
there is no point in changing anything else within the City Centre.  The new area will be an ideal 
place for people to shop, eat, drink and stay for longer in town and there is no need to add anything 
new to the rest of the city centre

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Please start the refurbishment of the Museum as soon as possible.  We have already 
waited so long without one and there is a need to reopen the current museum again.  Keep the 
museum at the current location beside Queens Park as I believe it is much more convenient for 
tourists, locals and the public to access.  Close the one that has been opened in the old ANZ building 
and refurbish our existing museum for everyone to enjoy again

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: As someone who has never been to Rugby Park, I am unable to comment on this but I do 
think that there needs to be safe grounds, facilities and grounds that can cope with our changing 
weather environment and a modern Park for the general public to enjoy during a range of events 
that the Park should be able to be used for 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities
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Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 404

Name Blair Howden

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: With the city streetscape project I feel we certainly need to create an attraction in the 
CBD that will encourage people to visit the CBD and an attraction like the Margaret Mahy 
playground in Christchurch would be the perfect solution. It would also be good if there were food 
options nearby, a recent disappointment with the kiosk at Queens Park is the fact it closes so early in 
the summer months. Often I am at the Queens Park playground with my daughter and I have 
wanted to treat her to an ice cream or a drink but can't do so after 3pm when the kiosk closes.  With 
the city streetscape I am against any plans to reduces lanes on Tay street as per my submission 
made back in December. I feel the only way this can be made possible is if most traffic passing 
through the CBD is diverted to an alternate route. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Our city needs a museum and we needed this resolved 3 years ago when the museum 
was closed. If the plans to reopen the museum won't occur for at least another 5 years then we need 
to consider a better transitional museum option. I have visited the transitional space on Kelvin street 
inside the old ANZ bank and was disappointed, I was able to see the entire museum in about 15 
minutes including time for myself and and my daughter to make a paper crane for the display.   I 
think a better transitional option would be to consider using the current Farmers building from 
2022-2023 when Farmers relocate their store to the new Invercargill Central mall. While there would 
be a cost to refit the building to convert to a museum this option would at least give Southland a 
better sized museum that can be used for 5-10 years while the current museum repaired or rebuilt.  
Another consideration is building a new museum in the CBD as another inner city attraction to bring 
people into the city. 

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)
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Comment: I think Rugby Park is good as it is just fix it up, of course a structure only 20 years old 
shouldn't be having these issues. Don't support any idea to reduce capacity, what happens if we win 
the Ranfurly Shield again and suddenly crowds at Stags games increase? What about the plans to 
bring the All Blacks to Southland? 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Projects to bring people into our CBD should be top of the list. Next is reopening the 
museum with a better temporary location if the current museum can't be opened for some time. 
Followed by getting Anderson Park and the Water Tower open to the public again.

Other plans and activities

Comment: With roading and transport I am against any plans to reduce the number of lanes on any 
road. Roadworks on main arterial routes are always an issue such as the recent roadworks on Tweed 
Street outside Southland Girls High. Projects to bring people into our CBD should be top of the list. 
Next is reopening the museum with a better temporary location if the current museum can't be 
opened for some time. Followed by getting Anderson Park and the Water Tower open to the public 
again.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Rate increases are always a concern especially given that most property values increased 
majorly last year. I would like to know where the 20% of people that are getting a rates decrease 
are.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: What exactly places a property in a particular category? Is the $ figure what a property 
below or above that price would pay? With costs such as street lighting it really should come down 
to the quality of such service in the area. Areas such as Otatara don't have much street lighting so 
they shouldn't be paying more for such a service.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 405

Name Albie Ford

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Single lane Tay Street. 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: New Museum is needed. The mistake was make to refurbish last time and is being made 
again. The museum is now empty. Time to build new and for the future.

Rugby Park

Option: Other option ($4.9million investment to make Rugby Park structurally sound)

Comment: Document is very vague on multi-use space. Seems like money is being spent with no 
clear vision. Structural only for now and assess future uses when they arise.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Arts and Creativity is a nice to have at this stage. Given the poor infrastructure and large 
increases in rates this should be dropped. The additional pool at splash palace needs to be funded by 
splash palace.

Other plans and activities

Comment: Agree although ICC levels of service for stormwater are the lowest in the country. 
Currently storm systems are designed for 1 in 5 year events whereas the rest of the country is 1 in 10 
years. Even allowing for climate change Invercargill is far behind the rest of the country which 
increases the risk of flooding in large rain events.Arts and Creativity is a nice to have at this stage. 
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Given the poor infrastructure and large increases in rates this should be dropped. The additional 
pool at splash palace needs to be funded by splash palace.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Agree. Don't be afraid to spend money on infrastructure. The pensioners complaining 
about rate rises wont be around to reap what they sow. Money is needed to provide safe drinking 
water, drain storm events and convey and treat sewerage.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Most low value properties are owned by investors. Rate increases should be more evenly 
spread. Everyone uses footpaths and streetlights. Why should some pay more than others for the 
same service.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No:  409 

Name martin mcatear 

Organisation 

Location Invercargill 

Heard No 

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing 

Comment: The city taxpayer is already contributing to the icc failures. IE the central city upgrade 
blowout, the rugby park purchase along with its many building faults, the demise of the museum 
and councillors like  who want a lagacy after their name to ensure a new one is built. 
It is ultra obvious that this and previous councils can not look after the taxpayers money they recieve 
now and their only submission is to always increase rates. This council need to get back to the core 
routes of business and get that right before attempting any suggestions 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing 

Comment:  

Rugby Park 

Option: Do nothing 

Comment: Sell this burden on the ratepayer 

Roadmap to Renewal 

Comment: 

Other plans and activities 

Comment: Get debt under control before making extravagant plans 

Plans for finances and rates 

A3402766
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Comment:  

 

Proposals to change the way we rate 

Comment: not sustainable
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 410

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: ghjf

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: yvfuhvj

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 411

Name Jeffrey Chiu

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate
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Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 412

Name Hamish McMurdo

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: I do not believe that we need to invest in this. Keep the streets wide an invest in covering 
as much of the central city as is possible.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Please just get it done.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: Move it to Surrey Park and build a bespoke boutique ground.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Mostly ok. Too much destruction of our wide streets.

Other plans and activities

Comment: GoodMostly ok. Too much destruction of our wide streets.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment: The fairer option is best. Charge business more. Spend the money to get all properties on 
waste bin collections.
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Good.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 413

Name JoAnna May

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment: not sure what urban play is, but $4mil sounds excessive 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Please do everything you can to bring the museum back to the park, it is a great space for 
tourists, locals and visitors. Its a pure disgrace that it is closed

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: they all sound like achievable plans which will help highlight the city and all its amazing 
points to both visitors and locals  

Other plans and activities

Comment: All very important to the on going commitment to raising the profile of our city and 
ensuring the future generations have a city to be proud of they all sound like achievable plans which 
will help highlight the city and all its amazing points to both visitors and locals  

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: The money for such a  project has to come from somewhere, however please do not 
assume that those in seemingly higher decile areas are cash cows for this build. The rate rises need 
to be spread equally amongst Invercargill residents 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: It is interesting you mention street lighting and drainage etc, not all areas of Invercargill 
have such items, those of us in Otatara don't
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 414

Name

Organisation

Location

Heard

City Centre 

Option: Other option ($20.8 million investment in the city centre streetscape (no investment in play)

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: There has been more than enough consultation. The people want their museum back. 
Many Councillors were elected on policy of doing so. Now is not the time to further delay but to 
speed up the process.

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment: USER PAYS. THIS IS A NEVER ENDING DRAIN OF CITY MONEY. CHARGE MORE AT THE 
GATE TO COVER COSTS.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: not much

Other plans and activities

Comment: SHOULD BE DONE QUICKLY.not much

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: In the past the council has put up the rates of south city at a higher percentage than 
north. this seems more of the same the more expensive properties pay less. Put rates up at the same 
percentage across the city. if you don't get a service you should not pay for it.

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: Leave it as is.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 415

Name Tyler Torrey

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: If we go ahead with the Urban Play option, I would like to see an increase in the diversity 
of activities. Instead of just face painting, hot meals and bouncy castles, I would like to see more 
activities happening.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Other option ($700,000 increased budget for He Waka Tuia now and reconsider the long-
term future of the museum later)

Comment: I think that the Southland Museum and Art Gallery should be relocated to the city center. 
I picture more people visiting the Museum if it was located closer to the new hotel and shopping 
mall. 

Rugby Park

Option: Do nothing

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: For Issue 1). Changing streetscapes for a start is a great idea, especially when it is close to 
opening the new Shopping Mall and Hotel. I haven't been to the Anderson House since I've been 
around, so I don't think it's too famous enough to be invested in fixing yet. Opening a Urban Play 
Area sooner would bring a bit more money to invest in other projects in Invercargill, so this could be 
a big priority.    For Issue 2). I think the Museum should be relocated to the city center where all the 
other action is taking place in Invercargill. Investing in the Water Tower, I think is a great idea. It's a 
great attraction to look at and has some historic significant behind it.     For Issue 3). I think we would 
need a lot more big events at the stadium to consider investing in changing it up. The Arts and 
Creativity center may bring  interest to tourists whom are visiting Invercargill. I don't think a new 
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pool at splash palace would really need to be a priority right now, so I think it should remain at the 
end of the road.

Other plans and activities

Comment: For Issue 1). Changing streetscapes for a start is a great idea, especially when it is close to 
opening the new Shopping Mall and Hotel. I haven't been to the Anderson House since I've been 
around, so I don't think it's too famous enough to be invested in fixing yet. Opening a Urban Play 
Area sooner would bring a bit more money to invest in other projects in Invercargill, so this could be 
a big priority.    For Issue 2). I think the Museum should be relocated to the city center where all the 
other action is taking place in Invercargill. Investing in the Water Tower, I think is a great idea. It's a 
great attraction to look at and has some historic significant behind it.     For Issue 3). I think we would 
need a lot more big events at the stadium to consider investing in changing it up. The Arts and 
Creativity center may bring  interest to tourists whom are visiting Invercargill. I don't think a new 
pool at splash palace would really need to be a priority right now, so I think it should remain at the 
end of the road.

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 416

Name Sherrianna Woods

Organisation

Location Appleby

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: It would be too congested on the road on Tay st. It's better off to use already existing 
green spaces, such as all the nearby parks/fields, as well as there is Queen's Park.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Its the best place for the museum. Also the pyramid shape of it is an Invercargill icon

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: This would be better as a multi use space, as it means it would be more likely to be used 
more often.

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I don't care for it. Seems like a waste of time and money.

Other plans and activities

Comment: More thought needs to be put into it, as the council seems to spend ratepayers money 
on a whim. I don't care for it. Seems like a waste of time and money.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: It's another way for the council to rob money from ratepayers

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: People in Invercargill are struggling and rate increases need to be at and stay at under 5% 
per cycle
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 417

Name Allan Parker

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Do nothing

Comment: Waste of time and will lead to congestion. We already have one development in the mall 
that will be a failure, we don't need two.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: this needs priority

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: no

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: I don't care for it.

Other plans and activities

Comment: this needs to be re-examined and more thought needs to be input. It seems that the 
council is good at throwing around rate payers money at their whim, and we end up paying for 
failure after failure.I don't care for it.

Plans for finances and rates
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Comment: rates need to be kept under 5% people are already struggling and the council must 
remember that we are not Auckland

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: It's just another way for council to fleece the ratepayer. This is on on really.
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 418

Name Courtney

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: Preferred option ($25.7million investment in the city centre streetscape including urban 
play to make you stay)

Comment: Push it back. fix what is broken first

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: Preferred option ($42.6 million investment of a total $56.8 million project cost to reopen 
and refurbish the museum in its current location)

Comment: Please open the Museum asap. the temporary one has no parking. It was in a great 
location in queens park with the tuatara's.

Rugby Park

Option: Preferred option ($4.9 million investment of a total $9.4 million project cost to make a 
structurally sound and flexible multi-use space)

Comment: would be great to see rugby park used for a bunch of different activities throughout the 
year once improved. 

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: Some work needs to be bought forward. Better to fix what is broken and before starting 
new projects

Other plans and activities

Comment: Glad to see areas being future proofed and increasing capacity Some work needs to be 
bought forward. Better to fix what is broken and before starting new projects
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Plans for finances and rates

Comment: Glad to see that the debt is not close to the limit. would prefer to see it lower but 
understand Invercargill has had to do some heavy investing on items that have been left to rot. 

Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment: I think all increases look fair but I don't think lower value residential properties should get 
a discount as we all still use the facilities offered by the council and improvements being made. 
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Long-term Plan Submission 
No: 419

Name Murihiku Marae

Organisation

Location Invercargill

Heard No

City Centre 

Option: 

Comment:

Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Option: 

Comment: Concern about storage of taonga at the museum with the current state. Feel responsible 
about its safety. Want to insist on that the storage is the first thing that need to be taken in 
consideration when talking about the SMAG.  Certain things are coming from Egypt and can’t be 
repatriate with the actual Covid 19 situation.  

Rugby Park

Option:

Comment:

Roadmap to Renewal

Comment: 

Other plans and activities

Comment:

Plans for finances and rates

Comment:
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Proposals to change the way we rate

Comment:
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Fluoride Free New Zealand 
P O Box 40 
Featherston 5710 
 
25th March 2021 
 
 

 
 

Feedback to Long Term Annual Plan 2021 
 

Dear Mayor and councillors, 
 
We understand that the Government is set to move decision making solely to the Director General 
of Health. However, councillors are elected and paid to represent and protect the community. 
Considering the growing research being carried out in fluoridated countries showing harm to 
health, and the increased pressures on council finances, we propose that Council take a serious 
interest in the health of the community and stop fluoridation. 

Here are short summaries of just a few of the studies on neurotoxicity: 

2006: The National Research Council published Fluoride in Drinking Water,1 the most 
authoritative review of fluoride’s toxicity. It stated unequivocally that “fluorides have the 
ability to interfere with the functions of the brain and the body.” 

2012: A Harvard-funded meta-analysis2 found that children ingesting higher levels of fluoride 
tested an average 7 IQ points lower in 26 out of 27 studies. Most had higher fluoride 
concentrations than in U.S. water, but many had total exposures to fluoride no more than what 
millions of Americans receive. The same is true of New Zealand exposures. In fact the US level is 
now a maximum of 0.7ppm, whereas Hutt City levels are 0.85ppm. 

2017: A National Institutes of Health (NIH) – funded study3 in Mexico covering 13 years found 
that every one half milligram per liter (mg/L) increase in fluoride in pregnant women’s urine – 
approximately the difference caused by ingestion of fluoridated water4 – was associated with a 
reduction of their children’s IQ by about 3 points. Leonardo Trasande, a leading physician 
unaffiliated with the study, said it “raises serious concerns about fluoride supplementation in 

water.”5 

2018: A Canadian study6 found iodine-deficient adults (nearly 18% of the population) with higher 
fluoride levels had a greater risk of hypothyroidism (known to be linked to lower IQs). Author 
Ashley Malin said “I have grave concerns about the health effects of fluoride exposure.”7 

2019: Another NIH-funded study8 published in Journal of the American Medical Association 

Pediatricfound every 1 mg/L increase in fluoride in Canadian pregnant women’s urine was linked 

to a 4.5 decrease in IQ in their male children. The physician editor of JAMA Pediatrics said “I 

would not have my wife drink fluoridated water”9 if she was pregnant. 

2019: A Canadian study10 found a nearly 300% higher risk of ADHD for children living in 
fluoridated areas. This reinforced earlier study linking fluoride to ADHD in Mexico (2018)11 and 
the U.S. (2015).12 
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2019: A systematic review of 149 human studies and 339 animal studies by the U.S. National 
Toxicology Program13 concluded that “fluoride is presumed to be a cognitive neurodevelopmental 

hazard to humans.” The report is still in draft form, but NTP has also said there is little chance they 
will change their finding. 

2020: Another NIH-funded study14 in Canada found that for babies fed formula mixed with 
fluoridated water, every additional 0.5 mg/litre fluoride reduced their IQ by 4.4 points. In NZ, 
where we typically fluoridate at 0.85 ppm and natural levels are very low, this represents a 7 IQ 
point loss (Half a Standard Deviation, which is significant).,. Losses of non-verbal IQ were even 
more serious, an average of 9 points. 

We would like to speak to our submission if possible. 

 

Regards 

Mary Byrne 

National Coordinator Fluoride Free New Zealand 

www.fluoridefree.org.nz 

0273615951 
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29 April 2021 

Invercargill City Council 
Private Bag 90104 
INVERCARGILL 9810 

Via email: service@icc.govt.nz 

To whom it may concern, 

SUBMISSION OF HERITAGE NEW ZEALAND POUHERE TAONGA ON THE INVERCARGILL CITY 
COUNCIL LONG TERM PLAN 2021-2031 

To:  Invercargill City Council 

Name of submitter: Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

1. Thank you for the opportunity to lodge a submission on the Invercargill City Council Long Term

Plan 2021-2031.

Roles and Responsibilities of Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

2. Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga is an autonomous Crown Entity with statutory

responsibility under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 (HNZPTA) for the

identification, protection, preservation and conservation of New Zealand’s historic heritage and

cultural values. This includes cultural heritage, sites of significance to Maori and archaeological

sites.

The specific parts of the application that this Heritage New Zealand submission relates to are:  

3. Providing for the identification, protection, preservation and conservation of historic heritage

within Invercargill which allows for the continued use and appreciation of that heritage.

4. Projects that may affect places or areas entered on the New Zealand Heritage List and ongoing

consultation with Heritage New Zealand regarding these projects.

5. Invercargill City Council’s obligations under the HNZPTA regarding archaeological authorities.

6. Recognition of the adverse effects of climate change on historic heritage.

7. Provision of Council incentives to facilitate the retention and seismic strengthening of heritage

buildings in Invercargill.

A3402051
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Supported Provisions 

8. Heritage New Zealand supports the addition of community outcomes and policies in the 

Invercargill City Council Long Term Plan 2021-2031 that will contribute to the identification, 

protection, preservation and conservation of historic heritage within Invercargill.  

Proposed Initiatives 

9. Heritage New Zealand recognises that the Long Term Plan is a high-level document to provide 

direction for development initiatives and funding within Invercargill. A number of projects have 

been referenced in the consultation document and Heritage New Zealand welcomes further 

consultation on each of these initiatives as details develop, including:  

 City Centre Masterplan 

 Projects in the Bluff Tourism Masterplan 

 2027 – 2030 Arts and Creativity Invercargill 

10. Within Invercargill there are numerous heritage places and areas entered on the New Zealand 

Heritage List, some of these entries are affected or potentially affected by the projects 

proposed in the Long Term Plan. The retention and appropriate maintenance of listed heritage 

places and areas is supported and consultation with Heritage New Zealand on further 

development affecting these places should be undertaken as they progress. Works which relate 

to historic places, structures or areas should also be assessed for potential impact on 

archaeology to ensure an archaeological authority is obtained if necessary. 

11. The following places are identified in the Long Term Plan consultation document as affected by 

upcoming projects and are also entered on the New Zealand Heritage List. Any works proposed 

to listed places should not adversely affect the heritage values of the structure or setting. Early 

and ongoing consultation with Heritage New Zealand on the proposed initiatives is encouraged. 

 The Troopers' Memorial is entered on the New Zealand Heritage List as a Category 

1 Historic Place in recognition of its architectural and townscape significance (list 

number 2445).  

 Anderson House is entered on the New Zealand Heritage List as a Category 1 

Historic Place in recognition of its aesthetic, architectural, cultural and social 

significance (list number 385).  

 The Water Tower is entered on the New Zealand Heritage List as a Category 1 

Historic Place in recognition of its aesthetic, architectural, social and townscape 

significance (list number 394). 
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Archaeological Authorities 

12. Heritage New Zealand notes that there are projects proposed in the Long Term Plan 

consultation document which may require archaeological authorities pursuant to the HNZPTA. 

Under the HNZPTA an archaeological site is defined as any place in New Zealand that was 

associated with human activity that occurred before 1900 and provides or may provide, 

through investigation by archaeological methods, evidence relating to the history of New 

Zealand.  

13. Archaeological sites are legally protected under sections 42(1) and 42(2) of the HNZPTA. An 

archaeological authority is required for any works that may modify or destroy an archaeological 

site, including demolition of a building constructed prior to 1900. It is an offence to undertake 

activities that may modify or destroy an archaeological site unless authorised by an 

archaeological authority issued under the HNZPTA. 

14. The projects and core infrastructure investment outlined in the consultation document include 

works involving ground disturbance that could affect archaeological sites, such as roading, 

bridge and three waters infrastructure maintenance, repairs and replacement. These projects 

may therefore require archaeological authorities to be obtained from Heritage New Zealand 

prior to works being undertaken. Legislative obligations regarding archaeology should be taken 

into consideration for all the projects proposed. 

15. Heritage New Zealand recommends that Council undertake best efforts to avoid identified 

archaeological sites in close proximity to the proposed projects in the first instance. This would 

minimise costs and delays. If avoidance is not possible, the associated costs and timeframes 

need to be factored into project budgeting and planning.     

Climate Change 

16. Heritage New Zealand supports the recognition of the effects of climate change in Council’s 

long term planning and factoring the effects into infrastructure decision making. In addition to 

the effects already outlined in the consultation document, climate change is an increasing 

threat to historic heritage. The Long Term Plan should include measures to avoid or reduce 

climate change impacts on historic heritage wherever possible.  

Heritage Incentives   

17. Invercargill has a range of heritage buildings, from churches to agricultural buildings and rural 

homesteads. Some heritage buildings are of unreinforced masonry construction and will be 

subject to legislative requirements for earthquake strengthening. As the Council is aware, 

financing maintenance and seismic strengthening of these buildings, particularly in smaller rural 

centres, can be challenging for owners.  

18. Heritage New Zealand is supportive of the inclusion of a Remission of Rates on Land Protected 

for Natural, Cultural or Historic Conservation Purposes scheme in the Rates Postponement and 

Remission Policy (section 1.6, page 9). While Heritage New Zealand is supportive of a remission 
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of rates for land owners of historic heritage, we encourage this policy to extend beyond 

property over which a protection order or covenant has been issued under Historic Places Act 

1993 or the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014. This categorisation does not 

capture all entries on the New Zealand Heritage List and, therefore, does not assist owners of 

all places of national historic or cultural significance within the District. 

19. Heritage New Zealand supports the establishment of further heritage incentives aimed at 

assisting private owners of heritage buildings. There are a range of incentives Council could 

utilise to promote the protection and conservation of historic heritage. Possible incentives 

include a targeted area fund, or the provision of specialist advice to heritage building owners. 

Heritage New Zealand recommends: 

20. Further to the priorities and proposed initiatives outlined in the Invercargill City Council Long 

Term Plan 2021-2031 consultation document, Heritage New Zealand recommends the following 

to protect and enhance the historic heritage of Invercargill: 

 Council retains the Council projects supported by Heritage New Zealand, as 

outlined in this submission. 

 Consultation is undertaken between Invercargill City Council and Heritage New 

Zealand for infrastructure development and projects that may affect places or 

areas entered on the New Zealand Heritage List. 

 Council is aware that archaeological authorities may be required for certain 

projects outlined in the Long Term Plan so that any costs and time associated with 

this are anticipated and included in project budgets. Archaeological Authorities are 

sought from Heritage New Zealand for any works that may modify or destroy an 

archaeological site as is required under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

Act 2014. 

 Council recognises the adverse effects of climate change on historic heritage and 

implements measures to prevent further degradation wherever possible. 

 Council considers establishing further non-regulatory heritage incentives to 

facilitate the retention and seismic strengthening of heritage buildings in 

Invercargill. 
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Heritage New Zealand does not wish to be heard in support of our submission. 

21. We are happy to answer any questions regarding our submission, and are available to discuss 

these matters directly with Invercargill City Council staff.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 
Sheila Watson 

Director Southern Region 
 
Address for Service: 
 
Fran Davies 
Planner 
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 
PO Box 5467  
Dunedin 9058 
 
Email: fdavies@heritage.org.nz 
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From: Amanda Corrigan
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Thursday, 29 April 2021 3:41:05 PM

Kia ora Georgia,

My name is Amanda Corrigan. I am wanting to make a submission in support of the Bluff
Pool Operating Grant. I was told this could be sent to you directly as an email. 

Bluff Pool is a vital service and asset to Bluff, especially for our youths' development of
their confidence and ability in the water. As a Bluff resident and parent I hope the service
can continue. It is an important recreational facility providing fitness and wellbeing for the
wider community.

I support and encourage the Invercargill City Council to continue providing annual
operating funds to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool. 

Kind regards

Amanda Corrigan

Bluff 9814

A3402057
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From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Anita Cooper 

£ol.iQ'. 
Submission 

Saturday, 1 May 2021 8:55:22 PM 

- I suppo1t the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is "A City with Heait" - The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
suppo1t the vision, however people who are happy and healthy suppo1t this hea1t.
- The Long Tenn Plan is geai·ed towai·d significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centi·e,
Alt Galle1y, Water Tower and Rugby Pai·k). The Club consider that improving our pai·ks
and open spaces beyond Queens Pai·k would suppo1t more active lifestyles and more
diverse oppo1tunities such as events and new businesses.
- Pai·ks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers yeai· on yeai·, be
flexible and build paitnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought fo1ward for the development of
mountain bike ti·acks.
- More suppo1t is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trnst (BHMET) ai·e doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Kind re ai·ds 

.. 

A3402059
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From: Arnel Bulanahgui
To: Policy
Subject: I support mountain bike club
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 10:05:37 PM

To whom it may concern;

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre,
Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks
and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more
diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trust (BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

A3402062
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sportnz.org.nz 

Invercargill 

City Council 

A3402073
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About Sport New Zealand 

Sport New Zealand (Sport NZ) is the crown agency responsible for 

contributing to the wellbeing of everybody in Aotearoa New Zealand 

by leading an enriching and inspiring play, active recreation and 

sport system. Sport NZ’s vision is simple - to get Every Body Active 

in Aotearoa New Zealand.  

Our role as kaitiaki of the system focusses on lifting the physical 

activity levels of all those living within Aotearoa and having the 

greatest possible impact on wellbeing. We achieve our outcomes by 

aligning our investment through partnerships, funds and programmes 

to our strategic priorities set out in our four-year strategic plan. 

Invercargill City Council is critical to the work of Sport NZ in the 

Southland region. 

The importance of Council  

Invercargill City Council is a major provider of sport and 

recreation facilities in Invercargill. We greatly appreciate this 

support and investment – without it much of what happens in our 

sector would not be possible. Council investment has provided 

positive outcomes for a wide range of sports codes, demographics, 

cultures, ages and abilities.  We also acknowledge the commitment of 

council staff in supporting the sector. 

Council is also an important partner for Sport Southland, who Sport 

NZ invests in significantly and are the regional champions of our 

strategic vision. Sport Southland continues to provide strategic 

leadership across the Invercargill play, active recreation and sport 

sectors. They approach all aspects of their work with an innovative, 

evidence based and participant focused philosophy. As a result, they 

consistently set the benchmark for impact and performance for other 

RSTs throughout the country.  

During the challenges thrown at the country during COVID-19 Sport 

Southland have once again demonstrated their essential leadership 

and support role within their community. They quickly mobilised to 

provide immediate relief and support for their community. As the 

implications of the pandemic grew they have been at the forefront of 

a push for the play, active recreation and sport sector to change 

and adapt so that they better serve the needs of a rapidly changing 

world and, as a result, the needs of their current and future 

participants. 

Play, active recreation and sport make an enormous contribution to 

the health and wellbeing of all Invercargill residents.  Physical 

activity, its wide-ranging benefits and its importance to our 

communities are fundamental to meeting our shared goal of healthy, 

happy and well- connected communities.  

We also acknowledge the challenges Council faces with balancing the 

various competing demands such as growth, transport, climate change 

and water quality within a context of falling revenue.  The impact 

of Covid-19 will be with us for some time to come, so too the 

decisions made in this 10-year Budget.  

The impact of COVID-19 on the play, active recreation 
and sport sector 

COVID-19 has placed significant pressure on Aotearoa New Zealand’s 

play, active recreation and sport system.   
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 Through our insights, we know the COVID-19 lockdowns has 

exacerbated inequalities, putting some population groups at 

even more risk regarding their physical and mental wellbeing.  

 Analysis of media commentary also identified concerns about 

returning to previous activities in shared public spaces due 

to safety.  

 Sector organisations which play a key role in allowing New 

Zealanders to be active were also impacted by COVID-19. These 

impacts include lost revenue, cash flow difficulties, reduced 

capacity and change of membership.  

All these things have hit the sector hard and Sport NZ is working 

with regional sports trusts, councils, and other local stakeholders 

to find solutions to help address these. 

Target audiences and activity areas 

Sport NZ remains committed to making progress towards our primary 

goal of ensuring more tamariki and rangatahi (aged 5 – 18) have 

access to quality physical activity options. We aspire to reduce the 

drop off in activity levels of rangatahi from ages 12 to 18 and 

increase the levels of activity for those tamariki and rangatahi who 

are less active. 

Nelson has communities we know are most at risk of missing out, 

including: 

 Maori and pacific communities 

 Low income communities where participation is declining 

 Growth of new ethnic communities where physical activity 

preferences differ 

Invercargill City Council investment in sport and active 
recreation  

Sport NZ acknowledges the challenges faced by Council in providing 

community services through its sport and recreation assets and that 

Invercargill has a large and growing network of facilities, some of 

which are ageing and require significant renewal investment, others 

that are in development and need further investment or support to 

ensure their ongoing viability and activation. 

Sport NZ, Sport Southland and the Councils of Southland have been 

working with the sports sector to develop a co-ordinated and 

collaborative approach for future sport and recreation facility 

provision that provides Councils with a high-level strategic view of 

sports infrastructure needs for the region and the evaluation 

criteria to prioritise investment and ultimately make better 

decisions.  

Sport NZ supports the proposed: 

 Surrey Park grandstand renewal 

 Rugby Park renewal 

 Scoping/feasibility work for an additional pool at Splash Palace 

 

In general terms, Sport NZ supports play, active recreation and 

sports facility proposals that align with the Southland Regional 

Spaces and Places Strategy. 

 

Invercargill City Council investment in Play 
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Play is self-directed activity which a young person freely chooses, 

usually for its own sake. Play is not just about the provision of 

fixed assets in the form of playgrounds. Commitment to playful 

communities requires consideration of all the decisions and factors 

made by Council and its partners that create space, time and 

permission for our whanau to play.  

 Research shows that play has many benefits for children, families 

and the wider community. 

 Play contributes the largest number of physically active hours 

for 5-18 year olds on a weekly basis. 

 Play is vitally important for a young person’s resilience and 

wellbeing.  

 Playful childhoods lead to healthy, happy, active lives.  

It has been taken for granted that play will always be a part of New 

Zealand childhoods. However, levels of play are in decline due to 

shifting cultural values, increasingly sedentary behaviours, family 

circumstances, urbanisation and fears about children’s safety. 

Invercargill City Council is one of the region’s largest investor 

and provider of play. Council delivers a wide range of community 

activation programmes and fixed-play assets. Creating a Play 

Advocate role would bring leadership and ownership to the play work 

currently being done by various Council departments.  A Play 

Advocate would ensure there is integrated planning as well as 

bringing about efficiencies and cost savings to the current 

approach. 

Sport New Zealand, Sport Southland and Invercargill City Council 

share a common interest to ensure the wellbeing of all Invercargill 

residents using physical activity as a core building block. We know 

if we can raise the physical activity levels of New Zealanders it 

will lead to better health and social outcomes. Working together 

towards a collective goal will allow us the greatest possible impact 

on wellbeing for all New Zealanders. 

We urge greater investment in the sport and recreation sector under this Long-

term Plan. Without this commitment from Council our current and future community 

sport and recreation spaces will be compromised. This means our growing, 

increasingly diverse population will not have access to suitable infrastructure 

and spaces to participate in physical activity – whether it’s playing at a park, 

an inter-church kilikiti competition or a competitive rugby match. 
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From: Brett Hoyle
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP
Date: Tuesday, 27 April 2021 8:44:19 PM

Please accept the below as my submission to the the Invercargill City Council LTP.

I do not wish to speak on my submission.

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  The Bluff Pool is a
critical asset for the Bluff Community.  It provides an important recreational facility and
swimming for fitness and well being for all ages.  It also allows the youth of Bluff to learn
to swim in a safe environment. I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue
providing annual operating funds to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool.

Kind Regards

Brett Hoyle

Bluff

Scanned by MailMarshal - Marshal's comprehensive email content security solution. Download a free
evaluation of MailMarshal at www.marshal.com
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From: Britt Barris
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operation Grant
Date: Wednesday, 21 April 2021 7:13:02 PM

I am making a submission in support of the continuation of the funding currently given to
the operation of Bluff Swimming Pool.

The Bluff Pool is a vital asset to our community, we are a Port town and teaching water
safety is a must.  There is no transport from Bluff to Invercargill and this would put us at a
disadvantage with school swimming programs and physiotherapy recovery.  It is great
family entertainment in a town with limited indoor activities.   I would also hate to see the
disbandment of a very strong Swimming Club. 

I urge you to consider a further ten years of this funding and better still the whole 180k
budgeted amount so there will be extra money for maintenance and needed upgrades.

I do not wish to speak on this submission.

Thank you

Britt-Amber Barris

Bluff 9814 

A3402082
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To:  Invercargill City Council 

Date:  24th April 2021  

From:  Carolyn Weston QSM  

Subject:  Roadmap to Renewal Submission 

This is a personal submission from Carolyn Weston and should not be 
contributed to any organization I am associated with.   

I am happy with the approach this roadmap takes in respect of 
keeping us all to long-term plans and not wandering into operation 
business as usual activities.  I believe the City Centre Project must be 
at the top of the priority list because work is being done so quickly 
on our CBD buildings.  If we look at what our CBD looks like today, it 
reminds me of Christchurch 12 months after their massive 
earthquakes.  Our CBD must be welcoming, inviting, pleasant, 
enjoyable, sparkling, pedestrian friendly, accessible to all, modern, 
and the list could go on.  To encourage Invercargill citizens and 
visitors to go and enjoy our CBD we must have it completed as soon 
as possible.   

One aspect of the CBD which needs further discussion and 
consideration, is people residing in or very near it.  To establish a 
vibrant, living city centre, we need people present 24 hours a day.  
We need to think outside the square, not just encouraging people to 
come into the CBD from suburbs but have people living within the 
CBD in either apartment or terrace housing.  By people continually 
being within the CBD over the entire day can only enhance the live of 
our city.   

There are a number of projects that have been on-going for many 
years, Anderson Park House, The Museum and The Water Tower.  As 
a rate payer, I wonder why these projects have lingered in our long-
term plans?  If we are going to do something about these, then start 
acting and stop planning.  Considering these three above, I think the 

A3402098
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Museum should be first.  A city the size of Invercargill must have a 
museum and I know my family miss going there and I have 
grandchildren who have never been to our museum. It is a disgrace.   

Regarding the Anderson Park House, I wonder why the City Council 
didn’t establish a Trust to care for this lovely house instead of trying 
to look after it.  If Anderson Park House was administered and cared 
for like Alvaston in Dunedin, people who really love and care for the 
house would be in control of it.  This doesn’t mean that ICC would be 
neglecting its responsibility here, Council could still be involved by 
appointing the Trustees, ensuring that Trustees were accountable to 
the Council, thus the rate payers.   A Trust could also have charity 
status enabling it to apply for funds which are inaccessible to 
Council.   

I am not sure about the Water Tower.  It is an artifact which displays 
part of our history but other than that, what value does this have.  
Maybe I would place this lower down on the priority list.   

I recall when Council became involved in Rugby Park.  It is a pity this 
facility isn’t used more.  Of course, rugby games should be priority 
but what about holding other activities when no rugby games are on, 
for example concerts, festivals, displays and even Military Tattoos, 
we once attended a Tattoo at this Park.   

I think that in 50-80 years Invercargill should have a multi-purpose 
sport ground which provides facilities for many sports and not just 
one.  This should be a goal for the very long-term plan.  We need to 
decide what does Invercargill need and what does Invercargill 
citizens want.  There are two different things and should be 
prioritized accordingly.  I know some people eagerly look forward to 
the establishment of an art centre but do we need this?  We have 
two or three art galleries, theatres for life-art performances, a library 
which provides space for creativity.  What would an art centre 
provide that we don’t have now?  If people want to display their 
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creations or have somewhere to learn and create art, is hiding them 
away in a separate building the right answer?  Maybe spaces within 
the proposed City Centre project could cater for the needs of these 
people.   

I agree with the new rating structure but it is important that people 
understand it and if for any reason rate-payers have difficulty paying 
their rates, accessible information about the rate rebate should be 
available to all.    

Thank you for this opportunity to express my views on our Roadmap 
to Renewal.   

Carolyn G Weston QSM  
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From: Jake Bradshaw
To: Policy
Subject: Icc long term plan
Date: Saturday, 1 May 2021 7:13:52 AM

 Hi there I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP. 
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre,
Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks
and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more
diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trust (BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of bluff hill

Regards Jake Bradshaw 

A3402104
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From:
To: Policy
Subject: Mountain bike areas
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 10:33:07 PM

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the vision,
however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art Gallery, Water
Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open spaces beyond Queens Park
would support more active lifestyles and more diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be flexible and build
partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational Precinct.
Funding should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust (BHMET) are
doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Sent from my iPhone

A3402110
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From: David Brookland
To: Policy
Subject: ICC Long Term Plan
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 10:27:52 PM

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the
vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art
Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open
spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more diverse opportunities
such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational
Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the
Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust
(BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Regards

Dave Brookland

Invercargill

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Debbie Flutey
To: Georgia Woodward
Cc:
Subject: Bluff pool
Date: Saturday, 1 May 2021 12:51:37 PM

Hello, I’m writing to make a submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool. It’s a very important place for
Bluff people, we need the pool so our young people can learn to swim which is a very necessary thing in a port
town. My mother uses the pool every day when the season is open and she is 83. Very necessary place for older
people too! I strongly urge the icc to continue providing operating costs for this pool, Thank you, Debbie Flutey

A3402133
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From: Demelza Tarrant
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP submission Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Saturday, 24 April 2021 2:14:45 PM

Kia ora Georgia

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  The Bluff
Pool is a critical asset for the Bluff Community.  It provides an important
recreational facility and swimming for fitness and well being.  It also allows the
youth of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe environment. I support and strongly
encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to the Bluff
Community Swimming Pool. If this resource was to be taken away I do believe it
would be extremely detrimental to many families. My 5 year old has just started
swimming club this year, her progress has been amazing. Our family travels
regularly between Bluff and Ruapuke Island,  my children need to know how to
swim for real safety reasons. I worry that if the pool was not kept funded many
children would not learn to swim as the trip to town may be unaffordable for some. 
Thank you for taking the time to listen
Regards Demelza Tarrant
234 Bann St Bluff

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

A3402134
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From: Desmond Moore-carter
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: Submission on Bluff Pool
Date: Sunday, 2 May 2021 1:20:08 PM

I am one of the original members of the fundraising committee, not many of us left now.  I
am 90 years old.  I want to see the pool still running in some capacity, we are a port town
and our children need to be taught to swim in Bluff.

Signed Barbara Moore Carter QSM 

A3402137
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From: Dewald Villoen
To: Policy
Subject: Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission
Date: Sunday, 2 May 2021 8:31:53 PM

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre,
Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks
and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more
diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trust (BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Kind regards,
Dewald Villoen

A3402140
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From: Donald Heslip
To: Policy
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 9:42:22 PM

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the vision,
however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art Gallery, Water
Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open spaces beyond Queens Park
would support more active lifestyles and more diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be flexible and build
partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational Precinct.
Funding should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust (BHMET) are
doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

| Donald Heslip  | 

#####################################################################################
Attention:
This email message and accompanying data may contain information that is
confidential and subject to legal privilege.  If you are not the intended
recipient, you are notified that any use, dissemination, or copying of any
part of this email and accompanying data is prohibited.

If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately and
delete this email message from your computer. J.A. Russell Ltd is not responsible
for any changes made to this message and / or any attachments after sending by
J.A. Russell Ltd.

The opinions expressed in this email are those of the author and are not
necessarily those of J. A. Russell Ltd.
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From: douglas barlow
To: Policy
Subject: Invercargill
Date: Sunday, 2 May 2021 7:15:38 PM

We need your support to advance Mountain Biking in Southland. The Invercargill City
Council is currently consulting on the projects and budgets for the next 10 years and we as
mountain biking advocates have a thing or two say. If you want more investment in
mountain biking trails, you should submit in support of the Club's submission on the Long
Term Plan.

We've made it easy for you. Copy and paste the below text into an email and send it to:
policy@icc.govt.nz

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre,
Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks
and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more
diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trust (BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Or fill in the survey https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HTZJCRK

Get Outlook for Android

A3402144
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From: Ewen Rodway
To: Policy
Subject: Support of submission
Date: Monday, 3 May 2021 6:37:39 PM

To whom it may concern

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre,
Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks
and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more
diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trust (BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Kind regards
Ewen

A3402146
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1 

3 May 2021 

Submission on Invercargill City Council’s Long Term Plan 2021-2031 

Submitted online 

From: 

Forest & Bird 

Contact: 

Rick Zwaan  

Regional Conservation Manager Otago Southland 

r.zwaan@forestandbird.org.nz

021 845 587 

Introduction 

1. Forest & Bird wish to be heard in support of this submission.

2. This submission is made to Invercargill City Council on behalf of the national office and

Southland Branch of the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society New Zealand Incorporated.

3. Forest & Bird is New Zealand’s leading independent conservation organisation, which has

played an important role in preserving New Zealand’s environment and native species since

1923. We are independently funded by private subscription, donations, and bequests. Our

mission is to protect New Zealand’s unique ecological values, flora and fauna, and natural

habitat through the sustainable management of indigenous biodiversity, natural landscapes,

rivers, lakes, and coastal environments.

4. Forest & Bird has numerous branches around Aotearoa including the Southland Branch and

a long history of conservation in the Southland district. We have contributed significantly—

and continue to contribute significantly—to conservation in the area as an advocate for the

environment through national, regional, and local planning processes; as an educator

through our Kiwi Conservation Club; and in action through on-the-ground conservation

work within our communities

5. The Invercargill City Council plays an important role in sustainably managing the natural and

physical resources in the district to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future

generations; safeguard the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems; and

avoid, remedy, or mitigate any adverse effects of activities on the environment. We implore

the council to re-examine this responsibility and reflect on what this means to them as

protectors of the natural environment as they move through this plan process. Increasingly

the needs of future generations are being made known as we are called upon by our youth

to act with their interests at heart and their livelihoods at stake; we understand what needs

to be done to maintain the life-supporting capacity of our ecosystems; and we have the

ability and authority to limit the damage of our practices on the environment. We hope ICC

A3402150
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2 
 

will act in a way that is consistent with these values and understandings when considering 

this plan and our submission. 

 

6. Before people arrived in Aotearoa New Zealand, 80% of the land was covered in dense 
forest. Now only 24% remains. It’s the same for wetlands, with over 90% degraded or lost; 
vertebrate species, with 79% threatened with or at risk of extinction; and freshwater fish, 
with 76% threatened with or at risk of extinction. We are losing the things we value so 
much, the ecosystems that protect and sustain us, and that we are inherently connected to. 

 
7. When nature thrives, our communities thrive. Healthy native forests, wetlands, and rivers 

sequester carbon, provide habitat for native species, filter freshwater, and protect us from 
floods and droughts. We’re also inherently connected to nature, and numerous studies 
show that when we connect with nature, we’re happier and healthier. 

 
8. Nature has been pushed to breaking point by human activity, climate change, introduced 

pests, pollution, and deforestation. 
 

9. But it doesn’t have to be like this. It’s not long ago that nature thrived in Aotearoa New 
Zealand. We need to bring back nature. And we don’t have to look back far to know what 
that could be like. 

 
10. ICC has made it a priority to reduce its environmental footprint and address climate change. 

It has a strong mandate to do follow through with those commitments in this long term 
planning round. 

 
11. Forest & Bird has for many years had a strong interest and involvement in the Southland 

area. Our strategic vision for the district is as follows, which ties into our national Forest & 
Bird strategic objectives: 

 

• Climate Centred: Invercargill City is resilient to the impacts of climate change. Any 

activities or developments in the region must actively mitigate their contribution to 

climate change. People understand the threat and urgency of climate change and 

are supported in climate change practices. 

• Economy that Supports Nature: the City's local economy and nature are 

interconnected. Unhealthy nature, equals an unhealthy economy. 

• Vibrant Landscapes: the district’s terrestrial native flora and fauna are protected 

and enhanced in urban and rural areas. Invercargill’s landscapes are free from pests. 

Development can occur without clearing and destroying landscapes and their 

respective ecosystems. 

• Energised Water, Rivers and Wetlands:  Invercargill’s rivers, streams, and lakes are 

clean, healthy and teeming with life, especially native species. Wetlands are 

protected and enhanced. 

Key submission points  

Protecting and improving biodiversity  

12. Given the incredible importance of rivers, lakes, landscapes, coastlines, and unique 

ecosystems to Invercargill’s ongoing success, it is very concerning to see no mention or clear 
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intention in the LTP consultation document to focus on mapping and protecting Significant 

Natural Areas (SNAs). There are increasing requirements to do this under current and 

forthcoming regional policies and plans along with the upcoming National Policy Statement 

on Indigenous Biodiversity. To ensure this is done well surveys and expert advice needs to 

be adequately resourced. The consultation document did not address this issue and it's 

unclear how much funding has been allocated for this.  

 

13. In addition to mapping SNAs, plan changes to recognise and protect SNAs on public and 

private land need to adequately resourced.  

 

14. There is no mention of funding pest and weed control in the consultation document. This is 

an important area to fund to ensure successful efforts on public and private land alongside 

community groups, regional council and central government initiatives. Increased central 

government focus such as funding through the Jobs for Nature programme isn’t a reason to 

not contribute towards boosting the success of pest and weed control, much of which 

currently relies on tireless efforts of volunteers.  

 

15. For example, members of the Southland Branch put significant volunteer resources into 

growing and planting native seedlings on and off Council reserves and maintain significant 

trapping networks to reduce pests. This provides a significant benefit to nature in the city, 

improves freshwater quality, and boosts community wellbeing. However, little financial 

support from Council has been provided for such activities. Increasing the budget for grants 

is crucial and cost-effective way of supporting the Council’s priorities in this area.    

 

16. To support such efforts above, far more funding needs to be dedicated to biodiversity funds 

to support proactive protection and restoration projects and a capital investment in a land 

acquisition fund should be created and resourced to enable the council to purchase and set 

aside important areas in reserves.  

 

17. In addition to financial support, the Council can also assist in promoting planting and pest 

control activities to help encourage other landholders to join in.  

 

18. We would encourage further investment in proactive engagement with landholders to help 

identify and protect biodiversity values. In addition, improved investment in monitoring 

compliance and enforcement as this is critical to ensure biodiversity is protected and 

prosecutions send the right signal to those considering unlawful vegetation clearance or 

pollution.  

 

19. Biodiversity strategies need to be prepared for the city. 

Acting on the climate emergency 

20. It’s good to see the Council identify ‘Managing Climate Change’ as a key activity and 

planning new infrastructure with climate effects in mind. However, there is little evidence in 

the plan of the Council acknowledging the climate emergency we’re living in.  
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21. While the Council puts a significant proportion of its budget towards maintaining roads, 

there is little in the plan about how this funding will be used to provide for safe active 

transport options, promote public transport use, and increase the availability of EV charging 

stations. We support investment in active and public transport and would encourage 

further work to promote intra and intercity and town public transport to reduce emissions. 

A strategy to provide more safe cycle lanes along with footpaths for general use eg getting 

to work, children going to school, as well as recreation is essential to reduce vehicle carbon 

emissions.  

 

22. It’s unclear what the Council is doing to reduce its own emissions. Low hanging fruit include 

replacing council cars with EVs in line with the Carbon Neutral Government Programme. 

 

23. To help reduce emissions we would support subsidies or low interest loans for solar hot 

water and PV panels, and clean heating solutions too. Subsidies also need to be available 

for people to move off fossil fuels for heating in both homes and businesses, in particular 

coal. Not only is this a major contributor to climate change carbon emissions, but it also 

causes severe air pollution affecting the health Invercargill people and increasing hospital 

emissions, particularly in winter.  Subsidies need to be provided to move Invercargill’s Kew 

Hospital off coal as well. 

 

24. The Climate Commission has pointed out that while we can’t plant our way out of climate 

change, any afforestation should focus on natives and the council should look to encourage 

this too. All Parks and Reserves should have an emphasis on planting natives as well as food 

/ fruit and nut trees.   

25. Encouraging people to grow their own vegetables and fruit alongside community gardens is 

another way of increasing local food production, cutting down emissions from food miles, 

and increasing local food resilience. Support for the local farmers’ market is another priority 

for Council alongside food production locally.   

 

26. Reducing methane from landfills and wastewater treatment should be prioritised too.  

Support Three Waters investment 

27.  Forest & Bird supports the proposed investment to improve three waters infrastructure as 

this will contribute towards maintaining and enhancing freshwater quality and supports the 

preferred option for drinking water. In addition to supporting the proposed upgrades, we 

would also encourage the council to focus on: 

a. Improving source water protection and regenerating catchments with native plants 

to improve resiliency and reduce treatment costs 

b. Improving stormwater treatment with a focus on swales and constructed wetlands 

to reduce runoff into waterways in addition to the projects identified in the plan 

c. Ongoing education to reduce water use and wastage  

d. Improved efficiency and fixing leaks to reduce abstraction rates to help meet 

requirements of Te Mana O Te Wai in the NPS-FM.  

e. Subsidies or low interest loans for rainwater tanks 
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f. Educating public on not putting pollutants eg water from car washing, straws & 

plastic, down storm water drains. 

g. Council needs to support current efforts by a voluntary group being made to 

improve the state of the water quality of the Invercargill Estuary  

Increasing compliance monitoring and enforcement  

28. District plans and bylaws don’t have much effect unless they’re properly enforced. The 

Council needs to ensure there is adequate funding for compliance monitoring and 

enforcement functions. It’s hard to see in the plan and supporting documents how much 

funding is being dedicated towards this critical function. 

 

29. Vegetation clearance, dumping on public land, and pollution will continue until the Council 

takes this role seriously as required by the RMA and other laws.  

 

30. In addition, we would implore the Council to follow Dunedin City Council’s lead and change 

the rules when it comes to vehicles on beaches, especially Oreti beach. Toheroa recovery is 

being very badly affected by vehicles and bad behaviour by some drivers not being 

responsible, as well as ruining sand hill vegetation. Wildlife such as the endangered NZ Sea 

Lion end up stressed or worse killed by cars on Catlins’ coast beautiful beaches. Until 

adequate restrictions are in place, more signage monitoring and enforcement should be 

undertaken alongside DOC to ensure everyone is keeping an appropriate distance from 

wildlife.  

 

Thank you for considering our submission.  

Rick Zwaan 

 Regional Conservation Manager – Otago-Southland 

 M: 021 845 587 

DDI: 03 477 9677 

E: r.zwaan@forestandbird.org.nz 
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Tell us what you think of our big decisions or plans. 
Submissions are due by 5pm, 3 May 2021. 

Full name:

Organisation:

Address:

Email:

                                 I would like to speak on my submission

Meetings are planned for 11,12,13 May. If you would like to speak to councillors about your submission,  
please provide your phone number so we can contact you with the date and time:

Phone: 

Make a submission on the big 
decisions for our future. 
Tuku tono mai hei kīnaki, hei koha mō tō tātau anamata

FO
LD
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Southland Museum and Art Gallery  
 (See pages 12 and 13)

Preferred option 
Another option 
Do nothing

Tell us why

City Centre Streetscape - Urban Play  
 (See pages 10 and 11)

Preferred option 
Another option 
Do nothing

Tell us why

Rugby Park 
 (See pages 14 and 15)

Preferred option 
Another option 
Do nothing

Tell us why

FO
LD

What do you think about our plans for our  
roadmap to renewal? 
(See pages 8 and 9)

Do you agree with our preferred option or  
do you support another option? 
(If you need more room attach another piece of paper)
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Text Box
We have differing thoughts and views on the information provided as attached and we would welcome the opportunity to discuss with the Councillors.

gordy.mcgregor
Text Box
We have differing thoughts and views on the information provided as attached and we would welcome the opportunity to discuss with the Councillors.

gordy.mcgregor
Text Box
We have differing thoughts and views on the information provided as attached and we would welcome the opportunity to discuss with the Councillors.
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FO
LD

What do you think about the 
proposed changes to the way  
we rate?   (see pages 22 - 24)

What do you think about our plans  
for our other projects and activities?   
(see pages 16 -19)

What do you think about our plans  
for finances and rates?    
(see pages 5, 6, 19 - 21)

Tell us what Tell us what Tell us what
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Website                             Facebook                           Public meeting                             Event                             Newspaper                             Radio

Do you live in the Invercargill District?             Yes                      No

How did you hear about the LTP consultation?

         Other

Please provide your email address if you would like to stay up to date on Council consultations and engagements.

FO
LD

The consultation will still continue, for more details 
go to www.icc.govt.nz/roadmaptorenewal/ 
covid-19-plan/

t

 
t

 
t

 
t

 

Make a submission   2021-2031 Long-term Plan 

How will consultation be 
impacted by Covid-19  
- Levels 2, 3 or 4?

Don't forget  
to make your  

submission by 5pm,  
3 May 2021. 
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ICC LTP Consultation words rev 03 

We have formally issued our LTP submission form to ICC as requested on 3 May 2021. This document 

offers further detail and responds in accordance with the specific format requested within the 

Roadmap to Renewal document. 

Scott & Joc O’Donnell as ratepayers both feel that proposed investment by ICC is welcome and this 

will contribute to the ongoing drive to make Invercargill a more liveable city with a vibrant CBD heart. 

They however feel that ICC have in the past not necessarily been the best at managing their capital 

and delivering projects on behalf of the ratepayers. From their review of the LTP they have concern 

that the 11% of Total Project expenditure of $1,371m or $151m in round numbers could be allocated 

more effectively.  

 

LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap - Pages 10-11 City Centre Streetscape 2021 

– 2026 

1. We have ticked another do nothing box and refer to our notes below. 

 

2. The scope of works described in pages 10 to 11 varies to what is described in the Invercargill 

City Centre masterplan on the Roadmap to Renewal/Project portal. Are Dee Street and Kelvin 

Street included in the $20.8m as the masterplan suggests? 

 

3. It is a concern that the CPTED and Accessibility reviews have not been completed and these 

are likely to impact on the $20.8m value. When will this be done? 

 

4. How is the $20.8m made up, there is no cost breakdown available to the ratepayer, this should 

be provided. 

 

LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap - Pages 12 and 13 Southland Museum and 

Art Gallery 

1. Our preference is a new Southland Museum located adjacent to the existing building; this 

should not be a replica of what is there. Yes, the pyramid roof is iconic and may be reimagined 

within the new facility, we would like the focus to be natural history and youth development. 

 

2. Our preference is for a new CBD located Art Gallery which may include the requirements of 

Arts & Creativity Invercargill facility. 

 

3. There has been a lot of talk over many years and in turn lots of consultancy fees to justify a 

project that is not going anywhere, we just ask that ICC gets rid of this inertia and that may 

involve external help from the private sector or philanthropic sources. 

 

4. We have ticked another do nothing box and refer to our notes below. 

 

5. LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap suggests that ICC have picked option 

C, which is a renovation to achieve a 67% NBS building at the cost of $52.5m to the rate payer.  

a. From the Southland Museum and Art Gallery – Niho O – Te – Taniwha – Options 

report it appears that both option B and C offer a “moderate level of seismic 

resilience. Reduces but does not remove the likelihood of future building closure 
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after a significant earthquake”, however the duration is 10 months more and the 

cost is circa 50% more to pick option C. The Options report presents Five options; 

how did ICC make their choice and on what basis? 

 

6. The Option C duration is 37 months according to Southland Museum and Art Gallery – Niho O 

– Te – Taniwha – Options report, however the LTP Consultation document page 13 suggests 

an opening of 2026, which is conservatively 65 months from now. Which document and 

timeframe are correct? 

 

7. The cost estimates suggested in Southland Museum and Art Gallery – Niho O – Te – Taniwha 

– Options report are at the highest level; the options report also suggests that the detail is 

available in Appendix F of the report. Unfortunately, the appendix has not been included, 

why? Which seems odd when the summary has been included. 

 

8. LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap suggests on page 13 that ICC will seek 

funders of the external funding deficit of the current estimated $13.12m, what is the current 

status? 

 

9. LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap page 13 confirms “Nevertheless there 

is still significant uncertainty as many funding agreements are not yet in place”. However, the 

chosen Option C from the Options report, carries a project contingency of circa 11% or $5.8m. 

How was this figure arrived at by the authors? 

 

10. From the Options report the Option D disadvantages are pretty weak, what basis was the cost 

estimate developed on? As $15,884/sqm is an exceptionally high benchmark. 

 

LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap - Pages 14 and 15 Rugby Park 

1. We have ticked the Preferred option box – as we need a multisport arena that is fit for purpose 

and operable, the LTP just takes too long to deliver! 

 

2. LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap suggests that the ICC preferred option 

from the 2020-02-10-Rugby-Park-Review_Final-Draft-Report-Feb-20211 is option 5. When 

reviewing the 2020-02-10-Rugby-Park-Review_Final-Draft-Report-Feb-20211 option 5 based 

on table 11, there is a very detailed scope which amounts to $8.5m. However, LTP Consultation 

document – Our Renewal to Roadmap indicates that the Council will only fund Stage 1 

[deferred maintenance and then strengthening] at $4.9m then Stage 2 [Facility improvement] 

at $4.5m would follow with external funding. Which figure is correct $8.5m or $9.4m? 

 

3. LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap suggests that Stage 1 would be 

completed by 2025, based on what? The duration seems excessive for a seismic upgrade and 

some essential maintenance. 

 

4. LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap suggests that ICC will seek funders of 

the external funding deficit of the current estimated $4.5m, what is the current status? 
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LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap - Pages 8 and 9 Our Plans for our Roadmap 

to Renewal 

1. The overall Roadmap within the LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap is a 

grand plan and vision. There is limited information available as shown on pages 8 and 9 and its 

only partially evident when you enter the ICC website Roadmap to Renewal/Project portal. 

There appears to be a lack of document control and how each document relates to the other 

in the portal and in turn to the Roadmap. The average ratepayer has had to spend an inordinate 

amount of time going back and forth to establish the basis of the LTP Consultation document 

– Our Renewal to Roadmap, this could have been made more readily accessible and intuitive 

 

2. Anderson House –  

a. What is ICC trying to achieve here, it appears as a blatant risk transfer to an 

unsuspecting Main Contractor. Although in the recent media it suggests that it is a 

market capacity issue, the reality is the market will not take or price the risk. 

 

b. The scope described in the LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap– 

Anderson House document is to only make the building safe for public use. With such 

invasive seismic strengthening works surely bringing the building up to date for its 

electrical, hydraulics etc. makes more sense. What is the strategy here?  

 
c. There is also an assumption that this work will be completed and opened within 2021, 

based on what? There appears to be limited consideration around the heritage 

aspects including the lead time of replacement native timbers if needed, asbestos 

testing, other hazardous goods testing including anthrax, lead paint etc. Surely ICC 

could have done this during the period since the buildings closure in 2014? 

 

3. Water Tower – scant information is available on the Roadmap to Renewal/Project portal. Yes, 

it will be strengthened to 67% of the NBS. However, the business case to replace the existing 

staircases to allow public access needs elaborated on to allow consideration by the ratepayers 

of this Invercargill icon. When will this be provided? There is no benefit to the rate payer if the 

viewing gallery is not provided. 

 

4. Projects in the Bluff Tourism masterplan – no comment, other than just get on with it. 

 

5. Surrey park Grandstand renewal –  

a. The scope described in the LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap 

summary suggests there is only one stage, and it is the basic covered seating shelter 

that uses the existing athletics club rooms will be retained for $1.5m. However, the 

NZ01-21 Surrey Park Redevelopment Business Case - Final Report V3 – 0502201 

suggests - There are two stages proposed for the Athletics Grandstand that provide 

for the functional requirements of training, competition and events including school 

carnivals and national meets. The basic covered seating shelter for 300 people will 

cost an estimated $1,500,000 where the consolidated athletics/football clubrooms 

and basic covered seating shelter for 300 people will cost an estimated $3,000,000. 

So which figure and scope is correct? 
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b. The NZ01-21 Surrey Park Redevelopment Business Case - Final Report V3 – 0502201 

suggests - The proposed conversion of the old softball diamonds to two new 

community football fields will cost an estimated $100,000, what is the status of this 

as LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap and the information that 

is available on the Roadmap to Renewal/Project portal is silent on this. Please outline 

where this item is sitting? 

 

6. Arts and Creativity Invercargill 2027 – 2030 – There is nothing contained within the LTP 

Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap and when you look at the Roadmap to 

Renewal/Project portal, specifically the LTP-Consultation-Arts-and-Creativity-Ingill-Summary-

document. In particular: - 

a. The location appears to be at large, the document suggests - Arts and Creativity 

Invercargill was originally planned to be sited in Wachner Place. However, given the 

scale of change in the City Centre, this may be an issue for Council to reconsider in the 

future. This lack of location will clearly impact any cost estimates and potentially has 

Consenting issues, please explain the Councils strategy. 

 

b. The assumption that the local market cannot commence construction until 2027 is 

based on what? And other than coordination issues on potential collections and 

locations [both could be managed effectively by the Council and the Curators] why 

would the new Arts & Creativity [ACI] building be contingent on the Southland 

Museum and Art Gallery project needing to be completed? 

 
c. The assumption that the new ACI project will cost $17.6m is based on what? There is 

no detail provided, why? When you extrapolate the figures from page 34 of the Arts-

and-Creativity-Invercargill-Report-A2954771, the currently published figure of 

$17.6m within the LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap is unlikely 

to be realistic if the project is delayed until 2027 as suggested. Please provide an 

accurate cost. 

 
d. From the LTP-Consultation-Arts-and-Creativity-Ingill-Summary-document, the note: 

this document does not include the latest figures accounting for inflation. Prior to 

implementation, the detailed scope may change from the plan laid out in this 

document. This is basically a get out of jail card and allows both the scope and cost to 

exceed the stated intent in the LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to 

Roadmap, this is misleading to the ratepayers. 

 

e. From the Arts-and-Creativity-Invercargill-Report-A2954771 mentions the potential 

for full collection storage is specifically excluded and is awaiting some guidance from 

the SRHC proposal for a regional collection store is seen as a better solution than a 

piecemeal approach. The LTP-Consultation-Arts-and-Creativity-Ingill-Summary-

document is silent on this, what is the Councils strategy and solution here? 

 

7. Additional Pool at Splash Palace 2029-2031 – There is nothing contained within the LTP 

Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap and when you look at the online Roadmap 

to Renewal/Project portal, specifically the LTP-Consultation-Additional-Pool-Summary-

document, the information is limited to justify the $8.2m cost and the delivery of this project 
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by 2031. Again, the statement Full scoping will be completed nearer to the time of delivery is a 

get out of jail card and allows both the scope and cost to exceed the stated intent in the LTP 

Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap, this is misleading to the ratepayers. 

 

LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap - Pages 16 to 19 What do you think about 

our plans for other projects and activities? 

8. From page 18 it appears that the Council is spending $44.3m [$10.7m +$19.3m+$14.3m] on 

Built Infrastructure, is the $1.1m investment in the Crematorium, $2.3m bin replacement, 

$1.8m investment in car parks and land improvements and the $15.9m Civic Building Renewal 

included in the $44.3m or is this an additional $21.2m? The graphic is misleading and appears 

to have limited supporting information within the Roadmap to Renewal/Project portal. 

 

9. In particular there is no detail on the proposed Civic Building renewal, is this available? 

 

10. From page 18 it appears that the Council is spending $105.9m [$88.5m +$17.4m] on Roading, 

which is necessary for the continued growth of the region. How is this to be spent and on which 

projects? There appears to be minimal supporting information the Roadmap to 

Renewal/Project portal. 

 
11. From page 18 it appears that the Council is spending $147.3m [$128.1m +$10.5m+$8.7m] on 

Three Waters, is the $7.6m investment in the upgrade Stead Street Stop-bank, $7.5m 

Branxholme water supply, $19.1m Emergency Water supply included in the $147.3m or is this 

an additional $34.2m? The graphic is misleading and appears to have limited supporting 

information within the Roadmap to Renewal/Project portal. 

 

LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap - Pages 5, 6, 19 to 21 What do you think 

about our plans for finances and rates? 

12. We have no direct views on how ICC proportion their rates, we just do not want to see public 

capital wasted, as we have said in the past ICC has not necessarily been the best at managing 

their capital and delivering projects on behalf of the ratepayers. 

LTP Consultation document – Our Renewal to Roadmap – Pages 22-24 What do you think about our 

proposed changes to the way we rate? 

13. See our response item 12. 
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Sport Southland’s Healthy Families Invercargill “Our Road Map to Renewal” Long Term Plan 
2021-2031 Consultation 

Sport Southland’s Healthy Families Invercargill team would like to thank the Invercargill City 
Council for its continued partnership as we work towards a vision for a healthy, happy, safe, 
and connected community. 

This partnership has supported community initiatives and projects including: 

The Creation of the “Invers Play Trail” in the CBD- An opportunity to prototype an 
intergenerational play trail based on community insights over the last four years e.g., 
Create play spaces that are family friendly, sheltered, interactive, intergenerational, and 
fun in the CBD. 
Teviot Street Reserve Redevelopment-Working alongside the local community to 
reimagine the space, so that it is being used for wellbeing, physical activity, and play. 
Te Waka o Waihopai (Innovating Streets CBD)- Working alongside the community to 
reimagine our public spaces to create better connections in our city.    
CBD Master Plan Working Group- Contributing to the codesign of the Master Plan 
Document-Setting out a framework to create a city with heart.   
Clifton and Glengarry Playground review and redevelopment. Park and playground 
redevelopment and activations to enable local communities to use and play in their local 
spaces that meets their purpose. 
Southland Healthy Attitudes Towards Alcohol Group 
(HATA)-A group of agencies committed to reducing the harm done to our community by 
hazardous drinking.  
Southland Kai Strategic Leadership Group: A group of agencies committed to reducing 
the harm done to our community by hazardous drinking. 
Hydroslide Launch-Contributing to the planning of the launch and ways the new slides 
and wider facility accommodates the target market.  
The creation of a Disc Golf Course in Queens Park-This is one of the most popular areas 
frequented in the park and caters for all generations.  
Choice As Events Guidelines on ICC Website-A guide for event organisers to provide a 
healthy experience at their event and in turn creating a more vibrant event experience 
and promoting a healthier future for the community. 
Smokefree CBD Policy-The policy aids in denormalising smoking for children and young 
people by reducing its visibility in public places and contribute to improved health and 
wellbeing by reducing smoking and the impacts of second-hand smoke. 

We would also like to thank the ICC and SDC for investing Waka Kotahi funding into the shared 
Active Transport Innovator role and are hopeful this can be extended beyond the initial 
investment. The role is dedicated to increasing active travel across Invercargill and the 
Southland District. 

A3402163
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Roadmap to Renewal submission 

HFI would like to see initiatives that contribute to an equitable approach to health and 
wellbeing prioritized by Council across all policy areas. 

An equity approach recognises that different people with different levels of advantage require 
different approaches and resources to get equitable health outcomes. 

This definition of equity was signed-off by Director-General of Health, Dr Ashley Bloomfield, in 
March 2019. 

Issue 1. City Centre Masterplan and Urban Play Space 

We support the preferred option, including the development of a play strategy and involving 
the community in a co-design approach to creating future play spaces in the CBD 

There are currently no play spaces in the CBD. Our insights gathered from the community over 
the past five years indicated whanau wanted play in the CBD, and the prototype of the Invers 
Play Trail in the CBD has provided further evidence of the community need. 

Issue 2. Southland Museum and Art Gallery 

We support the preferred option due to the accessibility of parking and access to Queens Park 
green space. We see the museum as a community hub which incorporates learning, discovery 
and celebrates Waihopai and Murihiku’s cultural past. We would encourage future 
development to consider the use of inter-generational play and physical activity. 

Investment should be future-focused and include ‘all-weather’ whaanau-centric play options. 

The museum should connect to the CBD via safe active transport options, e.g. prams, bikes, and 
scooters. 

It should be a safe place for people to connect, meet and play and should link with the natural 
aspects of Queens Park.  

The future for a He Ngakau Aroha – a City with Heart 

Healthy Families Invercargill looks forward to continuing a partnership with Council which 
focuses on equitable health outcomes and supporting the wellbeing of our community. 

This centres on creating social and physical environments which make it easier for the 
community to make healthier choices including: 

A more resilient food system which supports food security and sovereignty 
Easy access to drinking water in the community, including water bottle filling stations 
Active transport which meets the needs of the community 
Quality opportunities across play, active recreation and sport 
Smokefree spaces and reducing harm from hazardous drinking 
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From:
To: Policy
Subject: LTP Submission
Date: Monday, 3 May 2021 12:45:39 PM

To Invercargill City Councillors,

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool. The Bluff Pool
is a critical asset for the Bluff Community. It provides an important recreational
facility and swimming for fitness and well-being. It also allows the youth of Bluff to
learn to swim in a safe environment. I support and strongly encourage the ICC to
continue providing annual operating funds without any decrease to the Bluff
Community Swimming Pool.

I do not wish to speak to this submission but thank you for listening to our wishes.

Kind Regards,
Ian Calder

Bluff

A34032167
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From: Kylie Fowler  
Sent: Monday, 3 May 2021 1:39 p.m. 

To: Customer Services 
Subject: LTP submission 

Please accept the following as my submission to the Roadmap to Renewal. 

 It is obvious that the Invercargill, and quite possibly, the whole Southland community, that
the museum is a priority.  Just get the pyramid leak free and maintained.  He Waka Tuia
can remain as a satelitte CBD art and museum space (but needs to do better than it
currently is - ANZAC 'displays' were abyssmal/non-existent).  I have always wondered why
the old tennis court (?) beside the museum can't be used as space to build something else
on.  Whether it be storage or art or interactive displays, I would like to see the pyramid

remain.

 I do NOT support Urban Play Spaces - You cannot create a community.  Make life easier
for business to operate and expand and make it easy for shoppers to park and get

around.  I have kids and ICC provide pools and libraries and playgrounds for them.  And

previously the Museum.  Anything more than that is my role as a parent to provide for
them.  Queen's Park and the museum was our place to go when in town for shopping but
that has not been possible for sooooo long.  It was also a great place to go to take the kids
to the toilet and relax before doing more shopping.  Wachner Place toilets require you to
find parking (paid).  It is a pity that when ICC allows build to go ahead that they require
certain number of car parks and staff parks but are not required to provide toilet
facilities.  It would be a great help to have more public amenities like that rather than play

spaces.

 I am aware that ICC's funding to Bluff Pool is nearing its end and ask that they consider
extending the funding period another ten years.

 Even though I am more aware of the Rating Act than the average person, I was confused
by the LTP 'explanation' of the rating changes.  Using your online calculator, I am aware
that my rates will lower significantly but that does not make me support it.  I support
Targeted Rates and am aware that council has limitations on how much they can garnish
through Targeted Rates so am disappointed to see ICC wish to reduce them.  I find

valuation based rates illogical.  It imposes a deterimental effect on improving your

property value.  If someone in Bluff, or Otatara, or Invercargill have the same services
they should pay for it in the same way.

 I ask that ICC very seriously reconsider raising tip fees.  I am aware of government's
ridiculous increases but feel this will create more fly dumping.  I wish I had the skills to
improve the recycling opportunities in Southland as I believe we could be leaders in
recycling and reuse if we had a more holistic approach (I know that sounds airy-fairy etc
but as the overseers of the rubbish removal in Invercargill, ICC could effect PROPER
change).  The old Griffin's factory in Lower Hutt received gov funding to recycle plastic
(Flight Plastics).  The Redvale Landfill and Energy Park in Auckland uses rubbish to create
power.  Even if the bottle recycling scheme does not pass government, why can't ICC use

Waste Minimisation Levy to enact one here?  Feel free to contact regarding
recycling.  Happy to have more input on this issue;-)

 I would like to request that ICC consider some sort of tip fee waiver to Not for Profit
second hand shops that have to deal with unwanted donations (people dumping junk on

them).  I would also support ICC promoting better ways to deal with fabric waste (second
biggest polluting industry in the world).

Many Thanks 

Kylie Fowler 

A3405101
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29 April 2021 

Long Term Plan 2021-2031 

Invercargill City Council 

Submission to Long-term Plan 2021-2031 

Community Trust South (CTS) has welcomed the opportunity to work alongside the Invercargill City 

Council on several community projects over the Trust’s more than 30-year history, and we look 

forward to continuing this very strong partnership into the future.  We therefore appreciate the 

opportunity to make this submission to Council’s Long-term Plan for 2021-31 and set out below is our 

position on aspects of Council’s plan which we consider are relevant to our Trust. 

CTS notes the significant capital works planned by the council to provide important community 

facilities for our city which will support widespread participation opportunities.  We also note the 

significant contribution by council to these projects, however we also note that the total quantum of 

the funding gap for all projects is significant at $25.2 million across the whole proposed roadmap. 

The ability of local funders, such as our Trust, to provide a significant contribution is limited by our 

available funding and therefore there would be a need to source significant funding from 

government and other out of region agencies.   CTS would support a partnership approach to ensure 

we can maximise the opportunity to draw the required external funding to our city.   

The City Centre Master Plan Play Place project is aligned to our strategic priority of providing 

grassroots support for life-long active participation and engagement with a focus on support for 

children (0-13 years).   

The Southland Museum and Art Gallery and ACI projects are related to a number of the Trust’s 

priorities under our Arts, Heritage & Culture Pou including increasing awareness of and access to 

active participation in artistic, cultural and heritage activities with a focus on support for children 

and young people and people not currently participating; supporting a range of local and touring 

artistic, cultural and heritage experiences with a focus on outreach that shares art, culture and 

heritage with the wider community; celebrating and preserving the cultural diversity of our region 

with a focus on support for preservation and development of te reo and tikanga and opportunities 

for the sharing and expression of all cultures and celebrating and preserving the regions 

significant/unique heritage with a focus on support for telling the South’s unique stories. 

We would highlight the importance of He Waka Tuia, the transition art and museum space, for 

maintaining the presence of art, culture and heritage in our region while the longer-term plans are 

developed and implemented.  

The Rugby Park project links to our priority to support appropriate and sustainable infrastructure 

(people, services and facilities) with a focus on partnering and collaboration, consolidation/sharing 
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of services and multi-use facilities.  We are supportive of the flexible facility approach being 

proposed. 

 

Any funding support with regard to any of these projects would need to be considered as part of our 

grant application process, considering all other projects in the Trust’s region and their relative 

priority at the time. In response to COVID-19 and the associated pressure on our community and 

funding, CTS has reviewed its strategy and reprioritised to ensure we appropriately meet the needs 

in our community, as part of this capital projects are only a priority where they stimulate recovery 

or have a community or regional social or economic outcome.    

 

In the case where there is future public consultation as projects evolve, we would welcome the 

opportunity to participate, where appropriate, to allow us to gain the valuable insights which are 

likely to come from this work into the needs of our community. 

 

We thank Council for the chance to make this submission and we do not require the opportunity to 

discuss our submission at Council’s hearing of submissions. 

 

Ngā Mihi 

 

 
 

Jackie Flutey 

General Manager  

On behalf of Community Trust South 
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From: jago byatt
To: Policy
Subject: Mountain Biking in Southland
Date: Sunday, 2 May 2021 2:06:38 PM

To whom it may concern:

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre,
Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks
and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more
diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trust (BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Thanks

Jago 

A3402184
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From: Stu Fraser
To: Policy
Subject: Long term plan
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 11:24:07 PM

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre,
Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks
and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more
diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trust (BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: jerinte knol
To: Policy
Subject: Mountain bike club
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 10:35:37 PM

Hi,

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre,
Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks
and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more
diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trust (BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Thank you,
Jerinte 
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From:
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool OPerating Grant
Date: Thursday, 29 April 2021 3:07:05 PM

I am writing this in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool remaining open.  I myself use the
pool and my grandchildren.

I think it is an important venue for the Bluff Community of all ages, and would be sad to
see it close. 

I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to
the Bluff Community Swimming Pool.

Joanne Thomson

Bluff

Thanks for your time.
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From: john jones
To: Policy
Subject: Long term plan
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 10:18:22 PM

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the vision,
however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art Gallery, Water
Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open spaces beyond Queens Park
would support more active lifestyles and more diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be flexible and build
partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational Precinct.
Funding should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust (BHMET) are
doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Sent from my iPhone

A3402202
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1

From: Judy <J_hayward@xtra.co.nz>
Sent: Sunday, 2 May 2021 7:01 AM
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP submission -Bluff Pool Operating Grant

“I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  The Bluff Pool is a critical asset for the Bluff 
Community.  It provides an important recreational facility and swimming for fitness and well being.  It also allows 
the youth of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe environment. I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue 
providing annual operating funds to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool”. 
It is so important to keep this asset. Although I personally do not use it I do take my grandchildren for a swim at 
every opportunity. 
I am a great believer in maintaining assets that were built by hard working families through years of fundraising. 
When Invercargill took over the Bluff area they undertook to keep these facilities up and running. Including the 
outside maintenance which I must say is disgusting. ( although a community cleanup was held recently) I will one 
day soon be a pensioner and will want to utilise it when I have more time but won’t have the funds for travel to 
Invercargill. 

Judy Hayward 
363 Barrow Street 
Bluff 
I do not wish to speak 
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1

From: Judy <J_hayward@xtra.co.nz>
Sent: Sunday, 2 May 2021 7:10 AM
To: Policy
Subject: Mountain Bike areas

The survey monkey link is very confusing and does not allow for other inclusions. 

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the vision, however
people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art Gallery, Water Tower
and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support
more active lifestyles and more diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be flexible and build
partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational Precinct. Funding
should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust (BHMET) are doing to
restore the mana of Bluff Hill.
My son is an avid Mountain Biker and he uses many of the tracks around Southland which are built by maninly
volunteers. Some extra funding would be awesome and some resources ie funding and infrastructure  would be
great.

Judy Hayward 
363 Barrow Street 
Bluff 
I do not wish to speak. 
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From: Katie Eaton
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Wednesday, 21 April 2021 9:45:32 AM
Attachments: image001.jpg

image002.jpg
image003.png
image004.jpg

Good Morning Georgia

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming pool.

The Bluff pool is a critical asset for the whole Bluff Community.
It is an important recreational facility to the children and families of our town as well as a fitness facility
for those members of our community who use it for fitness and wellbeing.
It also allows the youth of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe environment.
I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to the Bluff
Community Swimming pool.

Katie Eaton

Bluff

Katie Eaton, Team Leader Marine Services South Port NZ Ltd

Disclaimer: The Contents of this E-mail may contain information that is legally privileged and/or confidential to the named recipient. If you are not the named
recipient, you are notified that any transmission, distribution, downloading, printing or photocopying of the contents of this message or attachments is strictly
prohibited. If you receive this message in error please notify the sender by return e-mail. The views expressed in this document do not necessary reflect those
of South Port New Zealand Ltd

 Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

A3402206
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From: Katrina McDonald
To: Policy
Subject: ICC Long Term Plan - He Ara Whakaoho
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 10:23:52 PM

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the vision,
however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art Gallery, Water
Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open spaces beyond Queens Park
would support more active lifestyles and more diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be flexible and build
partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational Precinct.
Funding should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust (BHMET) are
doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Regards

Katrina McDonald

Sent from my iPhone

A3402209
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From: Kelly Fewster
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP SUBMISSION - BLUFF POOL OPERATING GRANT
Date: Sunday, 2 May 2021 1:29:08 PM

To Whom it may concern
I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.
The Bluff pool has been an integral part of our Bluff community for young and old for years.
All Bluff children should be given the opportunity to learn to swim in their own community for safety sakes and
leisure.
I strongly urge and encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating costs to the Bluff Swimming
Pool.
Regards
Kelly Fewster

Bluff 9814

* please note I do not want to talk publicly on this submission.

Sent from my iPhone

A3402213
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From: Kirsten Hoyle
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP
Date: Wednesday, 28 April 2021 8:58:34 AM

Please accept the below as my submission to the the Invercargill City Council LTP.

I do not wish to speak on my submission.

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  The Bluff Pool is a critical
asset for the Bluff Community.  It provides an important recreational facility and swimming for
fitness and wellbeing for all ages.  It also allows the youth of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe
environment and we have a strong swim club that is under good leadership.

The Bluff Master Plan will be a strategic document for the future direction of Bluff.  Without a
pool this would mean even less infrastructure to support the plan.  No use taking one step
forward and two back.  We’re not asking for hydroslides and a café; it is a basic pool that is a
valued asset to our community. 

I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds, at the
same level as they have been, to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool.

Kind Regards

Kirsten Hoyle

Bluff

A3402227
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From: Kristina Moore
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission- Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Tuesday, 27 April 2021 8:21:34 PM

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool. I have 3 girls who
are now teenagers and they have all like me learnt to swim at the Bluff Pool as well as my
seven nieces and nephew's. It is an essential commodity to our community for youth,
schools, elderly in fact all ages. I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue
providing annual operating funds to the Bluff Swimming Pool.

Thankyou 
Kristina Moore

Bluff 

A3402232
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From: Kylie Lawson
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Tuesday, 27 April 2021 1:49:03 PM

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  The Bluff Pool is a critical asset for the
Bluff Community.  It provides an important recreational facility and swimming for fitness and well being.  It
also allows the youth of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe environment. I support and strongly encourage the ICC
to continue providing annual operating funds to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool.

Kylie Lawson

Bluff

I would not like to speak to this submission.
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From: Bob & Lara
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Wednesday, 21 April 2021 8:14:17 PM

Good evening Georgia

I wish to make a submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool. 

The Bluff Pool is a critical asset for the Bluff Community and without it I would have major concerns for the
health and safety of our children who are surrounded by water and therefore need to have a safe facility to learn
to swim in. Many of our youth spend a lot of time on the water, rowing and sailing and then later in life getting
involved in the fishing industry. Therefore it is absolutely vital that they have the necessary facilities in place to
learn to swim so that they have the adequate skills required for survival. The Bluff Pool also provides an
important recreational facility, and swimming for fitness and well being. 

I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to the Bluff Community
Swimming Pool.

Please note I do not wish to speak on the submission.

Full name - Lara Jane Stevens

Kind regards

Lara Stevens
Sent from my iPhone
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From: lawrence kees
To: Policy
Subject: ICC Long Term Plan Submission.
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 10:57:37 PM

To whom it may concern,

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the
vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art Gallery,
Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open spaces beyond
Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more diverse opportunities such as events and
new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be flexible
and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational
Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust (BHMET)
are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Kind Regards,
Lawrence Kees

A3402243
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Invercargill Ratepayers Association (InvRA)
A Member Based Society

Submission to ICC on their 2021 LTP documents. Our submission
includes member provided comments on:
Overall “Roadmap to Renewal” 1

“Proposed changes to the way we rate” 1

Rates Postponement and Remission Policy 2

Overall “Roadmap to Renewal”
Members of the Invercargill Ratepayers Association (InvRA) observations included that there is no
mention of:

● Issues with the Estuary health
● Clearance of sand bars at Omaui,
● People getting sick including skin sores when going into the water at Omaui.
● How is council going to move past the continuing negative publicity relating to personal

grievances between council members. With the expenditure on specialist consultants
relating to this matter, it is not apparent what value they are delivering based on media
reports.

● The council should stick to core business.
Members priorities:

● From our members we have consensus that the opening of a public museum in its original
place is a high priority for the community.

● We note the submissions by other community interest groups, and particularly support the
submissions by the Museum and Art Gallery Trust, the Kai Collective, and would also like to
point council to consideration of the individual submission of member Nathan Surendran as
relevant to the assumptions regarding future trends which have not been discussed in this
submission.

“Proposed changes to the way we rate”

The review and revision of council’s rating policy is a welcome change which answers historic
criticisms regarding the complexities of the use of targeted rates, and the inability of the average
ratepayer to comprehend the rates bills they were receiving.

Within the revision, the decision to address a historic imbalance in equity of the rating, specifically
the revisions to the targeted rates which have been identified as disproportionately affecting low
income ratepayers and their families, is particularly welcomed.

The InvRA notes that the recent RV revaluations by central government, and the big shiny buildings
projects that the council continues to prefer, will have a material impact on rating. We do not believe
the council should continue to raise rates ‘ad-infinitum’, given the prevailing global economic

1
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conditions. However, we do support strategic spending on appropriate infrastructure projects, and
recognise this as a major driver of rates increases, particularly given the council’s late, but
commendable, specific focus on climate change related impacts on our city.

In our engagement with council staff in the run-up to this submission, we were asked specifically for
feedback on whether the proposals and the associated distribution of rates is a fair representation of
the ratepayers ability to use the services? In answer to this question, we believe that:

● Urban and rural ratepayers derive fairly equal benefit from the transportation, drainage and
footpaths / streetlights expenditure that has been moved from targeted to general rates,
although we recognise this may not be the view of the rural ratepayers.

● There are ‘gentrification’ pockets in many parts of the city, associated with the property
value bubble that New Zealand as a whole is experiencing. The improvements to the RV for
these areas is part of the development activities the investors are accepting, however many
of their neighbours are then disadvantaged by an apparent rise in RV that they cannot
capitalise on except through remortgaging to take on more debt, plus the associated increase
in rates liability. The proposed policy change buffers the most vulnerable in our community
from these changes thanks to the revisions proposed, and is supported.

● We need to have a serious conversation about affordability for our lowest income ratepayers.
The DIA rates rebate is noted as a step that many are not taking advantage of. See our
comments on the ‘Rates Postponement and Remission Policy’ further on in this submission.
It is not reasonable to expect ratepayers to pay rates that they can demonstrably not afford,
however much the council and community would like to pursue the activities in the
Roadmap to Renewal. We also observe that the lower income members of our community
often cannot afford a trip to the pool, or even a bus fare to town to go to the transitional
museum facility.

Rates Postponement and Remission Policy

Noting that the “Rates Postponement and Remission Policy” is not up for consultation, but was
included in the consultation page https://icc.govt.nz/roadmaptorenewal/proposed-rates-changes/.
The ratepayers association recognises that the current economic situation is highly challenging for
our whole community. The pandemic and the global economic slowdown associated with both the
pandemic, and ongoing trends towards contraction relating to cyclical issues are proving to be
something of a ‘perfect storm’. It is clear from our members observations that certain people within
our community do not have the capacity to pay rates. This is related to their income being below a
‘living wage’.

The policy states that for individual ratepayers, the process of postponing rate payments in certain
circumstances as written appears unnecessarily punitive. The requirement to provide substantial
documentary evidence of hardship is typical of the standard set by other government departments
such as WINZ. However, the recent Welfare Expert Advisory Group, 2019 report highlighted the
unreasonable nature of these demands on people already suffering from job loss, rent and rate hikes,
etc. To add insult to injury, there are then punitive interest and administration fees payable on top of
the postponed rates! The WEAG report specifically identified ‘a punitive sanction regime with a wide
array of obligations’, and ‘a complex and bureaucratic system for both staff and recipients of
support, which contributed to inconsistent service’. We feel these criticisms are also pertinent to the
ICC policy and reflect a broader change in society’s understanding of those struggling to make ends
meet in our society. Max Rashbrooke observed that the ‘general trend has been to see welfare

2 of 3
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recipients as akin to naughty children, needing a harsh overseer to try to force them back into work
and punish them if they fail’, and we believe the current policy is more of this thinking. He further
states in relation to the WINZ system ‘More generally, as the report notes, there is very little evidence
that sanctions achieve their claimed effects of getting people back into work. They are just as likely to
force people out of the system altogether or into reliance on criminal activities or unsustainable
borrowing.’ This is not in the interest of our community at all, and is a foreseeable, and therefore
avoidable consequence of this current policy.

We then note the simplicity of the rates remission policy associated with developers looking to put a
relatively small investment into improving their assets by way of development activities. This uses a
simple monetary value test which appears to have a very low limit relative to the benefit gained.

We are advocating that the council should simplify the test for rates postponement for people to set
a similar simple limit based on taxable income derived from IRD returns for the past 12 months, so as
not to unfairly disadvantage the most vulnerable in our community. This would need some caveats
regarding people who choose not to work, or derive income from significant assets or investments
that are held in trust or other legal tax avoidance methods.

Furthermore, we are advocating for the council to go even further in considering, in line with its
other adjustments to rating policy in this revision, the changing of the criteria so a remission is
available to individual ratepayers, not just a postponement. This would be in line with the other
changes in the rating policies that seek to remove the unfair weight on those least able to pay in our
community.

This would, perhaps, decrease the rate take, however, the process of recovering rates from those
without the capacity to pay them is in itself an expensive exercise, and leads to stress and further
financial hardships that significantly decrease the wellbeing of those affected, and cause many
negative knock on effects. We note the requirement in the Local Government Act that requires
council to consider the ‘4 Wellbeings’ when delivering services and collecting rate from citizens.

The association notes that the DIA rates rebate process for people with a low income is available to
many ratepayers, and that the awareness of this is not high within the community. We will do what
we can to raise awareness and uptake of this with our members. This is some way towards what we
are proposing above, but we still feel this extra step of having to apply for a rebate is a prime
example of increased bureaucratic burdens being placed on the vulnerable in our society, and urge
the council to take up the proposals we have put forward above for consideration.
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From: lindsay.beer@xtra.co.nz
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP SUBMISSION - BLUFF POOL OPERATING GRANT;
Date: Monday, 3 May 2021 1:05:54 PM

At the most recent monthly meeting of Bluff Promotions the members present
requested that I forward a submission on their behalf after the group voted
unanimously to make a submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool. The
Bluff Pool is a fantastic asset for the Bluff Community.

As well as being a valuable community recreation facility it also provides a
valuable service to allow children to learn to swim in a safe environment
particularly important in a coastal town such as ours.

Our organisation supports the ICC continuing to provide annual operating funds to
the Bluff Community Swimming Pool.

We do not wish to speak on the submission

Lindsay Beer
Bluff Publicity/Promotions Officer

Invercargill

A3402252
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From: Louise Fowler
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Monday, 3 May 2021 2:19:23 PM

Georgia Woodward - Corporate Planner

Tena koe Georgia

Please find following my submission regarding the ongoing Bluff Pool
Operating Grant.

LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant

As a resident of of the Bluff Community I am making this submission in
support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.

I am writing as a Kaitahu, Kati Mamoe, Waitaha iwi member of Te Rau
Aroha Marae and Trustee for Te Runaka o Awarua.  My whanau have been
part of this community since early 1900's.  I am a Taua (Grandmother,
and great grandmother) of mokopuna (grandchildren and a great
grandchild)  who are currently learning to swim via the swimming
programme for Motu Pohue (The Bluff) school and Bluff Swimming Club. In
the past both my children and grandchildren have been looked after in
terms of gaining their swimming skills by this facility.  I am also a
senior who currently uses the pool regularly for fitness, physical and
mental health wellbeing.

There is no doubt that the pool is a critical asset to the Bluff
community and having to go through this process of essentially "begging"
for the funds to keep this pool operating is an indication of the poor
regard "the city" has for  this port community which so hugely supports
the hinterland and rohe (region) of Murihiku (Southland) via the port
facilities including farming industry, fishing industry, wood export,
touism and gateway to Rakiura (Stewart Island) and the southern seas.

In my opinion, the Bluff community has been treated as the "poor cousin"
in the past in terms of consideration  and financial support for
upgrades of essential services.   Touted as the "Port of Southland" and
"part of the Invercargill City " when it suits, the community has had to
fight for support for basic facilities. It is well over due for
Invercargill City Council to commit to ensuring there is longterm and
ongonig funding to keep our pool open now and in the future,  for our
generations to come - as the Kaitahu whakatauaki says: " Moo taatou, aa,
moo kaa uri aa muri ake nei" - For us and our children after us."

I would like to speak to my submission. Thank you.

Nga mihi rangimarie

na

Louise Antionette Fowler

 Invercargill

A3402256
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From: Louise Ryan
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Tuesday, 27 April 2021 8:40:04 PM

Hi Georgia,

I would like to make a submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool. 

It provides an important recreational facility. I spent a lot of time at the pool during my youth as a competitive
swimmer and it allows the youth of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe environment which is crucial considering
the coastal environment. I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds
to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool, especially considering Bluff residents contribute to the annual funds
through their rates.

Louise Powell

I do not want to speak.

Please let me know if you require anything further.

Louise Powell

Sent from my iPhone

A3402269
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From: Maia Gillan
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Saturday, 1 May 2021 10:56:37 AM

To whom it may concern,

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  The Bluff Pool is a
critical asset for the Bluff Community.  It provides an important recreational facility and
swimming for fitness and well being.  It also allows the youth of Bluff to learn to swim in
a safe environment. I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual
operating funds to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool.

Thank you and Kind Regards,

Maia Gillan
Bluff.

A3402273
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From: Margaret Dawson
To: Policy
Subject: Submission regarding the SMAG from M J Dawson
Date: Thursday, 29 April 2021 4:08:20 PM

I am writing Re: The Invercargill City Councils Long Term Plan Submissions which close on Monday 3 May
2021.

As a former Southland Art Foundation Artist in Residence, William Hodges Fellows, an Art Scholarship
recipient, I am asking you to support the future of the Museum and Art Gallery in Invercargill please.

The Southland Museum & Art Gallery Niho o te Taniwha was closed to the public in 2018 as a result of
earthquake testing, it is on the border of 35%.

In 2020 a report was commissioned by Council which looked at a number of options from a refurbishment, to a
full internal rebuild.  What was agreed to by Council to progress was a commitment of $39.4m towards a
$52.5m refurbishment of the Pyramid.

However the refurbishment would only bring the building up to 67% of the building code.

In 1988 when Russell Beck first proposed the concept of the Pyramid roof, that was done on the basis that the
three existing buildings – opened from 1942 and various extensions in the 1950’s and 1960’s were leaking that
badly that the Museum and Art Gallery Trust Board could no longer afford to pay the annual maintenance bill.

The Pyramid Roof was a TEMPORARY solution (4 – 10 years) in order that Council – who are the legal
owners of the buildings, could sort the problem out and build a new Museum and Art Gallery.

Thirty years later we have a closed Museum and Art Gallery; and added to that complexity is the fact that
Anderson House, the home of the Invercargill Public Art Gallery was also closed at the same time for the same
reasons.

South landers and visitors are currently without an Art Gallery and Museum in Invercargill.  A temporary
exhibition space – He Waka Tuia opened in 2020 but it is only 380m².

I want to support and reinforce the art communities desire to have the Museum and Art Gallery available to
them.

Summary:
Site: To remain in Queen’s Park, Invercargill
Funding: $39.4 is an appropriate contribution from Council towards the construction of a new combined
Museum and Art Gallery
Strength: 100% of the building code is what should be achieved.
Wanted: Combined Museum and Art Gallery (and Tuatarium)
Demolish: The existing Pyramid and earlier museum buildings and construct a purpose built facility which is fit
for purpose for the next 6 generations.

Thank you for considering this submission
Yours sincerely
Margaret Dawson

Christchurch 8052

Email 

Sending to https://icc.govt nz/roadmaptorenewal/submit/

A3402280
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From: Maria Sutherland
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP submission-Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Sunday, 2 May 2021 10:59:08 AM

Dear Georgia Woodward,

I am making this submission in support of Bluff swimming pool. Bluff pool is a crucial outlet for the youth and
community of Bluff. It is not only is an excellent way for youth to keep fit and have a general good sense of
well being, but it is also vital that children learn to swim when they live next to the ocean. I support and
strongly encourage the ICC to continue annual funding for the Bluff community swimming pool.

Yours sincerely,

Maria Sutherland

A3402282
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From: Mary Kapene
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Saturday, 24 April 2021 7:38:45 AM

To whom it may concern

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  This pool is a
critical facility in our port town. Our children need this facility to learn how to swim. In
saying that, maybe saving lives! Bluff is surrounded by water, as you may well know.
How devastating it would be if future generations of children in Bluff could not swim, as
their home town did not have a pool to provide them this safe environment to learn in!
Use the pool in Invercargill you might say. Not everyone has the ability to access this. I
learnt to swim in the Bluff pool, with the help of kind, caring, compassionate pool staff.
My father fundraised long and hard with others to provide this necessity for our
community many, many years ago. They understood the importance of a place like this,
in a town like ours. The facility is used for recreation, but most importantly and
essentially, to support water education and life-saving skills. I strongly encourage the
ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to the Bluff Community Swimming
Pool. 

I do not wish to talk on my submission, but please take note of my opinion. Thank you.

Mary Kapene

Bluff

A3402287
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From: Paul & Gaylyn Potter
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: "LTP submission- Bluff pool operating Grant"
Date: Saturday, 24 April 2021 12:57:45 PM

Hello... I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.
The Bluff Pool is a critical asset for the Bluff community. It provides an important
recreational facility  and swimming for fitness and well being. And it also keeps the elderly
active and my Grandchildren love to use it in the school holidays.
It also allows all children of Bluff to learn how to swim in a safe environment, and there are
many willing swim coaches.
I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to
the Bluff Community swimming pool.

Thanking you
Gaylyn Potter

 Bluff 9814

A3402300
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From: Ballantyne,Peter
To: Policy
Subject: Long term plan submission
Date: Sunday, 2 May 2021 2:55:23 PM

Morning

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support
the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art
Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open
spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more diverse
opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational
Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the
Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust
(BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Regards

Any personal data acquired, processed or shared by us will be lawfully processed in line
with applicable data protection legislation. If you have any questions regarding how we
process personal data refer to our Privacy Notice https://www.sedgwick.com/global-
privacy-policy. This communication and any attachment is solely intended, in the context
of this line of communication or the concerning casefile, for the directly involved parties.
Reproduction and such, and use by others is forbidden and responsibility therefore is
expressly excluded. Sedgwick rules out any and every responsibility resulting from any
electronic transmission such as but not limited to the consequences of viruses and the lack
of encryption. All (copy-) rights reserved. All liability is limited to the applicable
insurance policy. Exclusive jurisdiction is hereby conferred to the Court related to the
above Sedgwick Office. Applicability of any other terms and conditions than from
Sedgwick is explicitly excluded.

A3402303
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From: Geoff and Rachael Buckingham
Sent: Friday, April 16, 2021 5:23:01 PM
To: georgia.woodward@icc.govt.nz <georgia.woodward@icc.govt.nz>
Subject: Considerations in city centre development
 
Hi Georgia,
I hope you are the right person to contact about the below - apologies if not.
 
I am keen to put forward some suggestions for consideration in the development of the
new city centre that I think are really important.
 
As a new Mum, and one living outside of the centre with no access to family homes
nearby, I have found it very challenging to find suitable places to breastfeed my
daughter. As far as I am aware, there is a small lounge area next to the toilets in H&J
Smith and possibly somewhere in the library (although I haven’t used this so cannot
comment on it). Living rurally means I often come to town for the day to make the most
of the journey, and have to make several trips to the above department store, or else sit
in the back of my car feeding my baby. This makes the experience much more stressful
and uncomfortable than it should be, and I believe it is important that Mothers have
access to clean, comfortable spaces to easily breastfeed (and/or bottle-feed) in several
spots across the city. In a country that is at pains to promote breastfeeding, there are not
the facilities in place to make it an easy thing to do in public. I don’t think it is fair to
assume women will be comfortable feeding in very public places (especially new Mums
who may be more self conscious, or be having difficulties with feeding etc).
 
Not only that, I think larger stores should all have baby changing facilities in a
unisex/disabled toilet to ensure that a) Dads can change their babies, b) You can take the
pram into the cubicle when changing your baby, c) you are able to use the toilet yourself
when you have a baby with you.
 
It seems to me that there is a real opportunity, with the redesign of Invercargill city
centre, to create a more positive environment for caregivers and to make a challenging
time that bit easier.
I personally would be in favour of some unisex lounges that are available for feeding and
changing infants. This way, both Mum and Dad, or whoever is in town with you and your
baby, can help and also doesn’t have to awkwardly wait around outside the toilets while
you feed and change your baby, which can take some time. I appreciate that some
women may feel more comfortable with female-only lounges and should be catered for.
However, I do think that it is equally important to ensure men are given the opportunity
to be more involved and it will also help to normalise breastfeeding. It isn’t something
that should be hidden away, but it is something that is infinitely easier to do in a
dedicated space where you can guarantee no judgement from others.
 
I do hope you will take the above into consideration in the development of a new
Invercargill. It is an exciting time and I think there are a lot of things that can be done to
make Invercargill stand out.
 
Kind regards,
Rachael Buckingham
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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R Tribe 
Address: on File 
Email: On File 

Submission 

Invercargill City Council LTP 2021-31, 21-22 Fees and Charges, Activity Plans 

I would firstly like to acknowledge the ICC staff who have provided additional information 
requested as part of my submission development. 

I do not wish to speak to my submission 

My submission on the Councils “Roadmap to renewal”, Fees and Charges and Activity Plans is 
as follows; 

Fees and Charges; 
Animal control; 

(1) I would like to see council retain the “return to home” fees that appear to have been
removed from the proposed fees and charges schedule

(2) I do not support council increasing it’s late fee to 50% of the cost of registration, while I
accept the ACT allows for such a level (as a maximum), I believe council would be better
working with late payers than simply increasing penalty levels as this is a rather blunt
tool that potentially won’t solve a root cause.
If people are struggling to meet the cost of registration in a lump sum, perhaps Council
could consider putting in place the ability for those who do find it difficult to make
payments against the registration costs, either leading into the registration year or during.
I believe the previous 25% late fee is sufficient.
I do note that it has been raised that the 50% late fee is in line with the SDC and GDC’s,
although I am not sure what relevance this has to what ICC should be doing, given both
of these authorities also have fee reductions that ICC do not have which also reduces
the level of fees paid and any subsequent late penalties.

(3) I would also like council to consider a review of its registration fees going forward, while
I do not expect council will reduce these for the coming year giving a short time frame for
adoption, I do wish to raise that the dog control ACT allows for “reasonable fee setting”
to cover the cost of registration and control of dogs in the area. Council last year ran a
surplus of $370+K in its Animal control function, such a surplus over around 10,000 dogs
would raise the question of if the fees are “reasonable”. Again I note that the report on
fees states they align with what other authorities charge, again what one authority
charges should have no bearing on another’s charges given there could well be totally
different cost and servicing structures across the various authorities, as it eluded to within
the fee structure section of the Dog control act.

A3402313
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(4) I would also like council to consider what it is doing with “surpluses” from Animal control, 
I have been advised that last years surplus has gone into Regulatory reserves and this 
concerns me. The Dog Control ACT is specific that revenue obtained under the ACT can 
only be expending for purposes authorized by the ACT. As such I would rather see, as 
has been in the past, “Surpluses” placed within a specific Animal Control reserve so that 
these funds, taken under the ACT are not used for other purposes. 

 
 
 
 
Activity Plans 
 
Housing Care; 
 
I do not entirely support councils Housing Care Activity plan that proposes tenants fund the cost 
of both new builds and demolition of existing units for re-building. 
 
I believe council is acting in a predatory manner towards its tenants in this respect and wonder 
why council expects tenants to fund the costs of demolishing buildings that in theory could be 
sold to other providers or entities with the proceeds re-invested back into the activity, following 
new unit builds. 
 
Councils recent decision to increase rents to fund the activity and the figures provided in terms 
of community views are vastly different to the figures and views outlined in the Councils very 
own Levels of service report from August 2020, which shows that of those in the community who 
view housing care as essential a significant number wanted to see more rates money spent 
here. (pg7) 
The table below shows the responses to the Levels of service survey and paint a different picture 
that that present to the Infrastructure committee when deciding to place the entire burden onto 
tenants. 
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I would ask council to review how it delivers this service and actually seek proper feedback from 
the community as a whole, through adequate engagement to determine if Councils current plan 
is in fact in the best interests of not only current tenants, but future tenants, future needs and the 
wider communities expectations and if there are better ways of achieving outcomes for all 
concerned. 
 
Venues; 
 
I wish to raise my concern at the proposed indicators for Rugby Park, the proposed booking 
levels for the entire 10yr period are lower than the 2016 year. While it is acknowledged that work 
is required on Rugby Park to strengthen the stands having an Activity Plan spanning 10years 
that shows no increase in expected bookings does not bode well in terms of justifying any spend. 
 
Projects  

 
New Pool at Splash Palace 
 
While I am aware the timing for this has been pushed out in the roadmap and the document 
does not specifically state it is being consulted on, I do have concerns that when council 
previously consulted on this item it was stated the project would not proceed if the $3.1M in 
external funding was not secured. 
While I accept that it has been pushed out, I would ask that Council keep to its original proposal 
and if external funding is not available that council re-consult with the community as opposed to 
simply pushing ahead with a project through greater borrowing. 
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Arts and Creativity Center 
 
As with the above pools project, I would prefer council to re-consult in a meaningful way if its 
contribution to this project is going to be $14.1M as opposed to the $6.3M previously consulted 
on. 
 
Master Plan, Streetscape, Urban Play 
 
I am somewhat concerned at what appears to be a ballooning of cost in this regard. Previous 
consultation on City Block had a $20M figure attached for streetscaping works and made 
particular reference to the “Pocock report” which dealt with urban spaces for play etc.  
This report while not covering Don street covered other streets not included in the current street 
scaping/urban play space. So my concern is that what was previously proposed to be a $20M 
project, $25.7M with Don street, is now currently sitting at a $24-25M project that does not 
include either Dee or Tay streets which could well see the total project costs escalate to well in 
excess of $35M+. 
While I am supportive of creating a more vibrant city center, I would also like to implore 
Councillors to ensure that there are robust traffic flow simulations completed for the entire city 
center and close proximity streets before moving any further on proposals for reducing Dee or 
Tay streets. 
To date there is only modelling of previous movements, no actual “Real time” flow simulations 
that will assist in identifying potential issues in redesign. To be honest I am staggered that such 
simulation work has not been undertaken in light of recent proposals given the software to for 
such simulation modelling is used worldwide to give real time traffic flow simulations based on 
use, road layout changes etc. 
 
Rugby Park 
 
I am not supportive of councils proposal to simple continue to pour more good money after bad 
into a Rugby Southland legacy issue. 
As it currently stands councils proposal if proceeded with would see Ratepayers funding $550K 
PA towards the stadium, being the current $250K that was the facilities maintenance fund and 
the additional $300K shown within the proposal. 
This level of ratepayer funding is simply not acceptable as regardless of what “talk” there is about 
additional use etc, the community as a whole are never going to see any meaningful increase in 
use or actual return on the funds to justify the ongoing funding. 
Evening reviewing the report on Rugby Park and the level of bookings etc required within the 
report which would see a contribution of over $300K PA required, does not appear to stack up 
as the sheer numbers required are simply not achievable when taking all other venues in the 
city into account. 
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If you review the non-event items this is 324 booking PA, which the Venues activity plan has a 
KPI of 25, simply put, the numbers do not stack up 
 
If Rugby Southland and other sporting codes believe the idea has merit, then perhaps now is 
the time for Council to consider selling the building back to Rugby Southland in exchange for the 
pre-paid lease? Council and the ratepayers would be far better off not owning the facility and 
making an annual grant towards the stadium subject to conditions of greater use than what is 
currently being proposed. 
Or alternatively seek external funding and have the main users run fundraisers to acquire the 
total funds necessary to fund the project which will negate the need for an additional $300K PA 
in ratepayer contributions. 
 
If none of the above is suitable then perhaps council could simply demolish the stadium and turn 
the land into a community housing area, it would provide the space for council to increase its 
housing stock without demolishing existing units which could then be onsold. Perhaps call it the 
Memorial Apartments. 
 
 
 
 
Museum 
 
The more the Museum is discussed and debated the longer it is going to take to get any 
momentum going forward. 
I am supportive of the project, however I struggle to accept the proposed costing. While I 
appreciate the museum has certain climate/humidity requirements etc for storage and displays, 
a total estimated cost of over $50M when a new Hotel can be built for less and a vast area of 
the city block developed for $167M would raise the question of just how accurate the costings 
are, as the higher the cost the higher the project management fees paid become. So is the city 
getting the best bang for its buck? 
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From: Rosi Coyle
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP submission re Bluff Pool
Date: Friday, 23 April 2021 12:51:44 PM

Dear Georgia,
As a resident of Bluff and a teacher at St Teresa's School, Bluff, I am making this 
submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool. The Bluff Pool is a critical asset for 
the Bluff Community. It provides an important recreational facility and swimming for 
fitness and well being. It also allows the youth of Bluff to learn to swim in a safe 
environment. A trip to Splash Palace for swimming lessons would take an hour out of 
learning time spent travelling between Bluff and Invercargill return. I support and 
strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to the Bluff 
Community Swimming Pool. Port towns need pools.
Regards,
Rosi Coyle

Bluff 9814.

and St Teresa's School,

Bluff 9814.

A3402317
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1 

Submission to Invercargill City Council 

Executive Summary 
1. Preventable drowning fatalities costs the NZ economy around $320 million per year. WSNZ

wants to reduce the number of preventable drownings in the Invercargill City Council and
believes this can be achieved by ensuring more drowning prevention activity is undertaken, and
there is better coordination and direction of the water safety effort. Ultimately, WSNZ wants
residents of the Invercargill City Council to be safe in, on and around water.

2. The focus of the first part of this submission is to draw to the Invercargill City Council’s attention
the need for drowning prevention and water safety and highlight the relevant legislation and
strategy.

3. This submission then comments on some of the key issues relevant to the 10-year Consultation
Document including the:

• relevance of water safety and drowning prevention to the Invercargill City Council
community’s well-being – social, economic, cultural, and environmental;

• need to invest in the on-going maintenance of waste and storm water infrastructure
to ensure water quality (swimmability and manoeuvrability) in the Invercargill City
Council aquatic environments;

• need to adapt and mitigate the impacts of climate change on aquatic environments
in the Invercargill City Council; and

• possibility of working with Invercargill City Council (and other stakeholders) to
expand the awareness of Māori water safety issues, and potential ways to reduce
the Māori drowning toll in the Invercargill City Council.

4. What WSNZ wants to achieve from this submission is:

• to work with the Invercargill City Council to help broaden and deepen council’s
approach for reducing drowning fatalities and improving water safety awareness – a
broader and deeper approach that is focused on community well-being;

• Invercargill City Council to consider water safety and drowning prevention a key
component of maintaining the community well-being of its residents;

• Invercargill City Council to continue to invest in water safety and drowning
prevention activities;

• Invercargill City Council to continue to work with WSNZ (and the broader water
safety sector) on water safety and drowning prevention issues, including expanding
awareness of Māori water safety issues, and potential ways to reduce the Māori
drowning toll in the Invercargill City Council

A3402320
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2 
 

 
 

Introduction 

5. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Invercargill City Council Long-Term Plan 
Consultation Document 2021-31.  

6. Water Safety New Zealand (WSNZ) is the leadership agency for the water safety sector and 
wants to reduce the number of preventable drownings in the Invercargill City Council. We 
believe this can be achieved by ensuring more drowning prevention activity is undertaken, and 
better coordination and direction of the water safety effort by all responsible parties.  

7. It is towards these objectives that the following submission is made. Further information about 
WSNZ can be found in attachment 1. 

Context 
8. The World Health Organisation characterises drowning as a serious and neglected public health 

threat and a highly preventable public health challenge.  

9. Drowning is a growing public health and well-being problem with drowning being the number 
one cause of recreational death and the third highest cause of accidental death (behind road 
accidents and falls) in New Zealand. 1 From 2010 to 2019 there were 965 preventable drowning 
fatalities in New Zealand and injuries are increasing sharply; in 2018 alone there were over 
36,000 claims for water related injuries (an average of around 100 a day).2 

10. It has been estimated that preventable drowning costs the NZ economy around $320 million per 
year. (Based on an average of 80 fatalities per year at $4.0 million per fatality). In 2016 the 
economic cost of water related hospitalisations was $83.6 million. In addition, a drowning 
incident may require a response from several agencies including: Police, NZ Search and Rescue 
responders or ambulance and medical service. Intervening early, or preventing the need to 
respond to a drowning, will provide cost savings to the New Zealand economy. 

11. In 2019 the Government-appointed Water Safety Working Group concluded the responsibility 
for water safety, drowning prevention and frontline rescue services is shared between central 
and local government, the community, and water safety NGOs. In essence, their message was 
that central government has a partial responsibility for water safety and further effort is 
required to ensure all responsible parties are actively involved in the prevention of drowning. 

12. In response, through Budget 2020 the Government provided multi-year funding for frontline 
rescue services, and to grow WSNZ’s capability to lead and support the wider water safety 
sector. The Government is now looking to other parties responsible for water safety, such as 
local government, to see what role they can play. To this end WSNZ recently briefed the Minister 
of Local Government on the state of the water safety sector, Wai Ora Aotearoa (our new Water 
Safety Sector Strategy 2025), and our intentions to work with local government to improve 
water safety and prevent drownings.  

Wai Ora Aotearoa – Water Safety Sector Strategy 2025 
13.  WSNZ recently launched Wai Ora Aotearoa which is the result of a year’s collaborative work by 

water safety sector leaders. The strategy represents a consensual view of the best way forward 
for drowning prevention in New Zealand. Moreover, the strategy reflects the need for a step 

                                                           
1 WSNZ Drowning Report, 2018.  
2 ACC, 2020 
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change in the way the sector operates. This change will enable the sector to meet the major 
challenges it is facing over the next few years.  

14. Key actions for the sector to implement over the term of the strategy include: 

 
Develop a water safety sector local government engagement strategy that focuses on 
relationship building and engaging with local government planning. 
 
Complete the Implementation of the Regional Strategy pilots and develop a Freshwater 
Strategy for the sector. 

15. Both these actions are relevant to WSNZ’s relationship with Invercargill City Council and are 
reflected in the content of this submission.  

Community well-being  
16. The Local Government (Community Well-being) Amendment Act 2019 restored the promotion 

of social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being to the purpose of local government.  

17. The amendments to the Act are intended to enable local authorities, and ensure local 
authorities are responsible for, playing a broad role in promoting and improving the social, 
economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of their communities-the four aspects of well-
being. 3  

18. The Minister for local Government, Nanaia Mahuta, stated that this emphasis on well-being will 
engage councils and communities in an intergenerational approach to improving quality of life 
outcomes in towns and cities. 4 

19. As shown in figure 1 below, water safety and drowning prevention connects with all four 
components of community well-being – economic, social, cultural and environment.  

20. A fuller discussion of the connections between well-being and water safety, that is consistent 
with the SOLGM Community Well-being indicator framework, is included in attachment 1.  

21. What this means is to fully contribute to the well-being of their community, local authorities 
must place greater importance on, and dedicate resources to, a wider range of initiatives 
relating to water safety and drowning prevention in all aquatic environments (pools, beaches, 
rivers, lakes, and the sea).  

22. Local government needs to broaden its approach of providing community facilities and 
infrastructure, such as swimming pools, to a focus on community well-being. For example, 
focusing on providing and supporting water safety services to help reduce the social cost of 
drowning and allow New Zealanders to develop skills to feel safe in, on, and around the water. 
Other examples include a focus on managing the retreat of water safety services and 
infrastructure from the foreshore (required by climate change), and reducing public safety risks, 
particularly for high-risk groups and environments (under-fives; underwater activities; males 
aged 15-35 Years; Asians and male boaties aged 50+).  

23. WSNZ wants to work with the Invercargill City Council (and its partners and stakeholders) to help 
broaden their approach and reduce drowning fatalities and improve water safety awareness in 
the region. 

                                                           
3 SOLGM, 2020 
4 Mahuta, 2018 
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Figure 1: Water safety and community well-being 

 

Key issues and opportunities WSNZ would like Invercargill City Council to 
address in their 2021-2031 Long-Term Plan  

24. Reducing preventable drownings, and improving water safety, will improve the well-being of 
Invercargill City Council residents. WSNZ wants Council to consider the following points in the 
development of its long-term plan. 

Water safety and drowning prevention - ensuring your communities well-being 

25. The Invercargill City Council aquatic environment is diverse with an abundance of pool, rivers, 
swimming holes, streams, lakes and coastline for residents and visitors to enjoy for sport and 
recreation purposes. This means Council’s water safety risk profile is also variable as users carry 
out activities with different risk profiles (such as swimming, kayaking, boating, fishing, diving, or 
surfing). 

26. To ensure your communities well-being (which as shown in figure 1 includes the concept of 
water safety and drowning prevention) a broader and deeper approach to water safety and 
drowning prevention is required.  

27. A broader approach is one beyond the provision of aquatic facilities such as swimming pools and 
the enforcement of swimming pool bylaws. Council now needs to address water safety and 
drowning prevention in freshwater (pools, lakes, rivers, and streams) and in, on and around 

•Improves water quality 
(swimmability and 
manoeverability ) which 
improves water safety 

•Managed retreat of water 
safety services and 
infrastructure required by 
climate change 

•Acquatic sport and 
recreation is part of 'NZ 
way of life' - our culture 
and identity

•Māori connection to 
water and natural world 
through their whakapapa

•Improves water safety skills
•Acquatic participation 

improves quality of life
•Reduces risky behaviours in 

specific groups of NZers
•Feeling 'safe' has health 

benefits
• Reduces public safety risks

•Improves awareness of 
tourists

•Generates local 
employment eg. instructors

•Reduces the social cost of 
drownings

•Generates revenue in 
Council facilities

ECONOMIC SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENTALCULTURAL
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vessels (boats, kayaks etc). A deeper approach involves more people, of many cultures, taking 
advantage of Council’s water safety and drowning prevention activities in the above aquatic 
environments. This broader and deeper approach needs to reflect the needs of your local 
community and provide local solutions for local needs.  

28. In addition to a broader and deeper approach, WSNZ wants Council’s approach to compliment 
the investment we make into water safety sector partner organisations (like Surf Life Saving NZ), 
or the funding we give to other providers through our contestable funding process. 

29. WSNZ supports Council’s existing investment in water safety and drowning prevention and 
wants Council to continue to work with WSNZ (and the broader water safety sector) on the 
broader and deeper approach needed to ensure the community well-being of the Invercargill 
City Council residents. 

Water safety and drowning prevention, a correlation of water quality  

30. Water quality, whether it be in pools, rivers, lakes, or the sea has a direct relationship with 
recreation and sport activities. This is because contaminated water, or water filled with weed or 
floating objects impacts on both the ‘swimmability’ and ‘manoeuvrability’ of people and vessels 
in various aquatic environments.  

31. Poor water quality may cause or impact on water safety risks and/or drownings.  

32. To maintain water quality Council must advocate for (in partnership with others) and carry out a 
number of activities, including maintaining and improving waste and storm water infrastructure. 

33. WSNZ wants to see Council’s continued investment in these activities as this investment is 
essential to help maintain the quality of water for recreation and sport users.  

Adapting and mitigating climate change 

34. Climate change may result in rising temperatures and sea levels, changes in wind patterns, storm 
tracks, and droughts and the frequent heavy rainfall events. These changes may require: 
 

• an increasing demand on water safety services (rescues, medical support) from 
higher temperatures; 

• a requirement to replace, move or protect the water safety sector’s physical assets 
located along rivers (because of flooding); 

• a need for better monitoring of river conditions to identify changes in water safety 
risks attributable to climate change-related phenomenon; and 

• an increasing requirement for the effective communication of the risks to the public 
from the changing conditions. 
 

35. WSNZ believes preparing for climate change requires a collaborative effort and we (and the 
broader water safety sector) would like to be kept informed about (and participate as 
appropriate) in relevant climate change initiatives. 

Māori Water Safety strategy 

36. Drowning rates for Māori are high and reducing and preventing Māori drownings are one of 
WSNZ’s strategic priorities. 

37. Working with a group of key Māori stakeholders, we recently refreshed our Kia-Maanu-Kia-Ora 
strategy. Our new sector strategy (Wai Ora Aotearoa) also includes a focus on improving the 
connection to water for Māori as well as supporting greater use of a Kaupapa Māori approach to 
water safety for tangata whenua.  
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38. WSNZ wants to work with Council, and your other stakeholders to expand the awareness of 
Māori water safety issues, and potential ways to reduce the Māori drowning toll in the  
Invercargill City Council. 

Long-term plan 2021-2031 consultation process  

39. WSNZ does not want to be heard at Council’s long-term planning hearing.  

 

 

 

 

 

Paul Verić 
 

 
 
Interim Chief Executive 
Water Safety New Zealand 
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Attachment 1: About Water Safety New Zealand 
Water Safety New Zealand (WSNZ) is the water safety sector leadership organisation for Aotearoa, 
New Zealand. We work with water safety sector organisations, individuals, and the public to reduce 
the incidence of drowning and injury. Our work contributes to the reduction in drownings by 
ensuring evidence-based water safety policies, investment funding, initiatives and aquatic education 
are delivered throughout the country. 

WSNZ is an incorporated society with charitable status that was established in 1949. Our 
membership structure comprises 37 general members, 3 core members (Surf Life Saving New 
Zealand, Coastguard New Zealand, and Swimming New Zealand), and a partially elected board. The 
WSNZ Board includes delegates from each of our core members.  

The WSNZ annual operating budget is funded by Sport New Zealand and ACC. We provide both 
agencies with accountability reports half-yearly. Thus, while we are an incorporated society, Sport 
New Zealand is the ‘government home’ for water safety policy and our reporting agency. Sport New 
Zealand oversees our governance appointments. 

The New Zealand Lotteries Grants Board, via Sport New Zealand, provides WSNZ with funds to 
distribute to water safety providers through our annual funding round. We also provide funds 
received from charitable trusts and foundations, commercial sponsorship, and other funding 
partnerships. 

In 2020/21 we distributed $2.5 million across New Zealand to water safety providers. These 
providers included: drowning prevention and rescue NGOs, professional and national sport and 
recreation organisations, child and youth support organisations, Māori organisations, swim schools, 
local authorities, and regional sports trusts. 

This partnership funding is focused on two main areas - water survival skills training and water safety 
awareness raising and behaviour change. Water Skills for Life (WSFL) is WSNZ’s flagship water 
survival skills program and it reaches over 200,000 primary school children each year. A range of 
water safety behaviour change initiatives are funded by WSNZ with emphasis placed on reaching 
demographic groups with high drowning risk (eg. males aged 15-34). 
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Attachment 2: Community well-being and water safety and drowning 
prevention 
WSNZ community well-being statement 

WSNZ has, at the heart of its operations, a commitment to enabling the community well-being of all 
New Zealanders participating in aquatic sport and recreation or living near bodies of water. Our 
leadership, advocacy, policies, initiatives, and funding of programmes work to reduce the incidence 
of preventable drowning and injury in Aotearoa, New Zealand. Our work strives to contribute to a 
thriving society for individuals, families, and communities. A society where local communities inter-
connecting economic, social, cultural, and environmental well-being needs are all met. 

The Four Well-beings in the Local Government Act 

Most definitions of well-being focus on the quality of life, a healthy human condition as well as 
happiness and prosperity. Social science research suggests that well integrated individuals with 
shared community goals have better health and well-being outcomes. Research also indicates the 
four domains of well-being are all interconnected, and all connect in some way with water safety. 

 

The following outlines how water safety and drowning prevention infrastructure, services and 
activities provide local government with several opportunities to improve the community well-being 
of their community. 

Cultural Well-being and Water Safety 

Cultural well-being is defined by the Ministry for Culture and Heritage as: 

‘The vitality that communities and individuals enjoy through: 

• Participation in recreation, creative and cultural activities; and 
• The freedom to retain, interpret and express their arts, history, heritage, and traditions’5. 

Water is at the heart of our culture and identity as New Zealanders. New Zealander’s have important 
connections to water through their history, experiences and practices that are important to them. 
Whether it is a connection to places that people swim, or swam as children, regular camping spots or 
mountain streams that people have encountered on tramps or hikes, many people have particular 
bodies of water that are important to them. These bodies of water can be important to a person’s 
sense of identity, and from a Māori perspective, people are connected to water and to the natural 
world though their whakapapa.  Aquatic recreation is a large part of the kiwi culture with many 

                                                           
5 Te Manatu Taonga Ministry for Culture and Heritage (date unknown)  
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families and individuals enjoying spending time at their local beach, river, or lake and being able to 
safely enjoy taking part in aquatic activities such as, swimming, fishing, jet skiing, or boating is 
hugely important to New Zealanders.6 

Water safety knowledge and skills, gained from WSNZ’s aquatic education programs, promote New 
Zealanders cultural well-being by allowing individuals to participate in aquatic recreation in a safe, 
enjoyable, and culturally sensitive way. This sense of feeling ‘safe’ is also relevant to New Zealanders 
social well-being in that it benefits our physical and mental health.  

Environmental Well-being and Water safety 

Environmental well-being promotes interactions with nature; for New Zealander’s to be able to enjoy 
and maintain their connections with water throughout New Zealand it is important that the quality 
of the water is maintained.  The benefits of improving water quality of lakes and rivers throughout 
New Zealand benefit many activities from swimming to kayaking to mahinga kai. Environmental 
wellness can inspire individuals to live a lifestyle that is respectful of their surroundings and this in 
turn results in them assisting in maintaining and caring for waterway.7  

Protection of mauri (life force or essence) is a principal issue for freshwater management, Māori 
throughout New Zealand are increasingly concerned with the integrity of waterways. A healthy body 
of water that has healthy mauri sustains healthy eco systems and supports a range of cultural 
environmental activities (mahinga kai or waka ama for example) and reinforces the cultural identity 
of the people.8 

Aquatic water, free from hazards such as bacteria, weeds, and floating objects, benefits New 
Zealanders well-being as it allows them to safely swim, dive, boat and gather food. Environmental 
well-being and water safety are interrelated, one does not exist in isolation of the other. 
Environmental well-being also re-enforces New Zealanders cultural identity. 

Economic Well-being and Water Safety 

Over the past ten years preventable drownings and injuries have incurred social and economic costs 
of over $5 Billion. However, this financial figure does not illustrate the real cost in pain and suffering 
and disruption to families and work. 

Social costs of fatal preventable drownings and water related injuries can be difficult to isolate and 
measure. The individual victim is usually the person most directly affected; however, accidents can 
potentially impact on family members, coworkers, medical care providers and a host of other 
individuals.  Socio demographic differences potentially modify the type and extent of a fatal 
preventable drowning or injury’s social costs. An individual’s age, gender, race, ethnicity, nationality, 
education, and their socioeconomic status all can influence the responses of the individual as well as 
others in their social circle. Multifarious impacts are possible and may include vocational, 
psychological, behavioral, social, economic, and functional effects. These costs and their impacts are 
varied, wide reaching and include both direct and indirect costs, costs at the micro and macro levels.9  

Water safety and drowning prevention services, activities and infrastructure reduce the social cost of 
drowning.  Preventable drownings save the economy costs in terms of reduced hospitalisations, on-
going medical attention, and the attendance of police, ambulance etc. at events. Preventable 
                                                           
6 Ministry for the Environment, Manatu Mo Te Taiao, 2020 
7 U C Davis, 2020 
8 Tipa and Tierney, 2006 
9 Dembe, 2001 
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drownings also reduce family and whanau economic, social, and cultural costs resulting from loss of 
household income, a primary care giver, and that person’s broader contribution to their community. 
Reduced social costs benefit the economic well-being of local communities. 

WSNZ’s awareness and behavioral change programs also provide economic well-being benefits to 
international visitors, who unaware of the risks in some of our popular aquatic environments, are 
often included in New Zealand’s drowning statistics.  

Water safety and drowning prevention services, activities and infrastructure also benefit the 
economic well-being of local communities.  These benefits can be seen in the revenue generated 
through fees and local employment (which has an economic multiplier effect).  

Social Well-being and Water Safety 

Social connections play an important role across many aspects of people’s lives, from employment 
opportunities and advice on important life decisions, to receiving support during hard times and 
having someone to enjoy life and relax with. There is a growing body of evidence supporting the 
notion that healthy social networks are important for health and well-being. 10  

Aquatic activities are often undertaken as social activities and allow for social connections to be 
formed and maintained. Aquatic recreation is both a means to an end (contributes to health and 
fitness) and an end in itself (enjoyment and satisfaction). Recreation is a useful tool for social 
connection and social well-being.11   

WSNZ’s awareness and behavioral change programs allow individuals (and their families) to be able 
to safely partake in aquatic recreation activities. These programs equip them with water safety skills 
to ensure they can keep themselves and their families safe in, on, and around the water. Community 
education, and the use of safety/warning signage, also promotes awareness of the risks and dangers 
inherent at popular aquatic recreation spots. 

Social well-being can also be enabled through the concept of safe communities.  Safe communities 
are a World Health Organisation (WHO) concept that recognises safety as a universal concern and a 
responsibility for all.  A safe community is a livable community where people can go about their 
activities in an environment that is without fear, risk of harm, or injury. Twenty-two communities in 
New Zealand are accredited as Safe Communities by the Safe Communities Foundation New Zealand 
(SCFNZ).  A further five are currently working towards accreditation which is based on the WHO 
endorsed Safe Communities model. The safe community’s website states: 

Community safety is not only about reducing and preventing injury and violence. It is about well-
being, building strong, cohesive, vibrant, participatory communities. Homes, the roads, public spaces 
and the workplace are safe for everyone to enjoy. This is exactly what the Safe Communities 
Foundation New Zealand (SCFNZ) does for community development, through leadership and 
collaboration, to create safer communities to work, play and live. The majority of community-based 
injuries and accidents are preventable and predictable – it is this premise that forms the basis for 
everyone’s safety. Each community or local area is different - each safety approach meets the unique 
needs of the people, their goals, and the community values, working together for better outcomes. 
SCFNZ specifically supports communities to adopt the Safe Community model to increase well-being 
and become effective advocates and enablers of injury and violence prevention12. 

                                                           
10 Frieling, Krassoi, & Cording, 2018 
11 Recreation Aotearoa, 2019 
12 Safe Communities Foundation NZ, 2020 
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This approach to community safety encourages greater co-operation and collaboration between 
non-government organisations, the business sector, and local and central government agencies. It 
increases community well-being by creating an infrastructure in local communities to increase action 
by building local partnerships and collaborative relationships. Currently, some Councils in New 
Zealand incorporate water safety and injury prevention into ensuring the well-being of the 
community. WSNZ encourages all councils to consider the benefits to the well-being of their 
communities of becoming an accredited safe community. WSNZ also encourages all existing 
accredited communities to place greater emphasis on water safety in their regions. 
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From: Sheree Marrah 
Sent: Monday, May 3, 2021 10:55 AM
To: georgia.woodward@icc.govt.nz
Subject: LLTP submission

Hi Georgia
I lodged a submission on the LTP but I wasn’t sure where to include a further matter I would like
to raise.
Parking at Turnbull Thompson Park.

As a mother of 2 football/futsal loving children we have been visiting this park 1-2 times most
weeks for the last 6 years. The popularity of football/futsal in this time has grown significantly
and is continuing to grow, which is resulting in many parking issues. Islington St is a very
narrow residential street so parking is limited. There are some parks at the grounds (maybe 80),
but most Saturday mornings these are full by 9am (even though first games don’t usually start till
9.30am) so many people are parking on the grass. As you will understand with Invercargill
weather this get very mucky in winter.
On behalf of all the football families in Invercargill and surrounds, I would like to ask if the
council would consider converting the grassed area to the north of the turf into additional parking
(possibly even dunite would be great if concrete/ashphalt is too expensive).
I have attached some photos and a video I took of a typical Saturday morning at the grounds
(taken on 10 April) to show you the extent of the matter.
Thank you for taking the time to consider this matter.

Kind regards
Sheree Marrah

A3402326
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INTRODUCTION 

The Chamber Board and Management team wish to make a submission on the Invercargill City Council 

2021 – 2031 Long Term Plan.   

The Southland Chamber of Commerce took an active role in consulting our members on the Invercargill 

City Council Long Term Plan 2021 – 2031 by hosting a Business After 5 at the Invercargill city Council 

Chambers on 22 April 2021, and surveying our Invercargill and Bluff based members.  

 

On the three key issues of City Centre Streetscape - Urban Play, Southland Museum and Art Gallery and 

Rugby Park the members who completed the survey have agreed in favour of the ICC preferred option 

(80%, 60% and 60% respectively).  

 

  

WHO WE ARE 

The business community generates the wealth on which our region and its residents depend. It is for 

this reason that we make this submission. The Chamber is pleased to be able to present this 

submission on behalf of Southland businesses that are our members. 

The businesses that we represent are a broad cross-section of business demographics with regard to 

size, location and industry. Furthermore, these businesses are representative of the region s wealth 

generators as well as being owned, managed and staffed by the region s core residents.  As such, the 

Chamber s members are large stakeholders in the economic, social, cultural and environmental future 

of the Southland Region. 

The Chamber has submitted on and been involved in discussions on a number of issues relating to 

Invercargill City Council, and we thank Council for your open dialogue with us.  

 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE MEMBERSHIP SUBMISSION 

The following is a summary of the feedback received from our Invercargill and Bluff membership on the 

Invercargill City Council Long Term Plan 2021 – 2031.  

 

City Centre Streetscape - Urban Play 

1. Do you agree with ICC preferred option or do you support the other option? 
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Members’ Comment: 

• Just put in grass and a few trees - green spaces are better. 

2. Do you have comments you would like to share about the City Centre Streetscape - 

Urban Play? 

• I agree with the comment “We see the opportunity to make the city centre attractive to people 

of all ages to stay and play”. However, the wording makes me nervous. The city has a good habit 

of creating family friendly spaces, and forgetting urban young professionals and student culture 

- particularly for nightlife. These two groups are the true life blood of vibrancy, who if you make 

space for them can build street art, culture, live music and stand up comedy into the fabric of 

the city - which is needed to retain talent in Southland businesses. 

• Great to have things in the inner-city to keep people occupied and adds vibrancy. 

• No, just it’s an expense not warranted. 

 

Southland Museum and Art Gallery 

3. Do you agree with ICC preferred option or do you support the other option? 

Members’ Comments: 

• The preferred option is a huge investment and I struggle to see the ROI - surely there’s a more 

cost effective solution. 

• Might get it done. It’s a crying shame that this beautiful building was shut and that the people 

of Southland have been denied it for so long. 

4. Do you have comments you would like to share about the Southland Museum and Art 

Gallery  

• I would like to see the museum inside the CBD. This city is already spread out. If you want to 

create vibrancy you need people all in one spot. After farmers have moved into the new CBD 

the current farmers building could be looked at as a potential site. The pyramid could remain a 

stand alone attraction for the Tuatara (or demo building and build a smaller Tuatara centre). 

• Location is ideal for families. 

Caption 
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• Needs to be up and running sooner rather than later. 

• It was a masterpiece and a real icon. Old and young enjoyed it for generations and we need to 

make sure the replacement is at least as good as the old. 

 

Rugby Park  

5. Do you agree with ICC preferred option or do you support the other option? 

6. Do you have comments you would like to share about Rugby Park? 

• It is hard to make comment on this issue as there is no business case presented. I'm 

happy with any investment made here as long as there is a business case for the park 

to return a profit long term. This means understanding why the park fell into its 

current state under private management, and how this can be avoided. 

• Don't need another outdoor facility.  

• Let’s use the ground outside the ILT stadium and make this a multi-use central complex. 
 

 

7. What do you think about ICC plans for our Roadmap to Renewal? 

• Unambitious. Conservative. Too family focused. 

• Supportive of the projects that involve improving cycling, walking and being active.  

• Like it. 

• Not much. 
 

8. What do you think about ICC plans for our other projects and activities? 

• Let’s try and get a few runs on the board first. These are all very expensive. We need good 

roading and good stormwater and sewage pipes. Leave the flowery stuff to private investors. 

•  Important. 

• Good plan. 

Caption 
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9. What do you think about ICC plans for finances and rates? 

• Not sure farming clients should have the highest increase. They are getting hit the hardest 

with environmental cost and consent fees etc already (and they are the regions bread and 

butter). 

• You have an ageing rate population and should be living within their means. So keep the rate 

increases as low as can be. Nothing fancy. 

• Necessary.  
 

10. What do you think about the proposed changes to the ICC rate? 

• See above. Also I feel that the rates increase should be standard for all home owners, not 

based on CV's. As an above average priced homeowner I have already paid a premium to live 

where I live and I don't feel that I should be subjected to higher rates based on this when I 

only receive the same amount of services. Rental properties should have a higher rating.  

• Don't agree. Keep it as is. 

 

11. ICC would also like to you to submit on some of the policies and supplementary 

elements of the long-term plan.  

12. Submissions on the proposed Fees and Changes for 2021/2022 

 
No responses. 
 

13. What is your submission on the Significance of Engagement Policy? 

 
No responses. 
 

14. What is your submission on the Revenue and Finance Policy? 

 
No responses. 
 

15. What is your submission on the Rating Policy? 

 
No responses. 

 

16. What is your submission on the Rating of Maori Freehold Land Policy? 

 
No responses. 

 

17. What is your submission on the Development Contributions Policy? 

 
No responses. 
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18. What is your submission on the Liability Management Policy? 

 
No responses. 

 

19. What is your submission on the Investment Policy? 

 
No responses. 

 

 

 

The Chamber submission is made in the positive spirit of developing a partnership with Council that 

supports and encourages business friendly innovation and growth for the benefit of all Southland 

residents.  It is submitted on the bases that it provides feedback and the opportunity to further engage 

with the Council on a number of issues.  
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How we work together 

Sport Southland's vision is “everyone active every day” and our purpose is “enriching lives, 
strengthening communities and contributing to wellbeing through physical activity”. 

We would like to acknowledge the strong relationship and increased partnership between our two 
organisations and the positive approach which Council staff bring to our shared kaupapa. The ICC 
Surf to City is just one example of how our organisations work together to support the wellbeing, 
and add to the vibrancy of, our community through physical activity. 

The Invercargill City Council is a major provider of sport and recreation facilities in Invercargill. We 
recognise the many competing demands for investment which councils face, especially during a time 
of uncertainty and increased pressure due to Covid-19, climate change and water reform. 

The opportunity 

We would encourage Council to look beyond “maintain(ing) levels of service to support community 
social, cultural, economic and environmental wellbeing” and ensure that our community are being 
activated, particularly with consideration given to the barriers which prevent some in our 
community from making the most of the opportunities available in our city. 

Issue #1: We support strategic investment for play, walking and cycling in the CBD, particularly the 
guiding principles which promote a healthy connection with the environment, moving for prosperity 
and health, and urban play to make you stay. 

Urban play could take the form of a destination playground or flexible spaces which support play for 
a range of ages. Sport Southland would continue to support Council in understanding the needs of 
the community to ensure this investment is maximised.

Issue #3 We support Council’s preferred option, especially the emphasis on the creation of a flexible 
use facility as per the Southland Regional Spaces and Places Strategy. 

In relation to other recreational facilities featured on the Proposed Roadmap, Sport Southland 
supports the following: 

• 2022 Surrey Park Grandstand renewal – subject to working alongside users to ensure current
and future needs are understood. We understand the current users would prefer to delay
this until this project until they have time to investigate a more flexible, multiuse facility
which better meets their needs. We would support this delay, as long as the original
investment is ringfenced, as this approach aligns with the Regional Spaces and Places
Strategy.

• 2029-2031 Additional pool at Splash Palace – subject to determining what the community’s
future needs will be and aligning with the Spaces and Places strategy.

• As a next step from the work completed on Surrey Park Precinct we would advocate for a
Master Planning work for Surrey Park to now take place. This would give existing and
potential users a roadmap for the future use of this precinct.

Additional opportunities 

Regional Spaces and Places Strategy implementation 

A3402336
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• Sport Southland believes a better use of participation and facility data would support better 
investment into play, active recreation and sport by Council. This data is not currently being 
collected in a consistent or meaningful way and we would encourage the creation of a 
shared role to facilitate this. This would support future sportsfield demand, allocation and 
investment. 
 

• We would also ask Council to formally adopt the Southland Regional Spaces and Places 
strategy and commit to its implementation through a dedicated role 

• We would ask council to consider an investment of $40k per annum to support these roles. 
This investment alongside other councils, funders and ourselves would ensure the strategy is 
well implemented, we develop good data to support decision making and supports a 
collaborative approach to this area. 
 

Active Transport 

• Over a short time we have already seen the benefits provided by the Waka Kotahi-funded 
Active Transport Innovator role shared between Sport Southland, Invercargill City Council 
and the Southland District Council. We look forward to seeing the outcome of the Innovating 
Streets trials and the development of a more connected active transport system as part of 
the CBD Masterplan and believe the Active Transport Innovator role is one that should be 
continued beyond its current timeframe of June this year. 

Supporting and Aligning with other strategies 

• There are a number of strategies and plans being developed at a local and regional level. 
Whilst each strategy and plan will be looking at specific areas its crucial that these strategies 
and plans align so they we are heading in the same direction as a region and to reduce 
duplication. How does this LTP fit in with existing strategies ie Regional Events Strategy, Bluff 
Masterplan. It would be good to see what strategies and plans have been considered as part 
of the LTP. 

• We were recently made aware of a significant recreational project in Bluff being led by the 
Southland MTB Club for better and increased walking and biking trails at Bluff Hill. In 
principle this project is an exciting recreational opportunity for the region and plays a role as 
part of the Bluff Masterplan but like all significant projects it should be considered against 
the strategic directions as set out in the Regional Spaces and Places Strategy. We would 
support a feasibility study/business case being developed in addition to the work already 
completed by the club. 

Finally, Sport Southland appreciates the stronger relationships which have been developed over 
time with Council; from staff through to senior leadership team and elected members, and we look 
forward to growing our partnership and working together for the benefit of the Invercargill 
community. 
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Submission on the ICC 2021 to 2030 LTP Consultation 

Stephen Aldridge 

Invercargill 9810 

Overview 

My responses to the above document are contained in this submission. 

While the document provides a roadmap – the constraints of the map are not tight enough. 

Firstly, the Council has been formed so that it provides services to the City Ratepayers.  The proposed plan seems to 

assume the ratepayers are happy to have rate increases every year so the Council can spend the money as they 

dream. 

However, logic tells me that with technology, good tools and smart people; costs should reduce, productivity 

increased and so the ratepayer is better served and pays less. 

As static year to year rates have not happened in recent years – there is a lack of trust in the service that is currently 

being provided.   

People who are struggling financially - through Covid-19, lack of equity, high rent – these people are continuing to 

struggle– and they are not seeking additional costs.  The only arguable increase – is in the cost of inflation and that is 

currently between 1 and 2% - OR LESS – not assumptively more.  So, the CAP on MAXIMUM rates rises should be the 

current inflation rate. 

In this regard – future strategy should be envisioned within a boundary of costs.  In other words – the Council needs 

to “cut the coat according to the cloth” – and the cloth is limited. 

This in turn will better manage the cities debt level.  There seems to be an assumption that the City wants to increase 

its debt level for the next 10 years. 

New, shiny, large projects are not essential. 

The Aluminium Smelter is mentioned in the plan – but it is admitted that the effects of closure in 2024  - are unknown. 

So, with an estimated 2000 people out of work in 2024 – large projects are not needed or wanted. 

I am in agreement with the following developments 

• Anderson House

• Water Tower

• Bluff boat ramp renewal

• Surry Park grandstand renewal

I am NOT in agreement with 

• The Southland Museum / Art Galley

• Centre City master plan (both parts)

• Arts and creativity (both parts)

• Additional Pool at splash palace

I am undecided on Rugby park renewal – as I have never attended a rugby game at these grounds – and I don’t 

expect to in the future.  However, I acknowledge people have a passion for attending Rugby at this park 

A3402343
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Comments on the City Centre Masterplan and Urban Play Space 

I 100% agree that there is no central gathering place for Invercargill. 

I also note that the city can be windswept, rainy, drizzly, cold. 

Shelter from the extremely strong and variable winds is essential.  But I don’t see these issues will be resolved by the 

proposed plan and they need to be 

I agree there needs to be more foot traffic, a more centralised CBD. 

I would recommend to do away with parking meters in the city (I see these are up for renewal – so another saving) 

A classic example of bad location and exposure is BusSmart Central – exposed, uninviting and dismal  

 

Comments on the Southland Museum and Art Gallery 

This project continues to dribble on with lack of direction and leadership. 

From my understanding there is a report that states the existing building is safe – but it leaks. 

Fix the leaks – get the building open and available to the public, 

Save the ratepayers $50 million – and spend $2.5 million on fixing the existing building. 

 

The REAL work (that the Council is employed to do) 

The real work is 

• Roads and Transport 

• Water  

• Stormwater and drainage 

Let’s get it done – all working well – and an alternative emergency water supply built for the city.  

The Government will push down legislation regarding water and this will cost money – be prepared for it and 

acknowledge it (the three waters reform). 

To list climate change as a key work is put into focus when the predicted rise is 1cm over the 10 years.  That is almost 

the error of measurement – when the wind is blowing!  Obviously – build any new buildings and structures a bit 

higher above sea level – but no work needs to be specifically done to address this matter within the plans’ time 

period. 

 

Comment on the Crematorium 

From my understanding – people in Southland will continue to die over the next 10 years.  

Rather than spread costs of developing the Crematorium over nearly 7 years – spend the money in 1 year (this will 

be available as we have reduced other costs by about $100 million. 

 

Summary 

• Do ensure the big three are well funded and keeping pace with required renewals (Roading, Water and 

Sewage) 

• Do maintain well, what we have 

• Do think of those who don’t have enough food – and cannot afford a rates rise 

• Don’t plunge Invercargill into debt 

• Don’t dream about what we cannot afford. 
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Submission to Invercargill City Council 

on the Draft Long-Term Plan 2021-2031 

Date: 3 May 2021 
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Tourism Industry Aotearoa (TIA) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the draft Long-

Term Plan 2021-2031 for Invercargill City Council (ICC). This submission comprises two 

parts. Part One provides a general perspective on tourism at a regional level. Part Two 

provides specific feedback on the draft Long-Term Plan.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

1. TIA is the peak body for the tourism industry in New Zealand. With over 1,300 

members, TIA represents a range of tourism-related activities including 

accommodation, adventure & other activities, attractions, hospitality, retail, airports & 

airlines, transport, as well as related tourism services.  

 

2. The primary role of TIA is to be the voice of the tourism industry. This includes working 

for members on advocacy, policy, communication, events, membership, and business 

capability. The team is based in Wellington and is led by Chief Executive, Chris Roberts. 

 

3. Any enquiries relating to this paper should in the first instance be referred to Matt 

Ammunson-Fyall, TIA Advocacy Co-ordinator at Matt.Ammunson-Fyall@tia.org.nz or 

by phone on 04 499 0104. 

 

PART ONE - TOURISM AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT  

4. Tourism takes place in local communities and offers jobs, regional economic 

opportunities, and vibrancy. We want tourism to provide real benefits to the 

communities where it operates, and local government has a key role to play in 

managing and enhancing local tourism experiences.  

 

5. Tourism was the first industry to be hit by the COVID-19 pandemic and will be one of 

the last to recover. While the immediate outlook is uncertain, the industry’s longer-

term ambitions remain unchanged. TIA’s Tourism 2025 & Beyond, A Sustainable 

Growth Framework – Kaupapa Whakapakari Tāpoi, sets a vision of ‘Growing a 

sustainable tourism industry that benefits New Zealanders’.  

 

6. Our view is that central and local government must deploy their resources and work 

alongside the private sector to revive and then revitalise the tourism industry for the 

benefit of local communities and Aotearoa. This is a shared opportunity to make bold 

changes to fix longstanding systemic issues that have compromised our desire to build 

a truly sustainable tourism future.  

 

7. In August 2020 TIA wrote to all councils in New Zealand outlining three priority areas 

for consideration as they developed their draft Long-Term Plans (LTP). A summary of 

what we asked for follows: 
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Support for Destination Management Plans  

 

8. For your region to get maximum benefit from tourism, your tourism proposition must 

be community driven, align with national sustainable tourism goals, and present a high-

quality offering that appeals to both international and domestic visitors. Destinations 

are a collection of interests (including local government, iwi, communities, and 

business), meaning that coordination and destination planning is needed to deliver the 

best outcomes both for host communities and visitors.  

 

9. This is the most important thing councils can do - look after and invest in the quality 

of their region as a destination. Councils must reflect the desires of their community, 

and this includes the voice of tourism operators, which must be strongly represented 

in these Plans. We would like to see a stronger reflection of tourism and the importance 

of this economic sector in council consideration. With iconic events such as the Bluff 

Oyster Festival and Burt Murno Challenge already in its portfolio, Invercargill City has 

an opportunity to broaden its economic diversity by supporting tourism growth in the 

city. With the closure of the Tiwai Smelter in the next 4 years, the transition to 

alternative industries is required, and tourism may help fill some of the gap. 

Keep costs down  

 

10. Businesses are key to the economic health and vibrancy of a city, town, and region. 

Tourism businesses typically bring significant cashflow and investment to a region 

through attracting both international and domestic visitors. Many of these businesses 

are now struggling to keep their lights on and trading conditions will be tough for the 

foreseeable future.  

 

11. We acknowledge that councils themselves are facing reduced income because of 

COVID19. This comes at a time when ongoing investment to maintain and enhance 

local mixed-use infrastructure (used by residents and visitors) including roads, 

amenities, and attractions is required. Councils should be willing to consider funding 

streams other than rates to maintain and develop infrastructure, such as increased 

debt and central government funding.  

 

Environmental management  

 

12. New Zealand’s environment is our unique selling point. It underpins our 100% Pure 

New Zealand tourism proposition and supports many of our iconic adventure and 

outdoor activities. The top factor influencing international visitors to choose New 

Zealand is our natural landscape and scenery and getting outdoors is a key driver of 

domestic tourism. However, New Zealand’s natural environmental assets are under 

constant threat, including many of our native species, our freshwater rivers and lakes, 

and our unique landscapes.  

 

13. We ask that Council, through the Long-Term Plan, recognise that the environmental 

assets of your region are critical to tourism success and to make a commitment to 

maintaining, enhancing, and restoring these assets.  
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PART TWO - SPECIFIC FEEDBACK ON YOUR LTP 

 

14. In the following section, we provide feedback on the tourism components within your 

Consultation Document for the draft Long-Term Plan 2021-2031. Our comments focus 

on rate increases, city development projects, and tourism funding. 

Rate Increases  

 

15. We acknowledge that Invercargill City Council has proposed a revised rating structure 

to implement a balance between beneficiaries of a service (streetlights, footpaths etc) 

and those paying for the service. We are wary of situations where businesses, who 

contribute significantly to the economic well-being of the region are burdened with an 

increase in the rating differential though on this occasion the increase appears 

manageable.    

 

16. Last year, we asked Council to adopt a conservative approach to rates increases due 

to reduced profitability in the tourism sector. In that light, we support the proposed 

average rate increase of 5% in 2021/22, reducing to 4% in the subsequent two years.  

17. There remains significant uncertainty in the tourism industry. A reopening of the border 

and the reliable return of international markets out of Asia, America, and Europe is 

required for confidence to return. A re-opening to only Australia may have limited 

medium-term impact on New Zealand due to a significant segment of VFR - Visiting 

Friends and Relatives. It is becoming quite clear that reopening to destinations beyond 

Australia will not occur for some time yet. And it will be a gradual return as airlines 

build capacity and reschedule flights to New Zealand. A recovery for tourism in New 

Zealand could take five years or longer. 

City Development Projects 

 

18. TIA supports the ICC in its consultation with the local community. The community 

interest in development of the City Centre Masterplan, the reopening and refurbishment 

of the Southland Museum and Art Gallery, and the improvement of Rugby Park are well 

reflected in the consultation document. Regions with event centres (such as stadiums 

and theatres), and art and heritage infrastructure are in a strong position to attract 

and maintain domestic and international clientele. Not only do these facilities increase 

visitation, they also create employment and other opportunities for local business 

development.  

 

Tourism Funding  

 

19. The challenges faced by local councils in funding decisions is nationwide. To support 

investment in local tourism TIA in our submission to the Tourism Futures Taskforce 

outlined a proposal for Central Government to create a Regional Tourism Fund of 

$300m p.a. These funds would be distributed to local government to address local 

tourism-related needs. 

 

20. Local authorities’ investment in tourism infrastructure would be informed by regional 

spatial plans (where they exist), local authority Long-Term Plans, and RTO/EDA 
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Destination Management Plans. If these Plans are doing their job well, they should 

clearly articulate the aspirations of tourism in the region and funding required. While 

infrastructure would be included as an area for investment of funds, we support a wider 

scope for fund allocation as determined by regional destination management priorities. 

 

21. The allocation model is determined by the measured level of visitor impact on each 

territorial authority. The premise behind this calculation is to create a transparent and 

sustainable model for annual funding rather than councils having to apply and hope. 

For example, it may be based on guest nights in a region.  Invercargill City received 

1.2% of total guest nights1 in NZ in February 2021. If this were attained on an annual 

basis it would provide an additional $3.6m p.a. to the Council for tourism investment 

based on our model. 

 

22. The proposal aligns with Infrastructure NZ’s proposal for a Regional Development Fund, 

expanding the former $1 billion p.a. Provincial Growth Fund into a $2 billion Regional 

Development Fund (RDF) covering all New Zealand. Our proposal of $300m is 15% of 

that $2b fund.  

 

23. We would work with Invercargill City Council and other local authorities to seek the 

introduction of this fund as soon as possible.  

 

 

CLOSING 

 

24. Tourism is a highly resilient industry. With targeted support, system fixes and a shared 

vision, the industry will once again make an essential contribution to New Zealand’s 

success.  

 

25. Local government has a critical role to play in managing and enhancing local tourism 

experiences. Now is the time to focus on keeping costs down for all tourism businesses 

so they can firstly survive and then move into a recovery phase. This may take several 

years beyond that of this draft LTP. 

 

 

 

1 Accommodation Data Programme (ADP), February 2021 
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From: Stu Fraser
To: Policy
Subject: Long term plan
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 11:24:07 PM

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre,
Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks
and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and more
diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be
flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment
Trust (BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Get Outlook for iOS

A3405282
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From: Sumaria Beaton
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: Submission - Bluff Pool
Date: Sunday, 2 May 2021 3:37:38 PM

Kia ora Georgia

I support to keep Bluff swimming pool, our kids have already had public swimming areas
reduced in Bluff, we need to keep our pool.

I will not be speaking to the submission.

thanks
Sumaria

Scanned by Trustwave SEG - Trustwave's comprehensive email content security solution. Download
a free evaluation of Trustwave SEG at www.trustwave.com

A3402357
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From: Tim Mackay
To: Policy
Subject: LTP Support for Southland MTB Club Submissiom
Date: Friday, 30 April 2021 10:00:52 PM

Hi

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club)
support the vision, however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City
Centre, Art Gallery, Water Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our
parks and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support more active lifestyles and
more diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year,
be flexible and build partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and
Recreational Precinct. Funding should be brought forward for the development of
mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the
Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust(BHMET) are doing to restore the mana of Bluff
Hill.

Tim Mackay

A3402359
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From: Tracie Cook
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Bluff community pool submissions
Date: Wednesday, 21 April 2021 8:14:32 PM

Hi ICC

My whanau have been using this pool for years, my grandkids use the pool.
I am disabled and I have to use the pool for rehabilitation, in winter I have to travel to
splash palace... I know quite a few people who would use this pool every day if it was
open in winter.
My boys swim in competitions all Over Southland and they train in bluff pool when they
can. 
It needs to remain open for all the up and coming swimming superstars to train in also.
Also our bluff swimming club nights are here and they are awesome, we have had
carnivals for the past two years and they’ve been a huge success, with out of towners
commented on how much they enjoyed coming to Bluff pool. Do please keep it open so
you don’t break all our hearts 

Thankyou for reading 
T. Cook

Bluff 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

A3402363
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From: Victoria Pearsey
To: Georgia Woodward
Subject: LTP Submissions Bluff Pool Operating Grant
Date: Saturday, 1 May 2021 12:57:52 PM

To Whom It May Concern

I am making a submission in support of the Bluff Swimming pool .
I believe the Bluff Pool to be an important recreational facility for our community where
young children can learn how to swim given we are a coastal town. 
It is also used by adults for swimming to keep fit . 
As Bluff is under the Invercargill city council umbrella surely this is one thing ICC can do
for our community.  
I feel little old Bluff is often forgotten by ICC.
Given the Invercargill Pool  has new hydro slides costing ALOT of money surely this
operational grant to keep Bluff going is minute on the big scheme of things . 

The Bluff Pool is definitely an asset our community needs to keep going. 

Many thanks 
Victoria Pearsey 

Bluff 

No I do not wish to speak . 

A3402367
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From: WAYNE LEARY
To: Policy
Subject: Policy Submission
Date: Saturday, 1 May 2021 1:31:07 PM

 Hi, Good day.

Firstly there are positives happening within the city that will make a difference to our
future.Thanks.

I want to make some suggestions but in a positive way. I am not a detail person these are
broad brush strokes.

There will always be distractions along the way but the intention of a long term plan is to
have a vision- long term.The job of the local representatives is I feel is to keep with the
plan and be communicators of the vision. I feel the need to say this as it appears recently
that there is no concensus of a vision. I feel the community unprepared to accept this for
much longer. The need for advisors to the council on conduct for an example needs to stop.
A short term fix but a long term waste.

Who seen Covid or a national acceleration of the need to earthquake proof buildings on the
back of CHCH. We need to keep people safe. Keeping people safe will not always be a
popular choice but it needs to happen. I see why there are not people in these buildings.

I see public support for the Museum being reopened Anderson House and the water tower.
Reopening. As soon as possible.

All need to be of a similar standard to that of our beatiful theatre.

The plan is always going to have a need for the rainy day fund as the potential of further
distractions is real and we need to be prepared for these. Higher sea levels and effects of
globel warming an example.

Water supply for the city and treatment of waste water returning to water ways are real
personal concerns.

The jewels in our crown are Queens Park  the ILT stadium and SIT. Queens Park must
always be seen as world class. The Stadium a modern heart.If we wish to have a modern
city education needs to continue.  Worthy of continued investment. Lets not under estimate
the benifits to Invercargill of SIT It has changed the look and feel of the city in a very
positive way. Lets continue to encourage cultural diversity within the city in everything we
do. 

The standard of presentation of our city needs improvement. The lawns need mowed. The
weeds need removed when they are there.

I believe the council has support to spend more on the presentation of the city

The sort of pride I see now in Invercargill South could be used as a plan for the city. I feel
proud in driving down many of the streets around town with new property frontages. These
new footpaths look great.

A3402371
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The success of the stadium for the city makes me reluctant to suggest Rugby Park is
further down my list of priorities. It would be a nice to have.

This is largerly big rock stuff at a time when the council has a need to meet obligations
around the inner city development.

We cant have a world class city centre and hotel without the landscape. 

I feel we need to get the landscape right not try and complete too wide a brief as we run the
risk of only half getting it right.

We make a mistake I feel in trying to follow other regions with better climates.

The reality is people will vote with their cars and drive to a business which is immediately
accessible. And keep warm. Acknowledging the new parking being created in the town
centre will make a positive difference.

Finally Leadership or governence. I suggest that the region is over  goverened and any plan
needs to have a focus on amalagamation of councils and authorities. A super south needs
to be the future what ever that might look like. I want more and I dont really want to spend
a great deal more in getting it. So we need efficiency in how council works. And the level
of rates I pay.

Interest rates are low. The city needs to invest in the future. Borrow the money for
tomorrow. For a clear vision!

Thanks for the opportunity to have a say. Good luck with the process.

Wayne Leary

Invercargill
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I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  Our pool is a
critical asset for our community.   Having grown up in Bluff, this pool was a huge part of
my childhood with many nights spent at the public sessions.  From age 5 till 12 years i was
part of the Bluff Swimming Club where i learnt to swim and also participated in
competitive swimming.  When I had my own children it was also important that they were
part of the swimming club to learn to swim.   Bluff is surrounded by the ocean.  Our
children like to spend time during the summer swimming at the beach and also many
families are part of the fishing industry so it is vital for our community to learn to swim.     
For the past 15 years I have been part of the swimming club as a coach and since 2018 the
President of Bluff Swimming Club.   We have approx 90 children registered each season
from ages 5 - 14.  We solely run on volunteers and the progress these children make each
year is amazing.  Some of our children swim competitively but the majority of our children
are there to learn to swim.   The biggest age group of swimmers are 5-6 year olds, the kids
are not only learning to swim but learning to be safe in and around water.            Without
the Bluff pool we wouldn't be able to offer this service. 
The pool is also used for many other groups - the schools, adult fitness & rehabilitation
and public sessions.   My young children spend many days at the public sessions, it is a
shame that it's not open during Winter as this is when our kids are restricted from things
but understand the current situation.   I do believe that after school/evening public sessions

A3403172
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would be beneficial and I believe more children would use these sessions.  
I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to
the Bluff Community Swimming Pool.
Thanks for reading this submission.
Kind Regards
Jamie Lemalie
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From: chris wilson
To: Policy
Subject: Southland mountain bike future
Date: Saturday, 1 May 2021 7:23:07 AM

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the vision,
however people who are happy and healthy support this heart.
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art Gallery, Water
Tower and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open spaces beyond Queens Park
would support more active lifestyles and more diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses.
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be flexible and build
partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational Precinct.
Funding should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks.
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust (BHMET) are
doing to restore the mana of Bluff Hill.

Sent from my iPhone

A3402121
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From: Lara & Bob   
Sent: Thursday, 22 April 2021 11:22 AM 
To: Georgia Woodward  
Subject: Bluff pool submission 

Kia Ora Georgia 

I wish to make a submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool. 

The Bluff Pool is a critical asset for the Bluff Community and without it I would have major 
concerns for the health and safety of our children who are surrounded by water and therefore 
need to have a safe facility to learn to swim in. Many of our youth spend a lot of time on the 
water, rowing and sailing and then later in life getting involved in the fishing industry. 
Therefore it is absolutely vital that they have the necessary facilities in place to learn to swim 
so that they have the adequate skills required for survival. The Bluff Pool also provides an 
important recreational facility, and swimming for fitness and well being. 
I grew up here myself and have witnessed the benefits first hand and continue to encourage 
our Bluff Youth to use the pool. There is a lack of swimming facilities in the ocean for the 
youth currently with them being told they can’t swim at jetties, wharves and the beaches are 

often of poor quality due to runoff. 
Drowning is a strong reality living in Bluff, long may we continue to educate our community 
to prevent tragedies in our small seaside town.  

I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to the 
Bluff Community Swimming Pool as well as providing funding for some much needed 
upgrades in the immediate future.  

Please note I do not wish to speak on the submission. 

Full name - Michael William Bowen (Bob) 
Address -  
Kind regards 

M W Bowen 

A3405169
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From: Brad and Misty Johnson <  
Sent: Wednesday, 28 April 2021 10:03 AM 
To: Subject: LTP Submission - Bluff Pool Operating Grant 

Hi Georgia, 

I am making this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming pool. 

The Bluff pool is an extremely  important asset for the whole community. 
It provides the members of the community with a facility to use for fitness and wellbeing and a safe 
environment for the youth to learn to swim. 
I support and strongly encourage the ICC to continue providing annual operating funds to the Bluff 
Community Swimming pool. 

Regards, 

Misty Johnson 
Bluff  

A3405133
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Invercargill
CITY COUNCIL

Tell us what you think of
our roadmap for renewal.

Its important you have your say
on the big decisions for our future.

Invercargill
C I T Y COUNCIL

FREEPOST − ICC
Road map to Renewal
Submission
Invercargill City Council
Private Bag 90104

INVERCARGILL 9810
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Make a submission 2021−2031 Long−term Plan
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ler/

Do you live in the Invercargill District? e Yes

How did you hear about the LIP consultation?

0 Website 0 Facebook

0 Other

0
u_No

e Public meeting 0 Event
• •

0 Newspaper ( J Radio

Please provide your email address if you would like to stay up to date on Council consultations and engagements.

How will consultation be The consultation will still continue, for more details

impacted by Covid−19 go to www.icc.govt.nz/roadmaptorenewal/

− Levels 2, 3 or 4? covid−19−plan/

Don't forget
to make your

submission by 5pm,
3 May 2021.
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What do you think about our plans
for finances and rates?
(see pages 5, 6, 19 − 21)

rTell us what
\

What do you think about the
proposed changes to the way
we rate? (see pages 22 − 24)

I.−−
Tell us what

\

}

What do you think about our plans
for our other projects and activities?
(see pages 16−19)

I
a . eak Tell us what

• •

1
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Do you agree with our preferred option or
do you support another option?
(If you need more room attach another piece of paper)

City Centre Streetscape − Urban Play
(See pages 10 and 11)

0 Preferred option Tell us why
Another option
Do kc=1 I c−\−\0 nothing LAY C5 r ‘/N) .17:10118

Li
\We.

cAs e . V , c : A v e rYN

−e.ce:342. •

Southland Museum and Art Gallery
(See pages 12 and 13)

® Preferred option Tell us why
O Another option
O Do nothing e. 1\e. A c k o s

,
p.res0‘ clizc

Q − r n
‘‘

PN\‘ 8 b e c−o−c16
•

0
0u_

Rugby Park
(See pages 14 and 15)

O Preferred option Tell us why
• Another option

•0 Do nothing Acc‘ \e‘ rIv_t•−$ Cx y−
t−% C LkAkr c•ICI f̀el 4−A−k!! knTh
cz t or−N' a.••

\ e

What do you think about our plans for our
roadmap to renewal?
(See pages 8 and 9)

4− 4\r, (AGe_y−−, ‘•••\
St

• •1,,k LA s
\ t er tk) e.11 eve oN

C−− . 2 . r 1 c r

o:Norc−sk,‘ kr4roCkUk<−4..j
0,5 Ci
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From: bubba69   
Sent: Wednesday, 28 April 2021 3:32 PM 
To:  
Subject: LTP submission - Bluff pool operating grant 

I would like to make a submission in support of the ICC continuing to support and fund the 
Bluff swimming pool. I use the pool for lane swimming and with few other options for 
activities in Bluff I would hate to not have this choice, for alot of our elderly its the only 
physical activity they can still enjoy locally. Of course being a port town its important that 
the children of Bluff are able to swim and if they had to travel to Invercargill some children 
would be left out as working parents wouldn't have the time and for some transport would be 
impossible. I do not wish to speak at the hearing 

Sandra Louisa Gilroy 
Bluff 

A3405128
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From: Trish Kerr <  
Sent: Thursday, 29 April 2021 2:03 PM 
To: Subject: Bluff Community Swimming Pool Submission 

I am sending this submission in support of the Bluff Swimming Pool.  In my opinion the Bluff Pool is a vital 
asset for the Bluff Community.  It provides an important and necessary facility for all in the Bluff community 
and environs. Community members participate in swimming for fitness and well being. Our younger 
community members learn many of their swimming and water safety skills by attending the Bluff swimming 
club, as we are a port town surrounded by water this is extremely important  for our young people.I myself 
being a senior citizen use the pool on a regular basis during the months that it is open to support my 
fitness, in fact I feel it would be beneficial for many if the pool remained open over the winter months as 
well. I believe it is the responsibility of the Invercargill city council to support the Bluff pool and community 
by continuing to provide sufficient annual operating funds to the Bluff Community Swimming Pool as well as 
funds to upgrade the facility as required. I would also note that the cost of time and travel to use the 
Invercargill swimming pool on a regular basis is unaffordable for many Bluff ratepayers and residents. 

 Unfortunately I am presently at the titi island and am unable to attend the meeting in early May but would 
like my submission to be noted please. 

Regards 

Patricia M Kerr 

A3405116
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1

Georgia Woodward

From: Ryan Harvey 
Sent: Wednesday, 5 May 2021 8:34 AM
To: Policy
Subject: Long Term Plan

- I support the Southland Mountain Bike Club Submission on the proposed LTP.  
- The ICC vision is “A City with Heart” – The Southland Mountain Bike Club (the Club) support the vision, however 
people who are happy and healthy support this heart. 
- The Long Term Plan is geared toward significant infrastructure expenditure (City Centre, Art Gallery, Water Tower 
and Rugby Park). The Club consider that improving our parks and open spaces beyond Queens Park would support 
more active lifestyles and more diverse opportunities such as events and new businesses. 
- Parks and Reserves should be seeking to see increases in visitor numbers year on year, be flexible and build 
partnerships with stakeholders to achieve good outcomes.  
- More emphasis needs to be focused on Bluff including the Bluff Masterplan and Recreational Precinct. Funding 
should be brought forward for the development of mountain bike tracks. 
- More support is needed for the good work that the Bluff Hill Motupohue Environment Trust (BHMET) are doing to 
restore the mana of Bluff Hill.  
 
 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Ryan Harvey 
 
 

 
 

 
 
I
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Nathan Surendran - Submission to ICC -
Long Term Plan Consultation 2021
I WISH TO SPEAK TO THIS SUBMISSION 06/05/21
Online at https://bit.ly/3eQ6EFk
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Context
In making my comments on the Long Term Plan’s intended focus and objectives below, I am
framing my comments around energy, which is a factor that is in my experience poorly
understood. My understanding stems from my background as a built environment energy
systems professional engineer, and years of painstaking research and thinking that have given
me a deep understanding of the dynamics of the big picture changes we face. This submission
should be read in the context of the other submissions I have made / contributed to, over the
past 7 years I have been in Southland, to various regional and national consultations . I have1

not covered so much of the evidence in this submission, choosing instead to focus on the
narrative and mostly positive suggestions for change.

I have failed to make time to give a comprehensive response to the full set of consultation
documents, so I have instead focused on the assumptions, as this is what drives the thinking in
the rest of the LTP. Please also refer to my full 2018 submission (Online at http://bit.ly/2Hc8ulZ
and spoken submission here: http://bit.ly/2raEPzC), although I have retained the directly
relevant sections below.

Underlying Assumptions
In order to make good decisions over the 10 year time scale under consideration, we must have
a fact based, systemic understanding of the complex and inter-related challenges we face. The
Wise Response Incorporated Society has outlined 5 broad areas of risk that we face, which our2

current approach to policy and strategy at the national and local government level has failed to
address coherently, in an integrated manner, if at all:
1.  Economic security:  the risk of a sudden, deepening, or prolonged financial crisis.
2.  Energy and climate security:  the risk of continuing our heavy dependence on fossil fuels.
3. Business continuity: the risk exposure of all New Zealand business, including farming, to a
lower carbon economy.
4. Ecological security: the risks associated with failing to genuinely protect both land-based and
marine ecosystems and their natural processes.
5. Genuine well-being: the risk of persisting with a subsidised, debt-based economy,
preoccupied with maximising consumption and GDP.

In my last submission I focused my genealogy comments on the growth fallacy, summarised as
follows:

If the global economy grew at 3% from then on it would be 30 times larger than the current
economy by 2073, and 60 times larger by the end of this century. Given that the global economy
is already in gross ecological overshoot, it is utterly implausible to think that planetary

2
http://bit.ly/wiseresponse

1
http://bit.ly/NS_ORF
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ecosystems could withstand the impacts of a global economy that was 15, 30, or 60 times
larger, in terms of GDP, than it is today. Even a global economy twice or four times as big should
be of profound ecological concern. What makes this growth trajectory all the more implausible is
that if we asked politicians whether they would prefer 4% GDP growth to 3%, they would all say
yes, and the exponential growth scenario just outlined would become even more absurd.
Heaven forbid we get what we are aiming for!

… We need an alternative model of economic progress, as well as a culture and set of
institutions that facilitate a transition ‘beyond growth’.

In short, the fatal problem with the growth model is that it relies on an extent of decoupling that
quickly becomes unachievable. We simply cannot make a growing supply of food, clothes,
houses, cars, appliances, gadgets, etc. with 15, 30, or 60 times less energy and resources than
we do today. To make matters worse for the defenders of ‘green growth’, research published in
2015 by the US Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (Wiedmann et al, 2015) has
debunked the widespread myth that the developed nations are already in process of significant
decoupling. It turns out that what developed nations have mainly been doing is outsourcing
energy and resource intensive manufacturing and ‘recoupling’ it elsewhere, especially China.
The consequence is that as the world naïvely pursues green growth, the environmental crisis
continues to worsen. Technology and ‘free markets’ are not the salvation they promised to be .3

In this submission I felt following a recent conversation with ICC CFO Michael Day (whom these
contents are daily directed to), that I should focus on the energy dimension:

"We can, we’re told, overcome environmental risk without having fewer cars, limiting engine
sizes, insisting on hybrid-only model slates, or rationing air travel.

Much the same applies to the use of energy. Over twenty years in which GDP increased by
110%, consumption of primary energy expanded by only 54%. Accordingly, the economic value
created by the use of a single unit of energy seemingly improved by 36%.

The inference is that, in the future, economic output can grow whilst our use of energy
decreases. This where the fantasy of “de-coupling” the economy from energy use comes from,
and remains persuasive even though experts at the EEB have described the case for
de-coupling as “a haystack without a needle”.

It is, after all, surely obvious that literally nothing of any economic value (utility) whatsoever can
be produced without the use of energy – so why would we expect to grow the economy without
increasing our consumption of energy?

3
http://bit.ly/1HXWhsj and http://bit.ly/2DtBv7v
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So any theory which postulates indefinite divergence between energy use and economic
prosperity affronts the laws of physics. Suggesting that “technology” can somehow over-rule the
constraints of physics simply produces ‘self-delusion squared’.

Cold reality

When we step away from self-deluding convention (and starry-eyed faith in technology), and
look behind the fallacy of GDP, very different conclusions emerge.

For starters, stripped of what we can call ‘the credit effect’, world economic output increased by
only 40% (rather than by 110%) between 1999 and 2019.

This means that we delivered 5% less economic value for each tonne of CO² emitted, and 9%
less economic output from each unit of energy consumed.
Nor is this all. The Energy Cost of Energy (ECoE) is the critical dynamic determining how much
economic value we derive from each unit of energy consumed. Driven primarily by fossil fuel
depletion, ECoEs have been (and are) rising relentlessly.

If we include ECoE escalation in our calculation, each unit of emitted CO² yielded 10% less
material prosperity in 2019 than in 1999, whilst the relationship between prosperity and energy
use worsened by 14% over that same period.

The latter point, in particular, is self-evident – if, from any given quantity of energy supplied,
more has to be consumed in the supply process, less remains for any other economic purpose.

These inconvenient observations tell us, amongst other things, that we can’t overcome
environmental challenges without changing our behaviour, and that we can’t shrink energy
consumption without shrinking the economy.

If we factor ECoE into the equation, two further critical points emerge.
First, CO² emissions are a function of the total energy that we use, whilst material prosperity is
linked to surplus (ex-ECoE) energy quantities. As ECoEs rise, they load this equation against
us.

Therefore, a sizeable – and rising – proportion of CO² emissions is tied, not to the economic
value that energy use creates, but to the energy that is used only to make energy supply
available. We’re never going to combat climate change and ecological degradation effectively
until we take this ‘variable geometry’ into account.

… Practical implications
If we once free ourselves from the alluring embraces of financial and technological self-delusion,
we’re in a position to recognise fundamental challenges that won’t go away just because we
bury our heads in the sand.
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Our first observation has to be that prosperity consists of those material things – goods and
services – whose provision is a function of energy, not of our ability to pour ever more money
into the system.

This linkage to energy is particularly important in the provision of essentials, including food and
water, housing, health care, education, necessary transport and, of course, energy itself.

Even the most cursory examination tells us that, as prosperity continues to deteriorate in
defiance of our economic self-delusion, so the proportion of our prosperity available for all
discretionary (non-essential) purposes will diminish.

If, understanding this, you were in government, your forward planning would surely centre on
ensuring the availability and affordability of essentials for everyone. This has already become a
critical factor, as ever larger numbers are sucked into poorly-paid, insecure forms of
employment, just as the cost of necessities continues to rise.

This is where plans for the universal provision of essentials should be front and centre of the
policy process, much as – in some countries – universal provision for health care was the
flagship objective for an earlier generation of political leaders. "4

As this argument, and the Wise Response Society made clear in its 2018 submission to the5

Productivity Commission’s ‘Inquiry into the transition to a low emissions economy’ and again in
its 2021 submission to the Climate Change Commission , the risks associated with pursuing6

primarily GDP growth, and expecting a meaningful energy transition to
are now far too large to continue to ignore. An alternative approach is definitely needed.

A Changing Policy Environment
The coalition government has elected to move towards reinstatement the 4 well-beings to the
Local Government Act: These importantly acknowledge that local authorities have a broader
role in fostering liveable communities, than simply providing “core services” . The objectives of7

council need to be specifically framed around all of these, this is a legislated requirement.

Whilst it remains true that the primary objective of TLA’s in New Zealand at this point is in the
core services of roads, rubbish and rates, an opportunity is growing. Communities around the
country will need an alternative vision, and a unifying narrative around which to reorganise to
support wellbeing.

7
http://www.lgnz.co.nz/2018-media-releases/four-well-beings-restored-to-local-communities/

6
https://bit.ly/2RxF9Zy

5
http://bit.ly/2zmQmBv and http://bit.ly/2gW5E95

4
https://bit.ly/2Rx7wXq
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I know of no organisations better placed to provide this, than TLA’s around New Zealand.
Consider the following as the suggested start of a larger 2050 vision, fit for the challenges we
face.

Response to the specifics of the consultation
The Assumptions document8

This document has such major flaws that the overall process of long term planning might be
fatally compromised. I have provided my comments from my 2018 submission below lightly
edited. I had intended to update them to the current plan’s “Assumptions” document, but I ran
out of time to do so. In saying that, there would appear to have been little point in an update
anyway, as the assumptions remain basically unchanged, despite the fundamental flaws I noted
in 2018.

The weaknesses I identify below are related to the fundamental misunderstanding of the
forward operating environment that the council will have to work within, which is linked to the
issues I identify and explain in the first sections of this submission, and which I have repeatedly
pointed out to council in my submissions to their various consultations over the last 7 years or
so .9

To take one specific example from the current assumptions document that illustrates the
fundamental flaw beautifully. The population growth assumption section states: “This rate has
been observed during eight of approximately the past twelve years, making it a reasonable
assumption for the current plan.”

I have provided reams of evidence regarding the constraints on future economic activity in my
previous submissions. Particularly in light of the global pandemic which is multiplying the impact
of the many longer term trend biophysical limits to growth, it is clear that THE FUTURE IS NOT
A SIMPLE LINEAR PROJECTION FROM THE PAST. To be persisting in planning the future
spend of ICC as if it is must surely be illegal in some way. It is certainly morally and ethically
indefensible.

From my 2018 submission:

Specifically the following assumptions are flawed for the reasons given, supported by the
evidence I have referenced in the footnotes:

9
http://bit.ly/NS_ORF

8
https://icc.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Significant-Assumptions.pdf and

https://icc.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/LTP-Proper-Assumptions-2021-1.pdf
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It would be more accurate to say forecasts are always inaccurate. However, the issue I am
addressing is that the neoclassical economic models, and specifically DGSE, that form the basis
of modelling work by BERL are not fit for purpose. The credible, logical, detailled critiscism’s
leveled at this type of macroeconomic forecasting are coming both from within , and outside10 11

of mainstream economics. As Nobel Laureate Joseph Stiglitz has observed: “The DSGE models
fail in explaining these major downturns, including the source of the perturbation in the economy
which gives rise to them, why shocks, which the system (in these models) should have been
able to absorb, get amplified with such serious consequences, and why they persist, i.e. why the
economy does not quickly return to full employment, as one would have expected in an
equilibrium model. These are not minor failings, but go to the root of the deficiencies in the
model.”

Alternative approaches, such as the ‘Mediated Modelling’ approach and ‘Transition12

Engineering’ process , must be urgently brought to bear on the issue of forecasts and strategic13

planning. It must provide, at the very least, a counterpoint to the dogmatic, religious, blind
adherence to the advice of the discredited economic profession. Consider its performance for
the IMF for evidence of how far from accurate forecasts from mainstream economics are:14

14
http://bit.ly/2Jj0vAZ

13
http://bit.ly/2qLN1W2 and http://bit.ly/2HGobRQ

12
https://islandpress.org/book/mediated-modeling and http://bit.ly/2II4Qgd

11
http://bit.ly/see_timm and http://bit.ly/1mnvxIy and http://bit.ly/nate_energy

10
http://bit.ly/2He5iSN
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The assumption of growth from this point forwards is false. It will not continue to grow, as the
underlying basis of economic growth, an expanding energy supply, cannot continue, as
discussed in my general comments. For a readable overview, I recommend the article
‘Paradigms Lost’ which contains reflections on the issues, and their implications for15

government policy, which concludes:

15
http://bit.ly/2nLnBtC
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The question now is whether economists, government and business can become aware
of what has been destroying in their certainties – and can find new paradigms to replace
the old.”

Continued ‘normal’ function of the financial markets on a 10 year time scale is not a safe
assumption for the reasons already outlined.
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Projected ROI for investments should be revised to account for the issues and implications I
have already outlined.

As a community we need strategic action to build resilience via the mechanisms I identify in my
general comments and past submissions, to provide for better outcomes, whether insurance
comes to the rescue or not. Given the ongoing issues in Canterbury relating to the earthquakes
there, there should be little confidence that insurance is a suitable hedge to provide for positive
community outcomes, and the wellbeing of your ratepayers.

This statement is directly at odds with the statement from the summary text (3a from my Note to
New CEO). Which is correct? Either the impacts will or won’t arise over the 10 years. Not
both…..

Incorrect. The financial changes upcoming are entirely foreseeable, you just need to look to
dissenting voices from within and outside of the economics profession, as I already identified
above.
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Impacts are most certainly not limited to Infrastructure and Tourism, but taking those points as a
starting place:

● Infrastructure provision will be affected by:
○ Cost of replacement and ongoing operation and maintenance of assets.
○ Ability to source replacement parts as the global economy resets.

● Tourism - affordability of flying will be affected by:
○ the upcoming, inevitable global recession.
○ uncertainty around carbon pricing of airline emissions.
○ stagnation or decline in real income globally.

Liability Policy

The document states that “The use of debt is seen as an appropriate and efficient mechanism
for promoting intergenerational equity between current and future ratepayers in relation to
Council’s assets and investments.” This is precisely the wrong usage of the ‘intergenerational
equity’ concept. Intergenerational equity considerations demand that we think long term, and
plan for a prosperous future for our descendents. The idea that you can use this term to justify
passing debts ON to future generations to support current lifestyles based on fossil fuel
dependent infrastructure is abhorrent, and exactly the opposite of the meaning of the term.

Climate change and resource depletion are ongoing, and the economic constraints they will
impose on future economic development activities for the young people in this community to
repay these debts are real, despite what economic advisors blinded by neoliberal zeal and a
desire to be re-employed might tell you. This is due to increased costs associated with pricing in
carbon emissions effectively (as noted by the Climate Commission’s 2021 report and as will be
visible as a ‘shadow price for carbon’ in the 2021 budget), and the energy cost of energy
increasing inexorably as we deplete the easier resources, leading to less affordable energy
products. The detail and consequences of this line of thinking are adroitly described by Dr Tim
Morgan in his article ‘The Objective Economy - Part 2’ appended to this submission.

Sound investments that could reasonably be seen as important to the transition of the
Invercargill City economy away from fossil fuels may be available. However, we should think in
terms of ‘what comes next’ when making these decisions. So, centralised 3 waters systems will
likely become harder and impossible to maintain. At what point does the council start to make
strategic decisions about how to decentralise our water supply? As it is, for decades, the
unacceptable risk associated with a single water supply has been discussed, and now there is
forecast expenditure to add a second supply. But what if, as the current pandemic is highlighting
with resin shortages for plastic pipeline manufacture, too much reliance in a single engineered
solution is an unacceptable risk to the community? What could a fossil fuel input free water
supply look like. Should we prioritise spending on the water tower given the probability that
spare parts to keep the pump system operational is not guaranteed. If so, then what of the AF8
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planning and the risk to structures like that. Wouldn’t encouraging more decentralised water
supply options (primarily roof rainwater collection, but possibly street or suburb scale options
too) be a better option? Wouldn’t this then also reduce the council’s liabilities associated with a
water supply that has nitrate levels above international guidelines for managing colo-rectal
cancer risk? How do we balance these considerations?

This type of thinking needs to be deployed across all infrastructure and assets, that would
decrease the liabilities associated with the known risks relating to climate change and resource
depletion.

Investment Policy

Number one priority: follow SDC’s lead and require all council investments to be reviewed
against ethics critera. A good starting point is the Mindful Money website that has ranked funds
on their investments: https://mindfulmoney.nz/managed/
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Appendix 1: Surplus Energy Economics
article #185. The objective economy,
part two
Posted on November 23, 2020

ARE DISCRETIONARY PURCHASES NO LONGER AFFORDABLE?

When somebody makes a discretionary (non-essential) purchase – pays for a leisure activity, for
instance, or a consumer gadget, or a holiday – the assumption is that he or she ‘can afford it’. But the
World economy runs on continuous infusions of credit, which makes the world “afford” subject to
increasingly severe qualification.

This discussion presents an analysis of prosperity (as opposed to credit-financed ‘consumption’), in
conjunction with assessments of taxation, and of the cost of household essentials. It indicates that the
average person can not now afford discretionary purchases. Moreover, his or her ability to afford
liens on income – the household counterparts of the streams of income now so critically embedded in
an increasingly financialized economy – has to be open to very serious question.

As we near the point where we exhaust our ability to inflate economic ‘activity’ with perpetual credit
injection, we are poised to make two very disturbing discoveries. The first is that swathes of
discretionary activity are no longer affordable on a sustainable basis, to the point where sectors
supplying these purchases are to a large extent living on the life-support of financial manipulation.

The second is that a large proportion of asset valuations – where they involve discretionary suppliers,
capitalized streams of income, and property – are hanging by a thread.

Introduction

In the previous article, we went in some depth into the workings of the economy as an energy system,
concluding that prior growth in prosperity has gone into reverse as the energy equation has
deteriorated. The aim here is to explore some selected implications of the onset of “de-growth”.
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This can best be done, not by looking only in a ‘top-down’ way at institutions, systems and
enterprises, but by following a ‘bottom-up’ rationale which starts with the circumstances of the
‘average’ or ‘ordinary’ person.

The central realities are (a) that this ordinary person’s prosperity is shrinking, and (b) that
conventional definitions of economic output and individual income greatly overstate the economic
resources to which he or she has access.

There is a sequence of hierarchy in how the ‘average’ person spends his or her income. The first calls
are taxation, and the cost of household essentials. Next come various liens on income owed to the
financial and corporate system – these are the household counterparts of the streams of income on
which so much corporate activity and capital asset value now depend. ‘Discretionary’ (non-essential)
spending – everything from leisure and travel to the purchase of durable and non-durable consumer
goods – is funded out of what remains, after these various prior calls have been met.

Putting these two facts together leads to some striking conclusions. Because discretionary
consumption comes last in the pecking-order of spending – and because a large and growing slice of
apparent ‘income’ is no more than a cosmetic product of financial manipulation – then it follows that
the underlying and sustainable level of discretionary expenditures is far lower than is generally
assumed.

In essence, discretionary sectors of the economy are now on life-support, kept in being only by
the drip-feed of credit and monetary stimulus. Additionally, the ability of households to sustain the
stream-of-income payments to the financial and corporate sectors is hanging by a thread.

This means, first, that, as and when credit and monetary adventurism reach their practical limits,
whole sectors of the economy will contract very severely.

Second, it means that we have reasonable visibility on the processes by which asset prices will slump
into a new equilibrium with much-reduced economic prosperity.

Critical path

These findings have profound implications, so much so that it’s important to understand the
analytical route by which they have been reached. This discussion follows a path which starts with a
top-down examination of how the ‘real’ economy of goods and services actually functions, translates
this into what it means for the ‘average’ or ‘ordinary’ person, and proceeds from there to various
findings relevant to business, finance and government. This analysis is informed by the proprietary
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SEEDS economic model, which presents energy-based analysis in the financial ‘language’ in which,
by convention, debates over these issues are conducted.

If you’re new to energy-based interpretation of the economy, the ‘big picture’ is simply stated.

Essentially, the dramatic growth in economic output (and in the numbers of people supported by that
output) since the 1760s has been a function of cheap energy from coal, oil and natural gas.

More recently, three trends have undermined this dynamic. First, fossil fuel energy has ceased to be
‘cheap’, in meaningful, energy-margin terms.

Second, this cost increase is taking away our ability to maintain (let alone to further increase) the
supply of fossil fuels.

Third, we have reached – or passed – the limits of environmental tolerance of an economy powered
by fossil fuel energy.

This means, either that we find an economic replacement for oil, gas and coal, or that we adapt
ourselves to the ending of the fossil fuel prosperity dynamic. The authorities, who are aware of the
environmental but not the economic implications of this situation, are pinning their hopes on
transition to renewable energy sources (REs).

The environmental case for transition to REs is undoubtedly compelling. But the belief that REs can
replicate the economic impetus of fossil fuels, far from being ‘proven’, is simply an assumption,
based primarily on wishful thinking, and, far from success being assured, the probability of it
happening is actually very low.

Considered in ECoE terms, whilst the costs of RE supplies are falling, they are unlikely ever to be
low enough to replace the fossil fuel growth dynamic. The building out of RE capacity continues to
rely on inputs which only the use of fossil fuels can provide. We cannot – yet, anyway – build solar
panels using only solar energy, or construct wind-turbines using wind power alone.

Moreover, we should not assume that REs can ever be a like-for-like replacement for oil, gas and
coal. An economy powered by REs will not replicate the one built on fossil fuels. The push to
replace internal combustion engine (ICE) transport with electric vehicles (EVs) is a case in point.
Whereas the properties of petroleum favoured the development of cars, RE-provided electricity is
likely to work far more effectively as a power source for public transport.
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Even if (and it’s a big ‘if’) RE electricity can replace the quantity of energy used by ICE vehicles,
batteries cannot replicate the characteristics of the fuel-tank. If we try to ‘buck the physics’ on this –
if we insist on clinging on to cars, rather than switching to trains and trams – then we risk, not only a
costly failure, but also an environmental disaster caused by mining the materials necessary for the
requisite supply of batteries.

In parenthesis, it’s only fair to note that the authorities very probably don’t anticipate like-for-like
replacement of ICE cars with EVs, but they can hardly tell voters that car ownership is set to fall
markedly.

Economic conditions – the personal factor

Where this top-down situation leaves our ‘average’ person is with deteriorating prosperity. It might
not look that way to him or her, but this is because both macro and micro perceptions have been
obscured by the use of financial ‘innovation’, which has included sub-zero real interest rates (by
which people are paid to borrow), and monetary expansion (which back-stops this escalation in debt
and other obligations).

Wages and other forms of income have continued to increase, but only because we have been taking
on between $3 and $5 of new commitments in exchange for each dollar of apparent “growth” in GDP
and, therefore, in incomes. A point will, inevitably, soon be reached at which we have to renege on
some of these promises, either by walking away from them (‘hard default’) or by devaluing them
through inflation (‘soft default’). The idea that this somehow ‘doesn’t matter’ is a fiction, because
one person’s debt is another person’s asset, and because broader promises (such as pensions) form
the real basis on which people plan their lives.

The deterioration in prosperity has been experienced first in the Advanced Economies, and prosperity
per capita has been falling in almost all Western countries since the early 2000s. The high levels of
complexity in these economies carry extensive maintenance costs, meaning that prior growth in
prosperity goes into reverse at comparatively low levels of ECoE (between 3.5% and 5.0%). Less
complex EM (emerging market) economies enjoy greater ECoE tolerance, but they, too, have now
reached the ECoE inflexion-points (between 8% and 10%) at which prior growth in their prosperity,
too, goes into reverse.

This, of course, means that the average person – first in the West, latterly in the EM countries – gets
poorer. So far, at least, the rate of deterioration in top-line prosperity has been pretty gradual, but its
effects on the average person are leveraged by taxation; by the priority that must be given to
household essentials; and by the liens on income created by the increasing financialization of the
economy.
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Here’s a simple illustration of this leverage effect. A person has an income of $100. Of this, $35 goes
in tax, $40 must be spent on essentials, and a further $15 goes out in interest, rent and various
subscriptions and stage-payments. This leaves $10 of discretionary income for the person to spend as
he or she wishes.

If this representative person’s income falls by $5, from $100 to $95, it’s mathematically true to say
that he or she is worse off by ‘only’ 5%. But, because of the leverage in the equation, his or her
discretionary spending capability has slumped by 50%, from $10 to $5.

This person may – and, in the real world, increasingly does – counteract this ‘discretionary squeeze’
by taking on extra debt, or by stringing out (staging) payments for purchases that hitherto would have
been paid for up-front.

But all that this does is to increase the future cost of debt service and other liens on income.

Taxing times

Where fiscal issues are concerned, the prosperity problem for households is leveraged by
governments’ failure to set policy based on the realities of prosperity.

In the group of sixteen Advanced Economies (AE-16) modelled by SEEDS, aggregate taxation
increased by an estimated 40% in real terms between 1999 and 2019. Since recorded GDP rose by a
very similar 41% over this period, the apparent incidence of taxation – measured conventionally
against GDP – has been remarkably static, seldom varying much above or below 36% over the past
two decades.

When we look past credit-inflated GDP to prosperity, however, the burden of tax has risen from 39%
in 1999 to 49% last year.

As this pincer effect has rolled on – with taxes rising whilst prosperity erodes – relatively modest
decreases in prosperity per capita have been leveraged into much more extreme falls at the level of
disposable (“left in your pocket”) prosperity.

The most striking illustration of this effect is France, where prosperity per capita peaked in 2004, at
€30,910. Since then, this number has declined by a comparatively modest 6.2% (€1,910) in real
terms, to €29,000. But tax per capita has increased (by €3,000 per person) over that same period.
Accordingly, the disposable prosperity of the average French citizen has fallen by a dramatic 34%
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(€4,920), from €14,700 in 2004 to just €9,570 last year. Popular anger at this state of affairs is
palpable.

In few other countries has this leverage effect been quite so extreme, but declines in disposable
prosperity per person have, nevertheless, been pretty striking, falling by 28.2% in Spain since 2001,
by 28.0% in Britain since 2004, and by 17.4% in the United States since 2000 (see table 1).

Table 1.

Essential pressures

The adverse leveraging effect of taxation has fiscal and political implications, of course, though what
interests us here is its impact on consumers.

This impact is, moreover, compounded by the growing slice of prosperity accounted for by the cost
of household essentials.

SEEDS doesn’t monitor essentials spending on a country-by-country basis, but does carry out this
exercise in the single instance of the United Kingdom. Over a twenty-year period ending in
December 2019, average wages in Britain increased by a nominal 77%, outstripping CPI inflation (of
49%) such that, in theory, the wage-earner was better off by nearly 10% over that period.

However, the essentials index (TMUKEPI) rose by 96%, such that wages measured against
household essentials decreased by almost 10% between 1999 and 2019. It’s also noteworthy that,
whilst the average cost of domestic rent rose by 8% in real terms, the real cost of mortgages fell by
almost 20%.

Since a sizeable part of the cost of household essentials is linked to commodities traded globally –
most obviously, to foodstuffs, materials and, above all, energy – it’s a reasonable inference that these
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broad patterns have been replicated elsewhere in the Advanced Economies. From this, we can deduce
that non-discretionary purchases, whilst they account for perhaps 37% to 40% of household
expenditures, already absorb somewhere between 50% and 55% of prosperity.

If this calculation is correct, it would mean that the combined burdens of tax and household essentials
are already close to, and may in a number of instances exceed, per capita prosperity. If these costs
seem to remain affordable within incomes – but not within prosperity – the explanation lies in the
credit effect of inflating incomes (and aggregate GDP) by purchasing “growth” using incremental
debt in a ratio of 3:1.

In short, indicative numbers suggest that, over the past five or so years, the combined burdens of
taxation and essentials have come to absorb all of the prosperity of the average person in a growing
number of Western economies.

What this in turn means is that the average household increasingly relies on credit expansion to fund
all discretionary (non-essential) purchases. In this context, ‘debt’ includes the individual’s share of
all government and corporate (as well as household) borrowing. Albeit at one remove, government
borrowing pays for services that would otherwise have to be funded by taxation, whilst corporate
borrowing helps fund the incomes of employees, and may also serve to reduce the end-user cost of
purchases.

As set out in table 2, perhaps the most extreme example of this credit effect is Ireland. Since 2004,
the annual pre-tax prosperity of the average Irish citizen has decreased by €3,000 which, at 7.4% and
spread over fifteen years, may seem a comparatively modest decline. Over the same period, though,
his or her share of the country’s debt has soared from €82,000 to €198,000. This means that, on
average, the average person’s share of debt has increased by nearly €7,700 in each of the past fifteen
years.

Table 2.
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Conclusions

It’s a reasonable guess that the central conclusions of this analysis will not contradict many readers’
intuitive perceptions of what has been happening.

We know that increases in income have been more than matched by increases in debt. We know that,
increasingly, households are taking on financial commitments in addition to traditional obligations
such as mortgages and rent. We know that taxes on the ‘typical’ household haven’t fallen to mitigate
these pressures. We know that the real cost of household essentials has risen, and it will come as no
great surprise that there is a corollary between rising household credit and continuing expenditures
on non-essential purchases such as leisure, travel and gadgets. We also know that many other
indicators of hardship chime with these observations.

In this context, it’s necessary to be clear about what we know, and what we infer. Observation over
time confirms that financial ‘innovation’, and outright increases in debt and other obligations, are
being used to sustain increasingly illusory ‘growth’. Our understanding of the energy basis of all
economic activity should reinforce our confidence that rising ECoEs lie at the root of what began as
“secular stagnation”, but has since turned into something a great deal more serious. SEEDS monitors
real-terms taxation in countries accounting for about 80% of the World economy and, if we cannot
calculate the costs of household essentials on a country-by-country basis, we have data sufficient for
reasonable inference on this component.

We need to be somewhat nuanced in the conclusions that we draw from a diminishing, and perhaps
vanishing, aggregate capability to fund discretionary purchases without resort to spiraling credit.

For one thing, inequalities between households affect the overall situation. Whilst the ‘average’
person might not be able to make discretionary purchases without using credit, there will be some
below this average who already rely on credit to pay for the essentials, whilst others are in a better
position, and can still make discretionary purchases without going into debt to do so. To take just one
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example, the interpretation presented here doesn’t imply that air travel will ‘collapse’, but does
indicate that it will contract, suggesting that providers will need to carry fewer passengers, and
charge them higher fares.

This said, there can be no disguising the underlying trends, which point towards overall contraction
in discretionary sectors, and also highlight the vulnerability of any activity or asset which depends on
income streams derived from increasingly squeezed household prosperity. Logically, the industrial
landscape can be expected to rebalance away from discretionary activities, whilst a sharp correction
in asset prices is likely to be led both by decay in discretionary components and by a degradation in
the scale and reliability of ‘income streams’.
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A3405249 

06 May 2021

Submission to the Invercargill City Council regarding Surrey Park Grandstand Proposal –
roadmap to renewal – pages 8 & 9

Al though this submission is outside the due by date, we urge is still be considered.

Special Olympics Southland has been a regular user of Surrey Park and its grandstand ever since 
we commenced Special Olympics Southland in Invercargill over twenty-five years ago.   We hope to 
continue using this facility.

Yes, the grandstand needs strengthening, repair, even replacement, but we urge caution.

Further information needs to be supplied to users of this facility.

There is a lack of specific details outline in the ICC surrey Park Redevelopment Business Case which 
does not allow Users of this facility to make an informed choice as to which of the options is 
preferable.

Special Olympics Southland request that any decision be delayed and that the current $1.5million 
under Option 1 be ringfenced to ensure that this is available in the future for whatever redevelopment 
is undertaken.

Special Olympics Southland believes that further consultation amongst the user groups of the Surrey 
Park Grandstand and the ICC is required to develop and understanding of what is required in both 
the short and long term – using information and recommendations contained in the ICC Surrey Park 
Redevelopment Business Case, the Optium Planning Group Surrey Park Future Report, and the 
Southland Regional Spaces and Places strategy.

We are mindful that a request for delaying any decision pushes out the timeframe for any 
redevelopment, but we are of the opinion that by doing so, all parties will be able to develop a solution 
that best meets the needs of our community.

We have heard that a new Grandstand to seat 300 is proposed – we suggest that this is way too 
inadequate if future events being considered for Surrey Park are to eventuate.

Southland  
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A3405249 

Special Olympics Southland 
PO Box 6019, Invercargill North, Invercargill 9841 
Tel +64 3 225 8495  Mobile +64 274 338725 Email
southland@specialolympics.org.nz   
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